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PREFACE

THn uosr DIFFTcULT asignment of my thirty years in the Congress of the United States was the chairmanship of the Special
Committee to Investigate Tax Exempt Foundations, informally referred to as the "Reece Committee." This investigation required
embarrassingly close scrutiny of the intellectual activiti$ sup
ported by the great and highly respected American names of Carnegie, Rockefeller, and Ford. As a minority member of the Gox
Committee, which in the previous Congress had attempted but
virtualli abandoned this project, I had sensed the power that
would spring up in opposition to a complete investigation.
The obstacles weie obvious from the first. We knew that the influential "liberal" press, characterized by The Neu York Times,
the New Yorh Hcrald, Tribune, and the Washington Post-Times
Herald, would throw its editorial power against the Committee.
We knew that even the bulk of the conservative press could not
be unmindful of the enormous power of these foundations. We
knerv that many prominent educators, regardless of what they felt,
could not be unmindful of the dependency of their institutions
upon continued largess from the foundations involved. We knew
that the gtoup of prominent men whose decisions would have to
be judged extended even to intimates of the Whitc House.
But I felt that the work of the Cox Committee left several im.
portant unanswered questions, of which the gravest wasz to what
extent, il ony, are the lunds of the large foundations aiding ond
Y
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dbetting Marxist lendencies in the United States dnd weahening
lhe love which cvcry American should' haae lor hk way ol lilcl
So we set out to find the answers. We wanted to explore the
problems of foundations by examining their actions, not theit
starements for the public. We felt that there are involved in the
concepts under which foundations oPerate and grow in the
United States certain dangers for the public welfare' We were not
blind to the undoubted merits of the contributions of numerous
tax-exempt foundations to worih-while causes. It was our in'
tention to find the factual basis for preserving their constructive
functions and at the same time for supplying guidance for future
legislation and administrative action against the use of foundation
power for political ends. The story of that adventure, of what we
found, and of the harassments to which we were subjected, is
included in this book by Ren6 A. Wormser, who was general
counsel to the committee of which I was chairman and is widely
recognized in America and Europe a$ outstanding in the field of
estate planning and taxation. The book contributes essentially,
however, the philosophical and juridical reflections of this dis'
tinguished lawyer, based upon the material our committee dis'
closed and upon other data which have appeared since the
closing o[ our inquiry, He discusses problems of foundation ad'
ministration and control which are grave indeed and has ren'
dered a great service in preparing this sober and thoughtful work.
BRAZILLA CARROLL REECE
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in the New York Daily News o[ December qr,
t954, John O'Donnell said that the Reece Committee had the
"almost impossible task" of telling "the taxpayers that the incredible was, in fact, the truth." "The incredible fact," he continued
"was that the huge fortunes piled up by such industrial giants ar
John D. Rockefeller, Andrew Carnegie, and Henry Ford were today being used to destroy or discredit the free-enterprise system
whic[ gave them birth."
It is not ea$y to investigate foundations, not,even for Congress
Irq nrs coLUMN

to attempt

ful

it: the giant foundations are powerful and have powcrA special committee was created by the House of

friends.

.Representatives of the 83rd Congress to investigate tax-exempt organizations. It is generally referred to as the "Reece Cornmittee"
after its chairman, Congtessman B. Carroll Reece of Tennessee.
ft was successor, in a way, to the "Cox Committee," created by the
previous.Congres. The Reece Committee had perhaps the most
hazardous career of any committee in the history of Congres.*
It survived its many perils, however, to bring to the attention of
Congtes and the people grave dangers to our society.
These dangers relate chiefly to the use of foundation. funds

for political ends; they atise out oE the accumulation of substantial economic power and of cultural influence in the hands of a

:

r Sce Appendlx B lor the Story of thc Recce Comml(tcc. The ComDlttcel
findingr are quoted tn

Ott.ndt*

l;,
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of administrators o[ tax-exempt funds established in perpetuity. An "dlite" has thuE emerged, in control of gigantic finan-

class

resources operating outside of our democratic processes,
which is willing and able to shape the future of this nation and
of mankind in the image of its own value concepu. An unparalleled amount of power is concentrated increasingly in the hands
of an interlocking and self-perpetuating group. Unlike the power
of corporate management, it is unchecked by stockholders; unlike the power of government, it is unchecked by the people; un-

cial

like the power of churches, it is unchecked by any firmly

es-

tablished canons of value.
This book grew out o[ my conviction that some of the materials
examined by the Reece Committee, for which I acted as,general
counsel, deserve broader circulation. My own reflections, based
upon the committee's work and upon additional material and continued studies, might also.contribute to a sharpening of the is.
sues, which deserve wide public consideration

The "foundations" which the Committee investigated'did not
all carry that label, In addition to primary sources of foundation
grants, such as The Ford Foundation, The Rockefeller Foundation, and The Carnegie Corporation o[ New York, the Committee
cxamined secondary distributors of grant moneys, especially organizations such as The Social Science Research Gouncil, The
Institute of Pacific Relations, and The American Council on
Education, which are supported by the major foundations and.
used in selecting ultimate recipienr. A dictionary definition of
the term "foundation" might run: "an endowed institiltlonr'cot
poration or charity." This would include colleges, ,hospitals,
churches, and other institutions of a character far different from
that of the foundations with which we are dealing. These are es.
sentially recipients of money for their own use and not in the
businesE of handing out grantt to others. They are, in rela.
tion to the foundations, mentioned above what the consumer is
in relation to his supplier.
Limited to the types of organization we have in mind, the total
number now exirting in the United States can be estimated at
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over 7,ooo. Most were created under state corporation law$;
some as trusts; a very small number by Federal charter. Accurate
statistics are imposible

to obtain, but the aggregare capital of
billion dollars, their in.
come running into hundreds of millions per year. Total foundation wealth is generally underesrimated. Some foundations
(among them The Duke Foundarion, The Ford Foundation,
The Ford Motor Company Fund, the Guggenheim foundation
and The Rockefeller Brothers Fund) report their assets on a
book-value basis-marker value usually being much higher. In tlre
these foundations seems to be about nine

The Ford Foundation, the actual value of its assets turned
out to have been six times their book value. Moreover, many foundations are vehicles for continued donations, whether by gift or
legacy-they are in a srate of growth. Indeed, some have only
nominal capital today but will contain vast sums on the deaths o[
case of

those who created them.

While there is much overlapping, foundations might be di.
vided into three classes: those which are purely granting founda.
tions; those which use their money for their own research and
operations (operating foundations); and those which might be
called "intermediaries," "clearing housesr" of "retailers" for other
foundations, Some of the intermediaries have no endowment and
thus, strictly speaking, may not be "foundations"; however, they
came within the committee's scope as "tax-exempt organizations,"
because of the practice of major foundations of delegating to
them the selection of beneficiaries.
Other classifications are possible, such as those foundations
which have special purposes and those which are concerned with
general research. In his recent book, Philanthropic Foundalions,*
Mr. F. Emerson Andrews, an executive of The Russell Sage Foundation, sayr: "Although the foundations that can now be classified as'general research'probably do not exceed r5o in number,
they control more than half the assets of all foundations and are
the ones most in the public eye. To a large degee they are the
teaders and standard setters for the foundation movement."
I

Russell Sage

foundatlon, tg56.

X
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The birth rate of foundations is rapidly accelerating. The Commissioner o[ Internal Revenue so testified, as would any expert
in estate and business planning. The chief motivation in the creation of foundationr has long ceased to be pure philanthropy-it is
now predominantly tax avoidance or minimization.* The charitable tax exemptions were intended to advance the public welfare

by ofiering exemption for philanthropic purposes. The increasing tax burden on income and estates has greatly accelerated a
trend toward creation of foundations as instruments for the retention of control over capital asse6 that would otherwise be lost.
The Internal Revenue Service, according to a press report,t says
it sometimes receives up to lo,ooo applications a month for taxfree statusl
The creation of a new foundation very often serves the purpose
of contributing to a favorable public opinion for the person or
corporation that endows it, Arnong public-relations consultants the
practice of publicly establishing the virtue of a previously despised person or institution by forming a tax-exempt foundation
and beating the drum for it is quite common. Some of our largest
foundations, established before the introduction of Federal income and estate taxes, were created latgely to glamorize a name
not previously identified as conspicuously charitable.
Mr. Andrews, in his Philanthropic Foundations, speaks of the
mushroom growth of foundations in the past decade (rg4g-r9g6).
He attributes truly charitable motivation to many donors, and
mixed motives to others, but admits that many foundations are
created for primarily selfish reasons and sometimes for fraudulent
purposes. He sees it as obvious enough that tax reasons should
stimulate the creation o[ foundations, pointing out that, to the very
'rich, whose income is taxed at the highest brackgts, a donation to
a charitable purpose would cost in some instances only nine cents
per dollar. I[ gifts are made in the form of appreciated assets instead of money (stocks, land, or other property that has gained in
| $ec Tfta Charltoblc Ttttst (Thc Founilatlon) As on Inslruntena of

f

$

Ohlo St. L, J. rt9 (t957),
&rlpps-Horvard, March rg, rgb7, from Washlngton.

Plannlng. RenC A, Wormser,

F'slolc
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value since iu acquisition), the donor in the highest tax brackets
will have more money lefr after the donation than if he himself
had liquidated the asset, paid a z57o capital.gains tax, and given
nothing awayl
Perhaps the best example of the use of foundations in estate and
business planning is offered by the largest, The Ford Foundation.
This foundation received about go percent of the stock of the
Ford Motor Company, all nonvoting stock. Had not the Ford fam.
ily created this foundation, ir would have had to dispose of a
large part of its ownership in the Ford Company ro the public,
for it is hardly possible that the family had inough liquid, capital
to pay the hundreds of millions of esrare taxes which would have
been due upon the dcaths of two proprietors, Henry Ford and his

It might have been difficult to make such a public sale
without endangering their control of the company.
The foundation, however, oftered a way out. The family, by
transferring about go per cenr of iC Ford holdings to a founda.
tion, escaped estate taxes on approximately go percent o[ its for.
tune. At the same time, it retained voting control of the company
and had the satisfaction of knowing that even the nonvoting stock
was in friendly hands. When part of the foundation's holdings of
Ford stock was sold in 1956, after being converted into voting
stock, the distribution was carefully controlled to make sure that
nu large blocks would be held by any one investor. One reason
behind this might have been the conviction rhat the more Ford
son Edsel.

stockholders there were, the more Ford customers and enthusiast$
there would be. Another motivation might have been the simple
one of not wishing any minority stockholder to acquire enough
stock to make him too interesced in challenging the management.
In this manner, and by other uses of foundations, control of an

enterprise is often retained by a family, while a huge parr of a

A direct dona.
tion to an existing philanthropic institution, like a college or a

decedent's fortune is removed from deach taxes.

church, would save the $ame tax, but the creation of a foundation
enables the family itself to have the pleasure, power, and satis.
faction of managing the wealth donated to "charity."

XII
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There have been "business" abuses of the tax law, of course.
The Recce Committee report gave one rather shocking example
of a type of tax avoidance. This was the case of The Reid Founda'
tion, which holds millions of dollars in notes of the publishing
company which owns and publishes the New York Hetalil Trib'
anc. These notes were ransferred to the Reid Foundation partly
by direct donation of the late Ogden M. Reid and partly by
his will, the estate thus saving a large sum in death taxes. As the
committee report said:

It

is the conclusion of this Committee that what was in'
tended was a buiiness arrangement. We conclude that the
Foundation wiu not to be engaged solely in charitable work.

. . . It was to exercise charity in behalf of the New York
Herald Tribune,It was to subordinate rvhatever philanthro'
pic work had been ptanned to the welfare of that newsPaPer
and the interest of the Reid family in it. It was a business
deal. There was no free gift of the notes. They were tmns'
ferred puruuant to a conract under which the Foundation
agreed to assist the publishing comPany in its financial prob'
lem and, by inference, but clear inference, to make this
objective superior to its presumed charitable function,r

It was the committee's opinion that no charitable exemption
chould have been allowed The Reid Foundation.
The extent to which foundations are today being used-in a
manner generally similar to that of The Ford Foundation-to
solve the problem of paying death taxes rvhen a major part of the
assets of the estate consist of stock in a closely held corporation,
largely prompted me to include this comment in an addres at the
Univenity of Chicago

It

in

rgge:

seems to me that the ingenious legal creatur€s developed

by tax experts to solve the unusual social, economic, and
legal problems of the past several generations will become
. Reqort ol the Speclal Commlttec to Invcsrlgete Tax-Ex9mp-t Foundatiom
(nceic C,onmlttec), p. g. Rclcrcncc
oern lhe report of thit rommltaee,

to Rcporl throughout thlr book wilt con'
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Frankensteins, though perhips benevolent ones. It is potsi.
ble that, in fifry or a hundred years, a great part of American

industry will be controlled by pension and profit.sharing
trust$ and loundations and a large part of the balarrce by
insurance companies and labor unions. What eventual repercusions may come from such a development, one can
only guess. It may be that we will in this manner reach some
form of society similar to socialism, without consciously in.
tending it. Or it may be, to protect ourselves against the
strictures which such concentrations of power can effect, that
we might have to enact legislation analogous to the Statutes
of Mortmain which, centuries ago, were deemed necessary in
order to prevenr all England'c wealth from passing into the
hands of the church.

The overwhelming majority of foundations have had careers
quite beyond any criticism, and some of those rvhich have been
most criticized have notable accomplishments to their credit. The
work of both the Rockefeller and Carnegie foundations in some
fields of medicine, public health, and science, for example, deserves the thanks of the American people. Many unquestionably
commendable accomplishments should not, however, immunize a
foundation from criticism for mistakes involving what may be
termed a breach of trust.
It is in the fields of education, international affairs and what are
called, the "social sciences" that the greatest damage can be
done to our society. For this reason the Reece Committee confined
its inquiry almost entirely to these areas.
Foundations achieve their tax-exempt status, even their initial
license to exist, because they are dedicated, in one way or another,
to the public welfare. They must be so dedicated. The state laws
which govern the creation of foundations give considerable latitude. The donor is permitted to satisfy his idiosyncrasies, if he
cares to, by designating purposes limited to certain classes of
beneficiaries and certain classes of benefactions, as long as the

whole operation is truly philanthropic. The Federal tax larv, in
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turn, is equally generous in permitting even idiosyncratic phi'
lanthropies to qualify'for tax exemPtion. Underlying both the
State and Federal laws applying to. foundations, however, is the
concept of public dedication-a fund administered by fiduciaries
(whether called "trustees" or directors") for public benefit.
The tax relief which foundations and their donors enjoy causes
the public to pay more taxes than would be the case if the exernp'
tions were not granted. Consequently, and because foundations
are public nustsir the public has the right to expect those who op.
eratc them to exercise the highest degree of fiduciary responsi'
bility.

A study of the place of foundations in our society calls for an
initial clarification of the method applierl in such an inquiry. Ob.
viously the great variety of foundation goals and activities makes
it impossible to apply the sampling procedures so fashionable
among contemporary social scientists. One cannot arrive at a
quantitatively correct description of all foundations from examination of a selected number. Consequentlh the investigator must
be satisfied with an opportunity to arrive at conclusions regarding
possible merits and demerits of foundation practices by examination of a reasonably large number of cases. The result will be a
better understanding of the principles of human behavior in.
volved in operating tax-exempt activities and a more Practical
approach to the formulation and application of the law protecting
the public interest.
Limited as it was by timc and money, the Reece Committee
could attempt only a partial investigation of some of the less desirable features of foundation management in the United States.
Its main contribution wa$ to expose insunces in which the promotion of political ends, favored perhaps by foundation managers,
had been disguised as charitable or educational activity. Political
activity of this kind endangers the future of the foundation as an
institution.

:

I Objcctlon lr rometlmes madc to calllng a foundation a 'publlc trtut,' How.
cver, while it fu privately admlnlstered, lc ls public In the sense that it must
bc dedicated to the publlc-the publlc lr iu benefichry,
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The often stol'my hearings of the Reece Committee stimulated

a widespread reexamination of the goals and methods of the
major foundations, In the resulting public discussion, even some
o[ the most stalwart supporters of the criticized foundations rvere
obliged to admit to cerrain deficiencies; indeed, some major
changes in personnel and in operaring policies ensued.
The follorving pages are ofiered as a contriburion towards a
better understanding of the public issues arising out of the exist
ence of powerful tax-exempt institutions. They point to some of rhe
abuses of the past to illustrate the dangers inherent in the absence
of effective measures for preventing political acriviry by founda.
tions.

Greenwich, Conn.
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THE STUDY OF
FOUNDATIONS

CONGRESSIONAI. INVESIIGATION IS NOT ENOUGH

WusN the Scnd Congress appointed a select committee to investigate foundadons, this committee was directed to conducr a
full and complete investigation and study of educational and phil.
anthropic foundations and other comparable organizarions which
are exempt from Federal income taxation. The committee, later
known as the "Cox Committee," was insructed ,,to determine
which such foundations and organizations are using their re.
sources for purposes other than the purposes for which they were
established and especially to determine which such foundations
and organizations are using their resources for un-American and
subversive activities or for purposes not in the interest or tradition of the United States."
_ Similarly, the Special Committee to Investigate Tax-Exempt
Foundations and Comparable Organizations appointed by the
Sgrd Congress, "the Reece Committee," was instructed to make
a scudy of the use of such resources for "un,American and
subversive activities; for political purposes; propaganda, or artempts to influence legislation." Consequently, both House committees in their observations concentrated largely on alleged sub.
versive aspects of foundation activities,
Like all studies by Congresional committees, the investigations
took place in an atmosphere of some political passion. Thi Clastr
of penonalities, ourside efforts to preyent a full iiring of the prob.
3

4

THE STUDY OF IOUNDATIONS

lems of foundations, the short time available for research and
hearings, and the absence of sufficient funds substantially im'
paired committee work. Yet these Congressional committees have
accomplished much. They have pointed up the importance of tax'
exempt organizations in our social structure. They have disclosed
serious weaknesses and dangers. They have exposed a great num'
ber of unexplored problems arising out of foundation activity. But
they have not finished the study which thp social importance ot
foundations requires.
The American foundation is a social invention, created to confiibute to the improvement of the public welfare. Like any in'
vention, it creates new situations, changing with the tides of our
social life. The impact of foundation Programs and operations in
many of the focal areas of our civilization requires con$tant re'
evaluation. Congressional committees can contribute very sub'
$tantially to such appraisal.
The significance of tax-exempt private organizations Fanscends
the importance of occasional or frequent errors of judgment com'
mitted by foundation trustees or their managers. These institu'
tions may exert political infl.uence, suPPort subversion, or exhibit
tendencies conflicting rvith our national traditions. The emergence
of richly endowed juridical persons with self'perpetuating boards
of directors, free from any formal responsibility for their policies
and actions and growing in number and wealth, deserves the full'
€st attention of all rvho are concerned for the future of our Re.

public.
There are substantial dissimilarities between the purposes, char'
acteristics, and operators of the various organizations. A stereo'
type picture of what "the foundations" have contributed or are
guilty of, will always do injustice to some. Congressional reports,
by necessity, highlight certain features of a limited number of
tiD({xempt foundations and are likely to invite generalizations

from a few explored data. But a "typical foundation" is as non'
existent as an "aVerage man" or an "average corporation" in real
life. Furthermore, as it is with human beings and their societies,
the individual foundation iuelf undergoes change; what may be
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true of specinc intentions and performance today may not be true
any longer tomorrow.

The emphasis of the Reece Committee on the need for further
study came from the rccognition of the existence of many more
problems than the ones it touched upon. But the far-fromcompleted investigation did disclose sufficient instances of question.
able practices to permit an understanding of some of the general
precnutions that ought to be applied to foundation management.
The Committee soughr out guiding principles for future foundation behavior rather than grounds for punishing past errors. lf,
therefore, this study will use some of the less flattering data on
tax-exempt operations uncovered by the Congressional investiga.
tion, the purpose is not to create a stereotyped prejudice against
foundations in general. It is rather to record the possible dangers
to the public welfare and so, in the end, to serve the interest ot
foundations in their continued service to the public better than
complacent silence would do.
:
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The problems of foundations are not new. They have been aired
by Congressional inquiry before. The manner of their exploration
has always reflected the concem of the day with specific dangers
to the public welfare. The Commission on Industrial Relations ex.
amined, foundations more than forty years ago under a Congressional Act of August sg, rgr*. Its main purpose was to study
Iabor conditions and the tr€atment of workers by major industrial
firms. Starting with a study of labor exploitation, it went on to in.
vestigate concentrations of economic power, interlocking directo.
rates, and the role of the then relatively new large charitable foun.
dations (especially of Camegie and Rockefeller) as insrumenB
of power concentration. The fears of foundation power prevalent
in that generation are best expressed by the statement to the Com.
mission made by a prominent lawyer and student of social prob.
lems who later became a justice of the Supreme Court.
Louis D. Brandeis testilicd on January c3, rgr5, as to why he
was gravely concerned with the growth of concentrated economic
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power. He spoke o[ corporate power first; then, of what appeared
to him a sirnilar problem in relation to the large foundations. He
said:

But when a great financial power has developed, when there

exist these powerful organizations, which can successfully
summon forces from all parts of the country' which can af'
ford to use tremendous amounts of money in any conflict
to carry out rvhat they deem to be their business principle,
and can also afford to suffer loses-you have necessarily
a condition of inequality between the two contending

forces.**r The result in the cases of these large corporations, may be to develop a benevolent absolutism, but it is
an absolutism all the same; and it is that which makes the
great corporatiotr so dangerous, There develops within the
State a state so powerful that the ordinary social and in'
dustrial forces existing are insufficient to cope with it.r

Brandeis said that foundations express a desire, a zealous PurPose,
to aid humanity. But he also stated that he felt a "grave apPrehension at times as to what might ultimately be the effect of these
foundations when the control shall have passed out of the hands
of those who at present are administering them to those who may
not be governed by the excellent intent of the creators." He re-

iterated his fear of abuse of power and termed the whole system
"inconsistent with our democratic aspirations."
At these hearings, under the chairmanship of Senator Frank P.
Walsh,f a greai nurnber of other prominent witnesses appeared
and testified on their ideas and observations regarding foundations.
Samuel Untermyer, counsel to the U. S. Steel Corporation and
himself a prominent philanthropist, stated his belief in the capitalist system. He attributed the propaganda success of socialism,

communism, and syndicalism to the blunders of capitalism. He
saw a remedy in the enlightened self-interest of capitalists that

.
f

Walsh Commlrslon Hcorlngt, p. ?659.
64th Congrcs, rrt S€sslon, scnatc Documctrt 4rE, vol.
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would lead to social reforms. Criticizing the Rackefeller,

Sage,

and Carnegie foundations, he said:

The Rockefeller Foundation sought a Federal charter, but
was not satisfred with the terms it was oftered by Congress.
Ic wanted our fundamental Iaws against perpetuities ignored
and repealed so far as concerned its powers and limitations.

It promptly secured hom the New York State legislature
what Congress refused to granu the Sage and Carnegie
foundations did the same. If New York had not given them
what they wanted they would have passed along from State
to State until they found a corporate habitation on their
own terms, without in the least interfering with their oper.
ating wherever they chose. This ought not to be possible.

Mr. Untermyer did not share the fear and distrust of foundations expressed by others. He believed in the unselfish public
spirit of their founders and sav/ them doing "incalculable public
good and no harm." He adyocated, however, that they should:
(r) be organized under a uniform Federal law instead of un.
der special State charters;
(*) not be given perpetual charters, because of the possibility
that entirely different social structures and conceptions of education in 50 years might make these institutions appear most re.
Pugnant;

(g) be limited in their size;
(4) not be permitted to accumulate income.
He also advocated (5) that the government should be repre.
sented when the time comes for replacing the present truste€s.
Dr. John Haynes Holmes, an eminent Protestant minister, testificd to his concern with the power of the self-perperuating foun.
dation boards:

in the midst of a society supposed to be
democratic that which is essentially an aurocraric syslem ot
administration, of an institution which represents pow.er,
which is, of course, simply stupendous, and that relationship
We have here
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theretor, of the most serious character to mankind, the auto.
cratic adminisration on one hand and the democratic ad.
minisFation [of government] upon the other.'

He contended that a democratic society did not need ttre serv.
ices of ouside agencies "to study a community from its own
standpoint and to apply remedies from funds at its disposal." He
feared greatly the "paralysis of the posibilities of democracy"
when powerful foundations take over. Dr. Holmes, as it appears,
was an ardent advocate of coopcrative socialism, and represented

what today would be called "liberalism." He recommended ap
pointment of foundation trustees by the government. He was so
much opposed to the large foundations that he would "rather see
democracy die of is o\iln corruption than be favored by the autocratic benefaction or service of any one particular individual."
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., testifred that as a corporate dircctor
he had represented foundation investments as well as his family
interests on the boards of directors of several corPorations. He
had given considerable study to the question of the relation of
private benevolence to social and economic conditions.f Testifying for several days, beginning on June 25, rgrg; he ansrvered
the question whether large foundations constituted a possible
menace either to the general cause of education or to the industrial
welfare of the people. He saidr "These foundations, as is true of
all modern corporations, are subject to the reserved power of
legislative bodies which created them-to modity or repeal their

f

charters whenever the public interests require."
Asked whether he saw any dangers in interlocking directorates
of foundations, he replied, "I should think on the other hand there
might be a great strength in that," and generally spoke in favor o[
multiple services of the same persons as directors of several foun-

In essence, he recognized the public's right to know and
legislation
to control foundation activities.
through

dations.$

'P, igrr.
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He advocated voluntary public reportr of federally chartered
foundations "on fiscal matters" but not introduction of a law re.
quiring such reports; he wanted to leave the contents of such re.
ports to the judgment of the directors and to their understanding
of the public interest. He did nor think thar any merhod of public
inspection was desirable or necessary.r
Asked about the power of foundations to influence independent
thought and action in the investigation of social conditions, Mr.
Rockefeller said there should be no public restrictions. He contended that proper selection of directors would sufficiently protect
the public interest, and that the financial power of large founda.
tions would be felt only in the realm of investment. He advocated academic freedom and complete independence in the use of
$antf by recipient educational institutions of higher learning.
Chairman Walsh was concemed lest the granting of funds for
schools might result in "persons being educated taking the view.
point, consciously or unconsciously, o[ the man that gave the
money or the foundation that gave the money." f
Mr. Rockefeller, with regard to higher education, answered:
"There is a possible danger, if the giver rerains any kind of control; I think it unwise." Regarding other forms of education, however, he considered continued help in developing the middle
school system as desirable and as involving much more remote
danger.
In rg15, when these opinions were expressed, obviously nobody
expected the emergence of intermediary organizations serving
foundations in the distribution of grants and their resulting power
in the academic world. "Progressive education," soon to be [a.
vored by substantial support, was in its infancy; what has been
called the patronage network of Teachers College of Columbia
University had not yer conquered the organization$ of the teachers with the aid of tax-exempt donations.
Approving the principle of public conrrol and, implicitly, future

'P.

t

?860.
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Congresional study of foundationg, Mr. Rockefeller said that
was never contemplated that his father or his associates

it

could continue to have their influence felg but at any time
in any generation, when the board having the charge of
such a foundation is not, in the judgment of the public, a
proper board, the legislation can introduce an amendment,
Iimiting, quali$ing or modifying the method of electing
directors and adding at that time any resriction which it
may think desirable.

It was Mr. Rockefeller's thought to "leave each generation to put
up such barriers and safeguards as it may think necessary at

that time." r
In its final report, Mr. Basil M. Manly, the director of research
of the Commission on Industrial Relations, dealt at length with
foundation problems. Commisioners Weinstock, Ballard, and
Ashton, while discnting and calling the report partisan and unfair regarding certain labor issues, concurred in its conclusions
regarding the foundations.
Concerned with the "concentration of wealth and influence,"
the report concluded from the evidence examined: that a small
number of wealthy and porverful financiers held in their hands
the final control of American industry; that control through actual
stock ownenhip, in spite of the Iarge number of stockholders,
rested with a very small'number of persons; and that in each
great basic industry a single large corporation dominated the
market.

In these respects the Commission set the pattern lor future investigations of Big Business, among them the studies of the Tem.
porary National Economic Committee (TNEC) and many successonr. Its observations have been adopted and repeated by many
succeeding reformers, including the theorists of the New Deal,
though the changes of our economic Power structur€ and legisla'

'
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tive reforms have substantially altered the conditions of busines
since rg15,
Many of the conclusionr of the foundation mitics of rgr5 have
lost their cogency because of evolutions in the social structure.
Foundations, too, have changed. We may no longer,fear th€m as
insruments of capitalism. Today many fear them as promoters of
big government. Yet, under totally different economic and social
conditions, the findings of rgrg are still significant, They point
to essential peculiarities of private endowments manifest in any
social climate, irrespective of the current fashions of conternporary
social cridcism or o[ current political trends.
The report of Mr. Manly, for the majority o[ the Commission,
saw "the domination by the men in whose hands the final control
of a large part of Amcrican industry 1ss6 t** rapidty extended to
control the education and 'social service' of the Nation." Reterring especially to Rockefeller's and Carnegie's foundations, it said:

The control is being extended largely through the creation
of enormous privately managed funds for indefinite purposes, hereinafter designated "foundations," by the endowment of colleges and universities, by the creation of funds
for pensioning teachers, by contributions to private charities,
as well as through controlling or influencing the public
press,*rr The funds of these foundations are exempt from
taxation, yet during the life of their founders are subject
to their dictation for any purpose other than commercial
profit. In the case of the Rockefeller group of foundations,
the absolute control of the funds and of the activities of
the institutions now and in perpetuity rests with Mr. Rockefeller, his son, and whomsoever they may appoint as their
Euccessors. The control of these funds has been widely pub.
lished as bcing in the hands of eminent educarors and
publicly spirited citizens. In the case of the Rockefeller
foundations, howeverrrri the majority o[ the trustees of the
funds are salaried employees of Mr. Rockefeller or the
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foundadons, who are subject to personal dictation and may
be removed at any moment,

The report expresses concern that the policies of these founda'
tions "rnust be inevitably colored, if not controlled, to conform to
the policies" of the corporations in whose securities their endow'
ment was invested. On the reasoning that these funds were the
result of wealth created by exploiting either American workers or
American consumeni, it was concluded that "the funds, therefore,
by every right, belong to the American people" Concern was ex'
presed about the "practically unlimited povleru of these.foun'
dations."

In

discussing The Rockefeller Foundation, President Schurman

of Cornell, himself a trustee of The Carnegie Found3tion, said
that one of these tax-cxemPt organizations was hee to participate
in practically any activity concerning the life and work of the na'
tion, with the exception of activities for profit. Among the per'
mitted foundation activities he listed: delense of the Republic in
time of war; economic and political reforms which the trustees
deem essential to the vitality and efficiency of the Republic in
time of peace; championship for free trade or Protectionism; ad'
vocacy of sociatism or individualism; underwriting the respective
progtanu of the Republican or the Democratic parties; inroduc'
tion o[ Buddhism in the United States.
The absence of legalty enforceable public control was seen in
the report as an imporlant deficiency because "past experience

trr

g[19 the public can be aroused only when theabuses
indicates
have become so great as to constitute a scandal."
After listing examples of the alleged use o[ the Rockefeller
foundations as instruments for advancement of the Rockefeller
business interests, the report reviews the extent of the posible in'
fluence of these foundations and private endowmenb on institu'
tions for education and public service. Evidence in the posesion
o[ the Commirsion supported the following complaints:
r. That the Bureau of Municipal Research of New York adopted
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a definite line of policy to meet the conditions imposed by Mr.
Rockefeller in connection with proposed contributions;
c. That several colleges and universities abandoned their sectarian affiliations and charter clauses relating to religion in ordcr
to secure endowments from the Carnegie Corporation.
This led the report to comment: "It would seem conclusiue that
il an institution will wiltingly obondon its religious affiliations
through influence ol these foundations, it will eaen more easily
conform to their will any other part ol its orgdnization or teach-

ingl'+
The report concludedl
As regards the "foundations" created for unlimited general
purposes and endowed with enonnous resources, their ultimate possibilities are so grave a menace, not only as regards
their own activities and influence but also the benumbing
effect which they have on private citizens and public bodies,
that if they could be clearly difierentiated from other forms
of voluntary altruistic effort, it would be desirable to recommend, their abolition.

It was therelore

recommended that Congress enact legislation

limiting the amount o[ funds and the exercise o[ power by fund
managenr. Provisions agpinst accumulation o[ unexpended income

and against expcnditure in any year of more than ro percent of
capital were demanded, together with rigid inrpection of finances
(investment and expenditure) and. complete publicity through
open reports to tlle Government. In addition, the report proposed
the cteation of an investigatory body for the continued study of
activities of foundations and of their afliliates. Finally, the recommendations called for increased Governrnent activity in education and the social services to balance the porver of foundations.
Commissioners John R. Commons and Florence J. Harriman,
in their separate report, reguested a further investigation of foundations before new legislation was adopted. They recommended

t
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a study o[ endowed charities, religious organizations, univcrsities,
and colleges, and concludedl "It would be a misfortune if private

unles plainly shorvn to have committed abuses,
There should be, however, "no alliance
prohibited."
be
should
between these private foundations or endowments and the Gov'
ernment. The State or Government should neither subsidize them
nor be subsidized by them, nor cooPerate with them. Such co'
operation has often led to public scandal. Instead of calling upon
piiuat. foundations for help, the Government should treat them
is competitors. No efiort on the part of Government officials to
*
secure hnancial assistance from them should be allowed."
endowrnents,

THE IEXIRON INVESTIOATION

AND

BUSINESS ABUSES

Congtessional investigations have, on occasion, given sharp attention to improper business uses of foundations. In 1948, for ex'
ample, a subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce (8oth Congtess, znd Session) investi'
gated the operations of the Textron Corporation, which had used
several t,rx-exempt foundations in complex business manipula'
tions. Essentially, the Textron idea was to provide tax-free shelter
for business interests, but in organizations which could remain
under control. The investigation opened the eyes of many to the
extent to which foundations could be and had been used in tax
evasion and tax avoidance.

It

disturbed this Congresional Gommittee that no agency of
gov€rnment had any information of consequence on the subject,
nor any data regarding the resultant unfair comPetitive advan'
tages enjoyed by foundations operating in business fields. The
Committee expresed concern over the number of "family" foundations, and quoted Fortune magazine, which had described the

of these organizations as "excessively secretive." Tl:r:
organizations were afparently considered by the families which
controlled them to be their own private aftair. The Committee
castigated this secretivene$s a$ unjustified and indefensible, as
practices

such foundations received their preferred tax treatment from so'
r p. tB7.
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ciety and hence owed a definite obligation to satisfy their public
sanction.

The Senate Committee endorsed two fecommendations which
had been offered by The Russell Sage Foundation: that compulsory
reporting of financial and other operational activities of foundations be required; and that tax exemption be restricted to organizations with an active program of public welfare.
The Textron disclozures, and studies of other abuses o[ the tax
laws through the use of charitable foundations, led to a strengthening of the Internal Revenue Code. It is no longer as easy as it
was to use foundations for business manipulations intended to
evade or avoid the imposition of taxes. It is not the purpose of
this study, however, to discuss the business or tax-ayoidance use
of foundations in detail. The Internal Revenue Service seems alert
to the problem involved and is likely to propose successive, corrective legislative measures whenever nelv business abuses of the
tax-exemption privilege appear. My concern is with the cultural
and intellectual aspects of foundation activity. It is in the field of
ideas that foundations exert the greatest influence on our lives
and on the future of our country.
This is a field in which privatc inquiry should be encouraged.
Congress is limited in its authority and in its approach. Almost all
foundations are created under state larv, and their righu and
privileges are, for the most part, determined by state law. The
leverage of the Congress, in attempting to hold them to proper
activity, rests almost solely in the tax laws. The Federal Government has no power to regulate foundations in a direct way. It can

only withhold the privilege of exemption from Fedenl taxes i[
they do not meet certain criteria of conduct delineated by the tax
statutes.

Under these and associated handicaps, a Congressional inquiry
cannot hope to do the thorough study which the subject requires.
The Cox and Reece Committees did touch on some of the major

cultural and intellectual aspects of foundation operation, but in
this area private inquiry could promise rvider and even more
Penetrating study.
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Congressional investigation of foundation activity should continue; the subject is too grave to sufter Congtessional neglect. On
the other hand, the searching minds of students who ate uncon
cerned with political consequences could contribute much to an
understanding of the impact of foundationr on public affain and
Che

consequent hazards.

THE SOCIAI SIONITICANCE OF TAX.EXEMPT INSTIIUIIONS

Many authors have found a challenging object of study in the social implications of charitable activity by juridical persono. Charity is a virtue attributed to physical persons. The geat religions
since time immemorial have identified it with personal salvation.
As a concern of lay institutitins organized to dispense benefaction
to the poor and deserving, it is of a more recent nature. Origi.
nating with religious bodies, organized charity has been used as
an inshument of power from time to time over the centuries by
is administrators. Is the potential of power of a great and wealthy
charitable organization any the les a danger because it has no
religious affiliation? Humanity has found that even a religious
identity has not always kept powerful charirable organizations
from conflicting with the public interest.
This conflict frequently required action by the sovereign against
a power position established under the guise of religious charity.
Usually, the curbing of privileged and tax-exempt charitable or'
ganizationr took place because of their economic power. But there
are also instances of intercession by the government for the declared reason that such bodies, established for charity, frequently
exercised thought control. Indeed, there have been few instances
in which both these motives have not been present simultaneously
in varying proportion$.
In 767, the Byzantine Emperor Gonstantine Kopronymos, after
first attempting to tax the holdinp of the numerous monasteries
which had become too powerful, confiscated their properties,
which had been donated by generations of Christians for chari.
table purposes and pious causes. He started a pattem o[ secular.
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ization which was often repeated by popes, kings, and revolution.
aqt governments.
On May 6, rgrp, Pope Clement V dissolved the very powerful
order of the Knights Templar. The Templats had become a sym-

bol of charity and culture; they had also grown

enormously

wealthy and had become a very strong influence in the western
world. By the rpth century they had come to own g,ooo manonl
and had become rich to obvious excess. Their contributions to
the security and civilization of Europe, their performance during
the Crusades were soon forgotten, Acting in concert with the
princes, the Pope suppressed the order; it had antagonized the
secular states by its enorrnous aggregation of tax-exempt wealth,
and the Church by some of ig heretical beliefs and practices.
Like some of our modern foundations, it had gone into politia.
A later Pope, relening to this precedent in dissolving the Jesuit
order, described the consequences of excessive wealth and influence as general disrepute (ob universalem difatnationem sup.
pressit et totoliter extinxit).
The Roos of the Reformation were not in dogma alone. It gave

the princes an opportunity to secularize the properry of the
Church. At the time of the reign of Henry VIII in England, the
Chutch held two thirds of the votes in the House of Lords;
owned one third of the land, and the besr of it; and posessed an
income two and one half times that of the Crown. The Spanish
Crown, facing an increasing shrinkage of taxable land in the
American colonies, forbade transfers of real property to religious
institutions. Such institutions already owned about half thgreal
estate in Mexico. Several Gatholic powers, sometimes with the
very approval of the Church, confiscated property accumulated
from charitable donations and legacies in the hands of religious
orders and societies.
It was in r77g that Pope Clement XIV dissolved the Jesuit or.
der, which had already been expelled from Spain (in r7G7),
France (.t6+), and Portugal (t?fg).This order had contributed
very substantially to the preservation of the Roman Catholic
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Church during the Reformation. Its charitable activities were im'
measurable. In education, it had created methods of teaching and
institutions of learning unexcelled at the time and exemplary even
today. But its wealth and influence had aroused bitter and powen
ful resentment. This resentment lay partly in the political activity
of some of the guiding mlnagers of the Order. As a friendly his'
torian put it: "Their disobedience to the rule-to abstain from
politics-besmirched the name of the society and destroyed the
good work of the other Jesuirc, who were faithfully carrying out

their own proper duties." A less friendly historian commented:
"Their perpetual meddling in politics and even in speculation and
finance, stank in the nostrils of every governm€nt in Europe;
while their high-handedness and corrupt greed in the matters of
ecclesiastical privileges and patronage alienated the clergy."

Islamic nations had their share of the problem of vast accumu'
Iations of wealth in teligious organizatior.ts' Such accumulations,
against a background of increasing population and decreasing
free arable lands, made eventual confiscation inevitable; the in'
creasing los of revenue through the growth of the tax'exempt
rolls made the problem more acute. The pious sultans of the Ot'
toman Empire conributed to the problem by donating land con'
ristently to religious foundations. Upon each conquest, they reg'
ularly separated one fifth of their new territories for the use of
charitable foundations (aakufl, When the Ottoman Empire fell,
two thirds of all real property in its domains was owned by re'
ligious foundations. The withdrawal of such property from circu'
lation and from taxation was one o[ the causes of the Empire's
downfall.
Critical students of foundations have always been concerned
with their potential of power. In modern times, however, changing
political concepts have sometimes produced special criticism re'
lated to the trends of the moment. In rg5o Prime Minister Attlee
of England appointed a committee to investigate charitable trusts.
It questioned the merirs and the place of voluntary charitable en'
dowments in a welfare $tate. It concluded, however, that they
must be given room and opportunity to contribute to the search
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for social advances. At the time, there were some rro,ooo chari.
table trustr in England, 3o,ooo of them in the field of education.
In rg3o appeared a book written by Frederick P. Keppel, Tfte
Foundation, Its Pluce in American Life.* Dr. Keppel, a former
Dean of Columbia College and a leading exponent and manager
of foundations, revierved the relative responsibilities of private
endorvments and governmenc. He conceived of foundations as
clearing houses for ideas (p. gB), holding that they must be willing to take the initiative and must show courage as well as prudence (p. g4), They must, he said, be ever on guard against indulging in propaganda, even virtuous propaganda; he obviously
sarv the danger of political identification in charitable work, mindful of the suspicions disclosed by the Walsh Commission's hearings on Industrial Relations. There may have been some inconsistency in that he implored foundations not to wait for
applications but to initiate their own programs, while ag the same
time he cautioned them against propaganda.
Dr. Keppel agreed with Beardsley Ruml, another eminent foun'
dation manager: "fn general, private funds are most appropri'
ately used for work of a more experimental character, or for
activities r** not a public responsibility." (P, 43.) He supported
the proposition that foundation money should be used as "venture

capital" in matten concerning welfare and culture. He advocated
reliauce on expert advisory boards, acting as intermediaries for
foundations, presumably competent to counsel on the relative
merits of applications and the proper priority of causes. In taking
this position, Dr. Keppel may have been partly responsible for
many of the foundation practices relatirrg to patronage and the
selection of projects which have come under recent severe crit-

icism. Yet he, himself, said, "The administrative camel has
crowded the intellectual pilgrim out of his tent" at the same time
that he referred to criticism of bureaucratic practices as "often
unreasonable criticism."
Dr. Keppel encouraged a pattern of operation which tends to
make foundations the ultimate guides and judges of merits in the
. Maonlllan, rg3o.
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intellectual world. He did this by implying that foundation trus.
tees and managers should and could assume leadership in the
realm of ideas rvith the help of intermediary expert organizations
supported, in turn, by foundation funds.
Edward C. Lindeman, another leader in the world of taxexempt organizations, reviewed foundation significance in his
book Wcalth and Culture.* Whereas, the report of the Walsh
Committee had expressed mainly the fear of capitalist political
machinations by the large foundations, Lindeman, then a socialist, seems to have believed in and approved of their power to
conFibute torvard social change. He said:

The Nerv State of the future will need social technicians
who will be asked to engage in cultural planning just as
technological experts and economists will be called upon to
plan for orderly material production and distribution.
Those who have exercised a similar function during the
individualist-competitive phase of modern economy have
been, to a very large extent, associated with foundations and
trusts. Consequently it becomes pertinent to discover how
these culture-determiners have operated in the past.
Lindeman presented the true face of life

in the relation

be-

tween foundations and the recipients of support. FIis observations
are in conflict with the apologetic contentions of those managers
of endorvments who testified in later Congressional hearings that

they did not interfere with the intellectual pursuib of grantee$.
"Foundations," he says (p. rg),

do not merely exercise porvers ov€r those rvho accept their
money. Such influence is obvious even when the foundation
making grants insists on the contrary. A more subtle and
much more widespread control comes about by reason of
the multitude of indirect relationships in which foundations
play a part. Those who accept fonndation gtants often turn
. Harcourt, Bracr

& Conpany, rgX6,
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out to be radical critics, in private, of the control which
has been exercised over them and their programs. Those
who livc in anticipation of receiving foundation gnnts are
more servile. Another device for projecting foundation control has become popular in recent years: foundations he.
quently supply the initial funds for a nety project, these
funds to be used for exploratory and conferencing purposes.
In many cases thc foundation acn as host for such preparatory Foups. By the time the final project is formulated, ir
becomes clear that nothing will be proposed or performed
which may be interpreted as a clrallenge ro the orthodox
conception o[ value which characterizes foundations as a
whole. Vety few important cultural projects of any size are
consummated in this country without having experienced
either tlre direct or indirecc impact of foundation philosophy

and influence.

Here we have an expression of concern not any longet with
economic power or political intenrion to protect capitalism but
generally with the control of thought practiced by the dispenserc
of financial support.

. Lindeman, too, was suspicious of the secrecy under which so
many endowments operate. He expressed $urprise to discover
that those who managed foundations and trusts did not wish to
have these instruments investigated "by his privately conducted
survey." He felt that as semi-public inscitutions they owed the
public information about their activities. Looking at them as sym.
bols of surplus wealth, he considered them "a consistently con
servative element in our civilization." (P.
tees (p. fg), he condemned rhe

rr.)

Speaking

of trus-

tepugnant arrogance of those who presume to impose cul.
tural norms upon a society on no basis of warrant other

than their pecuniary success under the dispensation of a
ComPetitive econom),.rf * In a decent society creative per.
6ans sllould not be expected to debase themselves as person$
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in order to gain the economic security which permits them
to work. When they do so their true creativeness evaporates
with tragicsuddennes.
The change in prevalent fashions of thinking and in the social
climate arising during and after the Depression altered the style
of foundation performance so much that later analysts of their
impact on our culture have more and more expressed their concern at a record of anticonservative performance. A generation
o[ critics that feared the adverse eftect of "capitalistic" bias of
trustees was succeeded by observers who, from their study of the
Eupport of ideas and organizations by tax-ex€mpt foundations,
concluded that foundations had become the breeding gound for
socialist and related political movements and action, This more
recent generation of students, while equally impressed with the
potentials of control of education and of public affairs in general
by self-perpetuating, wealthy organizations beyond public control, has become concerned over the danger of foundation support
of various undesirable concepts and movements having political
implications. Among these are the ideas of the welfare state; the
principles of economic determinism; excesses in the promotion of
progressive education; the impairment'of our national sovereignty;
and even subversion. Hence the support by a majority in Congress
of both the Cox and. Reece Committee inquiries.
Frank Hughes, in his book Prejudice and the Press* in connection with an analysis of the Report of the Hutchins-Luce Commission on Freedom of the Press, points to the emergence of professional foundation executives as the gtoup actually in control of
the billions of dollars of foundation resource$. (P. ege.) He
suggests that the business men holding positions as trustees had
abandoned their responsibility to a professional class of administrators. As authority for this contention he quotes a book by
Harrison and Andrews, both of The Russell Sage Foundationf:
"The primary function of the board of trustees is the broad de.

Devin.Adalr, rg5o,

I Amoilcan Foarrdatlont lor

Soclal l4lelfarc, tg{6, p.

{4.
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termination of policies in harmony with the foundation's charter.
Horvever completely authority has been vested in the board, it
has neither the time nor usually the special knorvledge required for
detailed administration of the rvork o[ the larger foundations**t,"
Bccause administratonr come from teaching and administrative
jobs in colleges and. universities (he says virtually all are educators or former educators), Hughes argues that they exhibit the

progovernment bias prevalent in university circles. He attrib.
utes this to the "big business" nature o[ higher learning and iC
dependence on government favor and government support.
In the influence of the administrators on the choice o[ causes
and recipients supported by grants, Hughes sees a real danger
to the Republic. He accuses foundations of commonly practicing
interlocking management together with some of the large universities (pp. e84.ca7); of giving money, with exceptions only,
to supervised projects; of acting as, and supporting, propaganda
agencies; of making little money available to foster individual
and independent thought and research. "A more tight and monop.
olistic control of great wealth would be hard to find in any other
segment of American economy." Their interlocking with the
boards of large universities is documented by numerous names of
multiple trusteeship holders. He points to the invasion of foundation boards of trustees by the rustees of universities, in addition

to the emergence of university teachers a$ the professional managers of foundations. He quotes a study that found fifty-four trus.
teeships in twenty.nine foundations held by men who were also
trustees of universities.

Frank Hughes fears for the freedoms o[ America. He is a conservative, but his criticism, like that of the generation of Senator
Walsh or Edward C. Lindeman, is essentially based on the ab.
stract fear of bigness and concentration of power as a political
factor, Like earlier studenb of foundations, he is concerned rvith
foundation support of selected political ideas and favored institu.tions. Like his predecessors from the opposing political camp, he
gives insufficient attention to the impact of foundation giving on
cultural patterns and on the motivations for creativity. Whether
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one agre$ with the political bias of today'r or yesterday's analysts

of the impact of tax-exempt organizations on public aftairs, the
problem of the relationship between money and creative geniur
demands major examination.
Such examination has been undertaken recently, among others,
by William H. Whytc Jr., an editor of Fortune magazine, in his

Tla Organimtion Man,i Whyte, who had previously cov'
ered the story of The Ford Foundation in magazine articl€s, is
well informed about current foundation practices. In his book he
deals with the disastrous impact of org"anization techniques on
the life of America. He attributes to them a growing force for con'
formism, threatening in the end to destroy all vestiges of genius,
individual responsibility and initiative, and with them the con.
cepts of individual independence and liberty so dear to earlier
generations. In the corporate mechanics o[ the foundations he
sees one o[ the most menacing trends resulting from the social
patterns of an age controlled by organization bureaucrats. He
contends that the flow of teally good ideas and scientific achieve'
ment is hindered rather than advanced by the habitual bigness of
corporation- or foundation-supported research projects.
America, he says, has been borrowing ideas from Europe, es'
pecially in basic research, from nations favored neither by large
industrial-research operations nor by the bounty of giani tax'
exempt foundations. Organization suPport favors team research.
Our learned journals are increasingly publishing papers by two or
more authors, indicating a preference for group performance bver
individual problem study. Planning of scientific work by cbm'
book

mittee has become the accepted pattern. Consequently scientists
do not merely submit their findingr to the judgment of others-as
has been the case through the ages of learned discourse. They
now depend on others also in the early stage, when they decide
what specific problems to investigate. Even if committees of or.
ganization functionaries do not form an interlocking directorate,
according to Whyte, they are "a reflection of the concentrations of
influences normal in the academic world. But for that very reason,
|

$lmon & Schurtcr, 1956.
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the ambitiou$ younger man-and scientists are just as ambitious as
anybody else-takes his cues from these guides, and those who
prefer to look into questions unasked by others need a good bit of
intellectual fortitude to do so." (P. ecr.)
Whyte believes that the distraction offered by the lure of funds
for organization-favored projects seriously impairs the creative
Potential of our scientists. He quotes an example of a meeting of
twenty top scientists in a particular field for the purpose of listening to the plans of a chairman of a great foundation. About eight
of these men were on the verge of some really important work, he
reF)rts. But as no indication of interest in the preferences o[ the
scientists was given by the foundation chairman, the meeting
dealt only with his plans and projects calling for fresh starts. The
feeling prevailed that the work to be financed by rhe foundation
would "be in the long run a net subtraction" of the scientific as.
sets previously accumulated by the participating scholars. Whyte
fears the consequences of such usurpation of the basic role of the
scientist by a scientific and fund bureaucracy. "The most fertile
new ideas," he says, quoting L. L. Whyte, "are those which
transcend established, specialized methods and treat some new
problem as a single 6stq*** cooperative groups, from great industrial concems to small research teams, inevitably tend to rely on
what is already acceptable as common ground* * r."
The increasing dependence of research on suppoil by grants
forces iclentiss into a vicious circle, described by Curt Richter of
Johns Hopkins in the following words quoted from W. H. Whyte,
Jr. (p. rzs):

In making application for a grant before World War II, a
few lines or at mosc a paragraph or two sufficed for the
experimental design; now

it

may extend over gix to eight

single'spaced typewritten pages, And even then committee
members may come back for more details, Under these circumstances, passing the buck has come to be practiced very
widely. Projects are passed from Committee to Committee
my knowledge, in one instance six Committees-largely

-to
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line did any one believe that
he had adequate information to come to a firm decision.
because at no place along the

The control imposed on a scientist by the requirement that
his research designs be approved by the members of numerous
giant committees will bring his ideas down to the lowest intel'
lectual common denominator. It will impose on him the most
powerful pressure to conform to a Pattern of mediocrity. Whyte

ridicules the argument presented for scientific teamrvork: that the
group, even in the realm of thought, is superior to the individual.
The foundations have not responded to the challenge to invigor'
ate individual research. "Instead of countering the bureaucra'
tization of research they are intensifying it." (P. e3o.)
It is no rvonder that so many creative individuals have been
conditioned to abandon individual projects. The climate produced in the world of ideas by the large foundations, upon whose
support so many scholars must rely for research, is not favorable
to individual projects. Sttch scholars are often seduced into group
research because of the difficulty of getting individual gmnts and
because of the Rnancial lure of generous foundation subsidy for
large projects. This lure drarvs many arvay from potentially crea'
tive work and the pursuit of nerv discovern and leads them into
sterile fields tended by conformists. Whyte states that, with few
exceptions (the Guggenheim foundations being an outstanding
one), the great foundations concentrate their giving on institu'
tions, and on big team projects. Where individual grants are
€ventually contemPlated, these foundations generally rely on
other organizations and institutions to select from among applica'
tions. Whyte gives this shocking example of "projectitis" and the
neglect o[ the individual researcher. He says that he approached

thirteen top sociologists "not working on currently fashionable
problems but who rvere thought fitst rate." (P. 138.) He found
that seven had applied to one of the big three fonndations (Ford,
Rockefeller, and Carnegie) for grants and all but one had been
turned down. He said that, with one excePtion, they alt felt they
would not get sympathetic consideration by these foundations.
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Irr pointing out their achievements, foundations ofter a long list
of contributions made by their grantees in the sciences, and a
shorter list of outstanding foundation-supported accomplishments
in the arts. Yet, again and again, they have been severely criticized for the general sterility of their producrs and for the tend.
ency to elaborate old ideas instead of venturing into the daring
unorthodoxies.* Whyte points oul what has become a bureau.
cratic feature of this big-project process fostered by most o[ the
large foundations-the tendency toward project self-perpetuation.
He says: "Many a project gets to a point where its main reason
for being is to produce more research to justify a grant for more

research***." (P. eg6.)
He quotes J. A. Gengerelli, head of the Psychology Depart
ment o[ the University of California, Los Angeles:

We have a social force that selectively encourages and rewards the scientific hack, There is a great hustle and bustle,
a rushing back and forth to scientific conf€rences, a great
plethora of $5o,ooo grants for $loo ideas, I am suggesting
that scientific, technical, and financial facilities are such in
this country as to encourage a great nnmber of mediocrities
to go into science, and to seduce even those with creative
talent and imagination to a mistaken view of the nature o[
thescientific enrerprise. (P. rgg.)

The unquestionable merits of a substantial part of what foundations have done and continue to do for the public welfare should
not absolve them from criticism ryhenever their chosen preferences, or the unintended by-products of their manner of operation, develop into dangers to the Republic. Such dangers have
been demonstrated by public investigators and by private ob.
servers in the potential and real influence of foundation power in
the field of politics. To this observarion has now been added a
fear of the far-reaching influence o[ foundation-controlled money
I

My use oI the term "unorthodoxler" rcquires explanadon. What ls orahodox
todal mat be daring tomorrow; and what was daring rwenty or thlrty yearr
ccrtaln form of "llberalism" ls currently oitho-

ng:tr1#f.,ffi:lr.,ij:r.A

.:
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in the realm of ideas and on Pattern$ of creative behavior of scien'
tists and artists,

Whether foundation managcrs like to admit their influence or
not, foundation giving most obviously has an enotmous impact on
education, on social thinking, and ultimately on political action.
This influence reaches the public through the schools and acad'
demies, through publicity, and through educational and other associations dedicated to public and international affairs. Founda'
tions par se are neither good nor bad. It is the people who run
them who must account, morally, to the public. It is these man'
agers who are responsible lor foundation performance. The laws
under which foundations operate are, to say the least, imperfect.
But a reform of the larv can impose only negative checks and bal'
ances on foundation spending and can never convert juridical
persons lo a truly creative Pattern of action. Short of hampering
foundations to a point of ineftectivenesi, all the legislator can do is
to protect the public.against certain abuses of power, Only the
trustees and managers of foundations themselves can direct the
application of tax-exempt funds more intelligently to the public
welfare.
FOUNDATION RESPONSIEITINT
In his statement to the Reece Committee

in

1954,

Mr. H. Rotvan

Gaither, then President of The Ford Foundation, estimated the
annual contributions to philanthropy in the United States at
$b,6oo,ooo,ooo. Of this sum, he $aid, less than 3 percent came
from foundations. There can be no doubt that foundations repre.
6ent, nnancially, but a small part of the philanthropic world. Ac'
cording to figures published by The American Association of
Fund-Raising Counsel, fnc., annual charitable donations in 1956
had .reached the astounding figute of $6,roo,ooo,ooo. Endow.
ments and properties of privately supported religious, cducational,
health, and welfare institutions had increased in tg56 by an esti.
mated $r,4oo,ooo,ooo and norv exceeded $4t,ooo,ooqooo. Of this
total, religious institutions orvned about $tr,roo,ooo,ooo; and
about 59 percent of all donations were for religious PurPoses.
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Education consumed g percent of the total; contributions to phitanthropic and charitable foundations, something like g percent.
The Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc., estimates that, out
of about 4o,ooo organizations listed by the Internal Revenue
Service a$ tiD( exempt, the number of those engaged in giving is
about 6,ooo. It estimates, furrher, that such foundations own

running between $7,ooo,ooo,ooo and $g,Soo,ooo,ooo.
was on weak ground, howev€r, if he sought to
prove the relative unimportance of foundations through finanqial
comparison with other philanthropic media, Foundations occupy
a unique place in our society for many reasons, of which two are
peculiarly important for distinguishing them from other philanthropic bodies. One is that foundations are nor subject to the nor-

assets

Mr. Gaither

mal forms of control by which other institurions are checked, such
to a constituency or membership, or to an academic body, The second is that, under the infl.uence of the "ven.
ture capital" theory so much foundation money has been chan.

as responsibility

neled in favor of social change.
Only a minority of foundations has fallen victim to the obsession
for social change. But among this minority are to be found some
of the wealthiest and some of the oldest endowments. They have

adopted the concept that foundations should be clearing-houses
for ideas, and they must acccpt responsibility for the results of
their selected patronage. Such responsibility, as John D. Rocke.
feller, Jr., put it at the hearings of the Walsh Commission, may result in legislative steps to prorecr the interesn of the public.
Foundations cannot deny their public responsibility. The Rus.
sell Sage Foundation, a leader in the foundation world, specializing in philanthropic research, has repeatedly insisted upon public
accounting of foundation finances and activities. Mr. Dean Rusk,
Presidenc of The Rockefeller Foundation and of the General Edu.
cation Board, said, in his statement to the Reece Committee: '!We
are convinced that tax-exempt organizations should make regular
public reports about their funds and activities." Many, though not

all, of the large foundationg have, for years, issued public reports,
thus implicitly recognizing their responsibility to the public,
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Large foundations can do more harm, as well as more good,
than smaller foundations. But even comParatively small founda'
tions can have an impact on society disproportionate to their
monetary size, particularly when promoting a seductive idea
promising better things for society. When they are ready to tamPer
with the public welfare by pursuing particular brands of social
philosophy advocated by their managers, the dynamics of their
use can give these smaller foundations an importance far beyond
their arithmetical magnitude,
Mr. F. Emerson Andrews, in his Plrilcnthropic Found,ations,
writing oh the venture capital concept, has this to say:
Because

of their relative

freedom from governmental and

it

has been suggested that foundations may
have a special mandate to enter lields of controversy, where
the explosive nature of the issues would'make suspect the
finding:s of less independent organizations and where the
needed financing from any other source may prove difficult.

other controls,

(P.rg)
Follorving this interpretation of the venture-capital concept, the
work of even comparatively small foundations can obviously have
enormous impact on our society. A few examples rvill illustrate:
The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, a substantial foundation, but a dwarf compared with the giants like Ford'
Rockefeller, and the Carnegie Corporation, has achieved stupendous importance and power. By tgb3, ie net assets, despite heavy
disbursements, had about doubled to $co,ooo,ooo. Spending annually between $Soo,ooo and $6oo,ooo, the endorvment achieved
a key position in the areas of foreign relations and international organizations. Its influence, increasing over the pasl.41 years, has

into the Department o[ State, into the law schools where
international law is taught, into the foreign offices of other nations,

reached

and into the United Nations and its associated organizations.
Through concentrated eftorts in publishing, in the organization
and management of conferences, and in cooperation with various
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other groups, some subsidized, it has reached a position o[ rvorldwide influence. It is no longer a mere clearing-housc for ideas; it
has become a proponent of the particular ideas of its trustees, its
staft, and an entourage sympathetic to certain special concepts of
international relations promoted by the foundation itself. The suategic use of its relatively small funds has resulted in the mobilization of additional funds behind causes favored by the endowment,
in the form o[ matched grants supplied by other foundations
within its sphere of influence, Large funds have also come from
membership contributions to organizations supported by the endowrnent and, in some instances, created or fathered by it.
Some smaller foundations, like The Hillman Foundation, have
found their influence gready amplified through the granting of an
nual awards. Five were recently announced, of $5oo each. These
small awards received considerable nervspaper publicity. They
were granted, the newspapers reported, "for outstanding work in
journalism, magazines and books in 1956." The "outstanding"
works selected, however, were all political. Consistent with the
policy of The Hillman Foundation, they concerned political goals
of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, of which the
late Mr. Hillman, as a tribute to whom the foundation had been
created, had been president. In addition to an award to The
New York Times for its editorial treatment of the Near East crisis
a reporter of the Des Moines Tribune received one for articles on
segregation; an editor o[ Harper's, one for an editorial attacking
censorship efiorts o[ private organizations; Robert Penn Warren,
one for an article in Lile on segregation; and Professor Walter
Gelllrotn of Columbia, one for his book on Indiaidual Freedom
an d G oa emmen t Restrain ts,
Other foundations have ofiered public prizes and, in this way,
multiplied their public visibility and increased immeasurably
their opportunities for propaganda. The Nobel prize, as well as
the Stalin prize, illusrrate this method of publicity-producing
giving. Though the purpose of the Nobel prize is essentially apolitical, while the Stalin prize (or whatever has taken its place since
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Stalin's loss of standing in Russia) is merely a political propaganda

gesture, both evidence the publicity impact which a relatively
small amount of money can have if used strategically.
An example of the sometim€s explosive nature of foundation
giving is the support by foundations of the late Dr. Kinsey in what
he called sex research.* The Rockefeller Foundation supported
the National Research Council's Committee for research in problems of sex, with a total of $t,755,ooo from rg3r to 1954. Of this

sum, the activities conducted by Dr. Kinsey received some
$4r4,ooo from rg4r to rg4g, as reported by The Rockefeller
Foundation to the Reece Committee. This amount is microscopic
compared with the total of $6,000,0oo,ooo annually spent on Philanthropy in the United States. But the impact of this comPara'
tively small sum on one subject rvas quite out of proportion to the
relative size of the two figures. One may aPProve or disapprove of
Dr. Kinsey's efforts, and judge variously their impact upon our sex
mores. But the Kinsey incident does show that comParatively
small donations may have big repercussions in the realm of ideas.
WHAT IS 'PROPAOANDA" AND WHAT Ig "EDUCATION"?
What control the Federal Government may exercise over founda.
tions is based almost entirely on the tax larv. The State under
whose Iaws a foundation is organized riright penalize it in various
ways or even dissolve it for misconduct. All that the Federal Gov'
ernment can do, however, is to withdraw its tax exemption and
the corresponding tax benefits to donor$. What, then, are the base$
for such punishment?
The tax law is woefully rveak. The controlling statute is worded
quite generally and loosely; the courts have been inclined to in.
terpret these loose provisions in favor of the foundations; and,
in any event, the Internal Revenue Service is not equipped or
manned to do the "policing" necessary to determine when the law
has been violated.

rThe

substance of hls actlvlty wlll be discused In chapter 4 as an irnportant
illustraling the attempt by loundations to cvade responsibility for the
rerultr of their grants.

case
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The most important limitation in the law is the one which pro.
hibits political activity. This prohibition is now covered princl.
pally by Section 6or (c) (g) of the Internal Revenue Code of
tg54 (formerly paragraph [6J of Section ror) in this way: a
foundation may quality for tax exemption,

no substantial part of the activities of rvhich is cafrying on
propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence legisla-

tion, and which does not participate in, or intervene in
(including the publishing or distribution of starements),
any political campaign on behalf of any candidate for public
office.

This test, quantitatively, is weak. What is a "substantial!' part of
its activities? Dollars? Numbers of grants? Impact? It is also weak
qualitatively. Is legislation "influenced" only if a foundation ditectly supports the passage or the defeat of a particular piece of
legislation-or does a foundation also "influence" legislation by
promoting a political theory which indirectly results in a change
o[ law or is intended to?
The term "propaganda" is not deftned in the statute. Certainly
there could have been no intention to prohibir all propaganda, as
that rvould have constituted an attack on the churches, which are
endtled to €ngage in religious propaganda. "Political" propaganda was intended, certainly, but the phrase "to influence legis.
lation" can be interpreted to be attributive to "propaganda" and
thus to

limit it.

The wording o[ the statute'created many ambiguities. It is sometimes extremely difficult to draw the line, for example, between
those forms of education which are essential or desirable in our
democratic society and those which have as their ends the promotion of political valueconcepts in the realm of ideas. Numerous
foundations pursue their political ways free of interference by the
Internal Revenue Service because of the ambiguity and weakness
of the statute referred to,
For example, The Robert Schalkenbach Foundation of New
York, a small foundation with an intensive publishing and training
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program, is dedicated to the promotion of Henry George's single
tax idea. This endowment spends its money to persuade the public that real estate taxes can and should replace all other forms of
taxation. It probably abstains hom lobbying and from any direct
interference with the legislative process. But it has ptobably indocfrinated thousandr of more or less intelligent citizens. What
it does, must, in the end, amount to propaganda to influence legis-

lation. Yet the foundation would undoubtedly claim its efforts
to be "educational."

A foundation has, for yearr, supported the World Calendar Association and the efforts of Miss Elizabeth Achelis to introduce,
rvorld-wide, a new method of computing the calendar year. Her
efforts may be meritorious, but this seemingly apolitical activity
does have legislative aspects. How can a new calendar be
adopted without legislative action?

Supported by a foundation for world governnent endowed
with $r,ooo,ooo by Mrs. Anita McCormick Blaine, a tax-exempt
Committee to Frame a World Constitution, under Chancellor
Roberc Hutchins of the University of Chicago wrote a program
for a World Republic in 1948. The foundation was to finance "a
public educational campaign in the principles of world government." The proposed constitution advocated, among other things,
a national surrender to a World Government of expropriation
rights; control of plans'for'the improvement of the world;s physical facilities; the power of taxation, regulation of transportation,
and similar prerogativ$ of national governments. Dr. Hutchins,
now President of The Ford Foundation's off-shoot, The Fund for
the Republic, stated in 1948, and may well have believed, that
"world governrnent is necessary, therefore it is-or must be made
But the expression of such a belief was hardly apoliti-possible."
cal, and the support by a tax-exempt foundation of the program
which Dr. Hutchins supported was hardly the support of "education."
The American Labor Education Service, Inc., is a tax-exempt organization. Among its purposes, it lists: "to cooperate with the
labor movernent in intensifying education in the field of interna-
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tional affairs; and to encourage the study of such issues within the
groups and unions." Il becomes apparent, however, from an examination of this organization's literature, that the "education"
referred to is essentially propaganda for the political labor move.
ment. In announcements of ALES activities are to be found these
"educational" topics: "How Can Workers' Education Advance
Labor's Economii and Political Objectives"; "Political Action for
Labor"; and "Political Action Techniques." In a news letter discussing the Taft-Hartley Bill, the ALES said: "The passage of the
Taft-Hartley Bill indicates among other things the need for an in.
tensive'push' in labor education, The American Labor Education
Service is equipped to furnish this 'push'***."
Other examples of the political nature of this foundation's work
will be found in Chapter 6 and in the stafi report on the ALES
to the Reece Committee.* This foundation received financial sup.
port from The Rockefeller Foundation, Perhaps the presence ol
the word "Education" in the name of the American Labor Education Service was sufficient to prove that its work was purely "educationat."
Another strange "educational" tax-exempt organization is The
League for Industrial Democracy, formerly The Intercollegiate
Socialist Society. In a booklet entitled, signifrcantly, "Revok," it
described

iu work as follorvs:

'League

for Industrial Dcmocracy is a militant educational movement which challenges those who would think
and act for a "new social order based on production for use
not for profit." That is a revolutionary slogan. It means that
members of the LID think and work for the elimination of
capitalism, and the subsritution for it of a new ordet in
whose building the purposeful and passionate thinking of
the student and rvorker today rvill play an important part.
The

it

The LID has only a modest budget of $5o,ooo a year, some of
supplied by foundations, but its influence has been wide and

decp.
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It is understandable that the Bureau of Internal

Revenue conthe
U. S. Cirof
the
LID.
However,
tax-exempt
status
tested the
cuit Court of Appeals, in rggr,t upheld its tax exemption by ap'
plying the broadest possible interpretation of the term "educationr" against the contention of the Collector of Internal Revenue
that the organization was political. It has enjoyed tax exemption
cver since; it goes about its business of promoting socialism, with.
out harassment by the Internal Revenue Service.
In a lengthy letter submitted to the Reece Committee, Dr.
Laidler of the LID insisted upon a similarity benveen the work of
the LID and some college courses in the social sciences. He said
that books and pamphlen published by the LID were, in fact,
used in some college courses. Using this as a major premise, and
the fact that colleges are educational as a minor premise, he pro.
duces a syllogism with the conclusion that the work of the LID is
also educational,
Semantic difficulties in interpreting $tatutes are not unusual in
our system of law, or in any other. Admittedly our courts have a
problem in rying to draw the line between education in its acceptable sense and "education" 'which is political propaganda
intended to infl.uence legislation. They are inclined to interpret
punitive statutes liberally in favor of the litigant, strictly against
the government. This should probably be so. But decisions such

exhibit a generosity of interpretation so
extreme as to make the punitive statute virtually worthless in so
far as it proscribes propaganda activities by foundations directed
toward influencing legislation. If tax exemption is available to the
LlD, which "educates".to socialist ends, there is no reason why it
should not be available to org'anizations which educate to other
partisan and political ends such as segregation, other forms of
racial and religious discrimination, polygamy, nudism, and fas'
as that

in the LID

case

cism.

If

the law is sufficiently ambiguous to permit political ProPaganda under the guise of education, this ambiguity does not, how.
cver, rustify foundation managers
o WclI v, Commlssioncr'
48
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in supporting such

activitie$,
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An interpretation o[ the venture capiul theory permitting the use
of tax-exempt funds for partisan purposes would be a palpable
absurdity. It is a difierent matter with organizations created to
pursue partisan ends and using the dues of members for this purpose. The managerc o[ tax-exempt endowments act as trustees not

only for the donors to such foundations but also for the public.
They have as little right to use their trust funds for partisan ends
as they have to put them into their own pockets.
Not all tax-exempt foundations have received as generous trlatment from the courts as did the League for Industrial Democracy.
The Twentieth Century Fund lost its tax exemption for the
years lgBS to lg3g because of its advocacy of enabling larvs on
credit-union extension. In rga5 the World Peace Foundation lost
its tax-exempt status because it acted as a distributor of League
of Nations literature, then considered partisan propaganda. It regained its exemption in rgeS because, by that time, its acrivities
were no longer deemed an attempt to influence legislation. Recently the exemption of The Institute of Pacific Relations wfls r€.
voked for reasons which shall be discussed later. There have been
other cases of exemption denial. Looking at them together, one is
impressed

with their lack of consistency, and this is no wonder.

Each case depends upon the semantic interpretation of the controlling statute which appeals to the court before which it is
heard.*
WHAT IS "RELIGIOUS"?

The courts are faced with another semantic difficulty

when

obliged to determine which organizations are entitled to tax ex.
emption because their activities are ruly within the scope of the
term "religious," and which ones cross the line and serve political
ends. In the coutse of their legitimate religious activities, churches
and religious bodies often develop ancillary programs which are
not religiouo in the strict sense of the word. In our complex so-

.In hia tettimony beforc the Reece C.ommlttee, Aslrtant Commlsloner of
fnternal Revenue Norman Sugarman offered a most Interestlng discuslon of
the cases rnd of the pdnciple.l applled by lhe courrl and the Revenue $ervice,
Sec Hearlngr, p, 4zg ct teq.
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ciety, religious groups frequently become involved in legislative
problems. They fight for school buses for religious schools, for
public support of such schools, for temperance, for Sunday ob'
servance. They participate actively in public discussions regarding the divorce laws, birth control, religious instruction in the pub'
lic schools, etc.
There are in existence many para-religious organizations whose
only relationship to religion is that their membership comes from

only one confession. Such organizations claim tax exemPtion,
though principally devoted to the advancement of political group
interests in legislation. Some of them maintain registered lobbyists
in Washington. They are dedicated to such diverse causes as the

politicat and financial support of the State of Israel; the fight
against segregation; the liberalization of the immigration laws for
the benefit of their co-religionists; and opposition to the political
aims of certain other religious groupe.
There can be little doubt that some

o[ these militant organiza'
tions, spending their tax-exempt funds openly to influence legisla.
tion, should be deprived of their tax advantage. But there is little
promise of this happening. Both the legislature and the courts are

understandably reluctant to take any steps which, rightly or
wrongly, might be called an interference with the freedom of reIigion. In addition, as far as the courts are concerned, the law is
regrettably ambiguous

as

it

standE.

IN SUPPORIINE SOCIAT CHANGE
In statements filed with the Reece Committee, some foundation
managers maintained that they were not responsible for the frequency with which grants have been applied to the advancernent

TOUNDATION RESPONSIEITIW

of social change toward anticapitalism. They attributed the prevalence.of New Deal sentiment, in the literature and progmms
which they have supported, to the political and intellectual climate of the times. If foundations have favored quasi-socialisl "liberal" causes and discriminated against "conservative" prograrns,
it may well be due to some extent, to the fact that the preference
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had already existed in the academic world. Also, there may have
been a penetration of foundation boards and administrative ranks
by anticonservative professionals (academicians, scholars, and ad.
miniscrators), with a resulting adoption of their current idiosyncrasies by the endowments.
This tendency lvas accelerated by the use of intermediary agencies and individual "expert" consultants. The judging of the mer-

its of grant proposals was delegated to these agencies and con
sultants. Such delegation cannot, however, shift responsibility
away from the foundation managers. Advisory experts were
chosen for their standing in the academic world. But the structure
of academic life does not difier from other structures in this sense
encompasses a web of political forces. The politically minded
-it
manipulator often is rewarded with eminent status, whethet he is
a true scholar or not, The symbol of academic prestige is not
necessarily an evidence of learning or of sound social judgment.
Once an academician is selected to act as an "expert," he becomes one in the public eye because he has been so chosen. He
may have succeedcd in coming into oflice chiefly because he had
developed good "public relations." If that was the case, he is
likely to support lyhatever fads and foibles enabled him to succeed, rather than the thought of truly crcative minds.
These "experts" have almost invariably followed the current
fashion which grerv up among teachers and political scientists under a barrage of communist and socialist propaganda and under
the impact made by the depression of rg3o. This fashion is one of
confidence in the porver of man to create heaven on earth by
manipulating the structure of government. The belief in radical
change is manifested by the statement of William C. Carr, Executive Secretary of the National Education Association of the United
States, to the Reece Committee. According to the NEA, it is not
the American ideal to be hostile to change. It attributes the greau
ness of America to the freedom of its citizens "to propose and
adopt modifications in the structure of the Government, and of
their otler institutions." The NEA believes it is the right and duty
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of good citizens to adapt their political and social institutions,
within the broad circumstances of our constitutional freedoms, to
meet new circumstances and conditions,
Mr. Garr is quoted not to contest his point but to bring out that
the change which he supports is clearly political. ft would seem
apparent, therefore, that the advocacy of such change, having essential political implications, is not a proper field for a foundation
whose tax exemption is granted by the grace of the entire public.
Yet some of the large foundations seem to have adopted an almost
religious belief in change for change's sake. Even in the absence
of a conspiracy among foundations to promote changg the cumulative effect of this almost unison approach, and the absence of
any substantial support for contrary movements looking toward

social stability, seems to warrant, questioning whether these
foundations are truly performing their trust duty to the public.
Trends come into being, from time to time, and may persist
whether foundation-supported or not. The real responsibility of
foundations rests in their ability to provide war chests in the battle of ideas. However much foundation managers may talk about
their right and duty to use their trust funds as venture capital,
there can be little doubt that in theit "ventures" they have given
preference to the political ideas held by cliques of academicians
and to the proponents of the ideas who are generally identifiabli
as leftist.
Foundations should be responsible for a balanced application
of their $upport. The normal checks and balances in our public
life can be annihilated through one-sided foundation support of
the forces calling for change. Obviously, change is often desirable
and even necessary, but not per se, The uncritical support by
foundations of the idea that we must have change for change's
sake justified two recent Congresses in suspecting foundations of
being agencies frequently favoring undesirable and destructive
goals.

2

THE POWER OF THE
INDIVIDUAL FOUNDATION

RAMIFICAIIONS OF IHE POWER
FouNDATToN can exercise enormous power thrcugh the
direct use of its funds. Moreover,.it materially increases this power

TxE creNr
and

ib inftuence by,building
it

collareral alliances which serve

It is Iikely to find friends
among the banks which hold it,s great deposits; the investment
and brokerage houses which serve irs investment problem; the ma.
jor law firms which act as its counsel; and the many firrns, institu.
tions, and individuals with which it deals and which it benefits.
By careful selection of a trustee, here and there, frorn among
proprietors and executives o[ newspapers, periodicals, and other
media o[ communication, it can assure itselt of adulation and support. By engaging "public relations counselors" (ethically, and
even legally, a questionable practice), it can further create for itselt a favorable press and enthusiastic publicity.
AU is connections and associations, plus the often sycophantic
adulation o[ the many institutions and individuals who had re.
ceived largess from the foundation, give it an enormous aggregate
of power and influence. This power extends beyond its immediate
circle of associations, to those who hope to benefit from its bounty.
Institutions and individuals are porverfully attracted to the poli.
cies of the foundation within their circles of interest and, as long
u the magnetic force in the form of funds persists, are unlikely
to change their orientation.
gireatly to insulate

against criticism.

4t
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The foundation's direct Power is the power of money. Privately
financed educational institutions have had a bad time during the
period of rapidly increasing costs. Foundation grants have be'
iome so important a source of support that college and university
presidents cinnot often afiord to ignore the opinions and wishes o[
the executives who distribute feundation largesa. Such administra'
tors will freely admit that they do not like to receive restricted or
earmarked grants and would far prefer to be unfettered in their
disposition of money given to their institutions. But they will also
admit that they usually dare not turn down a grant, however in'
consistent with their policy, priority of goals, or urgent needs it
may be, for fear they might earn the displeasure of the granting
foundation.

The situation permits large foundations to exercise a profound
influence upon public opinion and upon the course of public at'
fairs. For academic opinion today, as the Reece Committee report
put it, "is the opinion of the intellectuals o[ tomorrow and will
very likely be reflected into legislation and in public affairs there'
3fgg1**

t.r'

Nor is the control exercisable by a geat foundation limited to
iu direct relations with the executives and trustees of educational
institutions. Pressure starts at the very bottom of the academic
ladder. A foundation grant may enable a beginner to attain the
precious doctorate which is the first rung. To Eecure such assistance, is it not likely that he will conform to what he may believe
would please those who give him their financial grace? Then he
becomes a teacher, at a salary sometimes below that of an ordi'
nary laborer. Without supplemental help through a foundation
grant, he can support his family only in poverty; he cannot set
aside the time or the money n€ce$ary to enable him to do such
study, research, and writing as may advance him in his career. Is
he, then,likely to run counter to what may be wanted by a foun'
dation considering him for a grant? This teacher finds, as he progtesses in his career, that he has few sources from which to
increase his income other tlun the foundations; without such ac'
cessory income, he cannot achieve those extracurricular but aca'
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demic distinctions which give him prestige and advance him in
the education hierarchy. These distinctions come often from research and writing. Great, dispensing intermediary organizations
control learned journals and university presses; they hold the key
to academic publications and form an effective instrument of
Pafionage.

Foundations rarely impose conformity in any direct manner.
But they often do so through the selection of grantees and the rejection or approval of suggested subjects and methods of research. An academician who is "in" with a great foundation can
hope for advancement to the top. One who is not can still get
there, but it is infinitely more difficult. And, as the Reece Committee said:

Just as the president of the institution, whose main job
today may rvell be fund raising, cannot afford to ignore the
bureaucrats'wishes, so the academician cannot. Scholars and

fund raisers both soon learn to study the predilections,
preferences and aversions of foundations' executives, and
benefi.t from such knowledge by presenting projects likely
to please them.*

Foundation power poses a problem quite aside from the mo.
mentary preferences of the managers of these funds. These managers may be no less conscientious than public servants. But,
through the fact that they are free from the checks and controls by
which public servants are restraincd, there is less probability that
their errors will ever be discovered; and, if they are discovered,
that they will be reversed.
HOW THE POWER IS ADMINISTERED
In small foundations the trustee$ usually a$sume the actual work
and responsibility for the examination of applications and the dispensing of gants. In the great ones it is almost standard practice
for the trustees to act largely as window dressing. They may exer.
cise the full power of management and direction if they wish, but

] Repoil,p.g8.
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they do not do so. They go through the motions of control. They
often debate issues; they hequently pass on and determine prin.
ciples of operation; they consider and take action on many specific

grants. But the limited time they devote to 6uch work is not
enough to enable them to exercisb the degree of control and rerponsibility which their duty requires.
It is not inattention, it is not an unwillingness on the patt of the
trustees to accept responsibility, rvhich creates this situation. It ir
the fact that most of the great foundations have chosen to operate
in such complex fashion that it is impossible for otherwise busy
trustees, working for the foundation only part time, to perforrn
adequately. Innumerable errors of a serious nature have been acquiesced

in by eminent and intelligent

trustees merely because

they have not had the time to study, check, and follow the detailed operation of the foundation sufficiently-nor have they been
able to discover and weigh factors of importance which came to
the attention only of the foundation'r executive employees.
The unmanageable volume of business which confronts the
trustees of a great foundation does not, however, excuse that delegation of power so often pracriced. Such a delegation may b'e in
order in a business enterprise, rvhere the failure of its directors
adequately to shoulder responsibility results merely in an unhappy profit-and-loss statement; all that can be lost is money.
Foundation responsibility is not mere financial responsibility but,
far more importantly, social responsibility. The porver to venture
into the iealm of thought, to support and promote ideas, should
not be delegated €xcept in a minor, administrative sense. If the
volume of work becomes excessive, it might be necessary to increase the number of trustees and to expect of them full-time attention to their duties. An alternative would be to let unquestionably responsible institutions, such as univenities, take over the
function which ocherwise would be delegated to foundation employees or subsidized intermediaty organizations,
In many cases, as Dr. Charles W. Briggs, Professor Emeritus of
Columbia University, testified before the Reece Committee, the
true operating heads of these foundations Present a Program to
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the trustees which is "so general as to get approval and yet so in.
definite as to permit activities which in the judgment of most competent criticr are either wasteful or harmful t t r."f Even the
formulation of glittering generalities is usually left to administrative officers; the selection and proposal of individual grants and
grantees, almost always. Where expre$s approval by the trustees
is required, they are, all too often, insufficiently informed-indeed,
$o often, rubber stamps. Such abandonment of trustee duties has
led to the indefensible practice of leaving the selection o[ grantees
to the professional managers of organizations created for the pur'
pose of retailing the distribution of wholesale grants.
An extreme instance of this is The Institute of Pacific Relations,
lself a foundation and one of the retailers used by other founda.
tions. To it, The Carnegie Corporation, The Carnegie Endowment

for International

Peace, and The Rockefeller Foundation conFibuted millions of dollars. Its record is now well known. The In.
ternal Revenue Service disclosed in rgg5 that it had revoked its
tax exemption. Some years ago, after a detailed investigation of
this foundation, the McCarran Committee came to the conclusion
that The Institute of Pacific Relations had been virtually an organ
of the Gommunist Party of the United States. It held rhat "at least

since the mid-rggo's,"

the net eftect of IPR activities on United States public opin-

ion has been pro-Communist and pro-Soviet, and has fre.
quently and repeatedly been such as to serve international
Communist and Soviet interests, and to subvert the interests
of the United States.t

' On the board of directors (ttustees) of The Institute of Pacific
Relations were men of high caliber and excellent reputation. How,
then, were officers of the Institute able to turn its activities to pro.
Soviet objectives? Professor David N. Rowe explained this to the
Reece Committee. Professor Rowe is an academician of the highest standing. Recently on special assignment in Formosa, he had

j
f

lbiil., P. rE.
McCanan Commi(ee.R?porl, p.84,
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been a member of the Yale Executive Committee on International

Relations since rg5o and was Director of Studies ftom tg5t to
rgg3. He is one of our foremost authorities on the Far East.
Professor Rowe had himsell been a director of The Institute of
Pacific Relations for several years, resigning when he discovered
some of its derelictions and found that he had no power as a direc'
tor. The directors were dummies. The organization was run by
an inner group of its executives. This controlling inner grouP man'
aged to assemble directors who would either do their will or be
too lax in diligence to discover the true nature of that to which
they gave their asent.
Professor Rowe testified that the executives, on one occasion,
had refused to disclose to the board the names of those whom they.
were considering for the position of executive secretaty. Asked
what he did about it, Profesor Rowe replied:

What could I do? I was practically a minority of one. The
board upheld their decision not to do this. It was not long
after that, as I remember it, that I resigned from the
board. They had a monopoly and they were bringing people
Iike me in for the purposes of setting up a front and . . .
giving a difierent kind of coloring to the membership of the
board.f
Now let us look at the other side of this picture. Why did the
trustees of The Rockefeller Foundation, for example, continue to

make substantial donations to

long after the time when,

The Institute of Pacific Relations

as the McCarran Committee indicated,

there was evidence that the Institute had become an agent of communism?
It is a hanowing story. In rg44, Alfred Kohlberg a director of
the Institute who had become suspicious of its activities, brought
facts to the attention of The Rockefeller Foundation that showed
beyond any reasonable doubt the real character of the Institute.
Even after discusion of the criticized conditions, The Rockefeller
r Reece Comolttee Rcport, p. 79,
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Foundation continued to make substantial donations to it.t Its excuse, that it wanted,to help "reform" The Institute of Pacific Rela.
tions, is not tenable, One does not go on making contributions to
a pro-Communist organization in the hope of converting it away
from communism. One cuts off its support,
The answer, in the case of The Rockefeller Foundation, must be
that its trustees were not fully arvare of what was happening. Like
the trust€es of so many large foundations, they left most decisions
to their employees, the officerc of the foundation. The results were
disastrous for our country. The IPR probably had more to do than
any other single factor with conditioning our people to abandon
the mainland of China ro the Communists. Its influence even
penetrated the State Department. And irs supporr came chiefly
from large tax-exempt American foundations.
Kenneth Colegrove, Professor Emeritus of Politics at NorthweEtern Uniiersity (at the time of his testimony he was on a temporary
teaching assignment at Queens College), had this to say before
the Reece Committee about foundation trustees:

The large number of famous names on the list of trustees
is due to an old supe$tition that our institutions must be
headed by a famous group o[ men. And I will say frankly it
is to impress Congress

as well as the American people; to impres public opinion as much as possible. It is an old superstition. It is not nccessary at all.f

Professor Colegrove, an authority of the first rank, who had for
eleven yean been secretary-treasurer of The American Political
Science Association, elaborated:

Yes; undoubtedly many oi the trustees would not serve i[
they felt that they would be called upon to do much more
than go to the meetings, hear the reports and sometimes say
rMr. Joseph Willits was head of the Social Sclences Divirlon of The Rocke.

feller Foundatlon durlng the period in question. He was recently in chatge ol
a Ford Foundation survey of the Univcrsity ol Pcnnsylvania. One wondcrt
whether thl.r survey wlll be as pcnetraring as thc Rockefellcr study of Thc
Instltute of Pacific Relations.

t lbld., p. zB,
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not a single word. You would not have

as

brilliant, as lofty'
if you req.rired

remarkable, a collection of men as trustees
a little more responsibility on their part
as

f

IIIE FOUNDATION BUREAUCRAIS
In efiect, then, most of the very large foundations are operated
by professional employees who assume the functions of designing
programs and determining and selecting grants and grantees.
These functions arc the e$sence of the fiduciary duty of the trustees. It was most, distressing to the Reece Committee to find that
auch profesionals, without themselves having fiduciary responsibility, exercise such vast power. As Professor Colegrove testified:
In the aggregate, the officers o[ these foundations wield a
rtaggering sum of influence and direction upon research,
education antl propaganda in the United States and even in
foreign counries,

The Committee had before it a mass of evidence of this bureaucradc power. Even its predecessor, the Cox Committee, had
such evidence. It had, for example, rcceived a letter frorn Dr.
J. Fred nippey, Professor of American History at Chicago, to which
it apparently had paid little attention, Professor Rippey was incensed at the extent to which decisions of vital importance were
left to foundation bureaucratg, and expressed this opinion of
them:

I

have never been impressed by the superior wisdom
foundation heads and executive committees. The
heads tend to become affogant; the members of the com.
mittees are, as a rule, far from the ablest scholars in the

But

of the

country.f

The late Dr. Frederick P. Keppel, president of The Carnegie
Corporation, once said that the officers of foundations ,steadily
tend toward "an illusion of omniscience and omnipotence."
. tbiil,p.rI,
I lbitl,, p. 67,
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Foundation bureaucrats have become a unique class. Professor
Colegrove testified that academicians "fawned" over them. The
late Professor Merriam, in his day perhaps the most powerful figure in the foundation world, once said: "Money is powen and for
the last few yearr I have been dealing with more power than any
professorshould ever have in his hands."

I

Dwight Macdonald gives a good view of these "philanthropoids," or profesional foundation administrators:
A philanthropoid*** is the middleman between thc philan.
thropist and the philanthropee. His profession is the giving
of other people's money, and he is the key figure in
most of today's great foundations now that the original
donors are safely dead. Some two hundred and thirty people
are employed by the Ford Foundation. [Most of these oc.
cupy subordinate positions or are delegated to special work,
Macdonald continu$.]
away

This leaves the forty-odd philanthropoids, who, for all practical purposes, ore the Ford Foundation. They screen the
thousands of applications for grants that come in every
year; they look into new fields for spending; they think up
problems worth solving (rhe lirst problem a foundation
faces is what r's the problem) and select the institutions or
the people to try to solve them; they carry on the nege
tiations, often protracted, and the inquiries, often delicate,
that may or may not lead to a grant, and they follow up
the grantJ that are made; they dictate the systolic flow of
memoranda that is the blood stream of a modern foundation.
Through all these acrivities, and always subject to the final

vote of the trustees, the philanthropoids deterrnine that
this enterprise of benevolence or scholanhip shall be nourished with Ford money, while that one shall not.f
'Ibitl,p,57,
lThe Fod Founilallon,,hc Man anil thc Mllllon*An Unaulhotlud Biogra.
fny $9w Yorkr Rcynal & Co., r9E6), pp. gb, 96. Flrrt published as a series

of "Pro6ler" in Thc Ncw Yor&ar magazine.
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These philanthropoids, then, are the men

with the power.

Wherever they go in academic circles, they are received with ex'
traordinary respect and listened to with concentratcd attention,
The president of a great univenity rvill hang on their words, hop'
ing to catch some clue to the possibility of a substantial and badly
needed grant. A professor, eminent and loaded with deserved
honors, will listen deferentially to every rvord of this young man,
whose opinions on academic subjects, relatively untutored though
he may be, are of far more pmctical importance than those of his
distinguished listener. A mere suggestion by one of these young
men from the foundations can materially influence the direction
of a project proposed by an institution or an academician. And to
turn down a projecc suggested by this young man himself-that is
far too dangerous for any university or professor to consider
lightly. It is, indeed, rarely done. The risk is too great'
I think of several truEtees of great foundations, men with whom
I happen to be acquainted and for whom I have great personal admiration. They have genuine stature and deserve every bit of the
success and acclaim which they have earned by intelligence, energy, and common sense in their own industrial fields. They are
active or retired top executives of great corporations which were
built partly upon their executive ability. Their extraordinary capacities for direction, and their experience, qualify them for an
important voice-incouncil in our society. They have, holever,
only the mosc peripheral understanding of many of the fields of
activity in which their foundations engage.
They undentand neither the lingo nor the substance of the ma'terials with which academicians work in these fields after a lifetime of training. If they are convinced, for instance, by a foundation executive that the foundation should enter the field of
"behavioral science" or "educational theory," they can do little
more than approve of the generality of appropriations for the
purpose and leave all else to the hired executives who presume to
know how to act, as intermediaries between tlte trustees and the
field. The trusteeE are at sea. They have the intelligence but not
the time.to absorb the subject. Thus, they cannot exercise judg-
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ment but must leav€ this to the professionals whom they employ,
Nor can they even check the work of the profesionals, They can
only transfer their porver to them and hope for the best.
Something is wrong with such a method of operation. Trustees
rvho direct great enterprises would never sanction methods of this
kind in their own organizations,
THE PROBTEM OF BTGNESS

In

his Philanthropic Founilation.r, F. Emerson Andrews illustrates the financial power of a few big endowments. His figures
are based on the number of foundations listed in directories
(4,16r), which is clearly a low figure; and upon an estimate of
aggegate wealth ($7,ooo,ooo,ooo) which is at least r billion too
low, but the comparisons he makes are, nevertheless, instructive.
Of the 4,r6c foundations listed, 7j, in 196g, held g billion of the
ag$egate of 7 billion in assets. Among the 77, six reported assets
of more than $roo,ooo,ooo each, their combined value being
$r,&6g,boo,ooo, These giants are listed as Ford ($5zo,ooo,ooo),
Rockefeller ($g r 8,eqe,6eo), Carnegie Corporation ($ r 96,ooo,ooo),

W. K, Kellogg

($rog,8oo,ooo), Duke ($ro8,ooo,ooo), and Pew

Memorial ($ro4,goo,ooo).* Mr. Andrews listed another seven foundations with assets running between lifty and one hundred millions each. $ome other foundations are so closely allied in origin
with some of the big six as possibly to be bracketed with them.
Among these would be The Ford Motor Company Fund ($16,goo,ooo); The Rockefeller Brothers Fund ($5g,7ooooo); The
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching ($eo,6oo,ooo); The Carnegie Institution of Washington ($6g,roo,ooo);
The Camegie Endowment for International Peace ($ro,6oo,ooo).
Of the big six, only Carnegie, Rockefeller, and Pew reported
assets at market value. Consequently, we have good reason to assume that the combined value of the asses of the big six might be
well in excess o[ $4,ooo,ooo,ooo. It is probable that The Ford
r There slx are listed together because of size, not because of rlmilarlty ol
operation. The lnvesrigatlon by the Reece Commlrtee disclosed no crltichm
whatsoevcr of the Kellogg, Duke, or Pew foundations.
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Foundation,

for

example, should have been listed

at close to

$g,ooo,ooo,ooo, instead of a mere $5to,ooo,ooo.
There is a powerful school of political scientists which contends
that bigness, per se, is a danger to society; It maintains that the
economic power of great corporations should be suppressed by
dissolutions and break-ups. Whole Iibraries have been written
about the alleged threat to the public welfare in the form of the
gpwth of giant enterprises. Congressional hearinp on the prob"
lems of small business, on mergers and antitrust issue$, and on
proposals to apply discriminatory legislation against large corpo.
rations, have filled tens of thousands of printed pages a year.
Under the influence of the antibigness philosophy, the Supreme
Gourt, in dealing with antirust caseo, has veered toward a position that bignes, in itself, constitutes a r€straint on competition,
There is thus a tendency to consider that bigness, in itself, when it
is capable of corrective restraint, is sufficient justification for re.
medial legislation, even when there is no actual evidence of unfair

competition or of collusion.
A subschool of the "antibigness" political scientist has recently
found a new problem-of-bigness to attack. Many corporations
which formerly engaged in only one activity have now seen the
wisdom of diversification and have enteted various, sometimes unassociated, industries. Some opponents of bigness now rvish to
prevent diversification, even when the collateral activities o[ a
great corporation give it no preponderant or even commanding
position in the collateral industries. Their basic objection is no
longer "unfair competition" or "restraint of trade" but mere bigness and the fear of the aggregate power which goes with bigness.
There is a clear analogy between bigness in industry.and bignes in the world of foundations. Each of the great foundations
can exercise influence in the Iield of ideas so porverful that it justifies a fcar of mere bigness. The argument can be made, as it has
been made in relation to Big Business, that it is not necessar,,
to prove that the power reposing in bigness has actually been
abuscd. It is enough to show that the power exists.
Profesor Harold D. Lasswell of Yale is one of the academi-
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cians upon whom foundation patronage has been bestowed
lavishly. He is one of the influential "experts,' in the social sciences on whom foundation managers have so olten relied for the
selection of projects and the allocation o[ funds. In 1956, his
prestige, largely on the basis of his position in the foundation
world, contributed to his election as president of the American
Political Science Association. It seems fair to assume that his in.
augural address, delivered in Washington in September 6, rgb6,
may represent the position of social scientists enjoying foundation
$upport. Speaking of economic control, Professor Lasswell asks:
Shall we rely upon a Bo-4o.bo nrle ro guide public policy

regard

to the permissible

mitted to

in

degree of ma*et control pen
privare interests? (For example: When one in-

tere$t has golo control of outpur, shall it be subject to
special regulations designed to nullify . the side-effects of
power that go along with economic control? When one
interest rises to 4olo shall we put governmentally appointed

frustees on the Board of Directors?
ment tru$tees predominate?)

He

says,

At golo shall

govern.

further:

The same approach-the search for rules of proportionapplies to every institutional and personality paiern in a
body politic. What are the oprimum proporrions of com-

mlnity resources to devote to elementary, intermediary,
advanced and ultra.advanced education? To research and
development in science and technology?

The validity of the political theory which opposes bigness in
business enterprises is, of course, subject to grave question. Such
enterprises operate in a competitive economy and under an efieo

tive system of counterweighing power. Business is subject to

checks and balances by pressures from labor, from competitive or

substitute goods and sewices, from government, and from the
political action of many citizen pressure group$. If, however, there
is any justice in opposing bignes in business enterpri$es, there is
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evcn more

in fearing bignes

among foundations. The generally

accepted practice of matched grants multiplies the impact of foun'

dation giving. This technique of fund raising results in a far'
reaching Gl e ich schal tung of. public charity-a general adoption of
the policies of the large foundations which ofier the matching.
Foundations owe their existence to the public. It makes a sacri'
fice to give foundations tax exemPtion, 4ssuming that the public
will, in turn, be properly rewarded for its generosity through an
application of the tax-exempt fun& to the public welfare. For this
reason, if no other, foundations must have the approval of the
public to carry on; the public, indeed, would be fully justifred in
applying legislative restrictions on foundation operations where
there seemed to be danger to the public welfare. The problem of
foundation bigness per se may thus arise seriously to concern the
general public unless foundation managers become alert to the in'
herent dahgers of bignes by avoiding,

in the future, the tech-

niques of joint planning; of joint suPPort of intermediary organi'
zatlons which thus achieve commanding positions in the world of
ideas; and of eliminating or destroying counterweighing competi'
tion in the support of ideas. The conforrnity which these tech'
niques forter is socially unsound and highly undesirable. It, stems
partly from the use of a common group of "expertl" and a com'
mon application of funds to the support of the intellectual fashions
of the day instead of applying the venture'capital theory equita'
bly by giving proportionately, at least, to the preservation of the
values of the past.

IHE CORPORATE FOUNDATIONS
Related to the problem of bigness is that of the foundation created
and maintained by an individual business enterprise. Such foundations are comparative newcomers on the American scene but
are rapidly increasing in numbers, There are now perhaps two
thousand of them. Their aggregate capital is very substantial. As
a corporation is granted an annual income-tax deduction of up to
five percent of its neg income, for philanthropic donations, such
corporate foundationg could grow to immense imPortance in our
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society and could, indeed, even overshadow the individual-cre.
ated foundations in the course o[ time. Limited by lack o[ time
and funds, the Reece Committee made no attempt to study these
corporate foundations, Nor have I collected any material regarding them, But any comprehensive study of foundations in their reIation to our society would have to take corporate foundations into
account.

The corporate foundations have, so faq escaped the type ot
criticisrn leveled at some of the individual.created foundations be.
cause they have generally avoided controversy and have confrned
themselves to direct grant$ and to objectives (often local) with
which the public could not well quarrel. But several interesting
criticisms of them have been made, which do merir consideration
by thoughtful students of the general foundation problem.
There is the basic concern of some regarding the operations of
juridical p€rsons in the field of charity, in this instance juridical
persons created by juridical persons. That difficult and obscure
problem, I shall leave to the philosophen and jurists.
Two forms of criticism have appeared from within the corporations which have created foundations. Stockholders have objected
to the "dissipation" of profits through donations to a foundation
which, they say, are really the property o[ the owners of the busi.
ness, the stockholders, Labor, on the other hand, has sometimes
complained that, if the corporation is so affiuent as to be able to
create and maintain a foundation of its orvn, it could afford to pay
higher wages.
A third form of complaint comes from competitors, who assert
the unfairnes of enabling a great corporation, through the raxdeduction vehicle, to advertise itself and promote public rela.
tions and, thus, to take unfair advantage of competitors. Com.
plaints of this kind have been rdgistered against the Ford Motor
Company. On the other hand, a foundation can operate in reverse,
in regard to public relations. There was a time when many people
in the United States refused to buy Ford products because of the
antics of the Ford Foundation.created Fund for the Republic and
even for some of the acts of The Ford Foundation itself.
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A graver criticism lies in the fact that, while Federal laws prevent combinations in busines in restraint of trade, it is possible
for foundations to act in concert to the attainment of common objectives, Such objectives might conceivably be political, in which
event, combinations of huge foundations created by huge corPora.
tions could constitute a potential highty dangerous to our society.
It is to be hoped that those who manage the great corporations
will be alert to this danger and carefully avoid it.

g
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Aurnoucrr the Cox Committee recognized that the responsibility
of a foundation trustee wa$ "onerous to'the point that it would
seriously interfere with the work of the average business man," it
found it "understandable that the services of an outstanding man
should be soughr by more than one foundation." Its only serious
criticism of a concentration of trustee power was geographic. It
expressed the opinion that a "wider geographical distribution

would go far towards establishing greater public conlidence in
foundations and would dispel much of the distrust which shelters
undcr the traditional fear of Wall Strcct." Thus, the Cox Committee completely missed the point, What mattered was not that
foundation trustee$ were concentrated on the Eastern Seaboard
but that a pattern of interlocking operations existed at varioug
levels of management. The geographical location of the majority
of foundation trustees was of small consequence.
That interlocks among foundation boards existed was clear
enough. F. Emerson Andrews, in his Philanthtopic Foundations,
mentions two complex cases as evidence of the national promi'
nence of many foundation trustees. In one case, the foundation
had co trustees who held a total of rr3 positions as trustees or
officers of other philanthropic organizations, or an average of 5.6
each. The range of outside positions ran from o to 14. The Board
of the other foundation which Mr. Andrews cited was composed
57
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14 trustees, holding a total of 85 outside philanthropic positions,
or an average of 6 per trustee; the range being from o to r3. If,
as the Cox Committee held, a foundation trustee's job was "onerons" to the point o[ "seriously interfering" with his business, one
wonders how any man could simultaneously fill thirteen or four'
teen philanthropic offices eftectively and conscientiously.
Overlapping of foundation administrators is an old story. In his
foundation, John D. Rockefeller employed some of the same men
to whom Andrew Carnegie had enhusted his endowments. Dean
Rusk, speaking for the Rockefeller Foundation, explained that
consultation among foundations arose "from the desire on the
part of each one to use its funds to the best advantage." He defended discussions among foundation officers as a desirable means
of exchanging information, to ayoid duplication o[ effort, and to
permit funds to be used wisely. However, the intimate asociations
which Mr; Rusk lauds can be dangerous. They can operate to
force our culture into a uniform pattern, It would be far better for
society to face the occasional waste which lack of interfoundation planning might cause than to take the risk of losing a
truly competitive intellectual climate. Indeed, there is similarity
between Mr. Rusk's plea for cooperation among foundations and
the arguments given for industrial cartels and for regulated competition-for that matter, with the rationale for a socialist planned

of

€conomy.
The men who operate foundations do have power often greater
than that of elected or appointed government officials. The law
applying to public servants is very strict in defining conflicts of interest. They are held strictly to an exact loyalty. There are no simiIar limitations applying to trust€es or officers of foundations. They
may support their pet causes. They may cause donations to be
made to institutions or funds on whose directive boards they sit.
They may be donors and recipients at the same time. They may
favor their friends or relatives and pay salaries and fees without
limitation. Hundreds of years ago, the Church introduced rules
against nepotism. No such rules prevent those in control of foun
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dations from using power to gain more power, through combinations with others, mutual endorsements and support, anfl the many
subtle forms of collusion available to them under our foundation
oystem.

If

there is need for clearing houses in educational, scientific,
and public pursuits, that does not jusrify a domination of these institutions by foundations and their stafis. To continue the widespread practice of simultaneous directorships in grant-giving and
gmnt-receiving insritutions is against the public interest. Abstention from voting, where there is a conflict of interest, does not
adequately protect the public. The very presence of a trustee or
officer with dual allegiance can have an improper cffect on the
foundation's decisions.
seems fair to require individuals to
choose whether they wish to operate on one side of the street or
the other-as givers or receivers. Moreover, a switching back and
forth, frequently observed, seems highly undesirable. In the interest of continuing a free market for ideas, the managements of

It

granting and receiving institutions should be carefully separared
and kept clcar of any taint of conflict of interest.
The effective interlock which exists in the foundation world
finds expression

r.

in many ways, among them:

Trustees sewing on more than one tax-exempt organiza-

tion, often both granting and receiving organizations;
e. Joint support and/or control by several foundations
of fund-receiving institutions, particularly "clearing-house

orpnizations" and scientific, educational, and public afiairs
councils or associations;
g, Isuance of matched grants, or promises o[ grants with
the proviso that funds are to be supplied only if and when
others support the same project or cause;
4. Service of foundation personnel, simultaneously or in
short succession, on stafls of foundation-supported institutions; and
5, Service

of foundation

officials (trustees

or

managers)
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on governrnent advisory boards, in control of government
policy or spending in Selds identified with foundation phi
lanthropy.

Their independent, uncontrolled financial power often enables
foundations to exert a decisive influence on public affain. They
have a power comparable to political Patronage. The propagan'
distic effects of this patronage can often reach far beyond the im.
mediate beneficiaries o[ foundation support' The emergence o[
dominating agencies in various fields of learning and teaching
was a Iikely dcvelopment. Foundations were originally created to
supportexisting institutions and to undertake certain "operating"
functions. Today, and all too frequently, new recipient organiza'
tions are created by foundations, or with theit subsidy, while
needy and worthy existing institutions are ignored. The Ford
Foundation in its early years created many subfunds for research
and education which duplicated exieting, similar organizations. In
the twenties, several influential scientific and educational councils
were set up

jointly by cooperating foundationg,

De facto, almost all major foundations insist on approving the
selection of personnel in the recipi€nt organizations. They wish to
know who will spend their grants or benefit from them. An appar.
ent donation is often, in reality, a disguised financing of a founda.
tion departmenl It is atcached to an outside institution or organi'
zation, but little is left to it to do except bookkeeping and related

administrative functions, Universities, hospitals,'institutes and
learned societies sometimes supply nothing but their name labels
affixed to what is actually a pet project of foundation managers.

In

effect, everything from the budget to the choice of ad hoc appointed professors or researchers is controlled arid decided by
foundation officials.
The concentration of power has measurable influence on our
cultural life. The Social Science Research Council once published
a study of its own granting activities. This clearly showed a prefer.
ence for five of the largest universities in the United States. Similarly, the National Science Foundation, an agenqf of the U.S.

INTERMEDIARIES

AS JOINT INSTRUMENT 6I

Government, found that the same foundation-sponsored institutions had received the major share of hundreds of million dollars
of government contracts, Such a concentration of private support
by foundations and public support through government agenciec
is distinctly to the detriment o[ higher education in our country.
Favoritism for institutions and for scholars of a few such institutions tends to cause a migration of talent from the neglected to the
pampered universities and gives a few schools of higher learning
an 6lite character, at the same time reducing both the comparative
prestige and the potential of the others.
INIERfVIEDIARIES

A3 JOINT INSTRUMENI

OF

SEVERAI FOUNDAIIONS

Americans have never liked monopoly or a concentration o[ power
in private hands, free of public control. When they have found it
in the business world, they have legislated against it. They are not
likely to be pleased to find a quasi-monopoly operaring in intellectual areas which are not mere "ivory tower" but influence our
society very materially.
A system of interlocks among major foundations and associated
organizations has long existed in social-science research and education, No group of men sat down deliberately to plan this thing
over-all. It just grew into being, but it is none the less dangerous
a$ a concentration of power. It came about largely through the use
of intermediary organizations to which foundations could donate
wholesale funds for retailing grants. The system was so convenient

and intriguing that clearing houses were brought into existence
further to amplify this system of delegation.
What seemed to justify the use o[ these intermediaries rvas rhe
belief that they would bring about greater efficiency. In a way,
they did; Each specialized in sorne field of research or of social action and often could act with more detailed understanding than
could the contributing foundations which scattered their interest
ovcr large areas. On the other hand, as Professor David N. Rowe
testified before the Reece Committee, efficiency is by no means the
most desirable factor in research. Moreover, by using the conven.
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ience of intermediaries, to delegate power and thus to escaPe the
arduous duty of detailed progtamming and selection, the tru$tees
of a contributing foundation removed themselves further from the
ultimate re$ults of their expenditures, and rvere less and less able
to follow and check the application of their funds.
In large industrial enterprises and in gov€rnment, the delega'
tion of authority is an essential management {evice. The proper
use of the same instrument in the area of ideas has distinct and

narrow limitations. In industry and government, the delegation is
one o[ operational responsibility within the framervork of a given
value system, the policy of the organization. That is quite differ'
ent from the form of delegation all too often employed in founda'
tions. Here, in efiect, the delegation is of actual policy decisions.
These policy decisions may deeply eftect our society.
No better example of this could be found than the case of The
Institute of Pacific Relations, to which I have referred, used by
The RockefellerFoundation, The Carnegie Corporation, The Car'
negie Endowment for International Peace, and others as a distrib:
uting agent. The Institute becamc t}e specialist in the Far East,
The tragedy was that it also became a specialist in promoting the
Communist cause in Asia, succeeding so well in this endeavor be'
cause o[ the vasl financial support given to it by the major founda'
tions.

The donating foundations sought to absolve themselves of reaponsibility for what resulted. But, as Professor Rowe stated in his
testimony,r the granting foundations cannot escaPe responsibility
for what their agents have done. They granted these ag€nts Sreat
power, a power immensely enlarged when foundations, acting in
concert, supplied such substantial financing that the intermediary
agent became a dominating force in its specialized area.
The potential power of the major intermediaries was illuscrated
by Professor Rowe in his testimony. I had asked him whether the
intermediary system did not operate against the competitive fac'
tor rvhich is intrinsic in our American way of life, He testified:f
I

Rrrrorl, p.

I

lbltl,'P'
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Tlrere is no question but what an organization tike The
Social Science Research Council has a tremendous amount
of power. This porver which it exerts, it exerts very heavily
on educational institutions and their personnel because when
you get down to it, who is it that does research in social
science? It is educational institutions, because they have the
faculties in the various fields, like political science, economics, anthropology, sociology, geogaphy and so on. That is
where the people are.r**
This, therefore, means that there is a tremendow responsibility here to apporrion their awards in a just way-in such
a way as takes into account the difterences of approach and
the differences of opinion in these fields; the theoretical
difterences trom one school ro anorher. The possibility exists
that at all tines in any ol these organintions that the
people in charge thereol become convinced, that thue is one
way to do a iob in the social science field,, and that only this
woy will get their support. Il and, when thet time comesI don't know whether it is here or euer will come-then
you will haae a combination in rcstraint ol trade within
the limits ol fublic acceptability that may have tery ilelcterious efrects upon our intellectual community. [Emphasis
supplicd.l

WHAT MAKES UP THE INTERTOCK IN IHE FINANCING

oF soctAr-sctENcE ACilVIT|ES
The report of the Reece Committee described the "network or
cartel" in the social sciences* as having five components. The /trst
is a group of foundations, composed of the various Rockefeller
and Carnegie foundadons, The Ford Foundation (referred to as
"a late comer but already partially integrated"), The Commonwealth Fund, The Maurice and Laura Falk Foundation, The Russell Sage Foundation, and others.
The second, component consists of the "intermediaries" or
''clearing houses," such as:

'

Ibid., pp. 4g-47,
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The American Gouncil of Learned Societics
The American Council on Education
The National Academy of Sciences
The National Education Association
The National Research Council
The National Science Foundation

The Social Science Research Council
The Progresive Education Association
The John Dewey Society
The Institute of Pacific Relations
The League for Industrial Democracy
The American Labor Education Service
The learned societies in the several "social sciences" were listed
as the thir rl component.

The fourth consists of the learned journals in these areas.
The fif th was "certain individuals in strategic positions, such as
certain professors in the institutions which receive the preference
of tlre combine,"
The report proceeded:

The patterns of interloching positions of power'may take
various shapes. The following-are the most frequent on€s:
(r) Trustees or employed executives are sttccessively or
simultaneously trustees and executives of several foundations.

.

(r) Trustees or executives serve successively or simultaneously as officers of other tax exempt organizations receiving grants and/or retailing the wholesale grants from
their own foundations.
(g) Trustees or executives accept appointments to positions of power in control of education and/or charity so as
to multiply their influence beyond the budgetary powers
of their foundation resources.
(4) Foundations jointly underwrite major project$, thus
arriving at a condition of coordination restraining competition.
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(5) Foundations jointly create and supporr centralized
coordinating agencies that operate as instruments o[ control

by claiming supreme authoriry in a field, o[

education,

science, the arts, ctc. without any resemblance

representation

of rhe professionals in

of democmtic
the management of

these agencies,

(6) Rather than distribute money without strinp atof their own and supply
the recipient institutions not only with the program, but
also with the staft and the detailed operarions budget so
that the project is actually under conrrol of the foundarion,
while profesionally benefiting from the prestige of the
recipient institution, The choice of professors often is one
by the foundation and not one by the university. Founda.
tion employees frequently switch from work in the founda.
tion, or in the councils supported by the foundation, to work
on sponsored projects and in professional organizations sup.
ported by their funds. They become most influential in the
profesional organizations, are elected to presidencies and
tached, foundations favor projects

generally rule the research industry.
As an example of interlocking directorates, the report cited the
of The Rand Corporation. This is a corporation in the nature
of a foundation, which plays a very important part in government
rescarch. It rvould warrant special attention in connection with
any study of the extent to which foundation interlocks have influ.
enced government. Among the trustees and officers of The Rand
Corporation were found the following who had material connec.
tions with other foundations:

case

Charles Dollard

(trustee)

L, A. Dudbridge (trustee)

Carnegie Corporation
Carnegie Endowment

National Science
Foundation

H, Rowan Gaither, Jr,
(trustee)

Ford Foundation
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Philip E. Mosely

(trustee)

Ford Foundation

Rockefeller Foundation
Mudd Foundation
Santa Anita Foundation
, American Heritage
Foundation
Frederick F. Stephan (trustee) Rockefeller Foundation
Clyde Williams (tfustee), Batelle Memorial

Harvey S. Mudd

Hans Speier

(ttustee)

(officer)

Institute
(Ford) Behavioral Science

Division
This example o[ interlocking is specially interesting because the
Chairman of this semi-governmental organization, The Rand Cor.
poration, was, at the same time, president of The Ford Foundation, which granted it one million dollars in rgge alone.
The following list of social-science consultants serving the Re.
search and Development Board o[ the Defense Department at one
time (1953) illustrates the frequency with which foundation exec.
utives are appointed as "exper6" controlling the expenditure o[
government funds in reseatch:

Vinney
Lardner
Pendleton Herring
Leland De

Rockefeller Foundation

John W.

Carnegie Corporation
Social Science Research Council
(formerly, Carnegie

Colporation)

William C. Menninger Menninger Foundation
J. A.

Perkins
Price

Don K.

Carnegie Corporation

Ford Foundation

Closely allied to the practice of interlocking directorates (and
.interlocking advisers and executives) is the practice of the major
foundations of favoring a limited number of institutions and individuals. Mr. Andrews, in his Philanthropic Founilatioas, defends
this practice by saying that "adequate research facilities and the
ablest, personnel are largely concenrated in these plac€s." If this
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were so, then the foundations have contributed to an unbalanced
they reversed
condition, and the country would be better ofi
themselves and sought to bring up the standards of neglected institutions by being more generous to them in their research allot
ments.
Mr. Andrews's explanation does not seem persuasive. The most

if

favored institutions (Haward, the University of Chicago, Columbia, California, Yale, Wisconsin, North Carolina, and MIT seem
usually to head the list) are not in a class by themselves. I am not
sure what Mr. Andrews refers to in mentioning "adequate research facilities"; whatever equipment may be needed for socialscience research could be rented readily enough. But Mr. Andrews's contention about "the ablest personnel" would be hotly
contested by many informed academicians, among them Profesor
Colegrove who, in his testimony before the Reece Committee,
pleaded for a wider, as well as a greater, use of our colleges and
universities. He said there is "a wealth o[ brains, a wealth of competence, in our small colleges and universities, which does not
have its share in research Sranti at the present time."*
The preference extends not:only to selected institutions themselves but even to graduate students in them. For example, the
Social Science Research Council, in rg5r, reported that 8gO gtaduate students working for a degree had received Council grants. A
total of 4?.6 percent $'ent to students at Columbia, Harvard, and
the University of Chicago. Add Yale, the University of California,
and Wisconsin, and students at these six received an aggregate ot
69.4 percent of the grants. Students at a total of rO institutions received 8g.r percent of the gtants, while gg others receiyed, among
them, only ro.g percenq and the more than a thousand remaining
institutions received none. If any Catholic institutions were represented

in the SSRC list, I missed them.

IHE SOCIAI SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCII
"Foundations," said the Reece Committee report, "becoming rnore
numerous every day, may some day control our whole intellectual
r fDid., p. 8o.
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and cultural life-and with it the future of this country. The im.
pact of this interlock, this intellectual cartel, has already been felt
deeply in education and in the political scene."
The report then discussed The Social Science Research Coun.
cil,* taking !t as an example of the "association or individual foundations with one of the intermediary or executive foundations"-

another form of interlock. Among the foundations which have
supported this distributing agent are these:

The Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial
The Russell Sage Foundation
The Carnegie Corporation
The Commonwealth Fund
The Julius Rosenwald Fund
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
The Maurice and Laura Falk Foundation
The General Education Board (Rockefeller)
The Grant Foundation
The Scripps Foundation for Research in Population Prob'
lems

The American Philosophical

Society

The John and Mary R. Markle Foundation
The Ford Foundation
The Twentieth Century Fund

The East European Fund
The Rockefeller Brothers Fund
With support such as this, and even governm€nt suPPort, it i3
no wqndeithat The Social Science Research Council has become
the greatest power in social-science research, Its rgtg-rg3o Snnual
report disclosed some pride in the fact that it has been closely in'
terlocked in an important network:

With our sister councils, the National Research Council'f
the American Council of Learned Societies, and the
. Ibiil.p.47

ct scq.
fAccive in the natural sciencer.
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American Council

on

Education, cooperation remains

good and bccomes increasingly close and significant. Therc
ore inteiloching ntembers and much personal contact o[ the
respecdve staffs, (Emphasis supplied.)
Despite many such acknowlcdgmenB as this, representatives of
the foundations and their intermediaries have lirmly denied the
fxistence of an interlock. These denials cannot be sincere, There is
a rna$ of evidence to indicate the close working-together to which
the SSRC report quoted above alluded. Professor Colgrove testi.
fied that there was a tendency by the clearing houses to move to
Washington and to cause their "constituenC' societier to move
there also. This concenEation in one city improves efficiencyefficiency in a "cooperation" which goes far beyond the ordinary
connotations of that term. Professor Colegrove said:

| | * There is more day-today conversation

and consulta.

tion between the officers of the professional societies and the
officers of thc operating societies, likc the American Council
o[ Learned Societies, and the officers of the foundations,
I think the officen of the professional societies are extremely
good listeners and follow pretty carefully the advice that
is given them by the foundation officers.
Professor Colegrove also said that there had been a conscious con-

centration of research direction through the clearing-house or.
ganizations.i
The intermediaries are not merely distributive agencies in the
simple sense. They assume a directive function. This is indicated
by a statement by Messrs. Donald Young and Paul Webbink in
Vol. i, issue No. g of ltems, a publication of The Social Science
Research Council, in which these gentlemen present the role o[
the SSRG in improving research:

The particular role of the Council, however, is that of a
central agency to promote the unity of effort in attacking
social problems which is required to assure maximum re,
'

Ibld,, PP, q:'-48.
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turns from the work of a multitude of individual social
scientists and of independent private and public institutions.
They continued that the Council does not "attempt to operate as
a coordinating agency in any compulsive sense." However, its
very availability and the rvide support given to it by major foundations have actually given the SSRC a control over research in
the social sciences which is, said the report of the Reece Committee, "in its effective use, undottbtedly compulsive."
Dr. Pendleton Herring, president of The Social Science Research Council, proudly quoted, in the Scptember l95o isue of
Items, this statement of The Ford Foundation:

The Social Science Research Council has been included in
this program because it is the instrumentality most used
by individual scholars, universities and research organizations for interchange of information, planning and other
cooperative frrnctions in the fields described. * * *
The Ford grant was not, therefore, to be used for the support of
more independent researclr projects, but to help pay the SSRC
overhead to "enhance the service it performs for other organizations and scholars."
The Reece Committee report described rhis socioguphic pattern of operations in the SSRC:

onstituent socielies:
Represented at various other nationwide "councils."
Financial supporh
By closely cooperating foundations, which themselves in

C

terlock through directorates.
Suppor

te

d, scholarly activity i

Concentration on graduates o[ a few major institutions,
which also supply most of the directors of the Council,
who since a change o[ byJarvs are chosen by the Council
board, not any longer freely elected by constituent atisociations.

Infuencc ol government spending for research:

SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL 7I

or similar foundations-supported groups decisively
influence National Science Fouttdation policy and Defence
Department spending on research.via its officers serving
as consultants and board members."*
SSRC

The Committee was impressed with the peculiar form of manwithin The Social Science Research Council. As is the
case in foundations generally, the management is self-perpetuat
ing. The SSRC, how€ver, purports to represent seven o[ the indi.
vidual social-science disciplines through their respective profes.
sional societies. Its $tationery gives this impression, which is mis
leading. These societies are not actually members of the SSRC.
They are permitted to elect directors to the SSRC Board, but only
from among panels.of candidates nominated by the SSRC itself.
This practice cannor help but produce conformity to the ideas
of the clique which rules The Social Science Research Council. It
was introduced in substitution for an earlier system of permitting
the profesional associations to elect representatives of their choosing. They are no longer permitted to select such as they believe
comp€tent and wise, but only hom among those nominated by the
agement

clique.

The Reece Committee held this to be a rather undemocratic procedure, to say the least. It pointed out that the totalitarian character of this organization, so important in social-science

rescatch in the United States, is increased by the fact that its
"members" are not the societies which it purports to represent but
its former directors. One o[ these directors explained that the
change in the election rules arose from the need to exclude "old.
fashioned" social scientists who would oppose the preference for
statistical and empirical projects.
It is easy to see, in this peculiar organization of the SSRC, an op.
eration of the "6lite" concept, If the assumedly "constituent" professional societies were permitted freely to elect the management
of this centralizing organization, rhose who control it might lose
their power. B;rt they are the "€lite." They want on their board a

t

lbiil., p. 48,
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clear majority, or even a unanimity, of social scientists who agree
with their theses. Do they not know better than others, better even
than the rnembership of the professional societies of social'science
profesors, what is good for the countryl It is not a pleasant con'

cept under American traditions,
The Reece Committee report found that

the SSRC has in the past g;ained leadership, among other
reasons, because it sttccessfully created the impression of
representing the majority of all social scientists in America.
did not represent Ameri'
thrived, however, by giv'
ing the impression that it did, Its power grew as the impresion
mounted and as it became a constant beneficiary of major foun'

In a democratic

sense, at least, the SSRC

can scholarship

in

the social sciences.

It

dations.

"The power of the SSRCT" said the Reece Committee report,
to efiect control of the field of social sciences."*
This statement rvas not lightly made' "There is evidence," said the
Committee, "that professional appointments all over the United
"Eeems to be used

States are influenced by SSftC blessing."

One example is sufficiently powerful to justify the statement.
The rggg-rgg4 report of the National Planning Board was actually
prepared by a committee o[ The Social Science Research Council.

It

stated:
SS.RC] has been concerned chiefly rvith
the determination of the glouPs and persons with whom
special types of research should be placed.

The Councit [the

Keeping in mind that this organization, The Social Science Re'
search Council, is supported by a SrouP of major foundations, the
hazards involved are significant. If it has the function which was
describe4 of deciding what groups and individuals should be
used for various research projects, it has a control power which
carries with

it enorrnous danger.

The Committee suggested a special investigation of the extent
. Ibilt.,p. io,
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to which The Social Science Research Council and organizations
with it control book reviews and the literary production
textbooks and other publications-of social scientistc.
-joumals,
It is a characteristic of the American world of scholanhip that
academicians are mted largely on their publications, and the test
is often quantitative mther than qualitative. Whether or not a
social scientist can procure publication of a paper has a lot to do
with his advancement in his career. Similarly, the nature of the
reviews given to his paper may be of vital importance.
Professor Rowe,* testifying regprding the influence of founda.
tions in educational institutions, saidr
associated

'

r * | you have to realize * t * gftxg advancement and promotion and survival in the academic field depend upon r€:
search and the results and the publication thereof. Here you
have, you see, outside organizations influencing the course
of the careers of personnel in universities through their con
trol of funds which can liberate these people from teaching
d,uties,

for example, and making it posiUti for them to

pub--

lish more than their competitors.

If, then, control over an academic journal is concentrated in a
few hands, it would be easy enough to impose concepts and phi.
losophies on a generation of $cholars, and upon school teachen
and textbook writers. fn more than one instance this has undoubtedly happened, Such control may take the form of denying space
to a nonconformist, It may also influence commercial publishers
via the expert readers to whom books are submitted before publication. It is very likely that these experts would be selected from
those favored by the journal. Publishers may be reluctani to pub.
lish a nonconformist's book because the conformists, articulate
and welcomed in the pages of a professional journal, may pan it
with unlavorable reviews or freeze it out o[ circulation by withholding reviews in the controlled learned journals and in bookreview secdons. The controlling group has the power forcefully to
recommend books for purchase in public and school libraries and
.Ibld,,p,6o,
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to advocate the use or rejection of selected textbooks. All this can
add up to conformity. Instead o[ supporting such power, founda'
tions bear the duty to exercise the gteatest care, lest their funds be
used for such ends of thought control.
There are othet groups powerful in the social sciences besides

The Social Science Research Council-The (Ford) Behavioral Science Fund, The Twentieth Century Fund, The American Academy of Political and Social Sciences, and others-but, as the Reece
Gommittee pointed out, "with almost all of them there exist personal and organizational ties and crosE connections via supporting
foundations." There is, in fact, a similarity of approach among
these groups. They all favor the "liberal" point of view. It is possible that this could be mere coincidence, but it is extremely un'
likely,
President Grayson Kirk of Columbia University, in an address

of May 31, rgb4, wisely

asserted

that we "must maintain the
all

greatest posible opportunities for the free clash of opinions on

subjecu, trusting to the innatc good judgment of men and women
to reach decisions that are beneficial to society." Anything in the
nature of a concentration of power or an interlocking is pregnant
with the possibility of coercive influence.
The Reece Committee was shocked to find that one so important
in the foundation world as Charles Dollard, then president of the
powerful Carnegie Corporation, had contributed an article to the
Social Science Research Gouncil's publication, Items, in which,
teferring to mistakes in poll taking and in the Kinsey research, he
made this statement:

The third strategic move which I would suggest is that
social science initiate o tnore rigorous system ol intemal
policing.|

That social scientists financed by foundations may have

performed sloppy work is apparent enough, but the Reece Committee
found the concept of "policing' terrifying. Who would do the pot lbid.,p. gt.
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licing? The Social Science Research Council? Some board of censorship?

E{Iiciency might be increased by a sptem of "policing." But it
would be at the cost of freedom, so precious in academic and intellectual fields. Researchers might easily be squeezed into a com.
mon mold. "Few," said the Reece Committee report, "could risk
criticizing, few academicians at least. There would emerge what
has been called a 'Gresham's Law in the field of profesorships in
the social sciences.' "
Whatever reasons may have been in the minds of those who
created them, the "cartel bureaus" have, to all practical purposes,

asumed the functions of accrediting agencies. The growing tendency toward Gleichschaltung (elimination of nonconformism) in
our schools and professional societies is exhibited by the current
preference for "projects." Money is more easily obtainable today

for "projects" chosen by foundation boards than for general
with no strings attached. The school administrator
approaching a foundation, hat in hand, and eager to propose a

.purpos$

project which conforrns to the known leanings of the foundation
executives, is a sad product of our age. No longer does the scholar
carry the initiative, He is degraded to a recipient of alms handed
out by an almoner lvho is no longer responsible to the prince.

Power is often exerted by foundations to prornore projects,
rather than to support institucions, because of the desire of managers to do business in public, to publicize themselves and their
services.
The Reece Committee report ended its discussion of The Social
$cience Research Council by admirting that this organization, like

others within tlre "concentration of power" or interlock

in

the so-

cial sciences, can "point to admirable and valuable work which
they have done," These organizations have a great deal to their
credit. But they have also exercised control and a restrictive influence on scholarship in many ways. Moreover, they have become a
power the existence of rvhich, "dealing with public trust funds,',
seemed to the Committee "to involve at leasr a potential danger
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or risk, horvever benevolently to date its relative despotism may
have acted."f
THE AJIAERICAN COUNCII ON EDUCAIION

The American Council on Education is an intermediary to which

the Reece Committee also gave special attention.f It is a council
of national education associations, financed by membership dues,
by government contract, by heavy contributions from major
foundations, and by donations of associated organizations.
Among its supporten have been:

The General Education Board (Rockefeller)
The Carnegie Gorporation
The Garnegie Endowment for International Peace
The Garnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
The Rockefeller Foundation
The Ford Fund for Adult Education
The Alfred P. Sloan Fund
The Payne Fund
B'nai B'rith
The Edward W. Hazen Foundation
The Grant Foundation
The Ellis L.'Phillips Foundation
I have used the term "clearing house." The American Council
on Education has called itself that in a pamphlet issued in July
r953{:

More specifrcally, the Council has been a clearing house for
the exchange of information and opinion; it has conducted
many scientific inquiries and investigations into specific e&
ucational problems and has sought to enlist appropriate
agencies for the solution of such problems; it has stimulated
experimental activities by institutions and groups of institutions;

it

has kept

in constant touch with pending legisladon

) Iblit.,p, ir,
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alfccting educational matten; it has pioneered in methodology that has become standard practice on a national
basis I I *' it has acted as liaison agency between the
educational institutions of the country and the federal government and has undertaken many significant projects at
the request of the Army, Navy and State Departm€nb
and other governmental agencies; and * * * it has made
available to educators and the general public widely used
handbooks, informational reports, and many volumes of
critical analysis of social and educational problems,

The same pamphlet reports on the Council's Research Policy
Committee as follows:
Established, ry52 ro stuih! the interrelationships ol sponsored rcsearch lrotn the uiewpoints ol feileral agcncies,
industries, and foundations, spotxoring such research, and,
the cffect on institutions doing the rcsearch, This latter
angle involves the d,ktribution of grants among insaitutions
and the concentralion ol research in fields at the expense ol
other fields and, the distortion of the institutional picture as
o whole. The magnitude o[ the problem is shown by the
fact that 8<r or rnore federal agencies are currently subsidizing more than $r5o,ooo,ooo worth of research a,feari

.
'

industrial and business conceur$ and private foundations
also sponsor research.

The numerous "special interests" involved may apptoach
the same problems in difierent ways and come up with dif.
ferent solutions.

ft

is the aim ol this Council commiltee-

composed of college presidents, vice-presidents for research,
business officers, and faculty members directly engaged in
sponsored research projectJ-ro ottempt to formulate a policy lor the national level bwed on cooperatfue relationships,
(Emphasis supplied.)

Thus, this Council, like The Social Science Research Council, is
an interrelating or coordinating agency, which establishes policy
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and acts as a distributing agent for foundations whose busines is
grant making, along planned and integtated lines. Again, we have
the emphasis on "efficiency," as though this were the most desirable objective in research. The Reece Cornmittee report commented*:

As Professor Rowe and others have said: it would seem far
better to lose efficiency and give individuals of quality the
opportunity to go in their own respective directions unhampered by any group control, direction or pressure.
However laudable much or most of its work may have been,

the Cauncil has certainly been, one of the media through
which foundation funds have been ttsed to effect consider-.
able control or influence over education in the United Sates.
Some may argue that this control or influence has been
wholly good-were this so, we would still believe that the
power of great foundations to aftect educational policies
and practices is one which should concern the public. By
the same token, we believe that "clearing house" organiza'
tions, while they may serve a purpose in the direction of
efficiency, are of questionable desirability when interlocked
financially or by personnel with these foundations. T&e
aggregate power involved in such o concentration giaes us
concetn,
OIHER ASPECTS OF INTERTOCK
The clearing-house organizations themselves are interconnected,

forming veritable associations of associations, and councils of

as-

sociations and councils. Three times removed from their constituent individuals and institutions, these express the desire so Preva.

lent among foundation executives to avoid duplication and to
bring in what they conceive to be order.
There is, for example, a Conference Board of Associated Research Councils, through which The Social Science Research
t

P.
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Council, The American Council on Education, The National ReThe American Council of Learned Societies
get together "to facilitate action on matters of common concern,"
continuing l'earlier informal consultations of the executives of the
Councils." To whatever types of action this conference of councils
may be limited by its documents of organization, its meetings
nevertheless afford an opportunity for coordinated planning
through conferences of the respective executives.
A council to finance higher education has been created jointly
by the Carnegie, Rockefeller, Ford, and Sloan foundations, each
of rvhich contributes $6o,ooo to it annually for a period of three
years. lfhis money does not go to the direct support of higher education. It pays for a staft under Mr. Wilson Compton which
spends its time advising industrial corporations and other donors
how to give money, and assisting instittrtions in their fund-raising
campaigns. These foundations have thus, in combination, created
another power position of influence in education.
Periodical meetings of foundation executives now take place in
New York, informal in nature, perhaps, for the purpose of discussing policy problems and determining common action.
De Tocqueville, in one of his famous observations about democ.
racy in America, reported with some amazement the propensity of
this nation for the formation of voluntary associations for common
ends. But he saw the rvorking of democratic forces in this expression of freedom o[ assembly. The competing power of groups pro.
duced an effective method of checks and balances, preventing a
domination of the people by au,tocratic forces. The rnore recent
urge for nationwide, hierarchic, so-called clearing houses, fostered by foundations, was not foreseen by De Tocqueville. These
are in reality instruments for ideological and political GleichschaL
tung. Is the difference essential, or only a matter of degree, between an organization of scientists or authori subject to the mone.
tary control of power cliques and the so-called associations and
academies operating in totalitarian countries? With gootl luck, an
American scientist may find an independent publisher and emansearch Council, and
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cipate himself from the clique's financial control. But such cases
are rare and confined to men of geat courage and of contempt for
economic rewards.

The United

States government now spends

social-science research than

far more money on

do all the foundations

combined.

This might constitute a counterforce to the infl.uence of the foundation complex were it not for the fact that, to a great extent, the
same persons who conrol or expend the funds of the complex in
the socialscience fields also direct or advise on the expenditures
of the Federal government in these areas. It is not surprising,
therefore, that government agencies operating in social-science
areas have exhibited the same preferences and idiosyncrasies as
has the foundation complex. It is a case o[ Tweedledee and
Tweedledum-or, to put it another way, a condition of constant
exchange o[ men and ideas between the complex and government.
THE INFIUENCE OF FOUNDAIIoN !,IANAGERS

lN THE INIERLOCK

Almost all the executives lvichin the foundation complex whom I
have met have been €xceptionally pleasant and highly intelligent
men. My criticism of them is confined to their almost universally
common characteristic of permitting their social, intellectual and,
principally, their political predilections to aftect their work as administrators of ptrblic trusts.
When it has been called to their attention that an amazing
amount of conformity and uniformity exists in the operations o[
the major foundation complex, apologists for these organizations
have sometimes suggested that this is not because of the preferences of the foundation managers, lthey say that this phenomenon
stems from a prevailing bias in favor of what is called "liberalism."
These apologists tell us thac the foundation executives follow the
fashions of the times; in this manner, they "play safe." That may
be so. It is difficult, in a situation such as this, to establish a causeand-effect relationship with accuracy-to determine the extent to
which foundation managers have followed or created trends. We
do know, however, that the existing conformism within the social
sciences has been nurtured abundantly by foundation support.

INFLUENCE OF FOUNDATION ATANAGERS

8I

Foundation executives often pay lip sewice to nonconformi$m,
and pride themselvcs on their contribution to "new" and ,'un.

orthodox" ideas. But the cooperation among the rnanagers within
the foundation complex does not favor the nonconformist. On the
contrary, it has produced an excess of mediocre, routine work.
Nor is much of what these managers point to as "new', and ,,un.
orthodox" really so. Most of it may have been "new" or ,,unortho.
dox" twenty or thirty years ago. These amazingly like-minded
men have contdbuted substantially to converting into current or.
thodoxy what'were rei,olutionliry ideas during the twenties, They
have supported for so long what they euphemistically call the
"New Deal" (but what is really a modified form of socialism)
that they are no longer capable of recognizing that other concepts

of value may be held bona fide by thinkers and scholars
What these professionals choose to call rhemselves is of no con.
cequence. One maintained to me that he was a ,.conservative." yet
he is one of the most radical-niinded of the foundation managers.

- A stereotyped bureaucracy has developed among the major
foundations and their satellite organizations. It has common idlas
both as to conceptr of responsibility and business affairs. The
ideas and concepb of this buieaucracy are based heavily on the
assumption of a cultural lag-the need to adjust law, values, and
human alfairs in general to a tempo dictated by our rapid techno.
logical progress. The adoption of this interpretation o[ sociery,
somewhat related to Man<'s economic determinism, impele its believers to strive for permanent and continual revolution, a posi.
tion rrot too easy to differentiate from the materialistic concept of
history.

They have become almost a guild, the bureaucrats o[ the foun.
dation complex. As the Reece Committee report, said*:

The

professionals, who exert so important an influence
upon thought and public opinion in the United States,
forrn a sort of professional class, an €lite of management of
the vast public funds available to rheir will. They can
r P. 32.
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scarcely avoid getting an cxaggerated idea of their own
importance and becoming preoccupied with holding and

enlarging their roles.
Clearly enough, foundation executives are entitled to their poas private. individuals. If they were not acting in
concert, one could even excuse the impact of such political opinions on their work as individuals within foundations. What is
wrong is permitting any Gleichschaltung or even the appearance
of it. Anything in the nature of a cartelJike coordination in education and in such vitat fields as foreign relations and the socialscience studies tends to reduce competition and, through a form
of collusion, to endanger the freedor4 of our intellectual and pub.

litical opinions

lic life.

The emergence

ol

this special clws in our society, endoued

with immerse powers ol thought cont,rol, is a lactor which must be

tahen into account in judging the merits ol contemporary founcl*

tion operations, The concentration of pouer, or inteilock, which
has deueloped in found,ation-supported social-science rcsearch
and social-science educalion h largely the rcsult ol a capture of
the inlegrated organizalions by like-minded men. The phin, simple fact is that the so-called, "liberal" movement in the tlniteil
States has captureil most of the maior loundations snd, hss done so

chiefly through thc prolessional ad,ministrator class, which ha not
hesitdted to use these great puiblic trust lunds to political ends anil

with bias,

4
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SOCIAL SCIENCE AND
SCIENTISM

SOC|AT SCTENCES

IH Gtuceco in rg4g a group of social scientists adopted the term
"behavioral sciences." They gave their reasons for selecting the
new term; "first, because its neutral character made it acceptable
to both social and biological scientists and, second, because we
foresaw a possibility of some day seeking to obtain financial support from persons who might confound social science with socialism," That confusion has existed in some minds is evidenced by
one legislator who said that social science rvas the pursuit of long.
haired men and short-haired women.
While such confusion may be arnusing, foundation support in
the social sciences does take on special and serious importance.
Though much of the research and teaching in these disciplines
may have no relationship whatsoever to politics, legislation, or
even to public aflairs, a Iarge and vociferous sector of the social
scientists actively seeks to redesign our governmenc and our ptrblic
life. It is difficult to understand how tax-exempt funds can properly be used to support the idiosyncrasies of these self.appointed
reformers. In the face of the weakness of the controlling tax Iaw
which I have pointed out, it behooves foundations to exercise care
and restraint.
Here is an illustration of aggressive political-mindedness from
the words of one of the leaders of the foundation-supported socialscience world, Professor Harold D. Lasswell, in his inaugural address as presidenc of the American Polirical Science Association:
83
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One of our profesional responsibilities is to expedite the
development of more perfect institutions specialized to con'
tinual self-observation on a global scale r s i originating
policy alternatives by means of which goal values can be
maximized.

Profesor Lasswell continuee:
C,ompared with an entire university, which has become a
nontommunicating aggregate of experts, each department
of political science can be a true center of integation where
normative and descriptive frames of reference are simultaneously and continuously applied to the considemtion of the
policy issues confronting the body politic as a whole over

the near, middte and distant ranges of time. The profession

'

is advantageously situated therefore to take the lead in a
configurative approach to the decision proces$ in society.
Where it plays this part, political science is the policy
scieflce, pat excellence. | , I Part of our tole, as the venerable rnetaphor has it, is scanning the horizon of the un
folding future with a view to defining in advance the prob.
able import of what is foreseeable for the navigators of the
Ship of State. It is our responsibility to flagellate our minds
toward creativith toward bringing into the stream of

emerging events conceptions of future strategy tltat, i[
adopted, will increase the probability that ideal aspirations

.

will be more approximately

realized.

, If these involved phrases leave any doubt about the political intention of social scientists of Profesor Lasswell's mind, their ao
tions in association with government do not. Many of these scholars, including Professor Lasswell, serve a$ "expetts" and adviserr
to numerous governmental agencies. Social scientistr may be said
to have come to constitute a foutth major branch of government.
They are the consultants of government, the plannets, and the
designers of governmental theory and practice. They are h'ee
from the check and balances to which the other three branches of
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government (legislative, executive, and judicial) are subject. They
have attained their influence and their position in governmenr
mainly through foundation supporc; and this supporr, in the
past, has been chiefly given to persons, institutions, and ideas of a
progressiveJiberal, if not Socialist, coloring.
In a pamphlet entitled "Science as Morality," published by the

Humanist Press

in

lgEE, George Simpson adds his yoice

to the

growing criticism of the peculiar fashions, the current orrhodoxies, in the social sciences. He criticizes the retreat from morality
and the reliance on subsidy. He says: "It wou.ld seem that the retreat from morality by science is now full, for the dominant view
in social science today is that social scientists might rvell learn
from natural scientisg how to achieve a nerv social status derivative from what can be subsidized rather than from what requires
investigation." (P, ro,) He criticizes social scientists for surrendering their birthright as analysts and critics of social structures and
for having become hired men doing little jobs for corporations,
fund-raising associations, magazines interested in market research, and oddments of American culrure. (p. gZ) More imPortantly, he says:

'

Nor should sociologists continu€ to be solicitors of funds
from agencies who tell them what they want research done
on. Sociologists should make it possible to ger funds for
research without selling their souls. t + * The ideology o[
our so-called "applied" social research people appears to be
the same as that of the foundations or corporations who
give them money. Since many jobs are created this way, and
degrees) artracr
graduate students and enhance sociology's respectability, any
suggestion that this is the road to moral ruin sounds evangelical to those sociologists who have long lingered with
Beelzebub. (P.43.)

jobs (sometimes partly paid for with

'

Simpson recommends the giving ot "unmarked" grants to uni.
to professional societies of sociologists, to avoid
domination by foundations. The difficulty, he remarks, is that nei.

vcrsities and
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ther universities nor societies have prepared adequately for such
responsibility. "They have become so addicted to absentee ownership of social research, that many sociologists rvould be unable to

find any research to do unless somebody told them rvhat

he

wanted done." (P. +g.) From his "liberal" point of vierv, he argues
that the subsidizers are afraid of "dangerous" topics, but he says
that the scholars themselves and not those who supply research
money should decide rvhat research needs doing.
Simpson has this to say regarding the current preference for

empirical research:

To be sure, empirical research is absolucely indispensable
in reaching sociological conclusions. But empirical research

today has become a magical phrase; if you say you are do'
ing it, the gods bless you. Even if you are not doing it, it
is still good to say you are. But sociologists must regain
their respect for the necessity of sitting in an arm chair
long enough to knorv rvhat they are going to do empirical
research on, what their hypothesis is, whether it is worth
prosecuting, what contribution to human knorvledge they
intend to make, and, simply, to make their ideas clear.
Indeed, it may even be found profitable to read a book.
It is not good to attack a calculating machine or dratv up a
guestionnaire with little in our heads. The pendulum has
swung too far in one direction. It is time to resyntlresize
learning and techniques, theory and research, education and

thinking, morality and sociologyr and even the

Social

$ciences. (pp.++.+n)

IHE EXCTUSION OF THE DISSTDENT
Dr. A. H. Hobbs of the University of Pennsylvania is a living example

of the danger o[ criticizing

foundations and fortndation

practices. He is only an asistant professor. He wryly calls hirnself
"the oldest assistant professor east of the Rockies." To the shame of
hig university, he has been told in no uncertain terms by his su-
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periors there that he has no hope of rising in the hierarchy. Why?
Decause he is a dissident.
The treatmenr of Professor Hobbs ar the Univenity of pcnnsyl.
vania is a black mark upon the record of that gl'eat. insritution. It is
atr outstanding example of suppression of academic freedom. yet,
as far as I knorv, none of the "liberals" who cry out so loudly that
freedom is being suppressed rvhenever a Communist professor is
discharged have cntered even rhe mildest protest against the persecution of Professor Hobbs, whose only sin has been to have an
independent mind and the strength of character to use it.
Behind the persecution of Professor Hobbs, and accountable for
it, lies the fact that the foundation.supported .,concentration of
power" has been angered by his independence of mind and his
frank criticism. He has been a strong critic of many of the meth.
ods used in contemporary social.science research, methods which
the foundation'complex has fostered.
Professor Hobbs, in his book The Claims ol Sociology: a Critique of Textbooks, published in rg5r, analyzed *or.Jhan ,oo
leading textbooks on sociology used in high ichools and colleges.
FIe discovered that practically all of them, in varying degrees,
were slanted torvard collectivism. In the case of economics, pro.
fcssor Flobbs wrote:

Only a few (six) rexts atrempt ro present an objective,
integrated view of the principles and proce$ses rvhich char-

acterize the economic institutions o[ the United States.
Characceristically, the major portion of the rreatmenr of eco.
nomics is devoted to criticism, to emphasis on maldistribution of wealth and income, and to prisentation of remedies
or alternarives for prevailing economic principles and proo
esses.*

_ The single point of view taken by virtually all the

examined
books was characterized by attacks on big buiiness; adulation of
big govcrnment; emphasis on maldisrribution of wealth (even att The Claims ol Soclology,p, gr,
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tributing to it the major cause fot divorce); pleas for some sort of
rnodernization of religion to eliminate its "mysticism" and relate it
to "modern society"; and the development of a "humanitarian"
point of view. This "humanitarianism," says Professor Hobbs, involves:

lamentation about war, economic maldistribution, and individual unhappiness. It appears, however, to be secular, materialistic, short-term humanitarianism, It is "liberal" if the
term applies to doctrinaire'criticisms of economic maldistribution, of inequalities between sexes, clases and races, and
of social controls which inhibit each person's full expression
of his own penonality. It is not completely liberal, horvever,
if this term implies a tolerant historical perspective and a
balanced and unbiased presentation of conroversial issues
in society. It is "objective" if this term applies only to

critical emphasis against institutions and raditions. It is
lackihg in objectivity, however, in uncritical acceptance of
platitudinous remedies and goals for society. ft is "scien
tific" it this term includes a process of selection of only
certain aspects of quantitative data and certain types of
rtudies. It is not scientifrc if the term excludes the use o[
unverifred hypotheses in proceeding from unlvarranted aseumptions to untenable conclusions,

in these criticisms. Many eminent
with him. But he has been one of those few who
have had the courage to express their opinions. Those who dominate foundation-supported social-science research profess to advocate freedom of opinion, but they do not encourage the expression of opinions contrary to their orvn. They profess to advocate
"controversy" and assert their right to use foundation funds for its
promotion. More often than not, however, it is but one side of a
controyersy that they wish heard, when it has political implications-the side to the left.
Professor Hobbs is a sociologist. He is brilliant and exception.
ally well informed. He is given to independent thought, a precious
Professor Hobbs is not alone

professors agree
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commodity in our society. But he pays the price o[ independence.
He supports his family on rhe salary of a laborer. He srands as one
of the object-Iesons to academicians: Gonform or Be Damned.t
FOUNDATION.FOSTERED SCIENTISM

Professor Hobbs testified before the Reece Committee that the
many millions of dollars poured annually into 'tocial-science', re.
search by some of the large foundations and their satellites or in.

terlocked organizations, such as The Social Science Research
Gouncil, are largely wasted and unproducrive of anyrhing sub.
stantial or useful. But the waste involved was not his most $evere
criticism. He gave example after example of such research which
ofiered a direct danger to our society. What goes under the name
of "social science" today is often guackery. It is what profesor

f

Hobbs called "scientism."
Underlying the prevailing approach to tesearch and teaching in
the "social-sciences" is the concept that social problems can be
solved in the same manner as some physical problems, by a 'tcien,
tific" method. Obviously enough, the collection of certain kinds of
empirical data can be of enormous value, But overindulgence in
the concept that there is a "scientific" solution for social problems,
an overindulgence which some of the foundarions have closely
fostered, produces absurdity and peril, Professor Hobbs pointed
out that the solution of social problems invariably involves the integration of intangible factors, such as love, patriotism, sentiment
and other elements which cannot be measured with calipers, a
slide rule, or an adding machine.

The jur''-tapping project financed by The Ford Foundarion,
conducted in connecrion with a "sociological" project of the University of Chicago, illustrates the danger of overindulgence in the
empirical approach. The problem of the project, I supposg was to

I Professor Hobbsk persecutlon ls descrlbed in E, Merrlll \qots Collecllvtsm
on t.hc Cdmpus-and alrc is referred to in an artlcte in the April r8, 1956, isue
of the Nz,ional Raticw by Rusell Kirk, in whlch the latter said, '.soiioiogy ls
thoroughly dominated by an entrenched orrhodoxy," an orthodoxy which
wlll not tolerate an lndependent mlnd ruch as profesror Hobbs,s,
f $ee A. H, Hobbr, Social Problcms anil Scicntlsm, Stackpole, rg53,
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determine whether or not the jury system could be improved. To
go about this by eavesdropping on juries to find out how they
deliberate is fact-finding of a nature which is extremely dangerous.
The term "facts," in iaelf, is misused by the overanxious empirical
researcher. Of what value is the well-known "fact" that jurymen
spend part of their time discussing the baseball scores, and that'
much of their argument would hardly do on a debating team.
Have these "factE" any scientific fact-value? Are we to conclude,
through a collection of such "facts," that jurymen are not comPe'
tent to fulfill the function which our legal system has assigned to
them? Are such "facts" to be the basis of a plea that we should, in
6ome way, control juries to make them more attentive to duty, or
screen them to confine jury duty to those with a high I.Q.?
. The jury-tapping procedure was an abortive attempt to solve a
problem through empirical "science." If juries are to be abolished,
or the jury procedure radically amended, it should be only after
a most careful reconsideration of the historical origins and the
philosophical rationale of the jury as an institution and not uPon
the basig of statistical "fact" collection by eavesdroppers. It may
well be that the jury system as it stands should be most carefully
preserved, even though jurymen represent only a cros-section ot
intelligence and even if jurymen do waste time discussing base'

ball.
THE "SOCIAT. ENOINEERS" AND THE /FACT.FINDING IVIANIA"

The "social scientist.s," who have follorved the coune which

has

been so widely encouraged rvith foundation money, have become

hypnotized, it seems, by the title of "scientists" which they have
misappropriated. They have concluded that only "social scier'
,rtrJ" can solve our social problems. They have made themselves
into an "dlite"-they have called themselves "social engineers."
They have been touched with the Filhrer complex-they have be'
come convinced that they are qualified to lead us into better Pastures. How? Through the "scientific method."
The Reece Committee found many expressions of this "6lite""social engineering" concept among social-scientist writers and

,SOCIAL ENGINEERS" AND
"FACT.FINDING ATANIA" 9I

publicists. Dr. Pendlcton Herring, prcsident of The Social Science
Research Council, expressed it this way in an article in the SSRC
Items of March rg47:

'

One of the greatest needs in the social sciences is for the
development of skilled practitioners who can use social data
for the cure o[ social ills as doctorg use scientific data to
cure bodily ills,*

The "social doctors"'have acquirecl a "fact-finding mania"they have gone overboard on empiricism. Trying to imitate the use

of the empirical method as one of the necessary tools of natural
science, they have all too often forgotten that rhe natural scientist
deals rvith measurable facts while the social scientist can mea$ure
comparatively little;f that the natural sciencist sets up conditional
hypotheses and tests thcm through experiment, while the social
scientist can hardly experirnent with human beings outside o[ a
totalitarian concentration camp.
As Professor Hobbs put it in his Soc,al Problems end Scien-

tisml:
An over-emphasis on facts as facts is one of tlre characteristics
of rvhat is sometimes called the empirical approach. Ideally,
empiricism could mean thar the invcstigators relied solely
upon controlled observation and experimenul evjdence.
Actually, much of the empiricism in social science involves
no rigid experimentation, and the facts are quescionable,
fragmentary, and slanted. Bmpiricisrn in social science
seems to on'e its extreme poptrlarity more nearly to desperation rather than plan, Philosophic and scientific jus.
r

Reece C-ommitaee Rcpoi",p, rzl,
Professor Hobbs, Profesor Sorokln has polnted out charply that, rvhere

fLike

there are no units, the quantifted qualllies cannot be measured with any
acientific accuracy-measuremenb of them are "bound to be fictitlous rather
than real, arbitrarily superimposed rrpon the phenomena mther than giving

objective measurement of thenr," Agalnl "IVhere there are no units and
numbers, all the formulae and equations arc either void or represent a sub.
jecdve ranking, weighing, and rcoring by the devorees of a misplaced quantification." Fads nnd Foiblcs in ltfodern Sociology, Regncry, ig56, Chaprer
Seven,

{ l&id,, p. 65,
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tification for the type of empiricism generally employed in
It seems to sPring more
from a frantic effort to acquire the external appearance
of science and the accolade of "practicality" than to grow
out of any carefully thought out system of either philosophy
or science. r r * A belief appears to exist that somehow
empiricism is more advanced, more modern, than reliance
on reason and logic, such as rationalism involves.*
In his Fads anit Foibles in Modcrn Sociology, Profesor Sorokint
blasts the "illusion of operationalism" and the measuring'phobia
in social-science research. Among his most devastating argumenul
against the excessive use of the empirical approach is the follor
ing:
r I r if the operationalists had really studied how an
oveiwhelming rnajority of the most imPortant scientific dis'
coveries, technological inventions, the greatest religious, phil'
osophical and technical verities, and the highest artistic
achievements really originated and grew, they would have
Iearned, first, that they were born in intuition; second, that
the intuitional idea rvas developed and elaborated by log'
ical and mathematical thought which was used in making all
the necessary deductions or consequences from the intui'
tional (or "posculational") principle; and finally, that in
the field of science these deductions were tested by again
rationally devised experimental, inductive, or operational
method.I
.Prolciror Sorokln. In hlrFadl and Foibles in Modcrn Soclology, putr it thk
vay: "Mo!t ol the defecB of modern psychorocial science are due to a clulnsy
imltatlon of the physical sclences, t " most of thc numerous 'experlmental'
rtudies in sociology and Psychology are I r t pseudo.experimental,, and
have a yery remotc rclatlonihip, lf any, to real experimental method. ' ' t
in our ctudies where'
social science is extremely tenuous.

rre ehould by all means usc a real experlmental method
eter it can be applied, and the morc it ls uscd the better. Dut we should not
fool ourselvcs and others with sham.experlmental proccduro. They do not
and cannot contribute to thc real knowledge of psychosocial phenomena. If
anythlng, they corode the real experimental melhod and psychorocial Ecienc€

itrelf."
tChaptcrThrcc.

I PP.55't6.
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And again:

To abandon intuitional insight and logical thought in favor
of operational method would amount ro castraring creative
thought generally, and in science particularly. Without in.
tuition and logic no real progress in science, religion, philosophy, ethics, and the line arts has been or will be possible.
Professor Sorokin ridicules the wide use of the poll.taking
method of operation, calling it unscientific, vague, indeterminate
and, more often than not, "hearsay" in its product,
Dven their "hearsay" material is ordinarily collected not by
the investigators themselves, but by their assistants and hired
pollsters. Imagine physicists or chemists operating in this
fashion and then tabulating the collected opinions and giving the results in the form of yarious staristical tables and
other paraphernalia to point ro the "objectivity" of their
"scientific" and "opetational" rechnigucs.
Moreover, says Professor Sorokin, "what is true or false cannot be
decided by majority vote,"

"The tidal wave" of the quantitative, empirical method of ro
is now so high, says Professor Sorokin, "that the contem.
porary stage of the psychosocial sciences can be properly called
search

the age of quantophobia ond, numerology."

The "comptometer compulsion," the "fact.finding mania" of
these foundation-supported "social scientists" induce them to ac.
cept the principle of moral relarivity-rhat moral laws are only rela.
tive-"the facts" speak for themselves and must dictate moral law;
whatever "the facts" disclose is right.
The accepted moral law must be taken into consideration in any
attempt.to find socially acceptable solutions to social problems. As
Professor Rowe testified: "Ideas and concepB and values are far
* than much of the indisputable, completely
more,important
noncontroversial factual material that political scientists seem to
occuPy themselves with so much in the present day,"* But the

; r

t

Reece Commlrtee Raportrp,65,
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"social engineers" rvho are dedicated to "engineering" us into bet'
ter ways reject this principle. Thus, if Dr. Kinsey concludes that
girls would be happier in the long run if their marriages were
preceded by considerable, and even unusual, sex experience, then,
say these "social engineer$," the moral and legal concepts which
proscribe

it should be abandoned.

Nor, say these "social engineers," are any political principles to
be accepted as basic. If, for example, a function can be more efficiently exercised by the Federal government than by the individual states, it should be so exercised, regardless of the principle of
limited Federal jurisdiction which is fundamental to our system
and is our greatest protection against totalitarianism.
Nor, inasmuch as social "Ecientists" deem themselves exclusively competent, are political principles to be determined by such
incompetents as lawyers, doctors, farmets, and businessmen. As
The Social Science Research Council said in its statemenc filecl
with the Reece Committee, the social scientists

command the analytical methods

ting at such questions

in

for most efiectively get-

basic and tangible terms,r

And its rga? report included among its aims:

to make posible the substituting of rnore scientific social
control for the tule-of-thumb methods which men have
happened upon in their effort to live together.t
One more quotation, again from Dr. Herring, the president ot
The Social Science Research Council, in its first issue of ltems:

Here we rvish simply to emphasize that in our generation
efforts are being made to arrange and control human relationships more consciously, more deliberately, and, it is

to be

hoped, more responsibly than during the last
An interdependent world is being forced to an

century.

t lbld., p, tz6,

f

IDld., p. rr8,
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of the limitations of individual freedom and per-

sonal choice,*

Wirh these quotations we can now finally understand the theory of the "social engineers" in Thc Ford Foundation who ap.
proved of eavesdropping on juries. Those in charge of the jury
project were dealing with an aged institution, the jury, which had
been adopted by our sociecy through "rule-of-thumb" methods
and not by the 'tcientific" method of which the social engineers
were allegedly capable. True, the jury is one of our fundamental
Protections, almost universally approved by our lawyers, jurists,
statesmen, legislators, and public, But these are not "scientists."
Only the social "scientists" are capable of understanding whether
the jury system is sound or not, This they can determine by getting at "the facts." So they were getting at the "facts" by violating
the privacy of jurors.

To make this situation doubly clear, f shall quote once more
from The Social Science Research Council, bccause it is, more or
les, the guiding spirit in social-science research. Its rgaS-rglg re.
port discloses one of its purposes:

t * * a sounder empirical

method of research had

in political science, if it

were ro asisr
development of a scientific political control.f

achieved

to

in

be

the

Political control is thus to be left in the hands of rhe "dlite," the
"social engineers." What the people want is not necessarily good
for them; they are not competent to decide. The Fiihreff mu$t
decide it for them, so that we can have a scientifically based and
intelligent society.

The Reece Committee report quored a distinguished
Dr. Carl O. Sauer of the University of California:

In

professor,

American social science ir has indeed become a dom.
inant folkrvay to associate progress rvith prrtting the job
inquiry into large-scale organizations, under formally pre. Ibld., p,

rz6,

t lbitl., p. rt1.
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scribed methods, and with limited objectives. Having
adopted the name "science," we are impressed by the
"Method o[ science" as inductive' quantitative, experimen'
tal. We are even told that such is the only ProPer method.r
This eminent academician minced no words in discussing the
part played by the complex composed o[ certain <it the founda'
iions and intermediary organizations concemed with direct re'
search, $uch as The Social Science Research Council. He said:
serious and delicate problem is poscd by the growing
role o[ the national research council and foundation, the
tast yearshaving seen a continually increasing concenFation

A

of influence,
Ancl, he said, social scientists have developed

hierarchies of conference members who speak a common
language, obscured from us by its own ceremonial terms.
They become an dlite, fashioning increasingly the direc'
tions and limits of our work, as they become more and more
removed from the producers.

The foundation-supported concept of "social engineering," with
political implications, was castigated by Professor Sauer in

ia

these words:

Research programs are set up in terms of scicial goals, and
it is assumed that professional training provides the deep
insight needed. Having sit up schools for the maining of
prophets, it gratifies us to hear that the great task of social
science is toremake the

world.f

Among the material used by the Committee were letters received from three of the leading sociologists of today, Professor
Pitirim A. Sorokin of Harvard, Professor Carle C. Zimmerman of
Harvard, and Professor James H. S. Bossard of Pennsylvania,
Professor Zimmerman went so far as to say:
.IDid., p.8r.

t lbid.,p,84.
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The tax-exempt foundations in the Unired States have un.
fairly and undesirably emphasized empirical research to
such an extent thar the whole meaning of social-science research has come to be ridden with sham and dubious practices.r
Professor Sorokin saidf

'

:

The futility of excesively favoring this sort of research
[the empirical] particularly is well demonsrrated by its
sterility-in spite of the many millions of dollars, enormous
amount of time and energy expended by research staffs.
Almost all of the enonnous mas of research along this line
in the United States of America for the last cb or go years
has not produced either any new significant social theory or

any new method, or any nerv technique, or any scientifically
valid cest, or even any limited causal uniformity,
Profesor $orokin's judgment of the sterility of most foundationsupported social-science research is supporred by an address,
"New Concepts in Education," by Dr. Stuart A. Courtis, made to
the American Association for the Advancement of Science in
lgbo, part of which is quoted in the Reece Commirtee reporttl

As a result we are today in possession of mountains of
quantitative data whose interpreution is not furthered by
our experiments, and we have discovered no laws as the
exact sciences know law. We possess only large masses o[
quantitative conclusions nearly worthless for purposes of
prediction,

Referring to tlre

mass production

of research, Professor Sorokin

has said:

The

research factories manufacturing such products have
become the dominant industry of sociological and psycho.

'Ibld,,p.64.

tReport, p, ?9,
I P'6s.
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logical research. Their products are manufactured on a
mass scale, moving along the assembly line almost ?s rt€'
chanically as automobiles. As a result, scientific journals,
texts and monographs are filled mainly with this sort of re'
search. Its total volume has already become so large that
nobody, exc€pt "the All-Remembering, All'Indexing, and
All-Tabulating Electronic Robot," can know, remember,
and use this cosmic mass of research. Human scholars and
scientists can hardly master iU after all, human memory is
limited, and human life is too short. Moreover, it is not
certain whether these products are worth remembering.
Many real scholars refuse to rvaste their time and energy
in plodding through miles and miles of this monotonous
researrch. I t i Preoccupation rvith this time-and'fund-con'.
suming research leaves little time for the researchers to
study more important sociocultrtral phenomena, or to ac'
quaint themselves with the vast fund of real knowledge
iccumulated by hundreds of eminent social thinkers, In this
tesearch industry the researchers have hardly any time
even for seriously thinking about the problems studied
and still less time for cultivating intuition or incisive ra'
tional thought, or for developing thcir minds generally. As
a result o[ this mechanized research industry we have a vast
army of "research-factory hands" who, in the terms of Lao'
Tze, "are never wise men, while wise men are never re'
searchers." No wonder, therefote, that this vast army has not
enriched our knowledge by many new discoveries or veri'
ties.r
Professor Bossard expressed his concern over the eftect that the
recent emphasis (by foundations) on the "comptometer approach"
would have upon research, He wrote:

The monies and influence of the large foundations naturally
do a great deal to set the normE of professional acceptance
in a given field, and it is in this respect, difficult to measure

.

Fails onil Foibles ln
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statistically but possibly of very great imporrance, that a
distinct disservice may be done to sociological research by
an undue emphasis upon any particular emphasis or meth.
odology.r

To quote Profesor Sorokin again:

In

the raging epidemic o[ quantophrenia everyone can be
"researche$" and "scientific investigators," because every.
one can take a ferv sheers of paper, fill them with all sore of
questions, mail the questionnaires to all possible respon.
dents, r€ceive the answered copies, classify tlr.em in this or
that way, process them through a tabulating machine, ar.
range the results into several tables (with all the mechanically computed percentages, coefficients or correlation,
Chi-Square indices, standard deviations and probable errors), and then write a paper or a book filled with the most
impressive array of tables, formulae, indices, and other

of

"objective, thorough, precise, quantitative"
"rites" in "contemporary quantitative research" in sociology, psychology, and other psycho.
eocial sciences. *.* * Hence the rising tide of quanto.
phrenic studies in these disciplines. r * | The Nemesis o[
such simulacra is sterility and error-and this Nemesis is
already walking abroad among the contemporary psychoevidence

research, These are typical

social sciences.f

Similar statements were made by various academicians who
were reluctant to have their names disclosed for fear o[ reprisal
from the foundation world. One renowned professor of economics,
whose teachings conflict with the ruling interventionist school, a
man of worldtvide prestige and of independent thought, stated to
me that no studenr of his could get a gunt from any of the foundations rvhich form part of the complex (which the Reece Committee referred to as a "concentration of power") because he does
I
I

Recce Committee Rcport, p,64,
Fads and Foiblcs in Moiltn Sociologyrpp, r?s-r?3.
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not follow the comptometer school of research rvhich the major
foundations promot€.
The nonconformists and their students stand little chance of
receiving supporl for research from those loundations which have
delegated thJselection of gant recipienc to professional councils
which are strictly controlled by majorities adhering to the current
orthodoxies. It is no wonder that so much sterility has resulted

in social-science research fields. There is little controversy in such
kepc "science." Researchers work in a foundationcreated cli'
rnite which ofters rewards for conformity and the penalty of
abandonment for dissent. The^degtading effect of this uPon the
academic world accountr for the general sterility of social'
sci€nce research in the United States.
ROCKEFEI.I.ER FINANCES

DR. KINSEY'S SCIENTISM

Profesor Hobbs rightly asserted that social scientish should
€xercise the greatest care in informing the public when their
work is not truly "scientific." The very term "social science" im'
plies that their conclusions are unasailable because they are
'tcientifrcally" arrived aL There is the constant dangeq then, that
laymen will take these conclusions as axiomatic bases for social
action. Perhaps the bect illustration of this is the remarkable
number of writingt which appeared after the publication of
the reports on the Rockefeller Foundation'supported Kinsey
studies.* With .the assumedly "scientific" character of Dr.
rThe

Rockefeller Foundation'l statcmcnt fflcd with the Comnlttee explained
conncction relth the Kinscy rtudler ln this way. In l93r lt "became in'
tereted in systematic luPport for studles In sexual ph-ysiology and-behavlor."
It had become Increasirigly interestcd In the "life sclcnces" and less in the
"phpicat rcicncc,r," And, it continued, "support for studles In reproductlve
piryiiology and behavior conrtituted an obvloully nccessary part of thir pro'
'grim lin& the ablllty to rcproducc lr one of the clernentary characteristlcs
'Ih woik In these ereas was chiefly in- connectlon with
6t ti"lng organismr."
the "coimiitee for rcseerch in problemr of sex ol The National Rcsearch
Councll," to which, by rgb{, the Foundatlon had granted $r,755,ooo, In
annual grantr runnlng Irom f75.ooo to fc4o,ooo. Beginning about-r941, a-con'
sldcrabli portlon of there fundrwar rupplied to Dr. KlnseyS studie!,-and one
grent waimade dlrcct to Dr. Kinrey. Thc NRC grants lo these studier werc
wlth the knowlcdge and appmval of the Foundatlon'
Thc worl ot dc ffnc-lroduced rome rcsults ol truly noteworthy lopor'

ltl
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Kinsey's work behind us, we had such things oftered to the
public a$ this by one Annc G. Freegood, in the September rg5g
isue of Harpey's:

The descrt in this case is our current code of laws governing
sexual activiries.and the background of puritan tradition
regarding sex under which this counrry still to some extent
oPerates.

Later on she wrote that the first Kinsey report .'has already been
cited in court decisions and quoted in textbooks as well as
blazoncd from one end of the country to the other."
Professor Hobbs,

in

.Socfal Problems

and Scientism, p. gg,

de-

smibed the aftermath of Dr. Kinsey's Rockefeller Foundationrupported lirst reporr as follows:
Despite the patent limitations of the study and itr persistent
bias, its conclusions regarding sexual behavior were widely
believed. They were presented to college classes; medical
doctors cited them in lectures; psychiatrists applauded rhem;

a radio program indicatcd that the findings were

serving

for revision of moral codes relating to sex; and an
editorial in a college studcnt nelvspaper admonislred the
college administration ro make provision for sexual outlets
for the students in accordance with the "scientific realities"
as established by the book.
as a basis

Some of these Kinseyites have said that our laws are wrong
because they do not follow the biological "facts.', published
reporti such as those of Kinsey can do immeasurable harm when
thcy falsely pretend to disclose biological "fact$." A great part of
the Kinsey product is without basis in true ,'fact', and is mere
propaganda for some personally intriguing conceprs.
aance and great value to 6ociery in the field of physiology. I intend no crlt.
icism of the Foundatlont granri tn so lar as thei, Hiere uiid lor physlolo$cal
studies. But the much.publicized ,.bcst.seller" Klnsey srudier baie an ad.
vocacy of crimlnal and soclal rcfonn on the very unsclentific materlal whlch
Dr. Kinsey had collecred and permitted to be widely dhseminated,
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Professor Hobbs pointed out that Dr. Kinsey ridiculed "so'
cially approved patterns of sexual behavior," calling them "ra'
tionalizaiions," while usually referring to socially condemned
forms of sexual behavior as "normal" or "normal in the human
animal." This presentadon, said Professor Hobbs, "could give
the impression, and it gave the impresion to a number of re'
viewerJ, that things which conform to the socially approved codes
of sexual conduct are rationalizations, not quite right, rvhile
things which deviate from it, such as homosexuality, are normal,
in a sense right."*
Professor I{obbs stressed the fact that such pseudoscientific
presentations could seriously aftect public morality. Here is part
of his testimony:

For an illustration, in connection with the question of het'
erosexuality compared with homosexuality, I(insey in the
firtt volume has this statement:
"It is only because society demands that there be a par-

ticular choice in the matter (of heterosexuality or homo'
sexuality) and does not so often dictate one's choice of
food or clothing."
He puts it in [these] terms . . . it is iust a cuEtom which
rociety demands.

In the second volume it is stressed, for

example, that we
primarily
because we
objecr to adult molesters of children
o[
adult
molesters
againit
such
have becoine conditioned
become
molested
who
are
and
that
children
the
children,
emotionally upset, primarily because of the old'fashioned
attitudes of their Parenh about such Practices, and the par'
ents (the implication is) are the ones who do the real
damage by making a fuss about it if a child is molested.
Because the molester, and here I quote from Kinsey, "maY
have contributed favorably to their later sociosexual development." That is, a molester of children may have actually,
Kiruey contends, not only not harmed them, but may have
r Rcccc Commlttee RaPoil' PP.69'70'
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contributed favorably to their Iater sociosexual development.
Especially emphasized in the second volume, the volume on
females, is the supposed beneficial effects of prcmarital
sexual experiences. Such experiences, Kinsey states: "pro.
vide an opportunity for the females ro learn to adjust emotionally to various types of males."
That is on page s66 of the volume on females.
In addition, on page gz7 he contends rhar premarital sexual experience may rvell contribute to the eltectivertess of
one's other nonsexual social relationships, and that many
females-this is on page I rb..will thus learn how to respond
to sociosexual contacLs.

On page 928, thar it should contribute to rhe developmenr
of emotional capacities in a more effective way than if sexual
experiences are acquiled aftcr marriage.
The avoidance of premarital sexnal experience by femalcs,
according to Professor Kinsey, may lead to inhibitions
rvhich damage the capacity ro respond, so much that these
inhibitions may penist after ycars of marriage, "if, indeed,
they are ever dissipated." That is from page A3o.
So you get a continued emphasis on the desinbility of
females engaging in prenrarital sexual belravior. In both
these volumes there is a persistent emphasis, a persistent
questioning of the traditional codcs, and the laws relating
to sexual behavior. Professor Kinsey may be correct or he
may be incorrect, but when he gives the impression that the
findings are scientific in the same sense as the findingr in
physical science, then the issue becomes not a matter of
whether he as a person is correct or incorrect, buL of the
impression which is given to the public, ryhich can be
quite unfortunate,t (Hearings, pp. rz9, r3o,)
The special responsibility of The Rockefeller Foundation for
having financed the Kinsey "best sellers" comes sharply to roost
in this quotation from an article by Albert Deutsch in Herpet's:
. Ibld,, p. 7o.
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So startling are its revelations, so contrary to what civilized
man has been taught for generations, that they would be

unbelicuable but for the impressiue weight of the scientific
aglncies baching the suntey.t

Note how impressive is the word "scientiEc," And how false.
How dangerous to society it foundations suPPort the theory that
social .problems can be scientificalty solved by mere interviewing
techniques. Aparg from the doubtful veracity of the samples of
men and women questioned by Kinsey, his statistical methods
have bcen seriously criticized by organs of the American Statisti'
cal Association and several scholarly reviewers. But even it the
sampling had been representative of American atticudes on sex,

it alt the persons interviewed had been willing to give
truthful answers and were psychologically capable of doing ao'
it seems preposterous to proPose that social change should be
justified upon empirical inquiry alone.
$hould concept$ of value (legal, religious, ethical ideas) be
abandoned merely because any number of men find them op'
pressive and neglect to live uP to them? Are we justified in
advocating a change in the criminal law because certain types
and even

of crimcs are practiced widely? Shall we abrogate punishment for
speeding, for theft, for adultery, for fraudulent voting, for !n'
come-tax evasion, if we find that such illegalities are Practiced by
a majority? By twenty percent of our people? By eighty Percent?
What percentage of our population must express itself, either by
response to interviews or by action, in favor of an illegality to
convince a social scientist that the law proscribing it should be
abrogated? fimilar guestions might be asked in relation to the
weighing of existing ethical concepts such as patriotism, r€sPect
for parents and elders, and tolerance of dissidence.
The basic fallacy of the Kinsey approach and that of the ruling
research clique in the social sciences stems from a confusion between vrhat is a fact, what is an expression of opinion, and what
is an g priori concept of value. The puerile doctrine that change

. tblil.,p.7r,
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is always necessary has led many of these "scientists" to believe
that there are no longer any "inalienable rights," no longer any
unchanging duties. They deem rhemselves justified, with the
support of foundation gran6, to label their prejudices as truth
and to experimenrwith society. The Reece Committee report puti

it

thus:

ft

seems to this Committee that there is o strong tcnilency
on the part of many of the social scientists whose rcsearch

is faaored by the maior foundations towaril the concept that
there are no absolules, that eaerything is indeterminate, that
no standards ol conduct, morals, ethics and, government
are to be d.eemed inviohte, that everything, including bwic
moral law, is subiect to change, and that it is the part ol the
social scientkls to tahe no principle for granted, as o prembe

in social or juridical

rcwoning, howeuer lunilamental it
may heretolore have been ilecmed, to be und,et our lud,eo:
C hristian moral system,r

rHE AMERICAN SOID'ER, PRODUCED BY THE SSRC
Poll taking has become one aspect of the fact-finding mania.
Professor Hobbs testified regarding The American Sold,ierra book
prepared and edited under the auspices of The Social Science
Research Council. He described the process by which social
scientists, against the repeated objections of the military aurhori.

ties, managed to "incorporate their own ideas in a matter of
highest military significance." This was rhe_merhod of discharge
to be used by the military forces at the end of hostilities in World
War II. Most of these "scientists" were foundation connected.
Their work was praised by Frederick Osborn, a trustee of The
Carnegie Corporation, as a "typical example of social-science prediction." What was this "example"? These "scientists" decided
that men should be discharged individually from. the army according to a table of weighted facrors, and that these factors
should be determined by taking a poll of the men themselves. In
'Iblil.,p,7z,
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other words, regardless of military necessities, the men were to
determine what weight should be given to length of service,
front-line duty, and other factors in determining the order of
release.

The traditional method of demobilization called for the sucof rvhole units from the armed forces, leaving
unimpaired the strength of the remaining units. The method

cessive release

recommended by the social scientists, based upon alleged "scientific" findings, shattered the effectiveness of individual units.

These "6cientists" prevailed. As a result, there can be little
if we had been forced into a resumption of hostilities,
our army would have been reduced to a nadir of inefficiency. As
the Committee report put it:
doubc that,

The military policymakers rvere defeated by the social scientists, This rvas another victory in the struggle of the "social
€ngineerl" to gain control of all the throttles of control.
* * r A few more such victories for "social engineering"
might indeed be fatal.r

In his statement filed with the Reece Committee, Mr. Charles
Dollard, Presideht of the Carnegie Corporation, defended the
authors of. The Amuican Soldier, holding that out military
forces themselves initiated the study and, inferentially, were responsible for the outcome. Obviously enough, the study could
not have been made without express military authorization. But
it is inconceivable that any truly military minds could have
initiated the study. Nor does that seem to have happened. The
introduction to The American Sold,ier states that the officen
responsible for advancing the project were General George C.
Marshall and Brehon Somervell. But the actual omcer in charge
was General Frederick Osborn. General Osborn was no professional soldier. He had been a civilian, an official of a factoring
company, and it is of no little consequence that he was a trustee
of the Carnegie Corporation. He had achieved some attention
in social-science circles through various writings. His service in
t lblil,P.75.
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the army, where he rose to the rank of major general, seem$ to
have been confined to the nonmilitary work of acting as director

of the Information and Education Division, the unit

through

which the studies of demobilization methods were made.
Among General Osborn's staft were Dr, Samuel A, Stoulfer,
director of the professional stafi, Dr. Carl I. Hovland, and Dr.
Leonard S. Cottrell, Jr., all identifiable as closely associated with
The Social Science Research Council. In all probability it was
some of these men, or some of the employed consultants, who generated the idea of the study. A two-pafe fist of such consultanm appeats in the beginning o[ volume ll of The American Soldier;
many of these, in later revierys of the book, expresed enthusiastic
praise for the rvork to which they had contributed.

The introduction boasts: "Never before had modern methods
science been cmployed on so large a scale by such
competelrt technicians." It also said: "The conseryatism natunl
to professional men everyrvhere, and often particularly ascribed
to the professional soldier, was broken down by the imaginative
gasp of the abler leaders.r' It would be interesting to know the
full story of how these "leaders"-if military men were meantwere sold this "grasp." At any rate, while the book cites that even
the President approved of the project, it states; "The idea of
a point system for demobilization had been conceived in the
Research Branch * il r." This branch of the armed forccs wag
operated not by milirary men but by social scientists. It is equally
clear that there was powerful and consistent opposition ro the
point system from truly military men who realized how disastrous
to our security the suggested discharge $ystem could become. This
point system contributed substantially to thar grave weakness in
our forces which lefc us unprepared for the Korean War, coming

of social

World War II.
Looking back, it is incredible.rhat a group of so.called "$cien.
tists" could have been so blind to reality as to propose that

so soon after the close of

military decisions be made through the process of finding out
what the soldier in the ranks wanted. Moreover, the scientific
value of this effort to justiEy a military decision by the poll+aking
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method has been questioned by many critics. Arthur'M. Schles'
inger, Jr., a historian who is cettainly not suspect of being a con.
servative, Iashed out at the study in a review, "The Statistical
$oldier." He said:

Too many obvious frauds were ac last committed in the
name of sociology r r * So the old and toothless beast
was put out to pasture. In i1s place has come its more
carnivorous'son, known in his more modegt mood under
sorne such name as "social relations," or, more often' in
a tone of majestic simplicity, a$ "social science" t r r
Well, the "social science" machinery has been grinding
away for some years now. Occasionally skeptics approach the
devout and say with proper humility: You have basked in
the smile of the deans and in the favor of foundations. You
are discovering the secret of the ages. We wish to share in
the new enlightenmenc you are bringing us, But what, oh
wise one, should we read? Can you name a single book that
would give some idea of the great revelationc that lie in
wait? The oraqle at that point used to become muffied.
Then one began to hear of The Ameican Soldier' Thic
work one was told was the real sluft; this would settle the

doubs,r
Schlesinger continueJ:

Indeed, the more basic question$ are raised, not by rela'
tively innocuous practice of "social science" but by its

nrystique-its pretensions to Know Ihowledge and new
certitude-Most of The American Soldier ie a ponderous

in NEWSPEAK of such facts as [one can]
find described more vividly and with far greater psychological insight in a small book entitled Up Fronl by Bill
Mauldin. What Mauldin may have mised will turn up in
the pages of Ernie Pyle. r t r Bursting onto univenity
campuses after the war, overflowing with portentous if vague
. Pailisn Sarrlcu, Augurt tg4g.
demonstration
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hints of mighty wartime achievements (not, alas, to be disclosed because of security), fanatical in their zeal and shameles in their claims, they [the social scientists] persuaded
or panicked many university administrator$ into giving their
studies priority, Needles to say, they scored an even more
brilliant success with foundations. Certain foundation di.
rectors even decided that virtually all their funds for research in the social sciences should be expended on projects
of the "social science" variety; the individual scholar, so
far as they lvere concerned, was through. * i * The whole
[is] happily subsidized by the foundarions, carrying to tri.
umphant complecion their ancient hope of achieving the
bureaucratization of American intellectual life.

Apart from his criticism of the underlying scientific fadism,
Schlesinger considers The American Sold,ier a "harmless book."
But most of the social scientists (and perhaps General Marshall
also) considered The American Soldier a monumental contribu.
tion to military policy and to the social sciences. In the words of
Paul Lazarsfeld, one of the project's consultants: "The results
of both volumes are without parallel in the history of the social
sciences."

The American Soldier comprised trvo out of four volumes of
a series.

The flyleaf

says:

The four volumes in this series were prepared and edited
under the auspices of a Special Committee of the Social
Science Research Council comprising

Frederick Osborn, Chairman
Leonard S. Cottrell, Jr.
Leland C, De Vinney

Carl I. Hovland
John M. Russell

Samuel A. Stouffer
DonaldYoung, ex officio.

The data on which these volumes are based were collected
by the Research Branch, Information and Education Di-
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vision, War Department, during World War II. In making
the data available the War Depattment assumes no responsi'
bility for the analyses and interpretations contained in these
volumes, which are the sole responsibiliry of the authors.

These volumes were prepared under a gmnt from the
Carnegie Corporation o[ New York. That corporation is not
however the author, owner, publisher or proprietor of the
publication, and is not to be understood as approving by
virtue of its grant any of the statements made or views
expressed therein'

(This last reservation is typical of the method by which some
foundations seek to use the "risk capital" theory and yet €scaPe
all responsibility for unhappy risk.)
ln llems, the official publication of The Social Science Re'
search Council, issue of March rg4g, an anonymous authot
boasts: "The point system was actually invented by the Research
Branch and 'sold' to the Army on the basis of attitude scudies
made in all parn of the rvorld," According to the SSRC, more than

million soldiers were studied. These American soldiers were
guinea pigs for social scientists, to satisfy their curiosity and their
penchant for statistical analyses. Their persuasive promises of

a half

military benefits had sold the program to the authorities. This
gave the associated professors jobs in Washington during the
war time and an opportunity to gain prestige for a mysterious
contribution to the war eftort. It also almost wrecked our military
strength.
FOUNDATIONS GENERATE IHE PROPER SIUDY OF AIANI('ND
In the face of the evidence produced by the Reece Committee, to

deny that the major foundation complex slanted its research and
its work to the left is futile. An example is the production of The
Proper Study of Mankind, ruritten by $tuart Chase, at the instance of Donald Young then of The Social Science Research
Council, and Charles Dollard, then of The Carnegie Corporation,
to portray the condition and functioning of the social sciences.

rHE PROPER SIUDY OF MANKINO IIT

This book had enormous impact. Approximately 5o,ooo copier
had been sold, rvhich, for a book of this kind, is uuly monumen.
tal.

Mr.

Chase was described by Professor Hobbs as a man who
indicared his leaning-s towards col*."
Iectivisrn and social planning

"has

in his work definitely

Mr.

*t

I

a long history as a pamphleteer. In rgzt
he wrote for the League for fndusrial Demociacy, the declaied
object o[ which was "Education for a New Social Order Based
on Production for Use and Not for Profit." His book A New DeaI,
publishcd in rg3e,f recommended (r) a managed cuffency;
(z) a drastic redistribution of the national income through income and inheritance taxes; and (g) a huge program of public
works. He advocated nationrvide economic controls "from the
top," proposed a National Planning Board, and claimed that his
plan attempted. "to dissolve capitalism with a minimum of government interference" (p, e+). His blucprint for a new America
ends with this question: "Why should Rusians have all the fun
Chase had had

of remaking a world?"

In rgg5 his book Governrnent in Businessl reprinted several
of his magazine articles extolling the New Deal. Not satisfied with
thc degree of control already exercised by the Federal govern.
ment, he advocated clearing the road through a straightforward
revision of the Constirution$ and presented a long list of activities
to be assumed by the Federal government. In his later books, he
consistently pleaded for government control of and interference
with private investmenr. He did not depart from the cooperatiye.
Socialist line until he began to write for Standard
Jersey after World War II.

Oil of

New

Mr. Chase was retained by The Twentieth Century Fund to
writc, among other books, Goab lor America, rvhich appeared in
tg4e. This work advocated a "mixed economy." In 1946 ap
I Reporr, p.8d.
f Macmlll:n.
I ltlacmillan:
S Supro,

p.

187.
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peared his For This We Fought,* He had the advantage of advice
and criticism from the Twentieth Century Fund staff, but the
Fund took the precaution to say that "the opinions and conclu.
sions expressed by these books are those of Mr. Ghase." Among
his conclusions were these: He tecommended a government-ma'
nipulated €conomy; as a new twist he asked for an "intensive

stimulation of the social sciences, to help them to begin to catch up
with the runawa'' physical sciences."
The fint edition of his The Proper Study of Manhinil, an In'
quiry into the Sluily ol Human Relations! includes an introduo
tion, "How This Book Came to Be Written." It is quite clear,

from this introduction, that Mr. Chase was chosen by two em.
inent foundation ex€cutives, Donald Young (then president of
The Soclal Science Research Council and now president of The
Russell Sage Foundation) and Charles Dollard (then president of
The Carnegie Gorporation of New York), to write a book for
them. The book was intended ar a popular publicity piece, to in'
terpret the meaning and goals of the social sciences to the general
public. Both these gentlemen must have been familiar with Mr.
Chase's previous work and with his well-publicized political con'
victions. The conclusion is inescapable that they selected Mr.
Chase because they approved his bias, unless, indeed, one Brants
them complete indifference to his convictions.
Mr. Chase had conferences with Messrs. Dollard and Young in
the course of his work, and they participated in the sending out
of a questionnaire to social scientists and exchanged ideas with
Mr. Chase. Their tax-exempt organizations assumed the financial
risk involved in the project. The book, in fact, may rightly be held
to have been a semi-official publication of The Social Science
Rcsearch Council.
The book registers many examples of economic achieucment in
the social sciences. Several are of extreme interest. Mr. Chase said;

. Therc aslgamenlt came from Evans Clark, a lormer dlrector of thc Departlnent of Infonration, Burcau of the Representatlve In the Unlted Slates of
thc Ruulan Soclalist Federal Soviet Republic (rgro), Iater for many year!
executlve dlrector of The Twenticth Ccntury Fund.

f

Harper,

1948.
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"There is Harry White o[ the Treasury arguing with Lord Keynee
to thc bcst form of the World Bank and rhe Intetnational Cur.
rency Fund-then known as the Bretton Woods Plan." * And he
lauded Lauchlin Currie as an able economist, a contributor to
the federal agencies of the New Deal, and mentions his function
on the board of economic warfare. The involvement of both Harry
Dexter White and Lauchlin Currie in Communist networks is
well known.
The recond edition of Mr. Chase's book rones down the role of
Messrs. Young and Dollard in the creation of the book, ancl omits
the references to Messrs. White and Currie, Mr. Chase, in ex.
as

pounding the concepts of foundation-supporced and .directed
social-science research, lays it on the line, We are to be managed
by these experts, these social divines, with the new "scientific
method" which he says can be "applied to the behavior of men
as well as to the behavior of electrons." "Prepafe now for a sur.
prising universal," says Mr. Chase:

Individual talent is too sporadic and unpredictable to be
allowed any important part in the organization of society.
Social systems which endure are built on the average person
who can be trained to occupy any position adequately i[ not

brilliantly.f
And how is this "scientific" management to take place? One
gathers from Mr. Chase's book, which seems to fepresent the of.
ficial linc of the foundation complex,.that it is to be through ,'cul.
tural determinism," via a molding of our minds by propaganda,
Mr. Chase wrotel
Theoretically, a society could be completely made over in
something like r5 years, the time it takes to inculcate a
new culture into a rising group of youngsrers.
Profesor Hobbs in commenting on the book, saw 'tultural determinism" as a weapon both of fascism and communism, a va.
r

f

P. trr.
Reece Conmittee Rcpott, p. 87.
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riety of "brainwashing" reminiscent of the Russian Pavlov's ex'
periments on the conditioning of dogs'r
To quote Professor Hobbs again, he has said that the "zeal'
ots" of the new research in the social sciences

,

lead people to believe that techniques exist in social science
which provide accurate description and enable prediction
of social behavior. We are told to Pattern our behavior and
to change our society on the basis of such conclusions re'
garding criminality, race relations, marriage, mental health,
war, divorce, sex, and other personal and social affaits' Yet
in these areas of behavior the pertinent knowledge is
extremely limited and unreliable, the rules of behavior are
vague and changeable, the techniques are crude and un'
tested, and even the basic units requited for measurement
are non-existent. [Again:] Character and integity are dis'
solved in the acid ridicule of cultural de terminism.f

AN AilERfcAN DfLEll,llA
$z5o,ooo, The Carnegie Corporation of New
York financed a study of the race problems in the Sodth. Dr.
Gunnat Myrdal of Slveden was selected to run this study. He reported his findings in a book which became very influential, en'
titled An American Dilemma. Dr. Myrdal was assertedly selected
because he rvas a foreigner and thus could be an unprejudiced ob'
server. Now, if the foundation moguls rvho thought a study of
the southern race situation was desirable (and I have no doubt
that it was) concluded that a foreigner should be chosen to make
it, why did they select a socialist for the job? This was no ac.
cidental selection. Dr. Myrdal's politics were lvell known. Professor Kenneth Colegrove had been Secretary-Treasurer of The
American Political Science Association for eleven years and knerv
a Socialist when he saw one. He testified that Dr. Myrdal was a
"very left-rving socialist." I It would be incredible to suPPose that

CARNEOTE PRODUCES

To the tune of

r lbid" pp.86.87.
t Ibid.,p.72,
I lbid., p. 9t,
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those who chose Dr. Myrdal did nor realize the danger in giving
him heavy foundation subsidy to study a problem of highly deli
cate political character.
InAn American Dilernma, Dr. Mlrdal libeled and insulted the
American people unrnercifully. Our Constitution, he said, turned
its back on the Declaration oI Independence and rvas "dominated
by property consciousness and designed as a defense against the

democratic spirit Iet loose during the Revolution." He referred
to our "nearly fetishistic cult of the Constitution," continuing:
"This is unfortunate since the r5olear-old Constitucion is in many
tespects impractical and ill-suited for modern conditions + * t*,"
"Modern historical studies," said the good Dr. Myrdal, "reveal
that the Constitutional Convention was nearly a plot against the
common pcople."
Dr. Myrdal accused Americans of "a relatively lorv degree of
fespect for law and order." Hc referred to an "anarchistic tendency in America's Iegal culture," complicated by "a desire to regulate human behavior tyrannically by means of formal laws." We
are a desperately lorv order of humanity: "\{e have to conceive
of all the numerous breaches of larv, which an American citizen
commits or learns about in the course o[ ordinary living, as psy.
chologically a series of shocks which condirion him and the entire society to a lorv degree of law observance." He ulks about
the possibility that, "in the course o[ time, Americans" might conceivably be "brought to be a law-abiding people." *
Professor Colegrove had this to $ay about An American Di-

Iemmaf:

,

Dr. Myrdal rvas a Socialist, prety far lefr, indeed extremely left, He wa$ not unprejudiced. IIe came over
here with all the prejtrdices of European Socialists. And the

criticism that he makes of the American Constitution, the
criticism that he makes o[ the conservatives of the United
States, are bitter criticisms. FIe didn't have any praise at
. Ibiil,, p,8g ct seq.

t

Report,

p,9r.
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all for the consewatives. He did praise what he called the
liberals. And he implied that it was the conservatives in the
United States rvho created the problem and rvho continued
the difficulties of any solution. I felt the foundations did a
great disservice to American scholarship in announcing his
study as an objective nonpartisan study whose conclusions
were wholly unbiased.

It

was almost intellectual dishonesty.*

There is this strange aftermath to An American Dilemma,
which illustrates the dangers when foundations finance studies in
the social sciences ryithout making certain that the product is to be
objective. In a recent instance, the Supreme Court of the United
States based one of is most important decisions'in part upon the
authoiity of this book. This was in the segregation cases (Brcun
v. Board of Education, 342 U.S. 483 and 949 U.S. sgg). This
feature of iB decisions was aptly ridiculed in an article which appeared in the Amcrican Bar Association Journal of April 1956,
written by Eugene Cook, the Attorney General of Georgia, and
William I. Potter, of the Kansas City Bar. These lvriters expressed
astonishment that the Court had "cited as authority college pro
fessors, psychologists, and sociologists," rightly agking:
Should our fundamental rights rise,

fall or

change along

with the latest fashions of psychological literature?
They continued:

The book, An American Dilemma, written by Swedish so.
cialist Gunnar Myrdal on a grant from the Carnegie Foundation, was cited in its entirety by the Supreme Court
as an

It

authority for its ruling.

was

in

this booh that Myrdal declared the United States

to be "impractical and unsuited to modern
conditions" and its adoption to be "nearly a plot against the
Constitution

common people." Furthermore,

. Iblil,,p. gt.

he openly avowed that
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Iiberty musr be foresaken for the benefit of what he called

.

"social equality."

Has the present Supreme Gourt now adopted Myrdal's
view of the Constitution?
,

In an articlq "The Supreme Court Must Be Curbed,', appearing in the May 18, rg56,.isue o[ (/. S. Near b World, Report,
the former Justice of. the Supreme Court, James F. Byrnes, cried
out against the Court having supported its decision ,'not by
legal precedents but.by the writings of sociologisrr." He noted it,r
citation of the Myrdal book aqd said that "the files of the House
Committee on Un-American Activities show that many of Myrdal,r
of organizations cited as subversive by
the Department of Jutrice under Democratic and Republican Ad.
ministrations."
It is not my purpose here to discuss whether the Supreme

associates are mernbers

Gourt'o decision in the Brown case was right or wrong, but
merely to point out that scientism, financed by great foundations,
can find unexpected and startling places to roost.
Charles Dollard of The Carnegie Foundarion, in his statement
filed with the Reece Committee, detended the selection of Dr.
Myrdal for the race study, parrty by attempting to show that the
Swedish scholar was not a Socialist in the scnse we use the term.
'He said it was "common knowlcdge, that the program inaugu.
rated in Sweden by the Social Democrats is vastly difterent hom
what we in this counrry normally think of as socialism,,' This
comment begged the question. Whatever program may have been

in Sweden by her Socialists, their objectives were
those we rightly attribute to socialism. It is the objectives which
counu these alone should counr in appraising dhe Uias o[ an au.
!!,ot "!9 is being considered for research in a delicate and po.
litical field of social science,
There can be no doubt that the pro$am of the Swedish .Social
Demohratisha Portio is anticapitalist.
preaches class srruggle,
'tnaugurated"

It
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expropriation of the means of production, a new tegulation of in'
come and property distribution. The byJaws of this party declare

iu purpose: "in cooperation with the socialist Partie$ of other
countries to recreate the economic order of bourgeois society and
to achieve liberation of the exploited classes." Raymond Fusilier,
in his Ze Parti Socialiste Sui:dois (tgS4), reports that the party advocat€s nationalization of oil, bankingi and insurance.
Messrs. Young and Dollard are highly intelligent, excePtionally
well-informed men. There were plenty of unbiased and objective
European scholars to choose from. Both Young and Dollard knew
that the race problem was, indeed, one of great political delicacy.
That they would not have cared what the political bias of a
scholar selected for such an investigation might be, would at'
tribute to them negligence foreign to their characters. The conclu'
sion seems fair that Dr. Myrdal was cho:en not in spite of his col'
lectivist bias but because of it.
In one o[ his books, Warning Against Peace Optimism (r944),
Dr. Myrdal admits to an initial excitement and enthusiasm over
the Rusian Revolution,'stating, however, that he was later re'
pelled by the general absence of individual liberties in Russia.
But he has never given up hope apparently, that Russia would
come through to lead the world. After a three-week trip through
Russia in rg4r, he announced that he had become excited over
the lvarm, human actitudes in the Soviet Union. He said that Rus'
sia is still a puzzle to him, but that he wants to believe in Russia,
not only in her future might but in the force of her "internation'
alist, democratic ideals."
On another occasion (in Kontaht mit Amerika, rg4r), this
"scientific" observer, selected by leaders in the social-science sec'
tion of the foundation world to study our race problem, offered
this opinion: "The ideals of Soviet socialism, even if uP to now
not its practice, are democratic. Russia even has the most demo.
cratic constitution in the world." He demonstrates his deep un'
derstanding of the international situation by addingl "America
rnust free the Russians from fear and permit Russia to develop her
democratic ideals."
as
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Far from contributing to a solution of the American race problem, An American Dilemma, sponsored by tax-exempt foundations, supplied ammunition for use by Communist, neutralist, and
other agitators to underrnine America's position in a world populated by colored majorities. Myrdal said: "The rreatment of rhe
Negro is America's greatest scandal." This is not the language of
science, but clearly the formulation of a political agitator, He said
that thc Negro's eituation in the U. S. A. is "salt in the wounds
of colored people all over the world, whose rising influence is
axiomatic,"

No sensible person doubts that the race problem in the Unite<l
States is a difficult and vital one, crying for sound and fair solu-

tion. But it is clear thar the assignment given to Dr. Myrdal by
Carnegic Foundation and Social Science Research Council exec-

utives involved incendiary matter which, it might readily be
expected, a leader of international socialism would delight in ex.
ploiting. This must have been foreseen by Dr. Myrdal's sponsors.
One more note on Dr. Myrdal. According to Fusilier, Myrdal's
radicalism in domestic affairs antagonized a gfeat parr of the social democratic constituency in Sweden, This resentment again$t
him may have led to his change of environment. He has become
an important official of the United Nations, as Secretary of the
U. N. Council for Burope. Here he works for economic integration between East and West, opposes American influence in Europe, accus€s American industry of exploiting European customers, and generally plays an active anti-American political role.
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'T'E examples of scientism which
The

I

have given so far, slanting

sharply to the left, are not isolatsd 62ss5-"sports" of major founda.
tion investment. One or two, or three or four, or even more, could
be excused as accidents. But am reminded of what Dr. Frederick P. Keppel once said to a student at Columbia when he was

I

Dean of the College. He had informed the student thac he was
expelling him for excesive cuts.
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The young man replied: "But, Dean, I have had an
every time."
"Yes," answered the Dean,

eKcuse,

"but you have had too many ex'

cu$es.tt

Dean Keppel himself later became president of The Carnegie

"}it:lfi,clopedio ol the social sciences is the b"sic refer.n."
book in the "gocial sciences." Though it was even then somewhat
out of date, it was estimated that, in tg5r, it was consulted about
half a million times. It is a book of tremendous importance and in.
fluence. The creation-of the Encyclopedia was financed or ma'
terially supported by The Rockefeller Foundation, The Carnegie
Corporation, and The Russell Sage Foundation. It was a highly
desirable venture. Objectively prepared, it could have taken a
proud and meritorious place in our library of basic reference
books.

The objectivity which was essential to its propriety

as a

foundation-supported project, however, was markedly missing in
the product which was turned ouL
I do not suggest that the foundations which financed the project
should have censored it or in any way controlled its production.
I do suggest that they should have made sute that those who
would edit and create it would have the necessary objectivity.
This they failed to do.
The key man in editing the Encyclopedia, apparcntly, was Dr.

Alvin Johnson, an associate editor. Dr. Johnson was a teacher of
economics, who had been the editor of the Neru Republic' a co.
founder of the New School for Social Research, and an experi.
enced rewrite man and editor o[ several other encyclopedic pub.
lications. He had been employed by The Carnegie Corporation in
is publicJibrary program and by The Carnegie Endowment to
rmite a piece, belore World War I, on the interest of the labor
organizations in peace. He had a flair for catering to tlle guilt
feelings of the rich and to the reform ideas of the foundation
bureaucracy.

His patron at Columbia Univenity, Professor Seeligman, a
wealthy supporter of the social sciences, became the norninal head
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'HE

of The Enqcloltedia of the Social

Sciences. He lined up a glit.
tering advisory board and the support o[ foundations and o[ a
number of professional societies which were then not yet tainted
by the ascendancy of a ruling, socialist clique. The Encyclopedia
enterprise served to create a spirit o[ common work and common

goals among these professional socieries. Alvin
Johnson, a man
of wit and shrewd tenacity, became the guiding spirit of the
venture. There is little doubt that his association with the enterprise contributed to enabling the propagandists o[ the left to
influence the minds of succesive generations of opiirion molders
in public aftairs.
In his autobiography, Dr. Johnson boasrs:

In enlisting assistant editors I forebore all inquiry about
infection with Man<. Like the common cold, Marx was in

the air, somctim€s cutting editorial efficiency but not irremediably. Although I have always regarded myself as a
self-effacing scholar, I meanr to keep the encyclopedia un-

der my hand. * * * I had two assisrant editors who asserted that they were Socialists. That was nothing to me;
'they were good and
faithful worken, And one was so considerate of my reactionary bent as to inform me that a new
editor I had taken on was a Communi$t, I sent for him.
"Yes" he said "I was once a Communist. The name by
which I go is not my real name." He gave me his real
name, which had figured in press accounts o[ rows in the
Communist party, "And so" he said "you are going to fire
me." "Certainly not, You are here to do a specific editorial
job. Your private political views are your olvn business. You
can't import them into any work you do for me, But you
exhibit the frankness of a gentleman and a scholar. All I
ask of you is that if ever you feel it your moral dury to

slap a little Communist color on your work, you will re.
sign." That he promised, and he kept his promise.*
]

Pioaecrs Prcgrarz, Viklng Pres, rg5r, p, grr.
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Dr. Johnson did not make similar teservations regarding So'
I quote at length from his book because the attitude

cialist bias.

of this recipient-dispenser of foundation money is so characteristic
of the pasc attitudes of foundation executives. It has been as if,
come the revolution, they wished to be sure of a certificate of good
conduct from Communist scholars. They treated them with kid
gloves, overlooking the primacy of their party allegiance. Dr.
Johnson may not today be a Socialist himself, but while he rvas
working on the Encyclopedia, his attitude torvard ex-Communisc
and Socialist gentlemen did much to influence American teachers

(and opinion leaders influenced by social-science teachers) with
socialist ideas,

Dr. Johnson's incomprehensible attitude, that the political bias
of an editor of an encyclopedia of the social sciences was o[ no
moment, played irc part in the unfortunate result. The Encyclopedia contains a large number of articles written by Communists,
fellow travelers' and Socialist partisans generally. The Reece
Gommittee report gave a partial list of such articles, as follols*:

The article on The Rise ol Liberalism was written by
Harold J. Laski, a British socialist. He also did the arcicles
on Bureaucracy, Demotacy, Juiliciary: Liberty: Social Contract: ar;rd Ulyanou, Vladimir Ilich [Lenin].
Atheism, Modern Athcism was written by Oscar Jassi,
a socialist of Hungarian origin, Bolshevism was rvritten by
Mauricc Dobb, an English radical, Capitalism, by Werner
Sombart, a socialist who became affiliated with the Nazis.
Communism was written by Max Beer, a Marxian of the
University of Frankfurt, Germany. Cornmunist Parlies was
written by Lewis L. Lorwin, rvhose views may be gleaned
from this statement in the article: "The view common in the
United States that the Communists are either cranks or
criminals is largely a reflection of a conservative outlook."
He also wrote the article on Exploitation.
Corporalion, rvritten by trvo New Dealers, Adolph A.
'Pp'ge'93'
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Berle, Jr., and Gardiner C. Means, clearly reveals their bias
has since written The zoth Century Capitalist Revolution and. repudiated some of his
former views regarding corporations.) They say that the corporation may well eqnal or exceed the state in power: "The
law o[ corporations, accordingly, might well be considered
as a potential constitutional law for the nerv economic state:
while business practice assumes many of the aspects of a&
ministrative government."
Criticism, Social, was produced by Robert Morss Lovert,
of wide Communist front associations. Ed,ucation, History,

at that time. (Mr. Berle

was produced by George S, Counts, a radical educator * + * Fabionism was written by G. D. H. Cole, a
Britislr socialist. He also wrote the article on Ind,wtriaL
ism. Fortunes, Private, Modern Peiod, prepared by Lervis
Coren is easily recognizable as a Marxist analysis.
Freedont of Slteech and, of the Press was written by Robert
Eisler of Paris, who destroys the Christian ethic with tlris authoritative pronouncement: "No one today will considcr the
particular ethical doctrine of modern, or for that matter of
ancient, Christianity as self-evident or natural or as the
morality common to all men. The modern relativist theory
of values has definitely shattered the basis on which such artificial churches as the various ethical societies orders rested."
Gouernment, Soviet Russia was prepared by Otta Hoetzsch
of the University of Berlin rvho gives us kind thoughts about
the Soviets-for example: "Although the elecdons are sub.
ject to pressure of Communist dictarorship, this uorherf
democracy is not entirely a ficrion." [Emphasis ours.]
The article on Labor-Capital Co-Operation is credited
to J. B. S. Hardman, rvhose Communist front affiliations are
recorded in Appendix, Parr IX of the Dies Committee
Reports, 78rh Congress (rg44). He also wrote Labor par-

ties, General, United States, Mwses and Tenorism. Laissez-

Faire is the product of the socialist, G. D. H. Cole; his job
was done with a hatchet. Large Scele Production, by My.
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ron W. Watkins, is an attack on the production methods o[
Big Business.

of Horace M. Kallen, whose exare a matter of record.
associations
Communist-front
tensive
Horace
B. Davis, with ex'
produced
by
was
Philosophy
Morals is the product

Communist-front associations (See Appendix lX), Politicel
Ofienilers, by Max Lerner, a radical, contains a diatribe
against the treatment o[ political ofienders, Political Police
ls by Roger N. Baldwin, recorded by Appendix IX as
having Commun ist-front associa tions, P ow e r, In dus tti a I' by
Hugh Quigley, seem$ to be a plea for rnore control of

business. Proletariat is by Alfred Meusel of Germany and
to adrnire the Soviet syst€m in Russia.
Social Work, Gcneral Discussion, Social Case Worh, is
the work of a Communist-fronter, Philip Klein. 'Sociali.lrn rvas
written by a socialist, Oscar Janski.* It is not unsympathetic

seems

to Communism.

Stabilization, Economic, was written by George Soule,
of extensive Communist-front affiliations. It expresses doubt
that'btabilization" can be accomplished under our present
order. Slrihe s and Lockouls is by John A, Fitch, of wide
Communist-front affiliations, Yested Interests is the work
of Max Lerner.
One o[ the theses in Womtin, Positlon in Societyt by the
Communist-fronter, Bernhard J. Stern, is that we are not
doing right by our women, while the Soviets are,

This list is not inclusive. Many more instances of radical selec'
tion could be given, plus the multitude of articles by moderately
slanted writers.

Thc Committee rcport commented furtherf

:

What is amazingly characteristic of the Encyclopedio is
the extent to which articles on "lefl" subjecu have been
rThls

name was mlsspelled
alo page rn),

Jaszy. (See

t

P. se.

in the Commlttee

RcPort,

It lhoultl be Oskar
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assigned to leftists;

in the

case

of the subjects to the "right,"

leftists again have been selected to describe and expound
them. This is reminiscent of the reviews in the New Yorh
Times of books on China, in which both pro.and.con.
Communis.t volumes were assigned to pro.Communisb for
teview.

Dr. Johnson has been very adroit in giving the appearance of
objectiviry at the same time thar he has promoted his own brand
o[ social criticism and reform. While Dr. Johnson was associared
with the New School for Social Research in New York City, the
well-known Mexican Cornmunist painter Orozco was selected to
paint murals on the walls of a large hall in the school building.
The final paintings, sketches of which rnusr have been submitted
in advance, prominently presenr Lenin, Stalin, and marching
Soviet soldiers. Dr. Johnson defended these murals on the theory
that they were not intended as propaganda but were symbols of
the time. He did not cxplain why pictures of equally detestable
characters, also characteristic of the time, such as Hitler and Mus.
solini, were not depicted, Surely, if the idea was to present Lenin
and Stalin as examples of the horrors of the time, Hitler and Mus,
solini would have been at least as eminent examples. If the idea
was merely to depict the revolutionary movements of the era, then,
after all, the movements of Hitler and Mussolini were revolution.
ary also. It is difficult to escape the conclusion rhat Hitler and
Mussolini were omitted because they rvere examples of horror
and Lenin and Stalin were depicted because they were deemed
not to be.
To THi 1EFT
The foundation-fostered approach to research in the social sci.
ences, with its "social goals" to which Dr. Carl O. Sauer (profes.
sor of geography at the University of California,) referred, in
addressing The Social Science Research Council, tends strongly
THE SWING

to the left politically. Professor Hobbs so testified and gave many
examples. The Committee accumulated a mass of supporting ma-
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terial. Even the Cox Committee had before it indications that this
contention of leftward direction is correct. A long and brilliant
statement was attached to the Hearinp of the Cox Committeer
but rvas apparently ignored in its conclusions. It was prepared by
Mark M. Jones, a consulting economist who had been an adviser
to private philanthropy for over thirty years. Mr. Jones wrote:

'

From the standpoint of-the objects support€d by founda.
tions, it seems clear that projects classified in the field of
. the social sciences have been most subject to doubt with
respect to the public interest. This is largely because most
o[ such projects have been executed by educational and
charitable agencies. Many educational agencies appear to
have been so intolerant even of the idea of profits that they
naturally inclined toward means and measures not for
profit. This inclination, of course, led many into collectivist
channels of thought and action, probably without realization
of ,what was happening. When the sophistries of John
Maynard Keynes came along, they fell on recePtive ground
and were quickly made fashionable largely because of this
attitude. We now haue so-called, social sciences undet the
aegis ol ed,ucation which arc collectivist in chaructet ffiore
than anything eke, They represent loo much sociolism and
not enough science. [Emphasis supplied.]
Mr. Jones also said:
From the standpoint of the place of the foundation, the most
important question falls in the category of omissions. I have
not heard of grants from foundations or of activities car'
ried on directly by theni which have been particularly note'
worthy from the standpoint of the improvement of the
capitalistic system. I r r Foundations owe their existence

to the capitalistic system.
'

Cox Commltte e Hcaritgs,P.767 cl scq,
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Professor Rorve, in his Reece Committee testimony, contrib.
uted these commcnts concerning the leftward slant of so much

foundation-supported social-science research:

I

think that the development of the social sciences in this
counry in the last 4o or bo years has been very heavily influenced, in my opinion, by ideas imported from abroad,
which have been connected rvith, if not originared in,
socialistic mentality, and to say this is to simply say that it
is normal in social science to accept today a great deal of
economic determinism, to accept a gleat deal of emphasis
upon empirical research over and against basic thinking and
the advancernent of theory and to accepr a lot of ideas
about the posiuion o[ the social sciencist in the society that
seem to me rather alien ro the American tradition.

I

thinh it must be kept in mind, that the theory of social
engineering is closely related to the notion of the elite
which we find, dominant in Marxism, the nolion that a leu
people ore llrcse who hold. the trad,ition and, uho haue
the expertneis and, that these people can engineer the
people as o whole into a better way of liaing, whether they
Iihe it or want it or not. It is their duty to lead lhcm lorc.
ibly so to speah in this direction.
That is all tied up with the conviction of the Marxists that

they seem to have, rather that. they do have, a perfect social
science. This is one of the main tenets o[ Marxism, that they
have a social science which is perfect; ir not only explains
all the past history, but it rvill lead to the complete victory
of the socialist srare on a rvorldwide basis.
I am not maintaining that my colleagues are all dyed in the
wool along this line, bur there is such a thing as infection.
I think some of these ideas have infected us, and haye gotten
over into a much more influential place in our thinking
than many of us understand or realize. The complete re.
spectability of some of rhe basic ideas I have been talking
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about in the framework of American intellectual life can
be seen when you ask yourself the question, "When f was
in college, what was I taught about the economic interpreta'

tion of history, the frontier interpretadon of American
hi$tory, the economic basis of the American Constitution,
and things of this kind?"
rvedge for the economic analysis of
is related to economic determinism,
problems
which
oocial
which is the very heart and soul of the Marxist ideology.
When we reflect on the extent to rvhich these ideas have
become accepted in the American intellectual community,
I think we ought to be a bit alarmed, and be a bit hesitant
about the direction in which we are going.
For my own purposes, I rvould much rather complicate the
analysis of social phenomena by insisting that at all times

This is the entering

there are at least three difterent kinds of components that
have to be taken into account. There is not only the basic
economic thin$. We all recognize its importance. But there
are what I call political facton. These have to do with the
fundamental presuppositions people have about the values
that they consider important and desirable. These can be
just as rvell related to abstract and to absolute ruth, which
we are all trying to search for in our own way, as they can
b'e to economic formation and predetermination, if I make
myself clear. Along with this you have to take into account
the power element in the military field. If you throlv all
thesC things in together, I think it rather tends to scramble
the analysis and reduce it from its stark simplicity, as it is
embodied in the doctrines of communism, into something

which is much harder to handle and much more difficult
and complicated, but is a good deal closer to the truth.
I make this rather long gtatement only because the subject
is extremely complicated. I know I can't discuss it ade'
quately here, and I don't pretend to try' but I am trying to
iittroduce a ferv of the things rvhich give me the feeling
thac in our academic community as a whole we have gone
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in the direction of the dominance of an in.
tellectual 6lite. We have gone down the road in the direction
of economic determination of everything, throwing abstract
values out of the window.*

down the road

THE MUCKRAKINO INFIUENCE OF SOME FOUNDATTONS

Profesor Kenneth Colegrove joined those scholars who aserted
chat foundation-supported social-science risearch had overemphasized the empirical method and that this resulted in leftisr mate.
rialism, a decline of moraliry, and a declining respect for American

raditions. He atuibuted this in part to an overinrerest in things
"pathological":

* r t I think there has been unfortunately a tendency on

the part of the foundations to promote research that is
in thar respecr, that is pointing our the bad
aspects of American government, American politics, American society, and so on, instead ol emphasizing the good
pathological

aspecs.f

And he said that $uch research had been used as a "cloak for
Teform":

If

you are going to rtudy the pathological aspects, the
natural tendenry o[ human nature I r * is to find out how
to cure it, how to, alleviate it, and so on. And if the foun.
dations contribute overmuch to pathological studies, and not

sufficiently to the studies with reference to the soundness
of our institutions, there would be more conclusions on the
pathological side than there would be conclusions on the
sounder traditional side o[ American government, American
history, and so on. That rvould inevitably follow." $

Thir

insistence, fostered by the foundations, on finding thingr
has run through the entire foundation corn-

at fault with America,
r

Reece Commlttee ndporr, pp,

f IDid., p, r 16.
lIbid.,p. r17,

ttt-lr{,
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plex or concentration of power and has been geatly responsible,
in Professor Colegrove's judgment, for the distinct turn "to the
left.'i He attributed to this the growing tendency in the American
classroom to think "that intellectualism and liberalism or radi'
calism rvere synonymous" and that a conservative "was not an
intellectual."

Out of this "overemphasis on the constant need for feform"
grerv the concept of "social engineering," according to Profesor
Colegrove. And he oftered these astute comment"s:
Dn. Cor.scnovE. That, of course, grolvs out of the overemphasis on the constant need for reform. The assumption
is that everything needs reform, that unles you are reforming you are not progressing. I think it is in Iarge part due to
the failure of the foundations, the failure of many of the
scholan they choose, to fully understand what the principles
of the American Gonstitution are, what the principles of
American.tradition are. Some of them, I know, do not ac'
cept those principles as sound. They even attack the princi'
ples. Of courue, we all know that the principles should be
examined and re-examined. But there is a tendency on
the part of those who get grants from the foundations to
think that they must turn ouc something in the way of
reform; not a study which does not suggest a definite reform but a study more like Myrdal's study, The American
Dilernma, which poses a condition in which there must be
reform.

Mn, Wonusrn. Does that tend€ncy to insist on reform
in turn tend to attract the more radical type of scholar,,rvith
the result that grants are made more generally to those
considerably to the left?
Dn. Cor-rcnow. I think undoubtedty it does, especially
in the cooperative research, rvhere a large number of people
cooperate or operate together on one research project.

rtt
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Mn. Wonlrsnn. Professor, back to this term, "social en.
gineering," again, is there not a certain presumption or
presumptuou$ness, on the part of social scientists, to consider themselves a group of the Clite who are solely capable
and should be given the sole opportunity to guide us in our
social development? They exclude by inference, I suppose,
religious leaders and whai you might call humanistic leaders. They combine the tendency toward the self-generated
oocial engineering concept with a high concentration of
power in tlrat interlocking arrangement of foundations and
agencies, and it seems to me you might have something
rather dangerous.
DR. Colncnovs. I think so. Very decisively. There is a
sort of arrogance in a large number of people, and the arrogance o[ scholarship is in many cases a very irritating a[fair. But there is a tendency of scholan to become arrogant,
to be contemptuous of other people's opinions.*
RESEARCH-INTEGRAIION AND CONFORMTTY
'YIASS
Two long articles

on foundations by William H. Whyte, Jr., ap(October and November rg55) before the
publication of his book, The Organimtion Man. One has only to
read the first of these articles to understand thar he is no friend of
the Reece Committee and that he is a strong admirer of the major
foundations. Yet his second article, entitled "Where the Foundations FalI Down," is devoted alrnost entirely to a criticism of the
tendency of the great foundations to indulge in mass research.
The follorving quotations are from this lacter article:
peared

in Foilune

In

making grants, they channel the bulk of their money
to large-scale team projects and programs, only a small part
to the individual. This trend, furthermore, is self-perpetu-

ating. Academics joke privately (and bitterly) that ir's
to get $boo,ooo from a foundation than $g,ooo; un

easier

. Ibld.,p. tt5,
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derstandably, many react by inflating their projects, and
the more they do so, the more satisfied the foundations are
that their way of giving is the proper way.
Itf

Here is the way they apportion the funds r r | 76 per
cent of the total-goes to big team projects or institutions,
llr

.

The majority of social scientisrc believe that the founda'
tions wish to support (a) large projects, (b) mapped in
great detail, (c) ailored to foundation interests'
ft;
Overblown projects usually turn out badly' but failure
doesn't get advertised. Researchers are reluctant to tell the
foundation they have been wasting its money; and even i[
nothing comes out of the project there is always the con'
solation that the younger people got some good training.
Occasionally researchers do confess failure but' this is likely
to be a disingenuous preface to asking for more money to
reach the summit now in sighL
White foundation officials may know that nothing very
important came of an overblown project, they demonstratc
no sense of a far more negative eftect, i.e., the waste of the
scholar's time and energies in what ought to be his most
productive yean. This is the true blight and it affects thc
big men in the research field quite as much As the new'

comer'

. r I

Even when they want to do some small, independent re'
search of their own, top men often have gteat trouble get
ting money for it-

r r I

There is, too, the "lone wolf," the man who insists on
punuing his own, independent cour$e. By and large, foun'
dations dismiss him as no problem'
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These are serious indictmentr of the "projectitis" which has be.
set the great foundations, wasteful of precious talent, tending to
create conformity and uniformity, repressing individual initiarive,
destructive of that intellectual independence which is rhe most
valuable possession of the academician.
Mr. Dwight Macdonald, in his book The Ford, Foundation wu
perhaps €ven stronger in his condemnation of the foundations for
their emphasis on mass rcsearch. He said:

An

inevitable, and depressing, question is: What is the
practical efiect of the towering mass of research that Ford
and the other foundations have erected with their millions?
Does anybody read their lindings-can anybody read them?

ttt
But. while the work

of a single

scholar may somerimes

achieve the intellectual, and even aesthetic, interest that
a literary or philosophical production has, and so have a
legitimate claim to be judged as an end in itself, rather than
as merely a means toward some other end, this almost
never happens with the products o[ modern collective re.
gearch.r

Mr. Macdonald quoted Abraham Flexner as saying in his
Funds and, Foundafioru.' "Who reads these books?"; Einstejn as
saying: "I am a horse for a single harness, not cut out for tandem
or team-work; for well I know that in order to attain any definite
goal, it is imperative that one person should do the thinking and
commanding."; and Elbridge Sibley, studying the lone.wolf re.
$earcher's needs for The Social Science Research Foundation, as
saying; "No effective substitute has been or is likely to be found
for the individual human mind ar an instrurnent for making fun.
damental new discoveries,"
Professor Rowe, in testifying previously before dre McCarran
Gommittee, was asked whether he knew of any eftorts by founda.
t P. lo6.
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tions to "integrate studies and to bring about unanimity of agree'
ment on any particular subject." This led to the following testimony:

From tny point of aiew, the loundations anil these research organizations lihe the Institute of Pacific Relations
have gone hog wilil on the coordination of research, They
have cotnrnitted themselues so thoroughly to coordination
ol research that bt lact instead ol supporting e grest aariety
ol research projects, which uoulil enrich the American in'
tellectual scene through uariegalion, which is a ualue I aery
basically believe in, you haae o narouing al emphasis' a con-

centration of power, a concenlration ol authority' and an
impoverishment ol the American intellectucl scene.
**f

Now, as I said,

it

I

am oft on a hobbyhorse at this point. But

is of particular interest, becartse by exercising pouer
oaer rescarch in this way, you see, by insisting on the in'
tegralion ol research activity, anybody who wsnts lo' can
conffol the results of research in Amcrican uniaersities.
And, I think this is o very questionable business that the
public ought to looh at very, very closely, and, seE uhether
they want a few monopolies of the moneyt like, lot instance'
lhe Rockefeller Foundation, the Carnegie Cotp., who have
done imtnense amounts ol good, to emphuize narrou) con'
cenlntion to the cxtent that lhey hoae,
tt*

'

I often say that if rve try to become as efficient as tlre really
efficient, supposedly, people, the dictaton, then we destroy
American scholarship and everything that it stands for.
And I often wonder whether my colleagues realize who won
the last war, Intellectually speahingt this country has a
great danger ol inlellectually trying to imitate the totalitqr'
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ian altproach, in allowing people at centers of financial
pouer-tlrcy aren't polilical powers in this s6ns€-to tell the
public wh,at to study ond, what to worh on, qnd to set up a
lrameuorh,
Now, of course,

as you knorv, scholars like freedom, Maybe
they come up with a lot o[ useless information. But in
my value standard, as soon as we diminish the free exercise
o[ unhampered curiosity, free curiosity, by channeling our
efiorts along this line, we then destroy the American mentalicy. Because rhe grear fearure of the American mentality
is the belief in allorving people to rush off in all kinds of
difierent directions at once, Because we don't know what is
absolutely right. You can'r tell that far in advance.

';**
If I

may just continue one moment more, Senator, I would
Iike to poinr out to you that Adolt Hitler very efiectively
crippled atomic research in Germany by telling thc physiciss
what he wanted them to come up with. Now, this is true.
And if you can do that in atomic physics, you can do it
ro times as fast in the so-called social sciences which really
aren't sciences at all, where really opinion, difierentiation
of opinion, is the thing that matters and what we stand for

in this country.
That h why I

become aery much inllameit when I even
smell the ftrst hint of o combination in restraint ol trade in
the intellectual sphere,
Now, you see what I am talhing about with thk interloching directorate? That is what bothers me about it. I don't
minil it the boys go ofi and have a club ol their own, That is
their own business, But when you get a tie-in of moneyt
a tie-in of the promolion of monographs, a tie-in ol research,
and, a tie-in of publication, then I say that the intellectuals
arc having the reins put on them and blinderc,

Srueron Werrrxs. Otherlise, they do not get on the
team.
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Mn. Rowr. That is right. They don't get on the team, and
they don't get a chance to carry the ball.
Now to the faculty member, this means money, income,
what he lives on. It is vital. It is not just some recrea'
jional thing, you see,

r I r

And, ol cotrrse, rcmember this' The loundation people have
to hove jobs, They haae to have samething to admittister,
They d,on't uant to give away the money to the uniaersities
and say "Go ahead, and' spend it any way you uant," They
u,ant to see that the actiaity pays, That is, we haae got to
hove a regular flow of the so-called matetiak ol rcsearch
coming out. We want to see this flow in certain quanlity,
It htu to haae a certain ueight in the hand. AniI to see that
this .happens, we do not itut giue it to a uniuersity where
lhey are going to allow any Tom, Dich and Hatrl ol a
professor to do his own thinhing. "No, wc want an integra'
tion,"

ttt
$rneton W,rtrtus.

I

take

it that

is a Pretty good plea for

the university as against the foundation.
Mn. Rown Absolutely. And, as a matter of fact, I couldn't
find a bctter illwtration of the dangers of consistently

oacr the years donating aery large sums ol money to organ'
iutions, you see, lor research purposes, than is inuolved in
the uery lrutitute ol Pacific Relations ihelf. It is a fine iI-

luslration

ol thc lact

that pouer corrupts, and the more

power you get the more conuptyou get.r

In testifying before the Reece Committee, Professor Rowe re'
peated his deep concem over the tendency of the great founda'
tions to create guided research projects instead of supporting the
individual researcher in whatever direction he wished to go. His
best illustration was that of the study, financed by The Rocke'
.

Reece

Committf'.. RcPorI, p. 4r c! rcg, Dmphasir supplied.
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feller Foundation, to the extent o[ some $soo,ooo, of the Taiping
Rebcllion, which occurred in China in the rgth century. this
project concentrated the efiort.s of a considerable group of compo
tent researchers on a subject which had very limited value, pro,
fessor Rowe testilied:

I thought that in view of the scarcity of human r€source$
and the need for general training on Far Eastern matters,
that this was focusing it down pretty fine, It is a wonderful
project hom the point of view of research, If you believe
in gadgetry, this had all the gadgeu you will ever wanr to

find, It you belicve that the besr way to promote research
is to pick out highly trained and able people and ser them
free in a general field, like Chinese srudies, to follow their
own interests wherever they may lead them, then
see
. this is the very opposite of that kind of thing. It does you
achieve
a certain kind of mechanical efficiency, it seems to me, at
the expense of inhibiting the kind of thing rhar Mr. Hays
was talkinB about, namely, the frecdom of the individual
to go down any number of blind alleys he want$ to go down
in the free pursuit of his curiosity, in the interests of
honestly trying to com€ up with imporranr things.r
Profesor Rowe illustrated another aspect of the tendency by
foundations to organize research according to predetermined
plans. He cited the attempr by The Carnegie Corporation to in.
duce Yale University "to eliminate the rvork we were doing in the
far-eastern field and to concentrate our work on the southeast
Asian field." His testimony proceeded:

The only reason for my giving you rhis incident in some.
what detail is ro indicate what I consider to be a real
tendency in foundations today-in some foundations, not all
t lbid,, p, 8o, In hic testimony before the McCarran Committee, professor
Rowe, referrln-g to_th€ Taiping prorec, had raid: .,Thls kind of thing ir
support€d by foundation money. And, of course, the temptation lr to bilng
evcrybody In and integrare, through a genteel proccx of bribcry. That is ri
my,.you rupport th_e student, you glve him a fellowshlp, if he wlll buy your
tubject matter area."
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function of trying to rationalize higher educa'

adopt a
-to
tion and research in this country along the lines of the great'

I

used the word "sGcalled" there de'
signedly, because in my view, the notion that educational and
rese"tch and scholarly efficiency can be produced this way in
a democratic society i6 unaccePtable. It seems to me that in
a democratic society we have to strive for the greatest Pos'
est so.called efficiency.

sible variegation and difterentiation as between universities
along thesJ lines, and the suggestion that any one university
shouid more or less monopolize one field or any few universi'
ties monopolize one field, and give the other fields to others
to do likewise with, it is personally repugnant to me. It does
not jibe rvith my notion of academic freedom in the kind o[
democratic society that I believe in.f
As Professor Rowe put

it: "What

rrt

is a professor to think

when people with money come along and tell his university that
what he ii doing there is useless and ought to be liquidated, be'
cause it is being done much better some place else?"
. IDld,, p. 3I.
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FOUNDATIONS AND
RADICALISM IN EDUCATION

fHE CONIROI OF EDUCATION BY FOUNDAIIONS
A vnnv powERFUL coMpLEx of foundations and allied organizations has developed over the years to exercise a high degree of
control over education, Part o[ this complex, and ultimately responsible for it, are the Rockefeller and Carnegie $oups of foundations. The largest of the foundation giants, The Ford Foundation, is a late comer. It has now joined in the complex and its impact is tremendous; but the operations of the Carnegie and Rockefeller groups start way back.
There is little question that the initial efforts of the Carnegie and Rockefeller foundations in the freld o[ education produced substantial and salutary results. Certainly the standards of
our institutions of higher learning were materially improved as
a result of the early work of these foundations. Yet the Reece
Committee questioned rvhether their actions rvere wholly commendable. The reason for this doubt was that coercive method$
were used.

Dr. Elnest Victor Hollis, now Chief of College Administration
in the United States OIIice of Education, once explained the background of this coercive approach

as

r * * Unfavorable

follows:

public estimate o[ the elder Rockefeller and Andrerv Carnegie, made ic inexpedient in rgo5
r39
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for their newly created philanthropic

loundations

to

at'

tempt any direct reforms in higher educadon.*

The method used, therefore, he said, was one of indirection"indirectly through general and non<ontroversial purposes." "For
instance," said Dr. Hollis, "there is little connection between giving a pension to a college professor or giving a sum to the general
endowment of his college, and reforming entrance requirements,
the financial practices, and the scholastic standards of his institu'
tion." Yet one was tied to the other' It was a case of conform' or no
grantl When to conform meant bathing in a stream of millions,
college and university administrators and their faculties were in'
clined to conform.
About this type of coercion the Committee report said:

We question, however, whether foundations should have
the power even to do good in the coercive manner which
was employed. We cannot repeat too often that power in
itself is dangerous. What may have been used for a benign
purpose could in the future be used for the promotion of
purposes agpinst the interests of the people. It does not
write off this danger to say that good men ran the founda'
tions. It is power which is dangerous-power uncontrolled
by public responsibility.f
Merely to recognize the satisfactory results of benign coercion,
to point to the highly desirable academic reforms for which this
coercion w:rs responsible, is not enough. Such a mistake rvas
made by those who lauded the internal reforms of fascism in
Iuly and igrrored the cost in freedom and liberty. Power is in it'
self dangerous. When we make it possible for financial Power to
excrcise substantial control over education, we endanger our wel'
fare. Perhaps the risk is worth taking in order to Preserve freedom
of action to foundations, But we should be conscious of the risk,
. Reece Commlttee
I lbid.,p. t55.

R?porr, p. t3*.
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and alert to \,vhar transpires. The Walsh Committee had heard
witnesses testify to the fact that colleges had abandoned their religious affiliations in or before rgrb to conform to requirements

established by foundationsl , Today, school policymakers an.
ticipate the idiosyncrasies and preferences of foundation officials
in a manner similarly producing conformity.
Consider what The Ford Foundation could do with is billions
of capital. It could use rhis monumental fund to promote what.
ever cducational theories a Dr. Hutchins of the moment were to
persuade the trust€es to support.* Nor need it be difficult for such

promotion to succeed. The counFy is full of colleges and universities starving for, endowment. The number of miserably paid
academicians is legion, Professors have to eat; and universities
have to pay their janitors. While it is posible rhar rhe majority of
academicians and administrators rvould resist, their ag$egate
voices would not be as powerful as rhose of a minority of acad.
emicians subsidized in the publication of their writinp, and a

minority of administrators whose insdtutions flowered financially.
How difficult to resist it pressure for change in educational con.
cepts were accompanied by a persuasive flory of hundredt of millions, oreven billionsl f
r I happen to lupport oome of Dr. Hurchlns'r educatlonal theorler. The fact
lr, however. that he was a power ln The Ford Foundation and did promote
hlr orvn theorlca wirh its rax.ex€mpt money. Whcther his thcories are rlght
or wrong Is beride the point, Thai thc power which he exerclsed in eduo.
tlonal circler oould exirt lhrough the tax.exempt foundatlon vehlcle lr a
r€rlour metter.

f It Ir_encourag{ng

' '

that some educaton, cvcn at schooh whlch heve enjoyed
rpecial foundatlon patronage, are beglnnlng to complain agalnrt founditlonr
dlrecting educatlon and educatlonal relearch. Just before thls book was sent
to_the pres, there appeared in the Nery York.World Telegram e report of
Cnlum.
1 lec_tyr9 deliyered b1 Dean Srephen M. Corcy oI Teacheru College, at,,phllan.
b_la Unlverslty, In whlch he is rcporred to have mmplatned ihat
thropic foundatlonl arc bcglnnlng to rhackle educationil in*itutlon! In thelr
ro€arch plojecq by depriving them of a free hand In decldlng rhe arear to
b€ looked lnto." "Decision.making," said the Dean, lr belng talien out oI thc
handr of the educatorr.
The report quote! Dean Corey ar followr:
It is probably worth noting that within the past few yearr therc seems
lo have been a decrease in the disporitlon of forrndatlonr to make
grants to lnltltutloru rhet had lndependently srrlved at judgmente re.
gardlng lhe rcsearch they wanted to do. Foundationr ir donors are
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There is much evidence that, to a sttbstantial degree, founda'
tions have become the directors of education in the United States.
To rvhat extent this has been brought about by conditions
attached to financial support since the early activities of the Car'
negie and Rockefeller foundations, it is difficult to assess. We do
know that their first eftorts to reform the colleges were only a be.
ginning.
Accrediting organizations and other instruments in the form
of civic, profesional, and school associations were created or sup.
ported to implement tlre refonn plans of these two foundation
groups. The American Council cin Education became their major
executive agency. Other clearingJrouse organizations, operating
variously in higher, secondary, and primary education, and later in
the field of "adult education,". received heavy support. Among
them were The National Education Association and associated
groups, The Progressive Education Association, The John Dewey
Society, The National'Council on Parent Education, and The
American Youth Commission
While the results of the first phase of foundation operations in
education were entirely beneficial, that cannot be said of later
stages. Together with an enormous amount of benefit, the foundations were responsible, as well, for much that has had a decidedly
deleterious efiect upon our society.
Research and experimental stations were established at selected
nniversities, notably Columbia, Stanford, and Chicago. Here some

recent education rvas born. In these
Rockefeller-and-Carnegie-established vineyards rvorked marry o[

of the worst mischief in

coming more and more lrequcntly to derlgnate the problemr that they
want studied as a result of thelr gifte.
The Dean was reported as saying ahat thc trend of the foundatlons to set
the piach "wa3 most clearly lllusttrted by operatlonr of the Ford Foundntion and ltc subsldlaries. He sald thcy sought out reserrch instit[tiono to go
lnto 'problems or practicec that the offrcials thought crltlcal'."-"A 'pathetic'
oonsequenc€r ln the dean's opinion, has been thc grcat amount of tiure spcut
by university personnel developlng data that conforms to the'real or fancled
Interests of the foundatlon or governnlent agerrcy.'Thic, he obscrved, 'teuds
3o rcmove the decislon-making on research, that rhould be done, frorn tlrc
personr who are mo3! lntlmatcly Involvcd in the research, the invcstigatorr
themselves."'
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the principal characters in the story o[ the suborning of American
education, Here foundations nurtured somc oE the most ardent
academic advocates of upsetting the American system and snpplanting it with a Socialist state.
THE BIRTH OF EDUCATIONAI RADTCAIISM

Whatever its earlier origins or manifestarions, there is little doubt
that the radical movemenr in edtrcation rvas accelerated by an organized Socialist movement in the United States. In rgog The
Intercollegiate Socialist Society rvas created under the direction o[
Jack London, Upton Sinclair, and others for the active promotion
of socialism. It established branches in many major colleges and.
universitics, where leaders rvere developed rvho were to have considerable future influence; alnong them rvere Bruce Bliven, Freda

Kirchwey, (Senator) Paul Dorrglas, Kenncth Macgowan, Isador Lubin, Evans Clark, and John Temple Graves, Jr. Robert
Morss Lovett, a man with a total of g6 Communist-hont affiliations,* became the first president o[ the Society. Stuart Chase,
selected by The Social Science Research Council to write the
showpiece on the achievements of social scientists, was an early
writer for this organization. This Society was no transient organization. It still exists and operates today as a tax-exempt foundation, having changed its name some years ago to The League
for Industrial Democracy.f
The movement generated or accelerated by the League was
likened to the Fabian Socialist movemenr in England by Mr.
Aaron Sargent, one of the rvitneses before the Reece Committee.
Mr, Sargent is a larvyer rvho has had considerable experience in
special investigations and re$earch in education and subversion.
He had been a consultant to the Senate Internal Security Gom.

mittee

in rg5c and represented patriotic

organizations

in

nu-

merous public hearings concerned with edncational and other
tax-excmpt activities. At the Reece hearings, IvIr. Sargent cited
Fabianism in Great Britain, a book by Sister lv{argaret Patricia
. Reece Commltte c l/earingr, pp. 22 | .tr{,
f It will be discused In some dcrail in rhe follorvlng chaprer.
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McCarran, daughter of the later Senator McCarran, in which she
described the gradual extension of influence of the Fabian idea.
Mr. Sargent called the Socialist movement in America, that pro.
pelled by The Intercollegiate Socialist Society, an offspring of the
Fabian movement.
The American movement seized uPon some of the teachingp of
John Dewey, who, as Mr. Sa4gent put it,

expounded a principle which has become destructive of
traditions and has created the difficulties and the confusion,
much of it, that we find today. Professor Dewey denied that
there was any such thing as absolute truth, that everything
was relative, everything was doubtful, that there were no
basic values and nothing which was specifically true,

Mt

Satgent added that, with this philosophy,

r r r you automatically wipe the slate clean, you'throw
historical experience and background to the wind and you
begin all over again, which is just exactly what the Marxians
want someone to do,

This rejection of tradition carried with it an undermining of the
doctrine of inalienable rights and the theory of natural law which
underlie our system of governmetrt- It has become intrinsic in the
"liberal" philosophy which assumed the Dewey point of view that,
while there may be fundamental rights which are sacred, they are
subject to constant review. In any event, proceeds this approach,
some are not as sacred as others, whether or not they may be
listed together in the Declaration of Independence and the original Constitution or its amendments, Certainly these "liberals"
believe that the right to private property is only a second-class
right, or maybe third*lass.
Mr. Sargent very pe$uasively told the story of the growth of
the radical movement in education, The Dewey philosophy took
hold just about the time John D. Rockefeller established his first
foundation, The General Education Board, in tgor. The era wag
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one of reform agitation, and there is no doubt that much reform
was needed in various directions. But the moderate and sensible
reformers of the era were very often ovcrwhelmed, and to some
extent seduced, by a small army of Socialists, crypto.Socialists,
and collectivists who took advantage of the necessary reform
movement to propel their own radical philosophies and theories
of government. These found grist for their mills in the teachings

of John Dewey. As Mr. Sargent said, they took advantage "of
the existing discontent to make considerable inroads in academic
fi,elds."

The National Education Association became enamored early of
the Dewey philosophy. Ir was at Columbia University, however,
the institution in which Professor Dewey taught so long, that perhaps the greatest strides wcre made in applying rhis philosophy
to teaching. Irr 1916 the Department of Educational Research
was established in Teachen College (part of Columbia Univer.
sity). This deparrment was responsible for the crearion of The
Lincoln School in rgrf, rvhich, to use the words of a lfeachers
College pamphlet, "kindled the fire which helped to spread progressive education."
_The same pamphlett nored that John D. Rockefeller, rhrough
The International [ducation Board, donated $roo,ooo to esrab.
lish an International Institute at Teachers College. It noted as well
that a Dr. George S. Counts had been made associate Direcror of
the Institute, and Dr. Counts became one of the leading radicals
in education,
The growing radicalism which was beginning rapidly to permeate academic circles was no grass-roots movetnent.

Mr.

Sar-

gent cited a statement by Professor Ludwig Von Mises rhat so.
cialism,docs not spring from the masses bur is instigated by intellectuals "that form themselves into a clique and bore from
within and operate that way. * * * It is not a people's movement at all. It is a capitalization on the people's emotions and
sympathies toward a point these people wish to reach."
I

Re€ce Commlttee

Rcport,pp. r47.r4g,
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CARNEGIE FINANCES

A

SOCIAUST CHARTER FOR EDUCAIION

Sargent gave convincing evidence that efforts to use the
schools to bring us to a nerv order, collectivist in naLure, followed
a plan and that this plan rvas supported by foundation money. He

Mr.

cited the Conclusions anil Recomrnendations of the Commission
on Social Studies of The American Historical Association.* The
American Historical Association is the professional association of
historians and as $uch one of the organizations ParticiPating in
The Social Science Research Corrncil. The work of its Commission rvas financed by The Carnegie Cotporation to the extent of
$t4o,ooo. The Conclruiorrs was the last section of the Commis'
sion's final report, produced in 1934. Ic had an enormons and
lasting impact upon education in our counhy.

The Conclusrons heralds the decline of capitalism in the United
States, It does not oppose the tnovement for radical change' It accepts it as inevitable:
Cumulative evidence supports the conclusion, that' in the
United States as in other countries, the age of individualism
and laissez faire in economy and government is closing and
Jhat z new age of collectivism is emerging. [Emphasis sup'
plied.l

i l:biil,,p.

rt1 et seq. In onc of hk specches In Congrers, Mr' Reece referred
to a "consplracy," and his rrse of thir term brought down on hir lread the
anger and ridicule of the "llberal" prcss. ll'hile the term reas a sltong one,
Mr. Reece had some justilication for usirrg it. Since the preparation of nty
manuscript, a book has appeared, a reading o[ which leads one to the conchrsion that thcre was, indeed, somethlng In the nature of an actual conspiracy
among cerlaln leadlng educatots In the United States to bring about socialism
through the use of our school systcms. (fhe book ls lleading The Tulg, by
Augustin C. Rudd, published In rg57 by The Heritage Foundation, Inc., a
most admlrable and illtrminatlng work) To the extent that the movement to
luborn our rchools was heavily financed by leading foundatlons, tbrough the
Lincoln School, the Progrcssive Etlucalion Asociation, the John Dewey So'
ciety, unlr oI the National Educatlon Asoclatlon, and other organlzationr,
these foundations must be held largely accountable for the succe$ of the
movcrnent. It is Inrpossiblc to believc that the countless publlc utterances ol
Some of these organlzaalons and their leaders which made their Progranr
utterly clear, did not penetrate into the administrative consciousncss of thc
manatcrs of the foundatlons which subridized them.
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Brrt that is not all.

It

continues:

fu to the specific form

which this "collectivism," this integration and interdependence, is taking and will take in
thc future, the evidence at hand is by no means clear or unequivocal. It may involye the limiting or supplanting of
private property by public property or it may entail the
prcscrvation of private properry, extended and distributed
among the masses, Most likely, it rvill issue from a process
of experimentation and rvill represent a composite of his.
toric doctrines and social conceptions yet to appear. Almost
certainly it rvill irrvolve a larger measure of compulsory as
well as voluntary cooperation of citizens in the conduct of
the complex national economy, a corresponding enlargement

of tlre functions of government, and an increasing state
intervention in fundamental branches of economy previleft to the individual discretion and initiative-a state
interyention tlrat in some instances may be direct and mandatory and in other:c indircct and facilitative. fn any event
the Commission is convinced by its interltretation ol auailable empirical data that the actually integrating economy
of the present day is the forerunner of a consciously integrated society in rvhich individual economic actions anct
ously

individual property righrs rvill be altered and abridged.
[Emphasis supplied.]

*t*

The emerging age is particularly an age of transition. It is
nrarked by numerous and severe tensions arising out of the
conflict between the actual trend torvard integrated economy

and society, on the one side,'and the rraditional practices,
dispositions, ideas and institutional arrangements inherited
from the pwsing age ol incliaidualisrn, on the other. In all
the recommendations that follow, the transitional character
of *re presenr epoch is recognized. [Emphasis supplied,]

***
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Underlying and illustrative of these tensions are privation
in the midst of plenty, violations of fiduciary trust, gross
inequalities in income and wealth, widespread racketeering
and banditry, wastetul use o[ natural resources, unbalanced
distribution and organization of labor and leisure, the har'

of science to individualism in business entcrprise,
the artificiality of political boundaries and divisions, the
subjection of public welfare to the egoism of private in'
tercsts, the maladjustment of pfoduction and consumPtion,
persistent tendencies torvard economic instability, dispro'
portionate grorvth of debt and property claims in relation
to production, deliberate de$truction of goods and with'
drawal of efficiency from production, accelerating tempo of
panics, crises, and depressions attended by ever-wider de'
struction of capital and demoralization of labor, struggles
among nations for markets and taw materials leading to
nessing

international conflicts and wars.

The report o[ the Commission proceeds to say that we must
make an "adjustment" bett{een "social thought, social practice,
and economic realities" or "sink back" into a primiliae form o[
life. This adjustment must be made, aPParently, in some col'
lectivist manner, for the report, contintling, says that there are
many varied theories to use, "involving wide difterences in modes
of distributin g wealrh, income, and cultural opportunities," I have
italicized the verb "distributing," wlticlt forcefully disclosed the
collectivist, planned economy objectiveo of the authors of the rePorL

no inferences regarding their intention are needed. They
utterly
frank in their recommendations, Teachers must "free
were
the school from the domination of special interests and convert it
into a truly enlightened force in society." And the "board of ed.
ucation" must have as its objectiye "to support a school progratn
conceiued in terms of the general welfare and adiusled to the
needs ol an epoch marhed by transition to some lorm of socialized
But.
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economy," *

The Commission then

discusses

"the lines

along

which attacks can and will be made on the problem of applying
its conclusions with respect to instruction in the $ocial sciences."
And the "pay-off:"

,

As often repeated, the first step is to ai.vaken and consolidate leadership around the philosophy and purpose of ed.
ucation herein expounded

* r *.t

This was a call to the teachers in America to condition our children to an acceptance of a new order in process of ualsition. As
to the nature o[ this intended order, there can be no doubt. Pro.
fessor Harold J. Laski, philosopher of British socialism, said of
the Commission's report:

AT BOTTOM, AND

STRIPPED OF ITS CAREFULLY
NEUTRAL PHRASES, THE ITEPORT IS AN EDUCA.
TToNAL PROGRAM FOR A SOCTALT$T AMERTCA.I

Mr. Sargenr's comment upon the report, produced by Carnegie
Corporation money, is highly significant:
What these gentlemen propose to do is ser forrh in their
. chapter at the end talking about next steps. It says rhar ir i$
first to awaken and consolidate leadership around the phi.
losophy and purpose of education expounded in the report, That The American Historical Association in coopera.
tion with the National Council on the Social Studies has
arranged to take over the magazine, The Outlooh, as a social
$cience journal for teachers. That rvriters of textbooks are to
be expected to revamp and rervrite their old works in accordance with this frame of reference. That makers of pro.
grams in social sciences in cities and towns may be expected
fo evaluate the findings. That it is not too much to expect
in the near future a decided shift in emphasis from meclran

t

Emphasls supptled,

f

Reece Committee

+

rDid" p. r{1,

llepoilrp, rgg,
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ics and methodology to the content and function of course$
in the social studies. That is the gist of it.
This report became the basis for a definite slanting in the

curriculum by selecting certain historical facts and by no
longer presenting others, | * t.r

Did The Carnegie Corporation denounce or renounce this call
for a socialization of America? Indeed no. Its 1933't934 Annual
Report said this:
r * * Sefl1 the educational world and the public at large
owe a debt of gatitude both to the Association for having sponsored this important and timely study in a field
o[ peculiar difficulty, and to the distinguished rnen and
women who served upon the Gommission'f

This reaction of The Carnegle Corporation is most astounding.
In his Btatement to the Reece Committee, Mr. Charles Dollard,
the president of this foundation, contettded that the Conchrsions
and Recommendations of the Commission on the Social Sciences
do "not advocate socialism." He said that what the authors were
accepting was "not socialism. It was the New Deal." He attrib'
utes their attitude to widespread disillusionment concerning our
economic system, prevalenc during the years of depression. He
makes the further apology that once the funds had been granted,
the Foundation did not have "the power to censor or rewrite the

works produced under its grants." He takes the position that
f'works will be supported by corporation (foundation) gtants
containing views that diffet from those held by trustees and of'
ficets."

Mr. Dollard does not explain the commendatory remarks of
the Carnegie foundation after the publication of the last volume of
the Commission's report. Nor does he convincingly absolve the
foundation from responsibility for the Commissions work. The
grant was not one for scientific research, but one essentially for the
development of new principles in education. As such, it supported
r IDld., p. t53.

I

lhld.'P. r4t,

rhe rormu,ation of

;ffi::1lxi:il',,#,

T:::-""":

priord assumptions of goals of education and desirable forms of
government and social organization. Such a system might well
be supported by reference to facts in the manner in which Aris.
totle's Rhetordft, advises the use of facts for the end of persuasion.
But the basing of principles on o priori value concepts is merascientific. The work of the Commission was not a scientific search
but an eftort to persuade America in favor of a new ideal in public life and in education. The support of this project w:rs essen.
tially political.
Mr. Dollard's ernphatic denial of the partisan-Socialistic charactcr of the Conchuions and Recornmendations of the Commis.
sion could mislead only those who had not read the work itself.
He nray attempt to identify the concepts of society contained in it
as "New Deal," and ir is true that some of the Socialist convic.
tions disseminated by the document were shared by the fathers
of the New Deal. But the overlapping o[ the Socialist ideas of the
Commission with the New Deal did not absolve the financial sup
porters of responsibility for this political undertaking. It is clearly
desirable that foundations abstain from tampering with scientific
research once a grant has been made to an unpolitical scientifrc
organization. When, however, foundation money is offered for a
program of a politico-social nature, responsibility for its impact on
society cannot be dodged by a semantit manipulation o[ terms
cuch as "socialism" and "New Deal." It is nor the proper work of
any foundation to promote the "New Deal" or any other political
deal.

There was consistency in the position of Mr. Dotlard in defending the C,ommission's work, in supporting the selection o[ Stuart
Chase and of Dr. Myrdal, and in supporting The Encyclopedia
of the Sociol Sciences after iis bias became well known. It seems
fair to conclude that this consisrency had at its base a sympathy
for the political objectives which these activities furthered.
One may wonder how it came about that foundations such as
Carnegie and Rockefeller, controlled by trustees whose membership was overwhelmingly conservative, could lend themselves to
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the radical movement in education. One answer I have already
givenl they left decisions far too often to subordinate employees
and to intermediary organizations. Another is that they were to.
tally unaware of the pithlls in the projects which they financed.
Foundation apologists explain it difierently. They say that these
foundations made grants to respectable organizations and for
respectable purposes; having done so, they were obliged to keep
their hands oft; therefore, they cannot be held accountable for
what was produced.

This justification of foundation trustees cannot be accepted by
I have pointed out, there is an obligation to
make sure thar objectivity would accompany the. operation of a
proposed grant. What is equally important-there is an obligation
to examine the proiluct and, il it is lounil to lack objectiaity, to
tahc mesns to protect the public against its efrects.
The trustees of.The Carnegie Corporation were acting in a field
in which they had only limited competence when they authorized
the heavy grant which produced the report of the Conrnission on
Social'Studies. Granting, for the sake of argument, that they had
the right, nevertheless, to take what risks to society were involved,
their failure to repudiate the result was a dereliction of duty.
Upon learning that this prodrrct was "an educational progtam for
a Socialist America," they might have offset whatever negligence
or incompetence was connected with the creation of the project,
by orpnizing another project, with at,least equal financing, to be
made by a group of eminent educators who believed that our
governmental and economic system was rvorthy of preservation
and that the schools should not be used as political propaganda

reasonable persons, As

machines.

IHE RADICAL EDUCAIORS
The report of the Reece Committee referred to numbers of the
educational Clite rvho supported and followed the plan laid down
by the Carnegie-financed Commission on Social Studies. They
were all, in various ways, connected with the educational complex
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supported by the millions of the Rockefeller, Carnegie, and other
foundations,
Among the favorites of this foundation-supported radical move.
ment in education was Profesor George S. Gounts, a leader in the
project to use the schools to reform our political and social order.
A pamphlct entitled 'A Call ro the Teachers of the Narion," pubIished by The Progressive Education Association, a tax-ex€mpt
organization largely supported by major foundations, was pre.
pared by a commirtee of which Dr. Couns was Chairman. It
included this "call":

The progressive minded teachers of the country musr unite
in a powerful organization miliuntly devoted to the build.
ing of a better social order, in the defence of its members
against the ignorance of the masses and the malevolence of
the privileged. Such an organization would have to be
equipped with the material resource{r, the talent, the legal
talent, and the trained intelligence to wage successful war
in the press, the courts, and the legislative chambers of the
nation. To serve the teaching prolession in this way should
be one of the major purposes of the Progresive Education
Association.*

In one of his many radical books, Due the School Build a Neu
Social Order (|ohn Day Company, rg3z), Professor Counts said:

That the teachers should deliberately reach for powet and
then make the most of their conque$r is my firm conviction.
To the extenr that they are permitted to fashion the curricu.
lum and the procedures of the school they will definitely and

positivcly inlluence rhe social attitudes, ideals and behavior
of the coming

generation.

:

He continued, that a "major concern" of teachers should be "op.
posing and checking the forces of social conseryatism and reac-

tion."

'

Ibid,,p. tgr,
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Another professor of education named in the Committee's Report is Profesor Theodore Brameld of New York University, who
minced no words in an article in Science onil Society:

The thesis of this article is simply that liberal educators who
look toward collectivism as a way ouu of our economic,
political and cultural morass must give more serious consideration than they have thus far to the methodology of
Mart( r r r.r
Professor Brameld, along

with Dr. Gunnar Myrdal, was

among those "experts" cited by the Supreme Court in the Brown
a, Boord ol Education segregation decision. These are strange authorities for the Supreme Court to rely upon. That many men such
as these (politicians in educators'clothing) have achieved such
prominence may be laid closely at the door of foundation support.
Another of these "educators" gives us an idea of how close they
come to totalitarianism, In an article inThe Progressiae Education

Magazine, Profesor Norman Woelfel wrote:

It

might be necessary paradoxically for us to control our
is controlled and as the Nazi
press is controlled.f
press as the Russian press

felt srongly that the 6lite in the social scishould
reform
the world. His luloulders ol the American
ences
Minrl was dedicated to
Professor Woelfel

the teachers of America, active sharers in the building of
attitudes, may they collectively choose a destiny which honors only productive labor and promotes the ascendency of
the common man over the forces that make posible an
cconomy of plenty.f

And, Iike so many of his kind, he is against tradition and against
codes of morality. He rvrote:

t lbld,,p.

t5z,

I lbid., p.

tgg,,

tlbid.,p.

r4g.
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The younger generation is on its own and the last thing that
would intercst modem youth is the salvaging of the Christian tradition. The environmental cbnrrols which technolo.
gists have achieved, and the operacions by means of which
workets earn their livelihood, need no aid or sanction from
God nor any blessing from the church.

In the minds of the men;";;
experimentalty, America
is conceived as having a destiny which bursts the all too
obvious limitations of Christian religious sanctions and of
capitalist profi t economy.*
Elsewhere he wrotel

The calt now is for the utmost capitalization of the discontent manifest among teachers for tlre benefit of revolutionary
social goals. This mean$ that all available energies ol
radically inclined leaders within the profession should be
directed, toward the building of a united radical front.
Warrn collectivistic sentiment and intelligent vision, propagated in clever and undisturbing manner by a few indi.
vidual leaders no longer suits the occasion.f
educators of whom we speak wcre leaders in their field,
in the counsels of that most powerful organization
of teachers, The National Education Asociation, which advertised itself as "THE ONLY ORGANIZATION THAT REPRE-

Thc

ptominent

THE POSSIBILITY OF REPRESENTING
THE GREAT BODY OF TEACHERS IN THB UNITED
SENTS OR HAS
STATES.''

T

THE PROGRES5IVE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Quotations already given from publications
Education Association
tqq,
' Ibld.,p.
p.
Ibid.,

tqg,

g IDid,,

p. r10.

!

will indicate its

of the

character. Had

Progressive
it been de.
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voted €ntirely to improving educational methods, it might have
served a worthy purpose in education. lt.s leaders, however, lvere
devoted not only to new methods of teaching (many of these
methods, found to be entirely impractical, have since been aban'
doned) but also to following the thesis of the Commission on So'
cial Studies that educators must use the schools to indoctrinate
youth into an acceptance of collectivism. Its periodical, The Social
Ftonliet, of October, tgg4, stated in an editorial, that it "accept.s
the analysis of the current epoch<utlined-in Conclusions and
Recommendations, Report on the Social Studies of the Commis.
sion of the American Historical Asociation."
Its rinews of war were supplied by foundations' Up to t943,
says the Reece Committee report, foundations had contributed
$4,rg7,8oo to this Association. What the ag$egate figure is to
date, I do not know. During its long and intense career, the Pro'
gressive Education Association, which later changed its name to
the American Education Fellowship, created an unenviable record
of leftist propaganda, Its publications, called at various time$

The Social Frontier, Frontiers of Dcmonaq,and Progressive Ed'u'
cation, contain a long record of attempts to suborn our educa'
tional system to an acceptance of radicalism.
Typical is the issue of December r5, Ig42' in which Profes'
sor Harold Rugg, of Teachers Collegc Columbia University,
contributed a "call to arms," He announced the Battle for Con.
sent. The "consenl," was the conEent of the people to change. His
theory was simple, Education must be used to condition the people to accept social change. The social change was to be that, of
counie, espoused by Professor Rugg, involving a war against some
of our most precious institutions.
IHE COILECIIVIST

TEXTEOOKS

There were plenty of teachers ready to follow the lead of the
American Historical Association'$ Commission on Social Studies,
and their efiorB extended into all aspects of education. New textbooks were required to take the place of the standard and objeo
tive works used in the schools. These new books could be used to
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indoctrinate the students, to give them the pathological view ot
their country upon which sentiment for collectivism could be
built. The writer o[ a conservative or classic textbook has difficulty
getting the funds to enable him to produce his work. At best he
must rely on an advance frorn a publisher, and it is rarely that
even a slim one might be forthcoming. In contrast, a foundationsupported texcbook writer, as a rule, can apply a substantial part
of his time, or all of it, to his writing. Moreover, the very fact of
foundation support (or the supporr of an intermediary distributing organization) for his project, and the consequent inference
of approval, will create a favorable climate o[ opinion for the
acceptance of his work by schools. At least before the recent
Congressional investigations, radical writers found it a simple
matter to get foundation bounty. Under the influence of cliques
in the world of teaching, the schools in the United Seates were
flooded with books which disparaged the free-enterprise $y3tem
and American traditions.
The notorious Rugg textbooks were of this class. They were
prepared by Professor Harold Rugg, who began, in the Lincoln
Experimental School, financed by Rockefeller foundations, to
isue pamphlets which grew into this series o[ textbooks. Five
million copies o[ the books were poured into American schools
up to lg4o-how many since, I do not know. They were finally
banned from the schools in the State of California alter a panel
of competent men appointed by the San Francisco Board o[
Education unanimously held them reprehensible. One o[ the reasons givcn by this panel was that these books promoted the thesis
that "it is one of the functions o[ the schools, indeed it appears at
the time to be the chief function, to plan the futute of socicty.
I'rom this view we emphatically dissent." The panel's reporr continued:

Moreover, the books contain a constanc emphasis on our
national defects. Certainly we should think it a great mistake to picture our nation as perfect or flawless either in
its past or in its present, but it is our conviction that these
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books give a decidedty distorted impression through over'
strersing weaknesses and injustices. They therefore tend to
weaken the student's love for his country, resPect for its
past and confidence in its future

Mr. McKinnon, one of the panel, added that these books denied moral law; that Professor Rugg was trying to achieve "a social reconstruction through education"; and that they promoted
change as apparently desirable in itself, and "experiment" in govcmment, education, economics, and farnily life a.s of paramount
importance. "Throughout the booksr" he said, "runs an antire.
ligious bias." r
Let us take a closer look at Professor Rugg. In his book Greal
TechnologyJ Rugg, who had visited China the previous year on
a mision to prepare a "social reconstruction and education" proj'
ect for that country, said:

Can independent ways of living be carricd on any longer on

an irresponsible competitive basis? Must not central public

control be imposed on the waning, self-aggrandizing cap'
tains of industry? Can this control be set up with the consent
of a lorge minority ol the people quickly enough to fore'
stall the imposition of dictatorship either by business lead'
enl or by an outraged proletarian agdculture bloc, which
scems imrninent?

He asked these guestions not about China but about the United
Statesl

Millions of textbooks written by this man were used, at one
time, in our country. In his Great Technofogy, his Social Chaos
and the Public Minil,l and other works, he advocated social
change. Following the Recommendations' of the Carnegie.
financed Commission on the Social Studies, he suggested that
such change required the indoctrination of our youth through the
t Rcporr, pp. r49-r50.
fJohn Day, 1959.
I John Dey, t999.
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6chools. He recommended that social science be the .,core of
school curriculum" to bring about a climate of opinion favorable
to his philosophy.
Through the efforts o[ rhis and other followers of the Recommendatiorts, and through the operation of the patronage network
of Teachers College of Columbia University, the educational phi,
losophy which Professor Rugg espoused soon pervaded the American school system. This philosophy involves:
implemenring an expectancy of change; picturing the Amer.
ica of today as a failure; disparaging the American Constitution and the motive$ of the Founden of the Republic;
and presenting a "New Social Order."
Professor Rugg characteristically advocated production for use,
not for proftt (that old Socialist slogan); reconsrrucrion of the

national economic $ystem to provide for central controls, to guarantee a stable and a high minimum living for all; division of the
social income, so as to guarantee at Ieast a ten times lgag minirnum for all; measuring wages by some yardstick o[ purchasing
polver; reedrrcation of the "parasitic" middleman in our economy
and his reassignment to productive work; recognition that educators are a Foup "vastly superior to that o[ a priesthood or of any
other selected social class." "Our task," he said, was .,to create
swiftly a compacr body of minority opinion for the scientific reconstruction of our social order. This body of opinion must be
made articulate and be brought to bear insistently upon the dictators of legislative and executive action. The alfernative to this

extension of democtacy is revolution."

r

In r94r Profesor

Rugg denied vehemently that he was a So.
cialist or that he had ever been one. Howeveq in 1936 he had
been a member of a committee o[ goo supporting the Socialist
candidacy of Norman Thomas. He was a director of The League
for Industrial Democracy in rgg4-rgg5. But no collateral evidence
of his political position is necessary to disclose his $ocialistic point

.

See

Underninhg Our Rcpubhc, Guardianr of Amerlcan Education, rg4r.
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of view. He has stated'it himself in his numerous writings. His
employment of the Socialist plank "production for use, not for
profiC' is quite enough to identify him.
A group of "liberal" educators defended the Rugg textbook.
Prominent among these was Professor Robert S' Lynd, a former
p€nnanent secretary of The Social Science Research Council,
himself an advocate of change toward socialisrn. Profesor Rugg
was also defended by a number of members of the Committee on
Textbooks of the American Committee for Democracy and Intel'
Iectual Freedom.
The money for Professor Rugg's six textbooks came indirectly
from Rockefeller foundation grants to the Lincoln School and
Teachers C,ollege. While foundations approached in rgea had
refused direct support of the pamphlets, Profesor Rugg reports*
that preliminary estimates set the amount of money required at a
sum far beyond that which the Lincoln School or Teachers College could be asked to supply. They did, horvever, suPport the
project in other and altogether indispensable ways. In fact, if
they had not given it an institutional connection and a home, no
such undertaking could have been started. Even their financial
contribution, holever, was considerable. It consisted of the writ
er'r salary as educational psychologist in the school (tgzo-tgeg)
and as profesor of education in the college, the salaty of his secretary (rgro-rg3o), and an allowance for a part-time assistant during
several years.

Mr. Aaron Sargent also testifred in detail regarding the Building Americo textbook series, which the Reece Committee report
characterized as another "attempt by radical educators financed by
foundations to suborn the schools." It was The General Educa-

f

tion Board, a Rockefeller foundation, which provided over $5o,ooo lor the production of these books; taken over and intensively
promoted by The National Educadon Association.
The State of California barred these books also from its schools,
after a legislative committee, the Dilworth Committee, investiI Butldlng a Sclcncc ol Soclety for rhe $choob, rg34, p. to,
t

Recce Commitaee Rcpott, P. r5{.
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in its report that they were subtle atrcmpts
to play up Marxism and to destroy our ffaditions.
Mr. Sargent pointed out that there had been a .,btackout', in
h-istory teaching in California for about twelve years; during thir
time no history textbooks were provided by the Department of

gated and concluded

Education, which was operating under the radical.devised
scheme of "social studies." After an investigation, histo,ry books
were again furnished, as the law required. In the meantime, the
Building America books largely took their place, giving children
distorted facts and consciously direcred misinformation regard.
ing our history and our society.
The ieport of the Dilworth Committee, as a resuk of which the
Califomia Legislature refused any appropriation for the purchase
of. Buililing Americo texrbooks, concluded that these books do

"not present a true historical background of American history
and progress, and rhat the cartoons and pictures appearing in
said books belittle American statesmen, ryho have been upheld as
heroes o[ American tradition and have been idealized by the
American people; yer on the other hand the ,Building Am-erica'
series glamorizes Russian sratesmen and
[is] replete with picrures
rvhich do great credit to these leaders of Russian thoughi." The
reporC goes on to say that the "books contain purposely distorted

references favoring Communism, and life in- Soviet
preference to the life led by Arhericans."

Rusia, in

In this regard, the Committee felt that pictures representing
conditions of starvation among American families hardly presented a true picture of family life in America. When children in
the 7th and 8th grades, the Committee said, compare such pic.
tures with the illusrations of Russian family life, they will con.
clude that family life in Russia is equal or even preferable to that
in the United States." It was found that the "book$ paint present
economic and social conditions in America in an unfavorable light
and have the opportunity to propagandize class warfare and
class distinctionr" It rvas concluded, further, that the t€xts present
a materialistic picture of government and economy in America
and in the world rather than the idealism of the American way of
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life. Specific criticism wac made of the reference books listed in
the Buikling America pamphlets as guider to additional information. These recommended books were found to be highly biased
ancl likely to indocuinate pupils in a manner contrary to the
best traditions of America.

The editors and authors o[ the Buililing Ameico series were
careful enough to present both sides of various problems and
questions. This was done, however, in most instances, in a man'
ner strongly indicating editorial bias in favor of Socialist meas'
ures and ideas, a preference emphasized by the editors who se'
lected the illusrations. The pictures were likely to impress children even more than the text iself and were selected clearly to
arouse doubtE about American institutions and American histori'
cal figures.

Thc pamphlet about Rusia contains numerous propaganda
pictures from Soviet information sources. The "objectivity" of the

authors may be illustrated by their statement: "The Russians
liked our system of government no better than we liked theirs."
This implies that there is much to be said on both sides. It also
assumes an absurdity-that the suppressed Rusians, unable to
rpeak their minds, favor the system which has been imposed on
them.

The Bolshevik revolution and regime are presented as a bless'
ing to the Rusian people. In the description of the long road
which led to communism, there is not one word of fact or criticism regarding the murderous Red terror of rgrT and rgr8, or
the treachery of communism in destroying the hopes of Russia's
democratic revolutionaries. Conditions in Russia are presented
wholly in terms of Soviet apology, There is a chapter on ma?"ing
the State safe for socialism, including this: "Probably no other
nation ever rnade such rapid strides in extending educational op'
portunities for the people." The depicted image of social prog'
contains no word o[ reference to the obliteration of freedom,
to the concentration camPs, to the Purges and to the worldwide'

ness

Moscowdirected subversive activities.
Pictures of everyday Soviet life Present sc€nes in a church, in
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art galleries,,in concert halls, and at a meeting of a Soviet "trade
union"-the whole gamut of Red propaganda ot.the period.
'?s more consumer goods were produced and the scheme for
buying and selling improved," it said, the wants of consumers
were more satisfied. There is no mention, how€ver, o[ the actual
tragic dearth of consumer goods, even before the German attack;
there is nowhere a picture of the privation of the Russian people
under communism.
Nor is this all. Fearful lest statements by outsiders might disil.
lusion the child readers of these books about Russia, the authors
are careful,to prepare a defense. 'lSome rvriters mention Jorna use
of force by the government to attain its ends," (I have emphasized
the double use of "some.") Yes, rome writers mention a denial of
the right to strike or protest; secret police; the absolute power o[
one man over the lives of the people; and the lack of any civil
liberties in the American sense of the rvord-but the authors imply
that there is ,another sense, a Soviet sense of civil liberties. The
Russians, say the authors, have rnore self-government than. they
ever had before; the new Russiarc call their dictatorship the
"democracy" of the working classes; there is no more discrimination against certain races and creeds; etc. etc. etc. The authors
have the eftrontery to say that "rights that mean so much to
Americans-hcedom of assembly and the press*arc little missed
in Russia * * * 1e them [the Russians] the new leadership is
better than the old," They indicate also that, though it does not
appeal to Americans, the Russian system is here to stay.
The Dilworth report said of the book on China: "This book il
peculiarly useful to the Communists as a medium to further disseminate the current party line concerning conditions in China."
The pamphlet on civil liberties conrains picrures of Sacco and
Vanzetti, of the Scopes trial, of Browder, of the Scottsboro Negroes, of strike riots being subdued. The whole coltection, in spite
of its pretended objectivity, is loaded rvith "liberal" propaganda.
It is a reminder of the "Aesopian" language used by Communists
in their communication system.
It is difficult to believe that The Rockefeller Foundation and,
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the National Education Association could have supported these
textbooks. But the fact is that Rockefeller financed them and the
NEA promoted them very widely, They were still in use in some
parts of the country at the time of the Reece Committee investigation.
Another foundation-supported piece of "education" literature is
a pamphlet enticled "The American Way of Business." It was
one of a series prepared by the National Association of Secondary School Principals and the National Council for Social
Studies, both branches of the National Education Association, un'
der a grant from the Rockefeller General Education Board, to
provide teachers with source material on sorne social problems.'
Who wrote it? Oscar Lange and Abba P. Lerner. Mr. Lange will
be remembered as the profesor at the University of Chicago,
when Dr. Hutchins was its president, who later renounced his
American citizenship to accept appointment as the atnbassador
to the,United Nations from Cominunist Poland. Mr. Lerner has
been a collectivist for a long time.
This book gives our children such ideas as these:

Public enterprise must become a major constituent of our
if we are really going to have economic prosperity,

economy,

trt

It is necessary to have public ownership of banking and
credit (investment banks and insurance companies).

***
r'

t * is is necessary to have public ownership

olistic key industrier.

of monop-

*rt

It is necessary to have public orvnership of basic natural
resources (mines, oil fields, timber, coal, etc.)
Ir*

t rI
in

in order to insure that the public corporations act
with the competitive'"rules of the gamer" a

accordance

'
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spccial economic court (enjoying the same independence as
the courts of justice) might be established r i | 3nfl tftxs
the economic court be given the porver to repeal any rules
of Congess, of legislatures, or of rhe municipal coun-

cils.r**"t

These texts, financed by The Rockefeller Foundation and dis.
tributed by the National Education Asociation, must have in
fluenced the thinking of hundreds of thousands of defenseless
young Americans. They may well have contributed to the recent
philosophy of reckless public spending and overgrowth of gov.
ernment.

These books I have mentioned are but a few examples of
what has happened to teaching materials in our schools and colleges. Professor E.

Merrill Root gives a quick

survey

of this

de-

velopment in his CoJlectiaism on the Campusfi in which he in.
cludes a chapter cntitled, "The State Liberals: Their Textbooks."
The rise of commurrism, he says, has produced a strange result
among the textbook wrirers. Conservatism is not even given house
room. Communism is disliked, but the only alternative ofiered is
"some such appcasement as welfarism or Fabian socialism." He
guote$ Profesor David McCord Wright of McGill University:
What sometimes happens, for instance, in economics cours€s,
is that the Marxian indictment is presented, followed by
some sort of "socialdemocratic" or heavily interventionist
answer, and that the capitalist casc never gets heard at ail,

The vast majority of textbooke norv used in collegeo and
in which a political slanr could be given are

cchools on subjects

heavily slanted to the left, This was demonstrated by professor
A. H. Hobbr of the University o[ Pennsylvania, whose work in
disclosing some o[ the vices and foibles of modern sociology
earned for him martyrdom in his career. In his analysis o[ a great
number of sociology rexrbooks in his book The Claims ol Soci,
ology: A Qritique ol Textboohs,he found (p. ,f?):
t lbtil.,pp.

f

r95.r50,

Devln-Adair, rg5g,

$ce ako, D eniling the

Turg, by Augustln c. Rudd,
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Inclusion of a chapter on social change is an integral part of
the system of sociology textbooks. Such chapters r | * are

to leave students with favorable final impressions
about the subject. After depressing the student with portrayals of the amount o[ unemployment, poverly, crime,
vice, and slums; after shocking him with descriptions of the
insidious rvar ptopaganda and the horrors of rvar; after
creating in him qualms about the amount of social disorganization and raising him to rebellion against the "dead
hand o[ the past" upon society, the author of contemporary
texts must assuage him. Mitigation o[ the depressive effects
of horrendous description of social evils is attained in a
chapter which is "constructive" "optimistic" "positive" and
"looking- beyond - social - defects - of - the - present - tolard designed

a-bright-future-which-we-can-make-for.ourselves"

in

outlook.

In seventy out of eighty-three texts, Dr. Hobbs found sections
devoted to social change. "There is agreement that traditions,
conventions, and social inertia are the principal obstacles to social progres, . . . Authors in sociology texts irtcreasingly em.
phasize economic security as a fundamental social value and the
principal goal toward which social change should be focused."
Twenty-seven textbook authors call for the use of the social sciences in a program of social planning. As used in these texts, tlte
term "planning" or "social engineering" involves control of social
processes by long-range subjection of society to guidance by social scientists,
Dr. Hobbs forrnulates the attitudes of the majority of the sociology textbooks currently in use with these words:
Educational practices and principles rvhich involve discipline or drill, and the teaching of traditional beliefs about
the government, the family, or the economic system are
inefficient and harmful. These should be replaced by including educational programs which will train students to
think for themselves and to behave only in accordance with
self-derived principles of "rationality." Independent think'
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ing will emancipate student personalities from the stuttifying eftects of traditional beliefs and enable them to adjust
to existing social situations and to promote social change.
Democracy is highly desirable but the presenr form o[
government is not democratic, principally because business
interests exert too much control over it. * | t Incteased
government control over business and industry is the most

important step toward attainment

of the political

ends,

buc such controls constitute only one phase of broader social

planning.

Maldistribution of wealth and income and unemployment,
are the outJanding characteristics of our social system.

It

is no wonder that sorne of our citizens, facing the political

character of so much of what purport$ to be sociological teaching,

have difficulty distinguishing among the terms "sociology," "the
social scienc€s," and "socialism."
REFERENCE WORKS

To both teacher and student, reference works are important in.
struments

in the educational

proces$. We have already seen that

the all-importa\t Enc)clopeilia ol the Social Sciences, created
under foundation linancing, was heavily slanted toward radicalism. Let us look at another reference work, Tfte Encycloped,ia
Americana,
Financed by The Rockefeller Foundation, both Columbia Uni.
versity and Cornell Universitl' established courses described ac

an "Intensive Study o[ Contemporary Russian Civilization." It
was chiefly to the stafts of these projecu that the editors of. The
Encycloped.io Americano turned to write its section on Soviet
Russia, A dromatis personae of this venture included such deeply
biased workers as these:

Sir Bernard Pares (who opposed American help to Greece
and Turkey and supported the claim of Soviet Russia

to

Constantinople);
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(whose record of procomrnunism needs no
claboration);
Harriet L. Moore (named by Louis Budenz as a member o[
the Communist Patty);
Vladimir D. Kazakevich (one of the editors ot Science and

Corlis Lamont

Society,

a Marxist quarterly; a freguent contributor

Souiat Russic, a pro-Communist publication' Mr.
Y'azakevich left the United States in lg4g after exPosure

to

as a Soviet

agent).

and others of very doubtful objectivity.
When the work was completed, Cornell University was so
pleased with it that, with the permission of the Eneyclopedio' it
converted the Russian section into a textbook, USSR, which rvas
used at Gornell until lgb4. In the meantime, rnany other colleges
and universities had adopted it, including Golumbia, Rutgers,
Swarthmore, Ghicago, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Southern Cali'
fomia, Washington, and Yale.
At least 15 out of zo contributors were, according to Professor
Warren S. Walsh of Syracuse University, "pro-Soviet in varying
degreer." About one third of the material in USSR was prepared
by Mr. Kazakevich. That he could. have been selected for thir

Menill Root, in his Cot
Iectiuism on the Campus guotes these rvords from Mr. Kazake'
vich, apparing on February 27. rg4o, in Ruel&2 Golos:

work was truly amazing. Profesor E.

The crocodiles of imperialism will continue to swallow
everything they get, For the neutral countries today the
English crocodile is more dangerous than the German one.
In order to prevent the lawlessnes of this crocodile, you've
got to drive a pole into the back of its neck.

Profesor Root continues, "Perhaps this chaste language seemed
scholarly to the scholan of Cornell, for they invited Kazakevitch
to lecture on the campus during the summer, His lectures became
a part of The Encyclopedio Americana (as he was an 'expert in a
special field') and of USS.R."

IHE
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Profesor Roman Smal.Stocki of Marquette Univenity has said.
it is justly called a,"fellow.traveling guidc to rhe

of USSft that

"Il1Y|t:1'.ou^.,

be true rhat The Rockefeller Foundarion

bears no direct responsibility for what was produced. Perhaps the

projects which it financed were wholly desirable. Perhaps it was
entirely the fault of Columbia and Cornell Univenities that a
strange collection of radicals and pro.Communists were included
on the staffs of the Russian projects, and the fault of Cornell that

it

did not recognize or become concemed over the biased nature of
the book which it published, But the facr remains rhar ir all came
about through Rockefeller financing. lf this is in the narure o[
that "risk taking" which many foundation executive$ maintain is
the duty of the modern foundarion, somerhing is badly wrong,
somewhere.
I ask again: ig

it not the duty o[ a foundation which takes such
risks to examine the results and to repudiate them if they have
been unfortunate? As far as I know, The Rockefeller Foundation
has done nothing to inform the public that it is not in sympathy
with what its financing produced in this insrance or in any other.
Here, indeed, is a strange situation. Foundaiions consider themselves entitled to uke credit lor the outcome of a grant, the re.
sule of which are socially approved. On the other hand, when the
grant has failed, or if its product meet^r with disapprobation, or is
seriously questionable, then responsibiliry is shifced to the recipi.
ent of the grant, This is an odd interpretation of the "venrure capi.
tal" concept. "\{e are entitled to take political 'risks'with the taxexempt money we administer," say foundation manageni. "If the
project turns out safely, it is to our credit; if the risk turns out to
have been too great, or if the result is an unhappy one, that is not
our fault and we have no responsibility either to inform the public of the error or to take any steps to correct the injury done."
THE CIIIZENS EDUCAIION PROJECI
The Citizens Education Project was created at Teachers College
of Columbia University under financing, far exceeding one million
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dollars, provided by The Carnegie Corporation. "That the Proiect
on with considerable bias to the left is unquestionable."r There arfues, then, the question of responsibility. The
Committee report stated that it was unable, without further in'
quiry, to determine whether this was the fault or the intention of
either the Project managers or of the Carnegie fotrndation. It continued its comment, however, as follows:

was carried

We dq however,

responsibility lodged rvith Tlre Camemay not have had the duty to supervise

see

gie Corporation, It
the projcct or to direct

it in transit-this may even have been

unwise. But, as the project represented a substantial investment of public money and its impact on society could
be very heavy, it seems clearly to have been the duty of
Carnegie to examine what had been done and to repudiate
it it it was against the public interest. This, as far as we
know, Carnegr'a did not do.

What was the objective of this Project? To educate for better
citizenship. How was this to be accomplished? One of its chief
products was a card-index file. The cards summarized books, articles, films, etc., being arranged topically so that teachers could use
the filcs in teaching citizenship. The files were sold to schools at
nominal cost. In essence, this was "canned" rnaterial for teachers.
The teacher did not have to read a book; he or she could just look
in the card file and read a quick digest prepared by the Ptoject.
There is some doubt that this method of teaching through canned
media is desirable. Granting that it migltt be, the greatest objectivity would have to be used in preparing the digesu and comments on the cards, as rvell as in the selec.tion of items to be included. fu the Committee put it:

*rr

in

"canned" education cannot delend the slant rvith which this card system rvas devised, unless they believe that education should not be
even those who believe

'Recce Commlttee RdPotl, P. tto.
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unbiased but should be directed torvard selected political
ends, and radical ones at that.i

The Committee report gave several, out of many, examples o[
the radical slant, Books were included rvhich could not be rea.
sonably defended as proper for recommendation to school children-books by Communists and pro-Comrnunists, Radical books
rvcrc given approbation; conservative books rvere given the doubt
ful treatment. Let me give one illustrarion. The Roai| to Serfd.om,

by Frederick A. Hayek, a valuable commentary on rhe fallacies
of socialism, is called "strongly opinionaced." fn contrast, the
Building America textbooks, to rvhich I have earlier referred, are
described as "Factual, Ideals and Concepts o[ Democracy."
Many conservative books of importance rvere not even listed.
But I Mwk for Priailege by Carey McWilliams was described
as "Historical, Descriptive," (Mr, McWilliams's record of Com.
munist-front associations consume four pages of the Reece Comrnittee report: W et seq,) Rich Land, poor Land, by Stuart Chase
(whose collectivist position has been dcscribed earlier) was called

"Descriptive, Factual, Illustrative,', Building lor peace at Home
and Abroad, by Maxrvell Stewarr (rvhose Communist-front associa.
tions consume about five pages of the Reece Committee report:
p. gjb et seq,) rvas labeled "Facrual, Dramatic." And Horvard
Fast's Tfte Anrerican u'as called "Historical, Bibliographical."
(Mr. Fast's Comrnunist associations occupy four pages of the Comrnittee report. He has sirrce renounced the party.)

f

SEVERA1

SIOAN FOUNDATION

PROJECTS

The Sloan Foundation, created in rgg4, has had its regettable
mom€nts. Its intention seems to have been to specialize in eco.
nomic education and to seek truth through sound scholarship;
But it supported the heavily left-slanted Chicago Round. Tabie
Broadcasts to the tune of gg5,ooo and the public Afiairs pamphlets

with g7z,ooo.
t Ibld., p,

It

rzo,

I Ibld., p, tzr.

supported a motion-picture-making progrim

ac
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New York University which concentrated on presenting the darkest image of the backward hinterlands of the South, possibly to
arouse compassion but more likely for propaganda purposes. It
deseryes credit for having supported the sound economic teaching
program of Harding College. Whether it merits credit for having
contributed $rg,ooo to the Lincoln School at Columbia Univenity
is questionable.
The Public Afiairs Committee was directed by Maxwell Stewart,
a one-time editor of the Communist EnglishJanguage newsPaPer,
Moscow Nears..Several witnesses have called Mr. Stewart a Communist,* but we do not know what his party allegiances were dur.
ing his more than a dccade o[ management of the Public Aftaire
pamphlets. They had a circulation of millions of copies among
high-school and college studen6, among libraties, adult education
groups, and government employees. Among the members of the
board of directors of this publishing organization were such well.
known "liberals" as Lyman Bryson, Luther Gulick, and Ordway
Tead.

We find these names also: Frederick Vanderbilt Field' Mark
Start and Harry W. Laidler, all of whom may be classed as extreme leftists. The presence of these names on the roster of any or'
ganization should have indicated to the Sloan trustees what the
publishing venture was all about. Among the authors of the pamphlets we find Louis Adamic, James G. Patton, Maxwell Stewart,
and E. C, Lindeman. Stewart wrote by far the largest number
of the approximately one hundred pamphlet$. The style o[ these
books is reminiscent of the Building Americo textbooks, They
show a pretense of objectivity, bue in giving both sides of an isue
they leave no doubt that they believe the left side is sound,

If my information is correct that The Sloan Foundation reor.
ganized its management and deposed those who were responsi.
ble fcrr ie leftist orientation, there is ground for rejoicing and for
hope that other foundations, whose rustee$ have lacked alertness
in the past, may follow suit,
,See

I

076'l?e'

decrlptlon ol Mr. Stcwartl Communlst-front asociacionr, ibid., pp.
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REVOLUTION IS NEARLY
ACCOMPLISHED

THE THIRD AMERICAN REVOTUTION
"IN THE Ur,trrru Sreras we have had iwo violent revolutions: that
which freed us from England and thar which sought to divide us.
I suggest we are now in the Third American Revolution, none the
Iess serious because it is bloodless.
This new revolution ig
a reform movement gone wrong, It has become an attempt to in.
slitute the paternal stare in which individual Iiberty is to be sub.

*tI

ordinated and forgotten in a misapplication of the theory of the
greatest good for the greatest number."

I wrote these words in an

article published inthe American Bar Association Journal of May

'

lgf3. My statement may nor have been entirely accurate. Instead
of saying we arc in the Third Revolution, I might better have said
that it is neorly finkhed; that all that can be hoped for il a coun.
terrevolution.

"Liberals" have frequently announced that the revolution is
ouer, So said Dr. Mortimer Adler, upon whose judgment The Ford
Foundation (through its Fund for the Advancement of Educa.
tion) relied so heavily as ro pur him in charge of the philosophical
study of freedom, spending g6oo,ooo on supporr of his philosophical education. Professor Seymour E. Harris of Harvard has put it
this way:

In the 2o years between rggg and lgb3, the politicians, col.
lege professors, and lawyers, with little help from business,
173
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wrought a revolution in the economic polices of the United
States.*

Professor Harris should have added that the revolution wa$ materially aided by foundations.
Over the past few decades the major foundation complex has
operated almost as an informal but integral arm of government,
acting, to a very considerable extent, as its collateral "brain trust,"
and determining policy. If a revolution has indeed been accomplished in the United States, lve can look here for its motivation,
its impetus, and its rationale.
COJ1AMUNIST PENEIRATION

OF FOUNDAIIONS

A good part of the impetus of the "revolution" came frorn Marx'
ists. To what extent some of it came from actual Communists, we
shall probably never be able to piece together adequately-but
there can be equally little doubt that much of it was Communist'
inspired. The presence of so many disclosed Communists in gov'
ernmeni during the New Deal and Fair Deal eras makes this
conclusion inevitable. There is, moreover, much evidence that
Communists made substantial, direct inroads into the founda'
tion world, using its resources to promote their ideology.
The Reece Committee has been castigated for asserting that
subversive infltrences have played a part in the history o[ founda'
tions in the United States. Yct it rvas its predecesor, the Cox Committee, which made this utterly plain, in so far as actual Commu'
nist penetration of foundations was concerned, That Committee
produced evidence rvhich supported its conclusion that there had
been a Moscow-directed, specific plot to Penerate the American
foundations and to use their funds for Communisc propaganda
and Communist influence uPon our society. There was also evi'
dence that this plot had succeeded in some measure.
We shall never knorv the full extent of this penetration, but testi'
mony before the Cox Committee disclosed that The Marshall
Field Foundation, The Garland p'und, The John Simon Guggen'
r Recce Conolttce ltcorings, p.618,
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heim Foundation, The Robert Marshall Foundation, The Rosen-

wald Fund, and The Phelps Stokes Fund had been successfully
penetrated or used by Communists. The Marshall and Garland
foundations had, in fact, lost their tax excmptions, Thc Cox investi.
gation also disclosed that almost a hundred discovered granrc to
individuals and organizations with extreme leftist records or affiliations had been made by some of the more important foundations, inclrrding The Rockcfeller Foundation, The Carnegie Con
poration, The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, The
John Simon Guggenheim Foundation, The Russell Sage Foundation, The William C. Whitney Foundation and The Marshall
Field Foundation.
one hundred grants were not many, compared with the total
grants of the foundations. But Professor Rowe made clear, in the
following testimony before the Reece Committee, first, that the
problem is qualitative and not quantitative; and, second, that
the aggregate eftect of Communist penetration cannot be measured,
by merely considering the number of direct grants to Communist

individualsr:
much of the activity that ltas to iio with iilenrification ol
Communist activity in the United States, it has seemed lo
me lhst ue are going off on the wrcng track uhen we limiC
ourselues to efforts to identily overt Communists, or let us
say organizational Communists, people who carry a card. ot
uho can be posilively identified, as members ol an organiza-

In

tion subject to organized dkcipline. For euery one of those
that you fail to identify, and, it seems to me ue even fail to
identily most of those, there ara a thousand people who
could not possibly be identified, os such, because they haae
neaer had any hind of organizational affiliation, but among
those people sre rnanl people who advance the interests
of uorld communism, in spite of the lact that they arc not
subject to discipline and do not belong to any organintion.f
. Reecc Commltlee Rcport, pp. rgg.roo,
f Reece commlt|f.e nepoil, pp, rgg.roo.
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The people who can be trailed and tagged by the
FBI are q ve\1, very small minotity. They occupy a very
powerful position and a potentially important one, but the
people who do the important work are unidentifiable, and
if I were planning to infiltrate the United States, I would
to it that they were unidentifiable.
Here it seem$ to me you have to set uP an entirely different
cat€gory than the tlo categories of Communisb on the one
side, and other people on the other side.r
see

rll

I I i I would like to add this regarding

the IPR and te'
garding the problem of Far Bastern policy. You remember
some of my earlier remarks about the state of Far Eastern
studies in the United States to or Eo yearu ago, how I
said there was practically none o[ iU how some of the
foundationr started to finance the building up and training
of penonnel. It seems to me this kind of thing has to be
taken into account in evaluating foundation granB, namely,
that the area o[ igaorance in the United States about Far
Eastern matters was so Sreat that here was the strategic
place in which to strike at the security of the United States
by people interested in imperiling our security and fostering the aims of world communism. They would naturally
not pick the area in which we have the greatest intellectual
capacities and in which we have the greatest capacities for
defense. They would pick the area of greatest public ignor.
ance, with the greatest difficulty of defending against the
tactics of their attack, and so these people naturally poured
into Far Eastern studies and exploited this area as the area
in which they could promote the interests of world com.

munism most successfully in the general ignorance arrd
blindness of the American people.
So that it is not only quantiutive evaluation that count$;
it is not only the numbers of gtants or the amounts o[
. Rccoc Commitler'. Hcaings, p.536, Emphasis supplied.
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it is the areas in which the grants are given that are
signiftcant Here, you see, it seems to me, it takes a great
deal of subject matter know-howluite apart from dollarc
and cents-people and their affiliation$ or lack thereof, to
evaluate the impact on this country of any given foundation grant, I don't care whether it is $5o or $5 million, It ir
a qualitative matter, not a quantitative marter.t
gmnts;

SOCIATIST PENETRAIION

The two r€cent Congressional investigations were largely concerned with "subversion." The Cox Committee interpreted this
term to include only international communism of the Stalinist
brand and organized fascism. The Reece Committee, in the
counie of its work, came to give the term broader or deeper mean'
ing. Neither investigation established sharply, however, the characteristic.s of Communist activiry which rvould be clearly held to
be subversive. In the public mind, the term "subversion" is gen.
erally confined to Moscow-directed Communist activity, or that of
domestic Communists allied in an international conspiracy.
The emphasis on a seatch for organized Communist penetnrtion of foundations absorbed much of the energy of the investigators and detracted somewhat from the efficacy of their general
inquiry into "subversion." There are varieties of Communist sec.
tarian programs and propaganda of a dissident nature, aside from
those directed from Moscow. A follower of Trotsky's brand of
communism may be no,less a danger to our society because he opposes the current rulers o[ Russia. It is likely that there are more
Trotsky followers in the United States than followers of the Krem.
lin. Even among the formerly orthodox supporters of the Party
line, there has occurred a mass conversion to a domestic form of
the Communist theory and method.
Moreover, it is difficult to mark the line beyond which "socialism"
becomes'tommunism." The line may be between methods of assuming power, comrnunism being distinguished from other forms
of socialism by its intent upon establishing a dictatorship of the
. Iblit.,pp.6{r.64r',
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proletariat. But this line is by no means clear. Socialism has the
same ends as communism, though with an allegedly democratic
approach, The Communist Manifesto of 1848 is the basis of all
socialist parties the world over. Marx himself did not distinguish
between socialism and communism. Both advocate cenffally
planned controls of production and consumption by the State,
public ownership of the meanE of production, and confiscatory
measures. They have in common the concept that, through a manipulation of public affairs, man can attain lasting happiness for
all, can make want and misery disappear, can eradicate war, and
can produce Paradise on earth. The major distinction between the
two forms of socialism, as asserted by the Communists, is that tlrey
believe in the necessity of a temporary dictatorship of the proletariat before reaching the Golden Age of social justice and uni.
versal happiness.

America has had

a long tradition of Socialist fads and

has

listened long to utopian arguments. In the rgth century there were
num€rous Socialist communities in the United States. Robert
Owen, the founder of the cooperative movement and probably the
most important o[ the pre-Mauian Socialists, addressed the Gongress of the United States more than re5 years ago. He preached
"production for use, instead of production for profits." He advanced the generally discredited theory of surplus value exploited
by Marxism in calling the proletariat to arms in a class war held
to be unavoidable.
The failure of our numerous experiments in communism has not
ended a longing for better forms of social organization. This longing is evidenced in the ease rvith which preachers of utopian eco.

nomic systems still gather large followings.
The mandates of both the Cox and Reece Committees went further than a mere exploration o[ "subversion." The Cox Committee
was to inquire into activities which were not in the "interests or

tradition of the United States"; the Reece Committee, into the support of "un-American activities." These terms are almost impossi.
ble to define with complete certainty. They can only be related to
a priori standards of value, standards which cannot be arrived at
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through an empirical approach. There are conflicting ways in
which historical facts can be interpreted to prove what the tradition of the United States may be. One can make a case for the
claim that various types of sectarian socialism are traditionally
characteristic of parts of our farm population. One can submit
"proof" in the form of data about continued devotion to ideas
originally promoted by early religious community sertlements, and
their survival in various forms of Federal farm support and soilbanking schemes. However, there was sufficient general clarity in
the mandates of the two Committees for inquiry purposes. Socialism is basically antithetical to our system.
All Socialists do not recognize themselves as such. But is,
after all, their private aftair. They are entitled to be Socialisa if
they care to, whether or not they are aware that socialism cannot
exist without force and oppression, that ir must orherwise fail for
economic reasons. In a democracy, the citizen has the right to his
reasonable mistakes, disastrous as they may be to the public welfare. The free contest o[ ideas rvould usually save u$ from such
evils as doctrinaire socialism. But, in our counrry, the hee market
for ideas has rapidly declined. The one-sided support by foundations o[ the utopian Socialists has created a constricted and limited

it

market place.
So the real problem which faced rhe two recenr investigations
was the imbalance in the struggle of ideas, created by the preference of foundation giving in the two decades from rggo to rgfo.
The virulent criticism to which Congressional invesrigation of
foundations has been subjected ha$ perverted an investigation o[
this imbalance into an alleged attack on civil liberties.
The true problem is not whether Socialists or extreme "Iiberals"
are respectable and entitled to their views but rather that their
opponenb have been discriminated against in the allotment of
funds by major foundation$. The ascendancy of Socialistic ideas is
attributabler partly at least, to this foundation-creared imbalance,
The Reece Committee did not disparage liberalism. It saidr "We
cannot too strongly state that this Committee respects the true liberal and deems him as important to the proper political function-
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ing of our society as is the conservative." It did attack the kind of
person who calls himself a "liberal" but is not. Such a "liberal,"
said the Committee, "travels IN if not UNDER the same direo
tion" as communism-he may even be "a violent and inveterate
opponent of communism," but he gives it support by falling into
"the error of wishing to destroy before he knows the significance
of that with which he wishes to replace."
And so, continued the Committee, the foundations have frequently been penuaded by these ardent men-in-a-hurry to use
rust funds for "risk capital," without fairly measuring the social
risk.

This "risk capital" concept, which has found such wide favor
among major foundation executives, propels them "into a constant
search for something new, a pathological scrutinizing of whai we
have, on the premise that there must be something bettet." There
is much room for improvement in our societ/, but much of what

we have is considered by the great majority of Americans sound
and inviolate. The pathological "liberal'r propulsion into taking
rocial risks seems invariably to skip the study of what we have that
is good and should be preserved; instead, it supports change for
changet sake, or on the general theory that the different thing
mrsf be better.* Much of this "risk taking" assists communism.
That Socialistic ideas can be legally promoted in the United
States; that prominent figure$ have openly adopted them in the
disguise of "reform," does not make tltem any less "subversive," If
one accepts the concepts and principles of the Declaration of In.
dependence and the Constittttion as expressions of the existing
order, then any attempt ro replace thcm with the concepts and.
principles of socialism must be considered 'bubversive" and "un.
American." Moreover, there is continued danger that the Communist who has recently been converted ovcr to what might be called
simple socialism may switch back again in his allegiance, Many
of the intellectuals who departed from communism did so because they disagreed with Stalin; rome of these will still suppott
. Rccce Committec Rrforr, pp, tor.sos.
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communism of a variety diftering only slightly from the old orthodoxy.

If

any American should knorv hory the Communists operate, it
In an address in October rgSb Mr. Hoover
said that the Communists do their most effective work through
"fictitious liberals." These he defined as
is J. Bdgar Hoover.

individuals who through insidiously slanted and sly propagandist writings and rcports oppose urgently needed in.
ternal security mea$ures; present the menace o[ communism
of hysteria; urge that we tolerate the subvenive
acts of Comrnunists because Communists are only "nonconformitts"; pretend that the Communist Party is a political movement and that it is improper to consider it a
criminal conspiracy to overthrow our government by force
and violence.
as a myth

Such ideas may be presented even by people of comparatively
conseryative leaningr who fail to recognize the threat of socialism
and its incompatibility wirh our Constitutional rights. The Reece
Committee report gives an example of this process out of the

mouth of Mr. Pendleton Herring, President of the extremely
powerful Social Science Research Council. Irr an address to The
American Political Science Association in rggg, of which he was
then President, Mr. Herring touched on a subject which is dear
to the hearts o[ "liberal" extremists and very valuable to Communists-"civil rights." A thesis of extreme "liberals" is that they
alone support the fundamental rights granted by the Constitution
the rest o[ us are in danger of destroying these precious
-that
righrc-that a "conservative" is almost Per sc against "civil rights."
Mr. Herring contends that he is rather conservative. But he seems
to lack undentanding of the fact that socialism and communism
are eventr'.rlly destroyen of liberty, however respectable some of

their followers may appear.
The Reece Committee report commented on Mr. Herring's typically "liberal" speech as follows:
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We regard as unfortunately typical, the address made in
tgf3 by Mr. Pendleton Herring, norv President of Tfta So'
,iil- Srirrtt Research Council, to The Ametican Political
Sciencc Association, of which he was then President. After
a discussion of the position and work of the political scien'
tist in America, and after emphasizing the necessity of empirical approaches and o[ observing the cultural lag theory,
he launched into a tirade in the "civil rights" area.
Let us re-quote for guidance, the rvords of Mr. Hoover"It is an eitablished fact that whenever one has dared to
expose the Communist thrcat he has invited upon himself
the adroit and skilled talents of experts in character assassination." Let us then quote from Mr, Herring's address,
made under the cloak of office in lwo tax'exempt organiu'
lions supported heavily with the public's money through
foundation grace. He speaks of "political quacks" who ask
"careers for themselves through exploitation of public concern with the Communist contagion.!' He does not identify
any one man a$ainst whom he may have some special an'
imus. His terminology, his selection o[ phrase, condemns
as "quacks" rvhoever try to exPose Communists. He makes
no exceptions. He does not exemPt from his excoriation
any Congressional investigators or investigation. He indi'
cates that investigating Communists may, indeed, be worse

than Communism. He repeab the hysterical claim that
books have been "burned." How many and how often? Is
there truly danger in the United States o[ "book burning"?
He speaks of giving "cool, intelligent treatment" to "the
hansmission of erroneous information and propaganda"is it not transmitting "erroneous information and propa'
ganda" to infer thas there is widespread "book burning" in
this countryl
He uses the terrn "tvitchdoctors" to chatacterize the whole
breed of exposers of Communism. He speaks of "contrived
excursions and alarums"-implying that the Communist
menace har been grossly exaggerated for political reasons,
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FIe refen to the whole exposure business as "MALARKY.
ISM," putting it in capital letters. He gives us rhis profound
commcnt upon our concern with the Communist menacc:
"We must go hom syrnptoms to the causes. A deep
cause, I think, is a failure to understand the forces operating
in the world around us. Why do so many Americans feel
threatened? It is the stubborn complexity of world problems
and the difficulties arising from ideological differences and
international rivalries thau lead them to seek scapegoats
among their fellow countrymen."

That is an astounding statement to come from one of the
top rank of those who disburse the public money which

.

foundations control. "You poor dumb Americans," he might
well have said, "You are afraid of the Russian Communists
only because you do not understand the dears."
Mr. Herring says: "Why assume that the conspiracy of
Communism is best exposed where the limelight shines
brightest?" He forgets thar it has frequently taken a glaring
limelight to inducc government olficials to expose a Com.
munist-witness, among many, the case of I{arry Dexter
White.
Another example of the "cloak of respectability" (to which
Mt. J. Edgar Hoover referred) through eminence in the
foundation world, is to be found in public utrerances of
Mr. Paul Hofiman, formerly Chairman of the Ford Foundation and now Chairman o[ itr olfspring, the Fund for the
Republic. In an article To luure the End. ol eur Hysteria
in the New York Times Magazine Section of November 14,
rgg4, Mr. Hoffman referred to the California Senate Un.
American Activities Committee as a "highly publicized witch

hunt."l

Messrs. Herring and Hoftman are not ordinary citizens express.
ing a personal political point of view. They have been two of the
. Ibld,, pp. I r5.r 16.
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most important characters among tlre dramatis petsonae
foundation complex.

of

the

FOUNDATIONS AND "SUBVERSION"

Reece Committee concluded that because of the €ssential
identity of evolutionary and revolutionary socialism and commu'
nism, much of the radicalism which has been supported and
financed by foundation$ wai "subver$ive," It expresed itself as

The

follows:

'

Foundation spokesmen have emphatically denied any sup
port o[ subversion. We question, however, whether in such
denials they did not misinterpret the meaning of the term
'tubvenion." Their denials were justifled in so far as they
are related to the direct suPPort o[ Communism, but these
rpokesmen were well aware of the nature of some of the
evidence produced before this Committee which showed
that foundations had frequently supported tlrose who wish
to undermine our society. Their denials of subversion in
rclation to such activities are rvithout merit.
lVhdt does the term "subvetsion" mean? In contemporary
usage and practice, it does not tefer to outright rcvolution,
but to a promotion of tendencies which lead, in their in'
anitable conscquences, to the destruction ol principles
through pentarsion or alienation, Subaersion, in modetn so'
ciely, is not a sud,den, cataclysmic explosion, but a gradual
undermining, o Persistent chipping away at foundations
upon which beliels rcst.
By its very nature, successful rubversion is difficult to detect.
It can easily be confused with honest, forthrighc criticism.
In our free society outright and honest criticism is not only
permissible but immensely desirable. Individuals who en'
gage openly in such criticism, who criticize political in'
stitutions from a political perspective, and economic in'
stitutions from an economic perspective, should be given
free rein and encouraged. The issues involved in per'
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mitting open and honest criticism, however, differ vitally
from the issues raised by subversion promoted by founda.
tions. Some of these vital difierences (rvhich foundation
spokesmen refused to acknowlcdge, much less discuss, in
their conscious misinterprehtion of thc term "$ubversive")
are these:
Fundarnental to the entire concept of tax exemption
for foundations is the principle that their grants are to b€
primarily directed ro strengrhening the srructure of the
$ociety which creates them. Society does not grant tax
exemption for the privilege of undermining itself . Reasonable license is granted to satisfy personal idiosyncrasies,
with the result that there is nruch social tvaste when
grants serve no truly useful purpose to society. But such
tolerated waste is something far difterent from the impact
of grans made by foundations which tend to underrnine
our society. Such grants violate the underlying, essential
assumption of the tax-exemption privilege, that the sub.
stantial weight of foundation elfort musr operate to
strcngchen, improve and prornote the economic, political
and moral pillars upon*rvhich our society rests.

In

the modetn usage of the term, "subaersionr" it is no
in the field ol the sociil sciences
many maior proiects which haae been most prominently

exaggeration to state that

sponsored by found,alions haue been subvercive,
Numerous examples of such foundation-iponsored projecm,
subversive of American moral, political and econornic prin.

ciples, were ollered

in

testimony, Foundation spokesmen

failed utterly to provide any evidence rhar such heavily
financed and prominently spotrsored projects were in any
real sense balanced by projects which promored or otrength.
ened the principles upon which our society rest,s. In thi$
sense,

the rveight of influence of foundation tax-exempt
in the social sciences has been gn the side of

funds applied
subvenion.
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Moreover, the subversive projects have been oflered with
spurious claims to "science." With this false label they have
been awarded a privileged status. They have been ofiered
as "scientific" and, therefore, beyond rebuttal. The impact
o[ these subversive works has been intensified manifold by
the sponsorship of foundations."'
HEI,PI,ESSNESS

OF THE CFIZEN

Unhappily, the average citizen, even the normally well'informed,
has no fair chance to combat radical ideas flowing into education
and into go-vernment through the agency of foundations. The writ'
ings of thi partisan educators come to the attention of the profes'
iional class only. By the time the ordinary citizens know what has
happened, they have been "subvetted"-a tremendous pressure for
the imposition of radical ideas has been built up, and their propo'
nents have become well org"anized, entrenched, and implemented
to impose them.
The report of the American Historical Association's Commission

on Social Studies illustrates the inherent danger in foundation
meddling in vital areas of public aftairs. This report, it will be re'
called, was characterized by Professor Laski as "an educational pro'
gram for a Socialist America." It started a flow of radical ideas
into education, ideas for which, it is safe to say, the average
American would have scant symPathy. But that average American
is not aware, even today, of the responsibility of this Carnegie
foundation-supporced rePort for so much of the mischief wrought
in our educational system. The damage was done long before
there was any possible hope that the people could have been
alerted to defend themselves.

is difficuli to trace with any exactness the extent to which
foundation-supported ideologies have passed into government' or
the exact courses which this flow has taken' But there is evidence
enough that the florv has been full and serious. In its report for
this statement:
lg3g-1g34, the National Planning Board included

It

.

Ibid,,pp, rog.ro0.
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but the rvork
is only beginning. Advisory economic councils may be regarded as instrumentalities for stimulating a coordinated
view of national life and for devcloping menul attitudes
favorable to the principle of national planning.
State and interstate planning is a lusty infant

The report acknorvledged the cooperation, in the scheme for
more national planning, of certain "advisory economic councils":
The Council of Learned Societies, The American Council on Educatiou; and The Social Science Research Council-a committee o[
this last having "prepared tlris memorandum."f
I urge a reading of pages l?g-rBB of the Committee report, to
get a more detailed idea of the concept of national planning which
the foundation-supported clearing houses had fostered and
brought into government. Consider, for instance, the report of The
National Resources Cemmittee, rvhich took the place of The National Planning Roard, rvhich rvent so far as to advise "A New
Bill of Rights." Not satisfied apparently with the "Bill of Rights"
attached to our Constitution, it contained these new "rights," pre
sumably to be guaranteed by the Federal government.

3.

The right to adcquatc food, clothing, shelter,

and

medical care.

4, The right to security, rvith freed.om from fear of old
age, want, dependency, sickness, unemployment, and accident. (This is the "cradle-to-the-grave" security concept.)
6. The right to come and go, to speak or to be silent,
free from the spyings o[ secret political police.
g. The righc to rest, recreation, and adventure, the op
portunity to enjoy life and take part in an advancing civiliza.
tion.
AN EXAMPIE OF FOUNDAIION.SUPPORTED ANIICAPITATISM
It would be a vast undertaking, but well worth while, to attempt
to ascertain how many anticapitalist books have been foisted on
the American public ttrtough foundation support, The nurnber is
.IDid,, p.

r19.
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indeed great. Here is one for which Andrerv Carnegie, were he
alive, would hardly congratulate his trustees for having financed.
It is Bu"sdne,rs as a System of Powet, written by Professor Rob'
ert A. Brady, under a grant from The Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching. In an introduction, Professor Rob'

ert

S.

LJnd

says:

' 't *

capitalist economic Power constitutes a direct, con'
tinuous and fundamental threat to the whole structure of
democratic authority everyrvhere and ahvays,

Dr. Brady repeatedly alleges that BIG BUSINESS is an essen'
tial evil. The "great corporations" account for much of the cuncnt
mischief in our society. "Industrial capitalism," he says, "is an in'
tensely coercive form of organization of society," and great evils
flow hom it. He is very clearly a collectivist. He just does not like
the dapitalist system. The business $ystem is "feudal"; it is "com.
pletely authoritarian (antidemocratic)"; its leadership is "self'
appointed, self-perpetuating, and autocratic," War, he indicates,
ii issential for capitalist survival-a statement which is reminiscent
of Communist piopaganda. The National Association of Manufao
turers, he likens to the Reichnerband' der deutschen Indwlrie;
and "Mr. Knudsen, Edward Stettinius and Bernard Baruch are
paralleled by IvIr. Ogura in Japan, Lord Beaverbrook in England,
and Hermann Goering (himself a leading industrialist), Frieder'
ick Flick, and their group in Germany.l' Big business, says thi$
seer, can result in fascism,t
The Carnegie Corporation followed the production of this book
very carelully and financed its publication.
IHE IEAGUE FOR INDUSTRIAT

DEMOCRACY

Some,tax-exempt organizations have been bold and forthright in
prom<iting socialism and yet have escaped revocation of tax ex'
emption. One is The League for Industrial Democracy. Its pun
pose is to educate the American people into an acceptance of so'
cialism. Mr. Ken Earl, a rvitness before the Reece Committee,

'Ibiil.,p,

rtT et tcq'
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termed

it

"an adjuncr of the Socialist Party," and his conclusion

seems amply justifred.

After his exposition of the socialist character of the
Earl concluded:

LID, Mr.

*t I

Mr. Clrairman and members o[ this committee, let
in this presentation I do not quarrel with the
right of these many people in the LID, and all of those who
have bccn recipients of its awards or have spoken to it,
and I don't quarrel with their people, to say and write the
me say that

things which we have discussed, though I disagree with
of the things which they advocate.
My thesis r'.r tir's; II the LID is to continue to filI the air
with propagandu concerning socialism; t it is to contimrc
$tumping for ceilain legislative progrems; and if it is to
continue to malign the free enterprise system und,er which
ue operate-then I ltelieve that it should, be made to do so
with taxed, dollars, iwt as the Demouats and, the Repub.
Iicens are made to canpaign with taxeil d,ollarc,t
many

In his statement filed wirh the Commi*ee, Dr. Harry W. Laid.
ler, executive director of the LID, attempted to show that the or.
ganization was no longer "Socialist" and that it was "educational"
in its activities, The fact is that comparatively few of its members,
associates, and officers are now *.*b.., o[ the Socialist Party. But
no wonder. That Party, as Norman Thomas, its old leader, has ad.
mitted, has shrunk. But socialism is still with us, and far stronger
than in the days when there was an active and substantial party,
Most Socialists have gone elsewhere. Most norv call themselves
"liberals." As for the claim that the work of the LID is "ecluca.
tional" under the law, encicling it to receive tax-deductible donations, then it that is so, said the Reece Committee, "something il
very wrong wich the law,"
The League for Industrial Democracy (formerly The Intercollegiate Socialist Society), to which I have earlier referred, started
life in r9o5. Its name war changed in rger, but its character re.
. Ibld" pp. rog-ro0.
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it called itself a "militant
educational movement" to promote a "netv social order based on
production for use and not for profi.t," calling this "a revolutionary
slogan" and urging "the elimination of capitalism." This organiza'
tion's publication, Revol!, announced proudly the wide dissemina'
tion of its inflamatory "educational" literature:
mained the same, I have pointed out that

The LID emergency publications, The Unemployed' and
Disarm, have reached

t *r

a circulation of

one-half million.

Students organized squads of salesmen to sell these
magazines, containing slashing attacks on capitalism and
*.t
the war sy$tem

*|

Mr. Earl, in his testimony, piled up quotation after quotation to
show the true character of this "cducational" organization' They
are far too numerous even to digest here. But I shall give a few
from the writings and official Pronouncem€nts of Dr. Laidler,
whose statement to the Committee denied its radical-propagan'
dist nature, and of othem of influence or importance in the LID
organization (emphasis supplied throughout):

phe]

recourse [of workers and farmers] now is to form
a political party which they themselves control, and through
which they might conceivably obtain state mastery over the
owning class, [Paul R. Porter, it Revolt, a publication of

theLID.lf

The LID therefore works to bring a new social order;
not by thinking alone, though a high order of thought ir

required; not by outraged indignation, finding an outlet in
a futile banging of fists against the citadel of capitalism;
but by the combination of thought and action and an un'
dentanding of what is the weakness of capitalism in order
to bring about socialism in our own lifetime. fThe IntetCollegiate Stuclent Council of the LID, an affiliated organization.l

t

t tbid.,p.97,

I
I
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rbid., p. 96.
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r + r . Great
will be generated by those flames of mass revolt. But
revolt is not revolution, and even though new blankets of
cruel repression fail ro smother the fire and in the end only
add to its intensity, that energy nay be lost unless it can
be translated into purposive action. Boilers in which steam
Watch now those little flames of mass unrest
energy

can bq generated-if we may work our metaphor-need be
erected over the fire, and that steam forced into engines
of reconstruction.
Trotskn in describing the rule o[ the Bo]sheviks in the
Russian Revolution, has hit upon a happy frgure of speech
which we may borrow in this instance. No man, no group
of men, creat€d tJre revolution; Lenin and his associates
were but the pistons driven by the sream power of the
masses. The Morxist Bolshevih paily saved, that steam lrom
aimless dissipation, directcd, it into the proper channek,
To catch and to be driven by that steam is the lunction of
the rudical parties in America today,

ttt

There are members who would patrern it [the Socialist
Party of America] after the German Social Democracy and
the British Labor Party, despite the disastrous experiences
o[ two great parties of the Second International. There are
members who have lost to age and comfort their one-time
fervor, and members who would shrink from struggle in
time of

crisis.

I r

*

They [the Socialists] must overcome the quiescent influence
of those whose socialism has been dulled by intimacy with
the bourgeois world, and they must speak boldly and con.
vincingly to the American rvorking people in the workers'
language.

If

their parry can rise to these tasks then perhaps capitalism can be decently buried belore it has found,-temporary
rejuvenation in o Fwcist dictatorship. [paul porter, in ni
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Note: Mr. Porter was an organizer and lecturer for
"otc.
the LID and a rnissionary to thou$ands of college stu'
dents.]r

The crucial issue of industrial civilization today is not be'
tween laissez-faire individualism on the one hand and
collectivism on the other. History is deciding that question.
The question for us is what sort of collectivism we rvant.
Modern technology mahes collectiaism ineaitsble. But
whether our collcctiuism is to be Fa-rcist,feudnl, ot Socialist
uill d,epenit | | t upon the efrectiaeness with which we
translate those politicol iileaLs into action,
You cannot fight on the economic front and' stal neutral on
the legal or political front, Politics and economics are not
two different things, and the failures of the labor moYem€nt
in this country targely arise from the assumption that they
are. Capitalism is as much a legal system as it is an eco'
nomic system, and the attach on copitalism musl be ltamed
in legal or political tems es wcll as in economic terms,
C t t s Soclslist attach on the problem of government
cannot be resnicteil lo Ptcsidential and congtessional elec'
tions or a)en to genercl Prograns of legklation, We haae
to wiilen ow battlelront to includc all instilutions of gov'
crnment, corporations, trade unions, professional boclies,
and even religiotts bodies, es weII w legislatures and, courls,
We have to frame the issues of socialism and democracy and
fight the battles of socialism and democracy in the stockholders' meetings of industrial corporations, in our medical

our bar associations, and our teachefs'
in labor unions, in student councils, in con-

asociations, and

,

associations,

sumers' and producert' cooperatives-in every social in.
stitution in which we can find a foothold I f, *.

tat
But the need of fighting politically within corporations and,
ffade asociations and professional bodies, as well as labor

.
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unions, is Just

as pressing

change can be secured
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if we think that fundamental social

in this counrry only by unconstiru.

tional measures.
a revolution, rvhen the ordinary political machinery of
government breaks down, it is absolutely essential that the
revolutionary force control the remaining centers of social
power. In Russia the eucces of the Bolshevik rcvolution
rested with the guilds or soviers, which were not created
by the Communist Party and which antedated the revolution, A socialist rcuolulion in this country will succeed,
' only il our guilds, chiel among them our engineering so.
cieties, have within them a coherent socialist aoice.
[Felix S. Cohen, in Revolt.l,
Under a sy$tem where the basic industries of the country
are privately owned and run primarily for profit, therefore,
much of the income of its wealthiest citizens bears litrle
or no relation to their industry, ability or productivity.
[Dr. Harry W. Laidler, Executive Secretary of the LID in
"Toward Nationalization of Industry," a pamphlet widely
distributed by it, which expressly advocates nationalization
of forests, coal mines, oil, power, railroads, communications,
bankingandcredit.l f
This Dr. Laidler is the man whose filed statemenl said the LID
, was educational and not Socialistl
'. If The League for Industrial Democracy is entitled to tax exemption, then, Iike Mr. Earl, I see no reason why an organization
which is frankly created for the purpose of promoting the platform
of eicher the Democratic or Republican Parry should not be tax
exempt, Or is it only Socialist propaganda which deserves rax ex-

In

emption?
THE AJ1AERICAN IABOR EDUCATION SERVICE

This tax.exempt organization, supported by The Ford Foundarion
and othen, is engaged in the "education" of labor. Its "education"
t lbld.,p.g8,
f l&fd., pp. ror-rog.
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is of a special kind: political education. Its keynote was sounded

in an invitation of October

t,

rg46, to attend a conference at

Milwaukee:
consider methods labor must use
when collective bargaining does not work, especially methods of dealing with the government.*

At the dinner, we shall

The Reece Committce report summarizes the nature of this
foundation this way:

The background of some ALES staff members, together
with a list of participants in ALES conferences, suggests
an interlock with individuals and groups associated with
militant socialism and, in some instances, with Commttnist
fronts.f
The nature of the "educational" program of this Ford-supported
organization is indicated by the subjects listed for discussion at
various ALES conferences:

Political Action for Labor;
Political Action Techniques;
The Contribution of Labor in Rebuilding Democratic

So-

ciety;
The Role of Workers' Education in Political Action.
One conference strongly stressed

the urgency of participation in political action by labor and
the re-evaluation of education in relation to political action,

Nor was foreign policy to be neglected. "International affairs"
for labor received wide attention, and labor was urged to take part
in establishing foreign policy.
Action, action,

u.lisn-is

the constant demandl

The American Labor Education Service distributes two

'

f

IDrd., p. ro'6.
ltrid., p, ro6.
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books, Songs Useful for Worhers' Groups-some of the music hav.
ing becn contributed by the Communist Hans Eisler-and a Rebel
Song Booh. It circulates a series of pamphlets ,,for Workers'
Classes," many of which were published by The League for In.
dustrial Democracy, some of them written by I{arry Laidler, the
Socialist executive direcror of the LID. Plays are provided for the
education of the laboring man, many of them socially incendiary,
written by such eminent educator$ as Albert Maltz, who served a
jail term for contempt of Congress.
One of the leading lights of the ALES is Mr. Mark Starr, its vice
chairrnan, who has also been chairman of The League for Indus.
trial Democracy. Mr. Starr has had many opportunities to exercise
his influence for socialism, He has been director of education of
the International Ladies Garment Workers Union, a member of
the United States Advisory Commission on Educational Exchange, Iabor consultant to Elmer Davis's Office of War Informa.
tion, a member of rhe American delegation to establish UNESCO,
a labor-education consultant to the American occupation government in Japan, and a nrember of President Truman's Commission
on Higher Education, He has also been Chairman of the Public
Affairs Committee.
Mr. Starr has no use for our economic system-he has explained
that careftrlly. He is a frank collecrivist. And, ironic as it may be,
he has been a heavy beneficiary of Ford Foundation (Fund for
Adult Education) largess, though he has expressed himself regarding foundations as follows:

* * r colleges too often have to go cap.in-hand and exploit personal contacts with the uncrowned kings and agents
of philanthropy * I * . There are, of course, some foun.
dations which delouse eftectively the millions accumulated
by mo;ropolies and dynastic fortunes; but if one could
choose a way for the long time support o[ education, it
would be done by community intelligence rather than the
caprice of the big shots of big busines who wish to perpetuate their names in a spectacular fashion, a proces which
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may not in all cases coincide with the real educational activ'
ity of the college.r
SUPPIIED IO GOVERNMENT BY TOUNDAIIONS
It is an understatement to say tltat the majority of the Reece Com'

HNISIS

mittee was shocked at Professor Kenneth Colegrove's revelations
concerning the extent to which fottndation*upported organizations had been tesponsible for the penetration of Communistt
and Communist sympathizers into the government as advisers.
When advisen werc to be selected in socialscience areas for
our occupation authorities in Germany and Japan, Professor Cole'
grove submilted, as Secretary of The American Political Science
Association, upon request of the government, a list of proposed

political advisers. While he himself was appointed and took office
to General MacArthur (not at his own suggestion),
his list was completely ignored. He found, to his dismay, that the
advisers had been selected entirely from lists supplied by trvo
other otganizations. One was the notorious Institute of Pacific

as an adviser

Relations, so generously supported by The Rockefeller Founda.
tion, The Carnegie Corporation, and The Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace. The other was The American Council of
Learned Societies, another intermediary organization heavily sup
ported by major foundations.
The Communist connections of IPR have been mentioned, In
the case of The American Council of Learned Societies, its Execu'
tive Secretary was Dr. Mortimer Graves, whose list of Commu'
nist front associations impressed even the Cox Committee. Here
we have two of the executive agencies of what the Reece Com'
mittee report called the "concentration of power" or the complex
supported by some of the major foundations.
Professor Colegrove checked the list of accepted appointees. He
t€stified as follows:

We checked these names off. Some of them were known to
us to be Communis6, many of them pro-Communists or

fellow travelen. They were extremely leftist,
t

tDid,, pp. ro8-rog.
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went back to the Pentagon to protest againsi a number of
these people, and to my amazement found that they had
all bcen invited, and they had all accepted, and some of

I

them were already on their way to Japan.r

The Committee report had this to say about Dr. Graves:
We do not accuse Mr. Graves of being a Communist. But it
amazes us that one with so evident a lack of political and
social discernment, with such apparent lack of objectivity,
should be retained as a directing officer in what purport$ to
be the repr€sentative organization for all the social sciences
and humanities. Mr. Graves still holds hic position, though

the Cox Committee hearings brought out his

extensive

record of Communist-front affiliations. This leads us ro con

clude one

of fivo things; either his

personal power

io

or the

extreme political slant of an ex€cutive
is deemed of no moment by that Bx-exempt agency of the
foundations,t

astounding

ln writing

the platform for the Communist t.rgur, Mam and
predicted
that the proletariat would "use its political su.
Engels
premacy to wrcst, by dcgrees, all capital from the bourgeoisie, to
centralize all instruments of production in the hand of the state,
i.e,, of the proletariat organized as a ruling class." A considerable
number of the planks of the Communist Manifesto have become
part of the law o[ our land; but this has been accomplished not
through a seizure of power by a "proletariat" but through the misguided elforts of our intellectuals. Most of these inrellectuals lead a
life remote from the economic realities of society. Educators, in
general, are among the most valuable of our citizens. But they
usually do not know the market place; their ideas of how an econ.
omy should or can run are often as impractical as they are idealis.
tic. True, they can sometimes $upport unrealistic theories with-a
mass of empirical data, but it is usually both incomplete and un,
o

lbid.,p.tor,

I

lbid,,P' 65'
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sound because

"Th

it

excludes

vital factors not suscePtible to empirical

undeniable fact is that the changes which have taken place
in the United States wer€ not tlte resuh of the "despotic inroads on
the right of property, and on the conditions of bourgeois prodttc'
tion." They were the reSult of continuous propaganda in the forrn
of biased education. This propaganda has nearly convinced the
American people that the Marxian formula is good for it.
The fopbound intellectuals rvho have advocated change on the
theory that tlrings are not as rosy as they should be and, therefore,
anything else would be better, have blindly permitted themselves
to be led into the path of socialism. Whereas, today they generalty
despise communism, the intellectual proponents of change in
America still consider socialism as eminently respectable. They
stitl do not see the central identity o[ commurtism and other forms
of socialism; they believe that a gradual transition of our society to
one in which "production" is "[or use and not for profits" can Pre'
vail without any supPre$ion of freedom. The bloody exterrnina'
tion o[ liberty in Russia is, to these intellectuals, merely an evi'
dence that the Stalinist variety o[ socialism is reprehensible. They
are disappointed lovers, rather than true opponents. They are
blind to this fact: whether the approach to socialism is by way of
force or soft propaganda, the system will inevitably call for the
rape of the masses, for the suppression of liberty and freedom.
The ideas of socialism have too long been supported in our
country by fashions of thought which, in turn, have been heavily
financed by foundations. Critics of foundation activity have rvon'
dered, indeed, why foundations ltave had so little interest in sev'
eral obvious fields of "venturing." They might well "venture"
heavily into studies of what is worth preserving in our system and
in our $ociety; into education that promotes traditions and estab'
lished values; into public-aftairs Programs which promote national
pride and national ambitions.
There is some hope. The foundations today seem to be slightly
more cautious in supporting Socialist politics under the disguise of
education and research than before the Congressional investiga'
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tions took place. Bui caution is not enough. In addition to taking
care to see that their funds are not used for anti-social purposes,
it behooves them also to support constructivc proglams in the social sciences, in education and in public affairs.
A number of foundations have made a substantial effort to this
end. The Lilly Endowment made possible, through a relatively
modest grant, the publication of the incisive criticism of modern
social science to which have referred, written by Professor
Pitirim A, Sorokin, Fads and Foibles in Modern Sociology and
Related Sciences. The Bollingen Foundation publishes unusually
interesting books and supports scholars of merit in fields of culture usually neglected by other foundations. Even The Social Sci.
ence Research Council must be given a special award of merit for

I

recently supporting the brilliant but unorthodox work o[ Eric
Voegelin, Ord,er and History.* The Foundation for Foreign Afiairc
has supported a number o[ authors critical of communism, socialism and "liberalism," and authors of conservative books. The Ford
Foundation directly and indirectly supports some research in
communism and may, in the end, contribute to a better understanding of this scourge of mankind. The work of the Erhart
Foundation, the Volker Fund, The Richardson Foundation, the
Perv Foundation, the American Economic Foundation, and a few
others has been unorthodox cnough to support conservative writers and projects.
There is still hope that the trustees of some of those foundations
which have acted as the financial underwriters of socialism in the
United States may force a change in the ways of the organiza.
tions whose cerebral management they have neglectcd.

. I*uislana

Statc Unlvcrslty Press, 1957.
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FOUNDATION IMPACT ON
FOREIGN POLICY

THE FOUNDATION COIVIPIEX IN,INTERNAIIONATISM,
Fouxnrrlox Acrrvlry has nowhere had a greater impact than

in

the field of foreign affairs. It has conquered public opinion and
has largely established the international-political goals of our
country. A few major foundations with internationalist tendencies
created or fostered a varied group of organizations which now
dominate the research, the education, and the supply o[ experts
in the field. Among such instruments are the Council on Foreign
Relations, the Foreign Policy Association, the Instituti of Pacific
Relations, the United Nations Association, and the conferenceg
and seminars held by American universities on intemational rela'
tions and allied subjeccs.
It would be difficult to find a single foundation-supported organization of any substance which has not favored the United
Nations or similar global schemes; fantastically heavy foreign aid
at the burdensome expense of the taxpayer; meddling in the colo
nial affain of other nations; and American military commitmen$
over the globe. Though the sums o[ money put up by the internationalist-minded foundacions may seem relatively small in comPar'
ison with larger grants spent elsewhere, they have enabled their
satellite or subsidized organizations to play a conspicuous and
dominating role. This was comparatively easy to accomplish because there reas no organized or foundation.supported opposition.
200
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The influence of the foundation complex in internationalism

has

reached far into government, into the policymaking circles of Con.
gress and into the State Department. This has been effected

through the presure of public opinion, mobilized by the instru.
ments of the foundations; through the promotion of foundation.
favorites as teachers and experts in foreign affairs; through a domi.
nation o[ the learned journals in intemational affairs; through the
hequent appointment of State Department officials to foundation
jobs; and through the frequenr appointment of foundation officialc
to State Department jobs.
At least one foreign foundation has had a strong influence on
our foreign policy. The Rhodes Scholarship Fund of Great Britain,
created to improve England's international public relations but
not regi$tered here as a foreign agent, ha$ gained great influence
in the United States for British ideas. It has accomplished this by
annually selecting a choice group of promising young men for
study in England. The usually Anglophile alumni of this sysrern
are to be found in eminent positions in legislation, administration,
and education and in the ranks of American foundation officials.
They form a patronage network of considerable importance. Dr.
Frank Aydelotte in a book, The Rhodes Trust tgoj-r95, pub.
lished in 1956, reported: "The influence o[ this group on Ameri.
can educational practice and particularly on the rapidly increas.
ing maturity and breadth of methods of instruction in American
institutions of higher learning, has been immense." He continued:
"Thc number of those going into government is constantly increas.

ing."

Of a total of r,371 American Rhodes scholars up ro tgbgf 4gr
held or hold positions in teaching and educational administration
(among them, 3r college presidents); rrg held government posi.
tions; 7o held positions in press and radio; and 14 were executiyes
in other foundations, Dr. Aydelotte remarksi "One indication of
the success of operations of the Rhodes Scholarships in America is
the remarkable way in which they have inspired other founda.
tions." He reports that the Guggenheim fellorvships and the pro.
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$am of the Gommonwealth Fund set up by Mr. Harkness and
several similar programs were developed with the aid of officials
of the Rhodes fund.
Dean Rusk, president of The Rockefeller Foundation, and sevof the staft members of that foundation are Rhodes scholars. Mr. Henry Allen Moe, the director of the Guggenheim foundation, and O. C. Carmichael, former president of the Carnegie

eral

foundation, are Rhodes Scholars. Senator J. W' Fulbright, Con.
gr€ssmen C. R. Clason, R. Hale, and C. B. Albert, and r4 American Scate legislators are also Rhodes alumni. Among the many
Rhodes scholars connected with our Department of State are these:
Ambassador to the Netherlands S. K. Hornbeck (formerly Chief
of Far Eastern Affairs in the Department); B. M. Hulle (former
Chief of North European Aftairs in the Department); W. Walter
Butterworth (former Asistant Secretary of State for Eastern Affairs, U. S. Ambassador to Srveden, Deputy Chief U. S. Mission
to London); Walter Gordon (U. S. Embassy in London, in char6;e
of Economic Afiairs with the rank of minister); and G. G. McGhee (Ambasador to Turkey). Before becoming president o[
The Rockefeller Foundation, Dean Rusk served as a deputy Under-secretary of State. Dr. Aydelotte reporrc that, in addition,
rc Rhodes scholars were attached to various intergovernmental
agencies

It

(ILO, UN,

etc.),

may not be merely coincidental to this subject that Cecil
Rhodes, who created the Scholarships, and Andrew Carnegie
were hien&. The latter may have learned from the former the
technique

of accomplishing great

eftects

with relatively modest

mean$. Carnegie contributed but a small part of his wealth to The

Carnegie Endowrnent

for International Peace; yet this compar-

atively small unit grew to have gigantic influence on American
foreign affairs.
Just as there have been interlocks and a "concentration of power"
in education and in social-science tesearch in domestic areas,
there has been a similar combination in the field of foreign policy.
The major components of the concentration in internationalism
have been The Carnegie Corporation, The Carnegie Endowment

FOUNDATION COMPTEX IN'INTERNATIONATISAA" 2OI

for International

Peace,

The Rockefeller Foundation, and, reI have menrion€d some of their

cently, The Ford Foundation,

more important satellites. Then there are the "conferences."
One of the most impormnt activiries of the foundarions and associated groups operating in the international field consists of pro.
moting conference after conference and forum after forum for the
discussion of international affairs. These would $erve a useful
purpose were it not for the fact, that they are almost invariably
made into platforms for the special points of view which these
groups favor.
A common character of the meetings frequently held all over
the country under the auspices of or in cooperation with the organs of the internationalist foundations is thar they regularly present speakers favorable to the sentiments of these supporters. The
speakers, almost invariably and ad nauseatn, advocate aid for
uudetdeveloped countries "with no strings attached"; distribution
of American foreign aid through the United Nations rather than
through American agencies; recognition of Communist China;
membenhip for Communist China in the United Nations; American abandonment of atomic weapons without guanntees for sim.
ilar disarmament by our enemy. Through their virtually monop

olistic control of the market place for ideas irr the area of
international relations, these organizations exert an influence far
beyond the weight of thc gcneral followers of "liberal" politics.
Their opponents enjoy little or no financial $upport. Thus, the
intensity of the "incernationaiist" campaign produces propaganda

returns ev€n among businessmen and groups rvhich would ordinarily, without the blasting of such propaganda, be inclined to
a more conservative point Of view,
For example, the National Reaiew of March ?, 1956, called
attention to the fact that The U. S. Chamber of Commerce had
been among the sponsors of a recent Midwest Residential Seminar
on World Affairs, held near Sr. Louis. It was in strange company.

Among the other supporring organizations were The American
Labor Education Service, The American Association for the
United Nations, The Social Science Foundation, The Institute of

.
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International Relations, The Carnegie Endorvment for International Peacg The American Library Association, The Foreign
Policy Associatiory and The American Foundation for Political
Education. The featured speaher at this seminor was John Corter
Yincent, ilischarge.d lrom the State Deparlmcnt w a loyalty risk.
THE PART OF THE CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT

When Andrew Chrnegie established The Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace, he gave the managers of this fund a dit
ficult task. How were they to go about promoting peace? They
ieem to have had no very clear idea until Dr. Nicholas Murray
Butler, in whose hands Mr. Carnegie put the initial direction of
the fund; got excited about the peril of the Allies in World War I
and decided that the best way to establish peace was to help get
the United States into the War. To tlris end he began to use the
Endowrnent funds.
When the war was ended, that issue was gone. Supporr for the
League of Nations gave the Endowment, one new outlet for its
enugies and its funds, but more scoPe than this was needed for
the propaganda machine which it had become. A fruitful guide
for operations was found in Dr, Butler's personal shibboleth of
"the intemational mind," a phrase to which he was devoted in
speecher and writings.
The concept of " the international mind" had considerable
value. Americans generally, in Dr. Butler's day, were not as well
informed in international afiain as might be desirable; eEorts to
educate them were commendable enough. But Dr. Butler went
further than a mere desire to give us a better international educa'
tion. He seemed to have had an idea that if only Americans got

more "international-minded" the cause of peace would be pro'
moted. Perhaps this is an exaggeration, a$ I state it, but there is
no que$tion that Dr. Butler wag somervhat possesed of the con.
cept of "intemational-mindedness."
At any rate, a powerful propaganda machine came into being.
Used objectively, it could have been of enormous service to the
country. But, as is likely to b€ the case, it turned to advocacy'
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When you control a propaganda vehicle,
to Promote your own program.

it

is ternpting to use

it

The Reece Committee said of the Endowment's work;

An extremely powerlul propaganda machine
It spent many millions of dollars in:

was created.

The production of ma$ses of material for distribution;
The creation and support of large numbers of international policy clubs, and other local organizations at
colleges. and elsewhere;
The underwriting and disemination of many books
on various subjects, through the "Inttirnational Mind Al.
coves" and the "International Relations Clubs and Cent.
ers" which it organized all over the country;
The collaboration with agents of publicity, such as
newspaper editors;

The preparation of material to be used in school text
with publishers of text books to

books, and cooperation

incorporate this material;
The establishing of professorships at the colleges and
the training and indoctrination of teachers;

.

The financing of lecturers and the importation of
foreign lecturers and exchange professors;
The support of outside agcncies touching the intcrna.
tional field, such as the Institute ol Intemalional Educdtion, the Foreign Policy Association, the American Association for the Ad,vancement of Science, the Ameilcan
Council on Ed,ucation, lhe American Council ol Leameil
Societies, lhe American Historical Association, the American Association ol Internationol Conciliation, the Institute ol Pacific Relations, the Inlernational Parliamentl,ry
Union and othcrs, and acring as mid-wife ar the birth of
some o[ them,*
.

The Carnegie Endowment wae utterly frank in disclosing its
propaganda function. It used termr freguently such as the "edI Reece Commlttee Rcpor,,p, rlt.
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ucation of public opinion." This is not "public education," but
moldingpublic opinion.The Committee report indicated that one
thing seemed "utterly clear: no private group should have the
porver or the right to decide rvhat should be read and taught in
our schools and colleges," yet this is what the Endorvment
sought to do in "educating public opinion."
The influence of this foundation may be illustrated by the func'
tions held by its former president, Alger His. He was a trustee of
The lVoodrorv Wilson Foundation, a director of the executive
committee of the American Association for the United Nations, a

director of the American Peace Society, a trtntee of the World
Peace Federation, and a director o[ the American fnstitute of Pa'
cific Relations.
The Carnegie Endowmcnt for International Peace made its
position clear. Its rg34 Yearbooh complained about the

economic nationalism rvhich is still running riot and rvhich
is the greatest'obstacle to the reestablishment of prosperity
+.*
and genuine peace.

**

and referred to nationalism as "this violently reactionary movement." Nationalism is held to be "violently reactionary" in tlte
United States, but the organizations supported by the Endorv'
ment apparently feel that nationalism abroad is a fine thing. Un'
der the slogan of anticolonialism, they have supported rabid nationalistic movements, often Communist stimulated, in rtnde'
veloped areas, and have underwritfen measures abroad highly
detrimental to American Prestige and American private invest'
ments.

The r946 report o[ The Rockefeller Foundation also minced no
in advocating globalism' It read:

rvords

The challenge of the future is to make this world one
world-a rvorld truly free to engage in cqmmon and
constructive intellectual efforts that will serve the welfare
of mankind everywhere.
I lbkl,,p, t6g,
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The ideal of a united rvorld as a basis for permanent peace is
a splendid one. Bur the execnrives o[ rhe internarional-minded
foundations have comrnitted two serions errors in promoting it.
One is that they have bcen in too great haste to translate into
immediate action an ideal which mighr take another century
of extremely careful planning and adjustment. to accomplish. The
other has been that the "common world" which they have envisioned and to which they have sought to rush us is unquestion
ably an extended, international collectivism.
The Reece Committee came to this conclusion:

The weight of evidence before this Committee, which the
foundations have made no serious effort to rebut, indicates
thar the form of globalism which the foundations have so
actively promoted and from ryhich our foreign policy has
suftered seriously, relates definitely to a collectivist point of

gierv. Despite vehement disclaimers of bias, despite platitudinous affirmations of loyalty to American traditions, the
statements filed by those foundations whose operations touch
on foreign policy have produced no rebuttat to the evidence
of support of collectivism,r

In an affidavit filed rvith the Reece Committee, Dr, Felix Wittmer, former Asociate Professor of the Social Studies at the New
Jersey State Teachers College, described his experiences as the
adviser to one of the Inrernational Relations Clubs founded by
The Carnegie Endorvment.
Dr. Wittmer said that there were about a thousand of these
clubs and that, as a result o[ association with them, a great pro.
portion of the student members had acquired strongly leftist
tendencies.f At regional conferences, said Dr. Wittmer, "a large
majority of those studenrs who attended favored viels rvhich
came close to that o[ the Kremlin."
Speakers were provided by The Carnegie Endowmenr. Among
.

t

Ibid,, p, 169.
Iltid., p, r74.
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the speakers supplied to the club at New Jersey Teachers College
war Alger Hiss. When Dr. Wittmer Protest€d against receiving
Hirs as a speaker, the Secretary of the Endorvment, said Dr. Witr'
mer, reminded him "in no uncertain terms that our club, like all
tlre hundreds of other clubs, was under the direction of The Car'
negie Endowment for International Peace, which had for years
liberally supplied it with teading material, and which contributed
funds to cover the honoraria of conference speakers."
Radical infiltration in the club of which Dr. Wittmer was ad'
viser became so pronounced that he resiglred his position.
?HE FOR,EIGN POI,ICY ASSOCIATION

Among the literature distributed by The Carnegie Endowment
waE some produced by The Foreign Policy Association, which it
heavity supported. The research director of this organization for
years wils Vera Micheles Dean. A staft report to the Reece Com'
mittee made this comment upon Mrs. Dean:

Reference has already been made to Mrs, Dean who, ac'
cording to The New tork Times a few years ago, made a
"plea for socialism" to 6oo alurnnae at Vassar College, saying
our quarrel with communism rnust not be over its ends but
over iu methods, and urging a foreign policy'backing Social'

ist programs.

Speaking of her book Europe ond the U.S. in the book
review section of The New Yorh Herald' Tribune on May f'
rg5o Harry Baehr, an editorial writcr for that paper, wrote:
"In other words, she considers it possible that the world

ideological lines but that
there may y€t be at least economic exchanges which will
temper the world struggle and by reducing the disparity in
standards of living betlveen Eastern and Western Europe
gradually abolish the conditions which foster communism
and maintain it as a dangerous inhumane tyranny in those

. may not be divided on sharp

nations which now profess the Stalinist creed."
I

Reece C.ommlttee Hcaringt

l,p.

9or,

See also

*

Xeporl,p. z6q,
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Among the Foreign Policy Association's products were the Headline Boolu, One of these, World ol the Great Powers, was writ.
ten by Max Lerner, a leftist who, conceding that "there are un.
doubtedly valuable elements in the capitalist economic organizations," proceeded to tell the readers to wlrom The Carnegie En.
dorvment circulated his work that:

If

dcmocracy is to survive,

ism,

it too must move toward social.

I r * It is the only principle that can organize the

restless energies

of the world's

peoples,*

THE COUNCII ON FOREIGN REI.AIIONS

The Council on Foreign Relations, another member of the international complex, financed both by the Rockefeller and Carnegie
fonndations, overwhelmingly propagandizes the globalist concept.
This organization became virtually an agency o[ .the govern.
ment when World War II broke out. The Rockefeller Founda.
tion had started and financed certain studies known ast.rThe War
and Peace Studies, manned largely by associates of thelCouncil;
the State Department, in due course, took these Studies over, retaining the major personnel which The Council on Foreign Rela.
tions had supplicd.
IHE'HISTORICAT BTACKOUT"
One of the propaganda objectives of The Council on Foreign Re-

Iations was promotion of the "historical blackout," The 1946 Reporc of The Rockefeller Foundation, one of the supporters of Thc
Council, contained this:

The Committee on Studies of the Council on Foreign Relations is concerned that the debunking journalistic campaign follorving World War I should nor be repeated and
believes that the American public deserves a clear and
competent statemenr of our basic aims and activities during
the second World War.f
.

Reece Commltaee Rcport,p, r?6,

I lbid., p.

t78.
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This statement deserves pause. It has obvious political intention.

It cannot be considered objective, Several eminent historians have
written books critical of much of the government position in
World War l.It is nothing shott ol rcprehensible lor o tax'exempt
organization to smear such critical historians uith the term "de'
bunhing journalism."
The plan called for a threevolume history of World War II, in
which there was to be no "debunking." Note that this clcarly was
to be no objective study. The official propaganda of World War
II was to be perpetuated. As Professor Charles Austin Beard pttt
it: "In short, they hope that, among other things, the policies
and measures of Franklin D. Roosevelt will escape in the coming
yea$ the critical analysis, evaluation and exposition that befell
the policies and measures of Woodrow Wilson and the Entente
Allies aftcr World War I.r
Professor Harry Elmer Barnes, in The Histotical Blachout and
lir Perpetual Perce,described what amounted to a
conspiracy to prevent the American people from learning the truth.

Perpetual War

This conspiracy wiilt foundation'supported. The Rockefeller Foun'
dation allotted $rgg,ooo to the production of the three'volume
history which was to debar "debunking." This is the same Rockefeller Foundation whose current president has, in two recent ad'
dresses, proclaimed its insistence on continuing to suPPort "con'
troversy."
THE INSI|IUIE OF PACIFIC RETAIIONS
have discussed this catastrophic organization

I

in

some detail

in

an earlier chapter. It need only be added that it was one of the
most irnportant elements in the complex of international'minded
organizations financed principally by the Rockefeller and Car'
negie foundations. To the trustees of The Rockefeller Foundation, The Carnegie Corporation, and The Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace, I recommeird that they place a large
sign in each of their board roorns reading "REMEMBER IPR,"
as a constant reminder of what disastrous results can flow from
r IDid,, p. t78.
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abandoning supervision of activities financed by them and clele-

gating their authority and judgrnent to intermediary organizations.
INIERI.OCKS WITH GOVERNMENT

There have been interlocks behveen thc international-minded
foundations and the Federal govel'nment even as early as World
War I. The Endolment went so far as to state in its r9g4 Yaarbook that

it

is becoming an unofEcial instrumetrt of international policy,
taking up here and there the cnds and threads o[ international problems and questions rvlrich thc g,^overurncnts
(sdc) find it difficult to handle, and through private initiative reaching conclusions which are not o[ a formal na-

ture but rvhich unofficially find their rvay into the policies
of governments (sic).r

I[

we turn back to an earlier Endorvment report (rgz5),

rve

may recognize that this proud statement in the rgg4 report repre.
sents a paean of victory, The rgz5 report said:

Underneath and behind all these undertaking's there remains the task to instrrrct and to eulighten public opinion
so that it riray not only guide but compel the actiort of
governments and public officcrs in tlrc direction of constructive progres.f

That a foundation could openly propose a plan to influence public
opinion to the point where it, in turn, would coerce government,
is really quite astounding. With the great porver of its money and
its patronage, such a major foundation carries the capacity to do
just that.
FOUNDAIION.PROMOTED "G[OBALISI.i14

Considerable evidence exists that some of the major foundations and a $oup of satellite organizations operating in the field
I lbid., p, ri/?,

f

l&id., p. r78.
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of international relations had ignored American interests in pro
moting "internationalism" of an unrealistic and dangerous na'
ture. Professor Kenneth Colegrove testifred:
a Sreat many of the stafts of the foundations
have gone way beyond Wendell Willkie with reference to
internationalism and globalism. * * * fhsle is undoubt'
edly too much money put into studies which support globalism and internationalism. You might say thae the other
side has not been as fulty developed as it should be,*

In my opinion,

rvas emphatically shared by an American dip
know his facts, Mr. Spruille Braden, former
who
should
lomac
of
State. He wrote to mel
Assistant Secretary

This opinion

I have the very definite feeling that these various founcla'

tions you mention very definitely do exercise both overt
and covert influences on our foreign relations and that
their influenc€s are counter to the fundamental principles
on which this nation was founded and rvhich have made it
great.f

I had referred were: "Carnegie En'
Ford Foundation, Rhodes
Foundation,
dowment, Rockefeller
might be added the For'
mentioned
Trust."
To
those
Scholarship
on
Foreign Relations, the
the
Council
eign Policy Association,
Nations Association,
United
Institute of Pacific Relations, and the
called
a "concenration
majority
all part of what the Committee
The foundations to which

of power."
Frofessor Colegtove examined a list of books distributed by the
Carnegie Endowment through its "International Mind Alcoves"
and through the International Relations Clubs and Centers which
it created and supported in hundreds of universities and colleges.
His comments on some of thesef run from "globalistr" through

t

t
t

/DId., p. 168.
lbitl., p, t69,
Rcport. p. r7t.
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"ultra-globali$tr" "Maffiian slant" and "subtle propaganda along
Communist lines," to "pro-Communist" and "well.known Gom.
munist."
One wonders what kind of an "international mind" The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace intended to promote.
The incomplete list of books which Professor Colegrove examined
included works by such writers as Anna Louise Strong (a Communist); Owen Lattimore (pro.Communist); T. A. Bisson (pro.
Communist); Professor Nathaniel Peffer (who advocared our giv.
ing up in Korea, "eating crow," recognizing Red China, assistlng
her in her financing, and admitting her to the United Nations);
and Harold J. Laski (rhe philosopher of British socialism).
Dr, Wittmer mentioned in his sworn statement that the Endowment had distributed books also by Corliss Lamont (a noted proCommunist); Ruth Benedict (co-author with Gene Weltfish of a
pamphlet finally barred by the War Department; her co-author,
be it remembered, refused to state under oath whether or not she
was a Communist); Evans Clark (a former executive of the coth
Century Fund of wide Communist-fronr associations); and Alex.
ander Werch (a European apologist for many Communist causes),
INICRNAIIONAT'EXPERTS"

'HE
The foundations participating in the combination of tax-exempt
lnstitutions in international affairs may say that they have used experts where they have found them and that, indeed, if these have
been globalist, it is because most experrs have the globalist point
of view. The Reece Gommittee report had this to sayi

It

may well be said that a majority of the "experts" in the
intemational field are on the side of globatism. It would be
amazing if this were orherwise, after so many years of
gigantic expenditure by foundation$ in virrually sole sup.

port of the globalist point of vierv. Professors and re.
searchen have to eat and raise families. They cannot them.
selves spend tJre money to finance research and publications.
The road to €minence in international areas, therefore,
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just as in the case of the social sciences generally, is by
way of foundation Brants or support,r
Foreign policy is largely made by "experts"-gechnicians-ineide the State Department and other "experts" who influence
policy from the outside. Through the operation of the foundation
cornplex in the international field, therefore, the overwhelming
majority of these experts, both inside and outside the Department, have been indoctrinated with the globalist point of view
which the combine has fostered.
PROPAGANDA FOR UN

The f international-mind" obsession o[ The Carnegie Endorvment
and its asociated organizations has avidly taken up the United
Nations. No intelligent person could doubt the desirability of an
effective and sensibly designed international organization. But
the group of foundations and organizations of which The Carnegie Endowment is a leading member apparently believes that
any organization should be supported if it is international. Nothing else could explain the truly intemperate propaganda which
has been launched to indoctrinate our people into [rlizd support
of the United Nations, There has been no disposition whatever
to be objective, to criticize what is fallacious and what is dangerous. There has been no debate on merits. There has been only
propaganda in support.
This group of foundations, led by The Carnegie Endorvment,
pours millions of dollars into propaganda to convince us that the
United Nations organization, as now constituted, is our light and
our savior. The contrary point of view expresed by many Americans of eminence receives no circulation by this cabal for unconditional acceptance of the United Nations and the multitude of

ie affiliates

and progtams.

The detailed operation of the UN remains a mystery to most
Americans. Supported to the extent of gteat sums by our government, the UN has numerous departrnents, commisions, and,
r IDId., p, r8r,
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agencies busily at rvork, Some may result in great benefit. Others
are unquestionably meddlesome, useless, or dangerous. This is
especially so because the proportion of Communist. and Socialist

on these agencies is usually high. The intcrests
of other nations corne frequenrly into conllict with the national
interests of the United States. Under rhe pressure of foreign governments, exerted often by a combination of collectivists, the
United Nations many times has produced resolutions and taken
steps in rvays inimical to America, The Reece Committee repoit
representatives

urgently suggested rhar the extent to which foundations have promoted "the theory that we must subordinate our own economic
welfare to that of the world in order to have peace is worth an
investigation of its olvn."
A recent publication by UNESCO acutely illusrratcs the need
for such an investigation. Several years ago, UNESCO authorized
the preparation of a series of books on the social sciences, The first
of tlrese has norv appeared. It is called Economics and, Action
and was written by the former French premier, Mend0s-France,
with a collaborator, There rvill apparently be no other book on
economics, so that this volume will stand, and be widely circu.
lated, as the approved, official United Nations bible on economics. It is a strongly anri-capitalist and frankly, ardently collectivist piece of work. Others than Socialists, Communists, and
extrcme Keynesians rvill be hoirified ro read this UNESCO book,
largely financed with American dollars,
It will be interesting to see whether The Carnegie Endowment
or any of its associated organizations rvhich so urgcntly propagandize for the United Narions and UNESCO will offer even a
modest criticism of this publication.
Who knows. what economic worldrvide planning is being concocted by UN agencies, much of which rvill later be promoted
domestically by these foundations, follorving their thesis that UN
is the only road to peace? Nor should we forger the attempts to
impose on us changes in orrr own basic declarations of human
rights. That proposed by UN ignored the right to hold private

property, Indeed

in the Economic and Social Council of

the
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Unitetl Nations

a resolution, adopted against the opposition of the

United States, established the principle that no government may
interfere with the right of other nations to exproptiate or impair
the property of its nationals. This is a discriminatory m€asure
against private American investment abroad.
THE I\IEA JOINS IHE PARADE

The National Education Asociation has worked overtime to incul.
cate into our children the idea that UN is a magnificent enter.
prisg upon which rese the world's hope, Imagine this being
included in its Eilucation lor International Und,erstaniling in
American Schook-Suggestions onil Recommendalions, partly
financed by The Carnegie Corporation:
Through its Security Council, every dispute that affects the
pcace of the world can be brought before an international
body endowed with authority to take all necessary steps for
the restraint of aggresion.*
As the Committee repoft said:
impose this concept upon our children in the schools
is to teach them nonsense. The futility of the United Na.
tions in eettling international disputes has been tragically
evident And this futility, moreover, is not the result of a
failure on our part to be "international minded."
This book was prepared by the NEA's Committee on International Relations, The Asociation for Supervision and Curriculum
Development, and The National Council for the Social Studies.
The use of the term "social stuilics" or "cote sludies" should always give pause. It is lihely to indicate that children ore to be feil
"cducational" malerial in accordance with the recommend'ations
ol the Commission on Social Sttrdics ol the American Historical
Asociation to uhich I have emlier relerreDpropaganda touard
a collectiaism which now hw broadened to internotional collec.
tiuism-globalism,
The same volume a$erts that we must conform our national

To

t lblil., p, rgz,
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economic policics to an international world economy; that tha
"nation-state systcm" is obsolctc; thac part of our political inde.
pendence must be surrendered; that we must engage on a
"planned economic cooperation on a worldwide scale"; and that

our children must be taught to become propagandists for these
ideas.* The school is to be a militant agent in thq campaign for
the globalist idea,

rHE INTERNATIONAT SOCIA! SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIT
Significant, too, r{as the creation of an International Social Science Research Council. This was called into being through
UNESCO action and at the instance of Alva Myrdal. Mrs. Myrdal,
a militant Socialist who was once denied a visa by our State
Department, is the wife of Gunnar Myrdal, the author of An Amer-

ican Dilemma, Mrs. Myrdal was director of the Department o[
Social Sciences of UNESCO when she proposed the formation of
an internacional SSRC in rg5r. The first, Council meeting took
place in Paris in December of that year. Donald Young took part
in this meeting and playcd an important role in the organization
of the Council. He was at the time president of The Russell
Sage Foundation and had previously been president of The So.
cial Science Research Council; he is one o[ thc central characten
of the dramatis personae of the foundation complex. Another of
the chief American participants was Professor Otto Klineberg o[
Columbia University, well known as a social scientist far to the
left and, incidentally, a contributor to An American Dilemma,
This new organization is worth watching. Apparently it is to
act internationally in the clearing house and directive fashion in
which the SSRC functions domestically. It seems to have intended
to ape the undemocratic set-up of its American counterpart. The
charter proposed at the organization meeting provided not for a
democratic representation of social scientists from the participating nations but, instead, for a method of self-perpetuating
domination similar to that which I have earlier described as in
use in the domestic SSRC. This form of organization would have
. Ibkl,,p, tgg,
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permitted the domination and utilization of this prestige organization by a closed clique, to the exclusion of all dissidents
and nonconformisb.
FOUNDATION TNTERNATIONAT MEDDTINO

If only the boards of trustees of gteat foundations,

overrvhelm'

ingly composed o[ responsible and rvell-meaning men of dis'
tinction, would come to realize that the great funds they ad'
minister can be used to as devastating an effect in the world of
men's minds as can the nuclear bombs in man's physical rvorldl
To rely upon profesional employees to do their thinking for them
can be hazardous to an extrerne. If that seems a strong statenent,
consider the case of Mr. Hiss.
In 1947 Mr. Hiss rvas president of The Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace. ltsYearbooh then contained Recommendations of the President to the Trustees' Now that the United
Nations had been established in New York, said Mr. Hiss, "the
opportunity for an endorved American institution having the objectives, tradition and prestige of the Endorvment, to suPPort and
serve the United Nations is very great"' He then recomrnended
that the Endowment create a program centering its activities on
popularizing the United Nations and'"assisting" it. This pro'
gram, he said, should be "widely educational" and sltould not
only create public opinion but "aid in the adoption of rvise pol'
icies, both by our own Sovernment in its capacity as a member of
the United Nations, and by the United Nations Organization as a
whole."

The following section of Mr. Hiss's recommendations is worth
reproducing in its entirety:
The number and importance of decisions in the freld of
foreign relations rvith rvhich the United States will be faced
. during the next few years are of such magnitude that the
widest possible stimulation of public education in this field
is of major and pressing importance. In furthering its educa'
tional objectives the Endoument should utilize iu existing
resources, such as The International Relations Cluls irt
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the collegcs, and Internalional Conciliation, and

should

strengthen its relationships with existing agencics interested
in the field of foreign affairs. These relationships should include close collaboration with other organizations principally
engaged in the study o[ foreign affairs, such as The Council
on Foreign Relatiotu, The Foreigt Policy Association, The
Inslilute ol Pacific Relations, the developing university
centers of international studies, and local community group$
interested in foreign affairs of which the Cleveland Council
on lVorld Afiairs and the projected World Affairs Council
in San Francisco are examples.

Of particular

is the unusual opportunity of
of the popularion by establishing
of a rather novel sort' with the large national
imporrance

reaching large segments

relations

organizations which today are desirorrs of srrpplying their
members wich objective inforrnarion on public aftairs, in.
cluding international issues, These organizations4esigned
to serve, respectively, the broad interests of business, church,
rvomen's, farm, labor, yeterans', educational, and other large
groups of our citizens-are not equipped to set up foreign
policy research staffs of their orvn. Tle Entloument should
supply these organizations with basic informarion about
the United Nations and should assist them both in selecting
topics of interest to rheir members and in prescnting those
topics so as to bc most readily underscood by their members.
We should urge The Foreign Policy Association and The
Itrsl.ilute of Pacific Relalions to supply similar service on

other topics of international significance,
Exploratiorr should also be made by the Endorvment as ro
the posibilities of increasing the effectiveness of the radio

in public education on world affairs.*
Fliss managed to get his pro$am rolling

and motion pictures

To what extent Mr.

before his departure for prison, I do not know, He was not long
enough in office to perperate on the American public as much
damage as he ryas capable of. But one can well sce today the
. Ibid.,p. r84.
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execution, by his succe$ors, of the policies formulated in the
ry47 Yearbooft. And it is worthy of note that his recommendations
speak in terms of using a complex or close interlocking associa'
tion with other foundations and kindred groups, including the
nefarious Institute of Pacifrc Relations.
A propaganda agency such as The Carnegie Endowment can
co easily become a vehicle for intended subversion. What is
equally dangerous is that it can fall into the administrative hands
of incompetent, negligent, or misguided persons, against whom
the trustees, ultimately responsible for ie action, can protect
themselves only through either the most attentive alertness or
tlrrough an abandonment of the basically hazardous occuPation
of propaganda.
As Dr. Frederick P. Keppel, himself prcsident of The Carnegie
Corporation, a sister organization to the Endowment, put it+:
Danger atises whenever any group with power in its hands,
whether it be a state legislature, or the board of a university or of a foundation, believes it to be its business to use
its power to direct opinion. Any such group is a dangerous
group, regardlesg of the manner of its make-up, and re

gardles of whether its action is conscious or unconscious,
4nd, if conscious, whether benign or sinister in purpose.
Mr. Joseph E. Johnson, president o[ The Carnegie Endowment,
played down the role o[ his foundation in rvorld affairs in his
stat€m€nt to the Reece Committee, He attributed changes in
American attitudes toward foreign relations to the problems created by modern social and political upheavals, by new inventions,
and by two world wars. This argument is not convincing. Even if
the Endowment merely reinforced what was a basic trend, its ac.
tivities could not help but have a strong, accelerating impact on
public opinion. The Endowment, in any event, has not confined
iuelf to studies and discussions of public issues but has engaged
in political propapnda for particular points of view much of
this propaganda directed to influencing legislation.
t quotcd wlth approval In Andrcwr, Phllonthropic Foundations, p' zo3,
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AilroNc rHE crANT FouNDATroNs, The Ford Foundation is by far
the largest, It was established in 1936. In lg4g, the trustees finally
arrived at a definitive program to "carry out the broader purposes
envisaged for the Foundation by its founders and benefactors"
and to reorganize within the framework of policies supposedly es.
ublished by Henry Ford and his son Edsel. This progtam was ihe
result of a mountain of labor by a committee of advisers under
the leadership of H. Rowan Gaither, who later became president
of the Foundation. The result did not dilter grearly from rhe pattern of operations of carlier foundations such as those of Carnegie,
Rockefeller, Sage, and others created for social and scholarly pur
Poses.

The one real novel[y in the Ford, operation was its size. It ad.
in capital, and an annual income of some
$roo,ooo,ooo. The challenge and the responsibility of this wealth
are beyond comparison with any historic precedent. The power
to spend these rust funds for good or for bad, or simply to piddle
them away in squandering ventures called for precautions in d+
cision making far more serious than those required in a business
ministered billions

enterprise.

In 19g6 Dr. Henry T, Heald, formerly president of New York
University, became president of The Ford Foundation, succeeding Mr. Gaither, who was moved up from president to chairman
221
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of the board. The appointment of Dr. Heald was encouraging, rtot
only because of his ability, character and experience but also because it may indicate a grorving awal'eness otr the part of the tru$tees of the many grave mistakes rvhich had been made by the
Foundation during the years rvhich follorved the adoption of the
rg4g platform.
There are some signs that Dr. Heald realizes that household
alterations are in order. He has stated in public utterances that
the Foundation's prograrn is subject to continuous revierv and
evaluation; that existing programs are $ometimes dropped and
that clranges and the creation of nerv programs foJlow only upon
careful study. He must certainly understand the importance of
the Foundation's directive personuel and, rvhile only limited alterations have been made to date in tlre personnel setuP, a new
broom cannot, after all, alrvays srveep clean overnight.
Dr. Heald stated, in one address that four fifths of the money
spent by the Fonndation to the end of 1956 (about a billion)
was devoted to education. His emphasis on education is in it'
self very encouraging. llorvever, he used the term "education"
in its broadest sense. For a foundation "that attempts to work for
the public welfar€, the principal instrument throttgh which it can
lvork," he said, "is education in general and higher edrrcation
in particular." In supporting tttis statement, he uscs an argument typical of foundation executives, the alleged need for social
change and the benefits of suclt change. He suggests that it is
"virtually impossible to make real and lasting progress for mankind without education and its constant extension in scope and
improvement in quality." This statement is beyond questioning.
Dut he explains further; "By defrnition, improvement implies and
involves change. Change is not something to fear or avoid. Change
is not only inevitable but desirable. Problems are solved, ills
corrected, progress made by change."
He does add: "But first there must be an admission, a recognition that a problem exists. Then men of good rvill must go about
changing things," Holever, this qualification seems to miss the
possibility that, as to many "problems," change is not desirabte.
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To illustrate, a democracy is certainly inelficient, Thus, a problem
exists. That does not mean that change frorn a dcrnocracy is
desirable. To illustrate again, a problem is created by the fact
that a centralized government could accomplish many functions
far more effectively than a federal system. Does that mean that a
change is needed or desirable?
Dr. Heald adds: "If nothing needs changing, then we are all
wasting our time and our resorlrces, for there is nothing really to
be done except. to feed and clothe people,", This emphasis on
change is classic among the executives of the "concentration of
porver." There is, after all, much that a foundation can do, rvhich
does not involve promoting "change," in addition to feeding and
clothing people. No one in his righc mind would assert that no im.
provements in our society are possible or desirable, but the emphasis on change by the newly elected presidenr of the largest
foundation in thc world* implies an eagerness to pursue rvhat
Protessor Colegrove has called the "pathological" approach to re.
search. Dr. Heald believes in the power of man "to leave the
world a better place than it was when he entered it." This is a
proposition rvhich, again, onc can readily accept, But is it true, a$
he says, that the challenge can only be met "by changing the
etrvironment in which [man] finds himself--always, we hope, for
thc better; ahvays working for social and economic improvemenb
in the lot of all people | * *"? Does this concern for betterment
in the material rvorld o[ "social and economic improvement" not
indicate a neglect of the nonmaterial, the spiritual values which
have at least as much importance a$ the physical?

What could be more obvious than that change is desirable
when it is desirable? But the emphasis so frequenrly put by foun.
dation leaders on "change" often results in advocating change because it is change-as thotrgh there were a certainty of improve.
ment i[ there rvere a changc.
Dr. Heald has adopted the "risk-capital" and "experimentation"
concepts. It is not yet clear whether his interpretation of these two
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terms follows the general line of the complex. It is encouraging
to have him say that a foundation sometimes should even suPPort
the exploration of unpopular ideas. A dedication to the $upport
of the nonconformist is most laudable, and we can only hope that
it is followed. The Ford Foundation has not demonstrated this
dedication in the past, Quite to the contrary, it has, in most in6ianc€s, supported thc ruling clique of materialistic social scien'
tists rvho once were a minority but long since have become, with
foundation assistance, a clear majority. I regret that I have not
seen, in any of Dr. Heald's public utterances, any consciousness
of the danger of supporting this type of conformity.
In many areas this ruling clique in the social sciences, so well
supported by The Ford Foundation and others, advocates change
of-institutions, principles, and methods, and of social, economic,
and political mechanisms which a great many people (in some instances a vait majority of the people) wish to have retained as
they are. Where is the support for those who wish to protect
romething we have, against well.financed movements to change
it? Is onty the man who wants to change something to be given
foundation support?
In Dr. Heaid's public statements I have found much io be ad'
mired and applauded. If I am critical or questioning of sorne o[
his remarks it is to bring into focus problems of foundation the'
ory arid managem€nt which, I believe, sorely need attention and
discussion. In an address of April 4, 1957, for example, he

on the problem of foundation responsibility by saying
that "education extends beyond the academic world and into the
atmcuphere of society, which is made up of beliefs and ambitions
of the aggregate o[ its members." He follows with this statement:
"This is where foundations, among others, have an appropriate
role to play, not in the shaping of those beliefs and ambitions but
in helping to provide people concerned with them and compe'
tent to under$tand, maintain and realize them," Just what does
this mean? Is it possibte to "provide" people competent to "real'
ize" "ambitions" without, in turn, being responsible for the con'
tens of what these people "maintain"? Can one intentionally deal
touches
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with change without being responsible for the change which one
finances?

If

a foundation makes grants "to improve governmental procit avoid entering the field of politics and partisan
action? What constitutes "improvement"? Such a term inyolves
value-concepts and, therefore, offers a problem not subject to solution through a scientific method of approach free o[ precon.
ceived political concepts of yalue. So many foundation execurivec
seem to fail to see the determining influence ot a priori assump.
tions of the "desirable," of the socially "commendable," and of
similar yardsticks for judgment, For this reason they do.not siem
to realize how much of what they do is political.
Here is an example. The spending of 63 millidn dollars to ad.
vance international understanding, desirable as this goal may ap
pear, is the result of. a priori assumptions regarding ethical and
practical values, ultimate purposes and potentials. There can be
no possible objection to the relief of the poor and sick, wherever
they may sufter. But the expenditure of 58 million dollan in
overseas development progtams "to help the emerging new dem.
ocratic nations of the world to help themselves" cannot be sep.
arated from an inherent political intention---or from such a priori
assumptions as: that these nations are democraiic; that their democracy, if they have it, is good for them; that the adoption of
some democratic processes necesarily results in the adoption of
democratic ideas of peace and justice; that immediate institution
esses," how can

of democracy in these undeveloped nations is good for mankind;
and that democracy is better nurtured if supported hom the out
side than if it stands upon its own feet. I do not mean to conjecture which, if ann of these assumptions are wrong, but to emphasize that they are a prioi assumptions.
In an address on April 8, rggf, Dr. Heald, discusing the Responsibilities o[ Private Philanthropy, indicates an awarene$s that
the responsibility of foundations to the public goes beyond the
mere publication of reports. Foundation activities, he says, involve "risk, and they require intelligence, judgment and wisdom.
Their ultimate succe$$ or failure fonns the basis on.which the
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foundations will be judged by the public they serve and which
gives them the freedom and the opportunity they enjoy." But

then Dr. Heald seems to fall into an error conventional to the
manager of the "concentration." He identifies the responsibilities
of a foundation in terms o[ the promotion of concepts of value.
He speaks of a foundation's "freedom to discriminate, to take

to try to identify the good and make it better." This
amounts not to a mere support of controversy but to an actual
taking of sides on controversial isues.
There is no general agreement on what is good for society. In
a democratic society the decision of what is good for it (what
is right and rvhat is wrong in efiect) is decided by a majority.
The injection of foundation porver into the democratic process by
which the majority makes these value decisions creates an imbalance interfering with the cancept that public allairs should be
controlled by the free will of the people. The freedom referred to
by Dr. Heald implies belief in an intellectually aristocratic Clite
of foundation managers with the right to influence our fate. Con.
sistently with this 6lite concept, he speaks of the opportunity and
responsibility "to pioneer ahead of public opinion, to do I r *
things that might not at the time they are done be approved by
popular vote, to be ahead but not too far ahead." Such a right to
be "ahead" of the people can be exercised by an individual if he
cares to exercise it. Whether such a right is attributable to a juridical pnrson operating with public trust funds, is highly ques.
chances,

To pioneer ahead of public opinion means indulging
directly or indirectly in propaganda of a kind that is the sole
privilege of the citizen and not the right of a tax-exempt organiza.
tionable.

tion.

I agree with Dr. Heald that "stimulating the development of
ideas" is a legitimate concern of foundations, But the development
function should be left to others. The foundation should confine
itself to gling competing forces a fair and equal chance. Only it
equal chance is given can free competition in the market place of
ideas take place.
Dr. Heald describes the Fotd Foundation's hope of serving our
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society and thus advancing human rvclfare in general

in this manner: "First, to identify existing centers of excellence and contribute to their continued improvement, and second, to help the
number of these centers increase." In selecting these centers, the
Ioundation expects to find "individuals, departments, organizations, or entire institutions whose curiosity in the realm oi ideae
holds most promise-as far as this can be determined-for tomorrow's world," Tlris statement again suggests value judgmens o[
a political nature. It is a program which could only be accepted
as just and sound if equal chance were given to competing ideas
and to the respective representatives or defenders of these ideas.
I do not see how those in positions like Dr. Heald's can forget
that the tax-exemption privilege is granted by cll the people, irrespective

of their

creeds, ideas, and

political goals. How

can

a foundation rightly exhibit partisan preferences at the expense

of that part of the public which does not support these preferencesl Tax exemption docs not make foundations the guardians
of the nation in the rvorld of ideas and in planning for the furure.

"The Ford Foundation is interested in improving American
society," says its president. He says that experiments and research
undcrwritten by the Foundation "may not be uniforrnly popular,

and probably shorrld not be. Problems in the social sciences are
not problems of which everyone is arvare or on whose easy solution everyone agrees. Yet it is part of the foundation function to
cruise ahead of popular notions, to risk being sniped at, when
there is a valid gain to be made," This, it seems to me, is the
"social-cngineering" concept gone wild. Is it not presumptuous o[
foundation adnrinistrators to assume that their choice o[ values is
superior to that, of others?
"Ye shall be as gods," said the serpent in Paradise, in offering the forbidden fruit, "knolving good and evil."
It is my orvn hope that Dr. Heald rvill take the time to challenge
conventional coucepts of foundation management, such as I have
criticized above, and to think through on his orvn the difficult
problems involved. As the chief administrator o[ the largest taxexempt fund in our history, he owes this duty to the people.
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The Annual Report of The Ford Foundation for 1956, signed by
Mr. Gaither, contains the latest statements of the Foundation's

I shall explain later, the Foundation started with five
major areas of proposed activity. It has now extended into twenty'
three major project areas. It continues its plan to set uP successive,
new, self-contained funds under separate boards of management,
thus delegating is jurisdiction and trust functions to others. The
report makes much of the relinquishment of control of the Foun'
dation by the Ford family. This step might have been desirable
hom several points of view, including the desirability of shifcing
any.onus o[ responsibility from the controlling ptoprietors of the
Ford Motor Company. But the shift from famity control to a self'
perpetuatirtg, bureaucratic control may not have been so com'
mendable. It took the risk of a characteristic breeding of Po\fler
cliques of administrators and the use of resources for political
ends irutead of for charitable donations.
Having been given control of the Foundation, the truEtees, says
Mr. Gaither, 'hccepted the challenge of the maturing concept of
American foundation philanthropy in which emphasis had shifted
over a period of some forty years from the efiects of social prob'
lcns to their cau.sas; They agreed that the resources of the Foundation rhould be committed to the solution of. problems con$tituting grare threats or obstacles to human Progress-such as the
growing demands on the educational structure and the need for
imprwed underrtanding of and between men and nations." No
one could disagrce with the desirability of solving the problems
which Mr. Gaither mentions. But solutions for such problems are
chiefly political, Foundations which take the initiative, the prop
agandistic leadenhip, for social change cease to be philanthropic
in the legal meaning of the term and enter into the political arena
where they do not belong.
The choicc of measutes to remove unfavorable cause$ in our
body socfal ir clearly a political-parti$an matter. So, in eftect, is
policl0s. As
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the defining of what constitute$ "progress." Contrary to the belie f
prevalent among some foundations, the currently foundationorthodox ideas about progress and rhe nced for change are not
universally atcepted. There is a noticeable and vehement revolt
among American thinkers who oppose materialistic conceprs of
progress and pragmatic solutions o[ problems, basing their distaste for them on religiour or philosophical convictions.
A good illustration of this revolt is to be found in an address
delivered by Dr. Ralph Cooper Hurchinson, President of Lafa.
yette College, on March zr, rgb7, under the auspices of the
Committee of Sponsors of the Greater Philadelphia Council of
Churches. In this addres he inveighed against the assault o[ scientific humanism on ideals. He named four teachings of scientific
humanism which constitute "particular dangers." One is that "all
is natural and all truth is subject to discovery and determination
gaid, "there is no higher
through science." t'At a consequence,"
he

law, no law written in the heart, no law on the tables o[ stonet no
law revealed in the sublimities of naturc, no larv in the inner conscience, no law of God." Hc described the second danger: "as the
belief, following the lead of Bacon, Lenin, Hogben and Bernal,"
that "there are no values save material and scientific realities."

The third danger he says is that "rhe objective of all life"

is

deemed to be "social progress," "Here," he continues, "is one of
the greatest values and greatest yices of scientific humanism, be.
cause of course social progress is good. The scientific humanist
has arbitrarily inherited and adopted the concept from the Chris.
*
tian ethic. Bur he makes it the supreme good and only goal.
$ocial progress is the only norm, the only ideal, the only objective.
All other values are dismissed."
Since "social progress is the only value" to scientific humanism,
said Dr. Hutchinson in describing is fourth danger, "the end
justilies the means," means which may be coercive and ignore
the tighu of the individual. "All the developing potver o[ science
is to be used to bring about the social progress desired. Hence
the use of Iaws to achieve social progres$ * *," We are going

i *

t
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along with these evils," continued Dr. Hutchinson. "Inflamed by
the fad for social progress and reform, we have given up the

teaching of social idealism and have embarked on what rve
call 'liberal movements.' We are achieving social progress by leg.
islation. Instead of persuading men rve command thcm. | * * In
our moral judgments rve have gone over into the enemies' territory because while not denying God it is becomirrg very com-

mon to deny any higher larv.

* * * We have substituted an

opportunistic and relative ethic for the absolute. We are becoming
a compromising relativistic uncertain people recognizing no absolute right or wrong, no higher law."
Have any foundation administrators tlle moral and ethicat right
to ignore the position of the great number of intelligent Americans

who think as does Dr. Hutchinson and to direct the trust funds
which these administrators disburse solely or predominantly to
those

of the opposing point o[

view?

There is one hopeful sign in the broadening rvhich the extetlsion of The Ford Foundation's original platform indicates; this
broadening at least exhibits some flexibility, We can only hope
that the Foundation will move further and further away from
the temptation to adjust our body politic to blueprints designed

by ideological and political factions. This is so important in the
of The Ford Foundation because of its immense size. Its errors can be huge errors, gigantic in impact. It has no peer in size
or potential. When The Ford Foundation takes sides, who can be
its matcht How can there be a fair test of ideasl
The managers of the Foundation seem to have an exaggerated
sense of mission and importance. Without apparently realizing
how much it applies to his orvn foundation, Mr. Gaither quotes
Dr. Raymond B. Fosdick, former president of The Rockefeller
Foundation, as follows:
case

Every social agency, including a foundation, has within it
not only the seeds of possible decay but a tendency to exalt
the machinery of organization above the purposes for which
the organization is created.
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Mr. Gaither's belief thar the Foundation should decide whar social problems exist, endeavor to determine their causes, and find
measures to rcmedy them, expresses an eficcJJus mandatL

Mr. Gaither deems the philanthropic process as "at best a
reasonable system of providing resources and opportunities for
rnen capable of creative thinking in what has been described as
a gigantic bet on the improvability of man" (emphasis supplied).
Tlris is again tampering rvith law and with the body social. There
are responsible schools of thought which do not believe in the
"improvability" of man-and this includes the Christian religions.
What Mr. Gaither propounds as a brand of foundation philosophy
is the old Pelagian heresy of the fifth cellrury, opposed by Augustine and later by the Reformation. I do not profess the competence
to discuss whether man is "improvable" or not, but the masive
body of opinion against it would indicate that a foundation should
steer carefully clear of basing a disposition of ie vast funds on
the support o[ the "improvability" theory. Of course, Mr. Gaither
may not have meant lvhat he said. He may have meant mercly
"the improvabilicy of man's conditions" or the "improvability of
man's education" or something like that, If that be so, a leson is
apparent, Foundation managers should nor rry to be philosophers
or, at lea$t, not attempt to selecr brands of philosophy upon which
to base the support of research, Such decision$ are far too dan.
gerous for foundation managers to handle.

There are some encouraging features in Mr. Gaither's report,
He recognizes the responsibility of a foundation for the results ot
its grants, at least to the extent of seeing the need of examination
and review. He says: "The Foundation retains a continuing re.
sponsibilicy to review and evaluate the grantecs' accomplishments
under the grant. If the Foundation should conclude that it has
fallen short of the objective, or that a grantee has exhibited poor
judgment in a series of events over a substantiai period of time,
the Foundation has the inherenr right-and indeed the obligation
withhold further support for such a grantee. * * I Thus the
-to
responsibility for making judgments cannor be evaded by those
whose responsibility it is to administer the resources of philan.
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thropy." I would hope that Mr. Gaither and others like him would
also come to the point of recognizing the social duty to take such
conective or temedial action as may be possible when a project
has turned out badly or unfairly.
Encouraging, too, was the 1956 grant to Hatvard, even though
in the small sum of $e5,ooo, for "improYing the understanding
of American capitalism.f' How rarely, indeed, is such a grant to be
found among lists of major foundation benefactions. Granu for
change, yes. Grants to defend that capitalism uPon which our na'
tion has grown strong, that capitalism which gave birth to The
Ford Foundation, that capitalism which has been under tip'
hammer attack by a multitude of foundation'supported intellec'
tuals, have been almost as rare as hens' teeth.
One reported grant of $rg5,ooo to Columbia University is more
difficult to undentand, though it may indicate a friendlier attitude
toward business. It is for a study of the legal, business, and po'
litical problems of Joint International Business Ventures (such
as the oil consortium of Iran). Such studies could be well left to
the managemene of the wealthy corPorationE involved in such

international deals.
Eminently discouraging in Mr. Gaither"s report is evidence of
the continued extensive use of intermediary organizations to disbuise the Foundation's money. Among these, prominently' are
The Social Science Research Council and the allegedly non'
partisan Foreign Policy Association now under the partisan Presi.
dcncy of Vera Micheles Dean. Most astounding are the grants
to irther foundations: for example, to The Russell Sage Founda'
tion, The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, and The
Whitney Foundation. The connections with other foundations are
so numerous there seems almost to be a mixture of managemenL
In the most important field of the behavioral $cience$, for in'
slance, an Advisory Committee assists the Foundation in the se'
lection of recipient universities. Among the members of this Com'
mittee, in addition to the directors of the Foundation-financed
Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, are
Ghatles Dollard of the Carnegie Endowment; Hans Speier of The
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Rand Corporation; Donald Young of The Russell Sage Foundation; and Fillmore Sandford of the American Psychological Association. Mesrs. Dollard and Young are very familiar names.
They selected Stuart Chase to do The Proper Study of Manhind,
the exposition of the curent social-science orrhodoxy. Theirnames
appear, again and again, in foundation operations. Hans Speier,
before coming to this country and serving as a professor at the
New School for Social Research and later as director of the socialstudies section of the supersecret Rand Corporatioh, had contributed extensively to radical Socialist publications, especially to
Rudolf Hilferding's Die Gesellschaf t, in Germany.
Here is another example. The Report desuibes a commlttee o[

five which assists the Foundation in awarding grants.in.aid to
individual scholars. Of this committee of five, one is the same
llans Speier; a second is the same Charles Dollard; a third ir
the same Donald Young. On the very next page of the Report
appearu the name of Professor Paul Lazarsfeld of Columbia, who
is reported to be engaged in directing the "improvement" ot
'ladvanced training in social research." He, too, is a standard
character, appearing again and again on,the rolls of the founda.
tion-favored. Are our academies so bereft of scholarship that foundations must use the same'few technicians over and over againt
The sorry story of The Fund for the Republic, rhat strange
child of The Ford Foundation, has embarrassed is parent, which
has sought to shift responsibility by repeatedly affirming the com.
plete independence of The Fund. Bur there seem to be left vestiger

of the spirit which caused The Fund for the Republic to be
created. On page 4e of the Reporr is a picture of Joseph Welch,
who was selected to appear on a television program to expound
on the "Constiturion's protection of individual civil liberties." Mr.
Welch is a lawyer who came into narional prominence as the op.

of the Iate Senator McCarthy. There is a definite controversy associated with the term "civil liberties," a controveny
in which Mr. Welch took a fervent side, Horvever excellent a law.
yer he may be, to have selected him to discuss "ciyil liberties"
ponent

was an exercise of political partisanship.
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Similarly, on Page 36 of the 1956 Fotd Foundation Report,
appears a picture of ProfesSor Zechariah Chafee of Harvard, con'
ducting a "regular TV course on human rights," Professor Chafee
was an eminent and very articulate partisan in the controversy
over "civil liberties," "human rights," and the Fifth Amendment.
He was also an endorser of many pro'Communist causes. In
his speecher and writingp he supported and expounded the same
position taken by Dr. Hutchins and by the propaganda of The
Fund for the Republic, Grave isttes are involved, including
the extent to which the doctrine of States' Rights applies to re'
strict Federal action; the relative importance and leverage of the
various individual liberties granted by the Constitution and the
Amendmens; the signifrcance of the Constitutional reservation of
un€numerated basic rights to the people; the proper powers of
Congressional committees; the significance and proper use of the
Fifth Amendment; the propriety and legality of methods used to
fight communfusl; and others' On these issues, The Ford Foun'
dation has enlisted its enoimous power on one side. How was the
other side represented? It was not repfesented. One can only conclude that it was the intention and' purpose of The Ford Founda'

tion to propagandize for one side of these grave

issues. Such.a

taking ol sides by a foundation must'surely be condemned bit'
terly. In the cate of The Ford Foundation, its Gargantuan size
makes its violation of propriety (and perhaps of law) all the tnore
serious,

It would be interesting to make a thorough study of the recipients of funds for research and the specific projects for which
Ford Foundation funds were expended. There seems not the
slightest doubt that it would disclose a relatively limited circle
of institutions, their acadernicians, and their graduate students.
Familiar names appear and reappear. Samuel $toufter of Harvard
receives a grant with no stringp attached, So'does Marie Jahoda
of New York University (former wife of Professor Paul Lazarsfeld). With Mr. Speier on the awarding committee, we find
two o[ his Rand Corporation staff members, MesErs, Goldhamer
and Leites, similarly benefited. And so it goes.
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In the field of research and education a foundation does not
$eem to me to have any right to discriminate and to favor cer.
tain groups and individuals. Its funds are in use through the grace
of all the people. To exclude individuals or institutions because of
their philosophies or religious persuasions seems indefensible.
One form of discrimination is most difficult to understand. There
are 3o million Catholics in this country, who maintain scores of
universities and collegcs. Their institutions do not figure among

the favored of the foundation complex, nor are

academicians

connected with tlrem likely to receive research grants from the
complex. Perhaps there is a good reason for this discrimination.
If so, I cannot gucss what it might be. True, Catholic institutions
rvere included among tlte institutional donees to which The Ford
Foundation recently donated a huge aggregate of money, a step
which deserved the most enthusiastic approval of the general public. But when it comes to special, individual grants, to find a
Catholic institution a$ a donee is a rarity indeed.
The massive Ford gants to institutions, hospitals, colleges, and
medical schools was a very hopeful sign that there might at least

be dissension within The Ford Foundation, a conflict between
the old school of thought and the new which favors a nonpolitical
and constructive use of its funds. The earlier history of the Foundation, especially in the era of lvlessrs. Paul Hoftmin and Roberc
M. Hutchins, was, to say the least, controversial. Thc first ap
pointments to the Foundation stafi after the lg4g platform was
adopced were influcnced by thesc trvo proponents of radicalism in
public afiairs. It may take years before this influence, inherited
by the nerv tnanagement, can be overcome. It can hardly be overcome unl€sl The Ford Foundation decides to avoid joint ventures
with other foundations, to climinate trustees, executives, and advisers now or recently connected rvjth other foundations or dis.
tributing organizations-all this in the interests of trying to eftecc
an unhampered and free contest of ideas.
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After an initial period, during which the foundation had no defi'
nite policies to govern its grants, a designed program was adopted,
upon recommendation of a special committee. This committee was
headed by W. Rorvan Gaither, Jr., who later became president of
the foundation. Mr. Gaither has said that Mr. Ford wanted to
know what the people of the United States thought the foundation
should use its money for and, accordingly, went out to see "the
people," But "the people" turned out to be a large number of "ex'
perts" of various kinds-who thoughr they ought to be able to say
what was good for "the people."
The result was a r3g-page book, which can be obtained from
The Ford Foundation. Its major thesis was that the Ford Fottndation should try to help solve the problems of mankind and to do
so in five areas:

The Establisltment of Peace.
The Strengthening of Democracy.
The Strengthening of the Economy.
Education in a Democratic Society.
Individual Behavior and Human Relations.
Raymond Moley pointed out that the committee which had de.
signed this program was
composed of a larvyer, W. Rowan Gaither, Jr., norv president

'

foundation; a doctor; a school administrator; and
five profesors. None of these were experienced in foundation work. It could hardly be a coincidence that the five
"areas" which they recommended for the foundation con
respond, to a degree, to the academic departments in which

of the

the professon had been teaching.
The plan substantially ruled out medical research, public
health, and natural science on the yague ground that
"progress toward democratic goals are today social rather
than physical." "Democratic goals" are nowhere defined,r
g,
'JYaunaacl, January t956,
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Nevertheless, no one could quarrel with the selection of the five
fields of activity, vague as they might be, if the plan were to make
only direct and simple gmnts to desirable Institutions and individuals. A grant to Harvard University for so vague,a purpose as to
"help strengthen democracy" or one to Columbia for "studies in
group psychology" could result in nothing but applause, so long
as these institutions v/ere to be permitted to determine for them.
selves how the grants were to be applied. But this was not the
Ford Foundation plan, The foundation was to spend most of its
efiorts in the detailed designing of how its selected purposes were
to be achieved.
Whether it was because an overwhelming number of the con.

sutted "experts" were "liberals," or because the initial directive
management of the foundation was "liberal" and sought "liberal"
justiftcation for a "liberal" program, at any rate The Ford Founda.

tion became a conscious "liberal" vehicle,
(I must here remind the rcader of my definition of the term "lib.
eral" as I use it throughout this book. I do not mean a liberal in
the traditional sense; the "liberal" to whom I refer is almost the
diametric opposite o[ the clasic liberal, rvho is devoted to per.
sonal freedom, The "liberal" to whom I refer is, at rhe very least,
tinged with Marxism, Fabianism, or some other variety of eco.
nomic collectivism and political centralization. He is a "statist,'r an
advocate of highly centralized government, o[ "state planning," of
paternalism, His direction is away from personal and group man.
agement of affairs and toward government management.)

An eminent "liberal," Mr. Paul Hoffman, was selected as chief
administrator of The Ford Foundation. His political predilections
were well known when he was appointed chairman and have be.
come more evident since, For one o[ his chief assistants, he selected Dr, Robert Maynard Hutchins, a "Iiberal" educator and
publicist whose ideas are even more extreme than Mr. Hofiman's.
The WaII Street lournal said in an editorial: "Money spent in the
clouds is money frittered atvay." And further: "The task of dis.
bursing millions of dollars for so nebulous a goal as 'rhe welfare o[
the people' is a formidable one; the very magnitude and vague.
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of the goal make it difficult to grapple with on a practical
level."f The difficult task was handed over to Mr. Hoflman, who

ness

relied heavily on Dr. Hutchins.
Not only these two were "liberals." The major staft members,
the men rvho were to do the principal thinking for the trusrees,
were almost all "liberals." One cannot believe that this selection
was coincidental. These men do not represent a cross-section o[
American belief. Their selection was not even a case of choosing
a rliberal" majority. There rvere virtually no conservatives on the
staff. Dwight Macdonald described the typical Ford Foundation
staff member as "youngish" and "of a liberal turn politically, habit-

uated tocollective,nonprofitenterprise. . . ."
As might be expected, the academic advisers rvho were called
in, from time to time, both to advise on, and in many instances to
direct, studies or projects, were again overwhelmingly "liberals."
There are, in the United States, many academicians of eminence
who are either wholly objective politically or who have a conservative cast of mind. You might be able to find one o[ these asso-

t

ciated with Ford Foundation projects

if

you look long and care-

fully; but you will find him, if at all, hidden behind a mass of
dedicated "liberals."
Thus, the largest foundation ever created became a vehicle for
the type of planning which is dear to the hearts of the "liberal."
Iu chief executive$ were "liberals," its staff was overwhelmingly, if
not wholly, "liberal," and is advisers were selected almost en.
tirely from the "liberal" group.
It would have been possible, to be sure, even with such heavily
slanted foundation personnel, to keep on an objcctive course;
strength of purpose, application, and alertness on the part of its
trustees could have done so. In the case of The Ford Foundation,
however, this did not happen, Mr, Hoftman and Dr. Hutchins were
eventually released, after Mr. Henry Ford II and some of the
other trustees could stand their activiti$ no longer. In the meantime, great damage had been done with the vast financial power
'Deembcr

lThc

14, rg55.

Foril Foundotion, p, 98.
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which the foundation administered, Nor can we be certain that
the trustees, having rid themselves of lr{r. Hoftman and Dr.
Hutchins, are ready to purge the foundation o[ its strongly "lib.
eral" elements or are even acutely conscious of the social neces.
sity of operaring this great public trusr rvith an objective staft.

I wish to make clear, at this point, thae I do not rake the position
that a foundation must be "conservative" or have a predominance
of "conservative" employees or even of any particular percentage
of "conservatiyes." But I clo criticize The Ford Foundation fot
having allowed itself to acquire a distinctly, consciously "liberal"
character. I maintain that a tax"exempt trust, such as a foundation,
should be wholly objective politically and economically-better
still, should avoid, as much as possible, injecting itself into areas
or projects which are susceptible of being directed by political.
minded foundation executions toward propagandistic ends, or in
which political opinion may play a directive part,
It has not been uncommon in the United States for a foundation theoretically managed by predominantly conservative trustees to be taken over in operation by a "liberal" group and di.
rected largely by it to political ends. In thc case of The Ford
Foundation, this process was made very easy throrrgh the plan of
detailed operation which the hustees permitted themselves to be
persuaded to adopt, Under this plan, and it was made utterly
clear, the trustees were not to interfere rvith the staff.
The Report ol the Study lor the Ford Found,ation on Policy and
Progrant, dated November rg, rg4g, reads in part as follows:
Individual members of the Board of Trustees should not
seek to decide the technical questions involved in particular
applications and projects. Nothing would more certainly
destroy the effectiveness of the foundation. On the contrary, the Trustees will be most surely able to control the
main lines of policy of the Foundation, and the contribu.
tion it will make to human rvelfare, if they give the Presidcnt and the officers considerable freedom in developing
the program, while they avoid influencing (even by in-
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direction) the conduct of projects to which the Foundation
has granted funds. (Pages rr7 and rz8.)
As individuals, the Trustees should learn as much as they
can by all means possible, formal and informal, about the
;irogram of the Foundation in relation to the affairs of the
world. But the Board of Trustees, as a responsible body'
should act only according to its regular fonnal procedures,
and usually on the agenda, the dockets, and the recommen.
dations presented by the President. (Page re8.)
tlhe meetingp of the Board should be arranged so that the
discussion will not be directed mainly'at the individual
grantE recommended by the officers, and institutions to receive them. Nothing could destroy the eftectiveness of the
Board more certainly than to have the agenda for its meetings consist exclusively of small appropriation items, each
of which has to be judged on the basis of scientific con
siderations, the academic reputation of research workers, or
the standing of institutions. If the agenda calls solely for
such discussions the Board will necesarily fail to discus
the main issues o[ policy and will inevitably interfere in
matters in which it has no special competence. (Page t3o.)
A foundation may wish from time to time to make small
grants, either to explore the possibilities of larger programs,
or to take advantage of an isolated and unusual opportunity. For such purposes it will be useful for the Trustees to set
up (and replenish from time to time) a discretionary fund
out of which the President may make grantJ on his own
authority. The Trustees should set a limit on the aggregate
amount which the President may award in discretionary
gFantl during a given period, mther than set a fixed limit
on the size of a single grant. I * *
The President of the Ford Foundation, as its principal officer,
member of the Board of Trustees,

should not only serve

as a

but should be given

full authority to administer its organ'

ization.

He should have full responsibility for presentinB recom.
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mendations on program to the Board, and full authority
to appoint and remove all other officers and employees o[
the Foundation. * t * (Page rgz.)
The founders of at least two of the larger American foundations intended their trustee$ to devote a major amount

of their time to the active conduct of foundation
Usually this arrangement has not proved practicable.

aftairs.

| | r

(Page r3g.)

rrr

for the program of a foundation may be determined

more certainly by the selection of its top officers than by
any statement of policy or any set of directions. * * *

The Reece Committee report commented on this platform

as

follows:

We cannot cscape the conchuion that the trustees ol the
Ford Found,otion abdicateil their trust rcsponsibilily in
assenting to this plan ol operation, under which eaerything
except posibly the establishment ol glittering generalities
could, be lelt to employees.,

In his book Tfte Ford, Foundation, Dwight Macdonald points
out how vexatious a job it is to run a large foundation.t Massive,
boring detail is reguired of those who would expend vast sums on
directed rescarch.

Like an army, the United Nations, and other large, bureaucratic organizations, a foundation excretes an extraordinary
quantity of words, most of them of stupefyingdullness.|
Is

it

the trustees who plough through this material? No, replies
case of the Iord Foundation:

Mr. Macdonald. In the
.

P. 16,
Mr. Macdonald, incldentally, ir no lrlend of thc Recc€ Commlttce. His boot
completely lgnores the mass of critlal material produc€d by it and wrlter oft
iG work wlth some highly uncomplimcntary characterlzationr. However, he
lmplicitly lupport! many of the most imporrant criticlsms of foundation op.
eratlon made by the Re€ce Commlttee and actually adds valuable illuetrative
materlal to the data crlticel of loundatioDr and of The Ford Foundarion lq

I

particular.
lThc Foril Founilalion,p,

rcg
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The Foundation's fourteen trustees, prominent and

busy

men of affairs, are shielded by the staft from the main spate
of bureaucratic rhetoric.*

That is, while the trustees are, no doubt, confro4ted periodically with a certain number of reports presented by their professional employees-and these reporls, in themselves, are difficult
enough fully to understand-they do not even see the mas of material which the staft uses in deciding upon programs, plans, projThe trustees know only in a general way rvhat
They act only upon what has been liltered up to them
from the echelons below. They exercise little more than superfrcial
direction of the foundation's aftairs, in relation to directed or deects, and granteer.
is going on.

signed projects.

After all, what can be expected of a trustee unfamiliar with the
gobbledygook which is the lingla lranca of the profesional foun.

dation adminisrator? The tendency of many foundation executives to avoid writing simply, can be attributed, I am sure, to a
certain apingof the social scientists with whom they come into con.
tact and whose obscure writings they so frequently see. Many of
these "scientists" have what Profesor Sorokin in his recent book,
Fads and Foibles in Modem Sociology and Related Sciences, caTls
"rpeech disorders." One of these speech disorders, he says, is
"a ponderously obscure description of platitudes," In an effort to
make their "sciences" sound more "scientiRc," they take over terms
which have precise meaning in a natural science and implant
them in their orvn work. Professor Sorokin mentions some of these
terms (and others constructed out of whole cloth)t syntality,
synergy, ergic, me lancrgic, aalence, cathexis, induc tib ili ly, topological medium, hodological space, edience, abience, enthropy,
org, onimorg. He illustrates the resulting nonsense by describing
certain historical incidents as a social scientist with this $peech
disorder might do it:

Irr
a
'

in March rgl? the location o[ Rusia locomoted on
twedimensional plane (surface) from monarchy to re.

IDid,, p. r ro.
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public, with positive cathexis and promotive inductibility
of the Provisional government vectorized toward the goal
of a democratic regime, In October rglT this locomotion
was followed by a new locomotion in hodological space,
fluid and permeable, along the dimensions of Communism,
marked by negative cathexis, and contrient inductibility
toward a democratic structrlre o[ "groupne$s," "we-nessr"
"valence," and "syntality." r

Mr. Macdonald gives some actual examples of this foundation
language, which no trustee could be expected to understand without an interpreter at his elborv. Take this one telating to a prG
posed study of the experience of foreign students in the United
States:

The general purpose is to develop techniques for evaluating
the impact o[ exchange-of-persons experiences on foreign
students in order to produce, through intensive, controlled
investigation, a body of information on the eftect. of exchange that can serve as a basis for a wider analysis of
the many variable factors in particular exchangel.

Mr. Macdonald explains this as meaning that The Social Science Research Council (in this instance) is to spend $zzb,ooo
(provided by the Ford, Carnegie, and Rockefeller foundations)
on a study which will make it possible to do more studier.
Mr. Macdonald quotes further from an SSRC report on this
Ford-supported proposed study:
The firsc phase had consisted of intensive exploratory studies of the adjustment of foreign students to life on American campuses

* * *. As was hoped these studies focussed the

attention of the committee on a number of problems o[
salient theoretical and practical interests, and resulted in
the formulation of many hypotheses about the determi'nants of various outcomes of the students' sojourn. As is
generally the case with intensive studies, however, the data

'

Sec

pp. rr.6o.
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to document varieties of cross-cultural experience
rather than to support firm conclusions about causes and
effects. The committee early decided, therefore, that the
next phase of its work would be devoted to well-focussed,
served

systematic studies designed
major problems discerned
search.f

to

in

test hypotheses

the

initial

and attack

phase

of ie

re.

Mr. Macdonald translates these sonorous phrases to mean: they
in the work which had been done; they did not
find out anything; they were Etarting all over again. Mr. Macdonald comments: "The American academic world, thanks partly
to the foundations, is becoming a place where committeer ao
were disappointed

cumulate and thought decays."
Into this complex and diflicult world the trustees of The Ford
Foundation have thrust themselves. Able as they are, they could

quite possibly acquire enough information and data to st€er them-

it with sufficient understanding. But to accomplish
this would be a full-time job and a very arduous one.
It has been reporced that the Ford Foundation trustees meet for
two days, four times a year; that they do sorne homework; that
they have informal talks with Mr. Gaither occasionally; and that
they act on committees from time to time. This would be enough if
the foundation merely made grants of the type which recently
won such great acclaimiirect grants to operating institutions for
simple and valuable uses. Horvever, because The Ford Founda.
selves through

tion operates in obscure and diflicult areas of activity and devotes
itself largely, if not principally, to designing and directing proj.
ccts, the trustees could not possibly do their work adequately by
devoting, as they do, only one twelfth of every year to the job.
Mr. Henry Ford II is the most important member of the Ford

Foundation board, How much time does he spend on iu work? ile
has been quoted as saying: "I rarely take a position on any prG
gram until the staff has acted on it." His main job is that of chief
executive of the Ford Motor Company, a rather large enterprise to

.

Thc Ford Foundolion,pp. to5-rcfl,
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conduct. He has rightly said: "If I got rnixed up in all that"
(meaning the detailed work of The Ford Foundation) "I'd never
get anything done around here" (meaning the Ford Motor Gom,
pany).*
Mr. Ford and the other ffustees o[ The Ford Foundation "run"
it in the sense that they are the legal repositories o[ the management power. They "run" it also in the serrse that they exercise the
right to approve or reject major proposals, They do not "run" it,
however, in the'practical sense; they delegate their power to oth.
ers. Even if they were to apply their full time to the work, it
would be dilficult for them to acquire a sufficient understanding of
the vast areas in which the foundation operates to enable them to
check the work o[ their employees. Spending the equivalent of one
month per year in the foundation's service, they are dependent on

what these employees plan, approve, and execute,
Foundation apologists have tried to drarv an analogy with an
industrial corporation, holding that the foundation trustee is in
the same position as the director of a commercial enterprise, The
analogy is not apt. The foundation trustee cannot discharge his
duty through the limited type of service which his directorship in
a commerciat company involves. The ultimate, basic purpose of
the trus! enterprise which he is to help direct is the selection of
grants and grantees. He is, in the true sense, a trustee. His fundamental, essential trust function is to select gtanb and gIantees

with undentanding, intelligence, and objectivity.
Trustee alertness is sorely necessary, because political slants are
so easily introduced into social material. The Reece Committee report extracted an excellent example out o[ the rg5s report of The
Ford Foundation. The tntstees who passed that report must have
done so in ignorance, for it contained this false $tatement:

The high cost of a college and of a higher education in
general makes real equality of opportunity impossible, More
r Mr. Ford madc lhese rta[ements while chalrman oI the Fortl Fodndatlon
board of trurteer. Slnc€ then, he har rctlred as chalrman, while remainlng
lru6tee. It b to be prerumed that he wtll be able to give no mote tlme 3o hb
position as I trustee than he was able to give te tha$ qf chalrman,

I
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and more the financial burden is being thrust upon the
student in the form of higher tuition fees. fn consequence,
higher ed,ucolion threatens to become increasing\ the prcrcgative of the well-to-do.*
less wellgetting
college
educations.
Here
on colare
the
statistics
todo are

The fact is exactly the opposite. "More and more," the

l€ge attendance:

Year

Students cnrolled (by thousands)

r90o

238

r9 ro

355

r9eo
r930

598

lrlol

1940

r,4g+

t950

s,659

And the increase since rg5o has been so greac that the colleges are
swamped; their facilities are far below the demand. As the Reece
Committee report asked:

Why did representatives of The Ford Foundation, who were
well awate of the true facts, make such false statements:
Did they intend political propaganda? Did they wish to manufacture a class argument, an attack on the well-to-do rvho
alone are able (which is false) to attend collegesl

f

The predominance of "liberal" direction of The Ford Foundation's affairs-the overwhelming predominance of the leftwardtending point of view among ia professional staff*makes it all the
more dangerous for the trustees to detegate their basic dutiec.
That this leftish predominance has been translated into founda.
tion action appeared clearly from the limited studies which the
Reece Committee was able to undertake and from further data
which have appeared since its work closed. A complete Congressional study of the operations of The Ford Foundation, to audit
.

Recce Conmltrce Rcpott,P,

I

Loc, cit,

rr3, Emphatk rupplied.
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the discharge of the trustees of their duties to the people of the
United Statet, should be made.
Let us $ee some of the record to date,
THE (FORD) BEHAVIORAT SCIENCES FUND
The Reece Committce's rePorc included a diagram o[ the structure
of The Ford Foundation aud ia subsidiaries. This gigantic oPeration has grown so cornplex that it is no lvonder the central trustees

cannot possibly lollow all its operations. The diagam shows,
rnajor divisions:

a$

Adult Education
Advanccmcnt of Education
East European Fund

ntercultural Publications
Rerources lor the Future
Fund for the Republic
I

Center for Advanced Study
TVWorkshop
Foundation External Grant
Behavioral Sciences Division
Research & Training Abroad
Institutional Exchange Program
Grants in Aid

The

1956 Report

(p.

tt)

diagmms a

sional activities:

International aftairs
International training and research
Oveneas developmenl
International legal studies
Public affairs

Fund for the Republic
Economic affairs

for the Future
administration
Business
Resources

still longer list o[ divi'
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Behavioral sciences
Center for Advanced Studies

Mental health research
Fund for Adult Education
Medical education
Hospital aid
Council on Library Resources
National Merit Scholarships
Faculty salaries
Humanities
Education
Educational television
Fund for Advancement of Education
TV-Radio Workshop

And more may be breeding.
Particularly important is the Behavioral Sciences Fund, engaged in a field of operations in which, if it fails to act with the
utmost objectivity, it can cause irremediable damage. The Reece
Committee report commented upon it as follorvs:

Fund has vast resources at its
objectives indicates an underlying
asumption that human behavior can be understood as an
object of the natural sciences would be, within the frame-

This Behavioral
command.

Sciences

Its list of

work of Iimited numbers of cause.effect relationships.
This doctrine is not by any means universally accepted,

and there is the danger that the huge sum available to the
Fund to promote its underlying thesis can make this the
ruling doctrine in the social sciences. A full examination

of the current and intended operation of this great fund
is indicated, as 'well as a study of why certain institutions
have bien so greatly favored by it.+
'Reece Commlttee Rcport, p. 8r. The behavioraU'sclence" theorlec whlch
thls Ford unlt promotcr wlth tcns of milllons of dollars latgely concern
"rclentirm" or "fraudulcnt sclence.".The basic fallacy consists of an overempharis on fact finding, wlth an accompanying Insufficient regard for the
Intangible factors whlch allect hurnan behavior or must be laken into &ccount
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The reference in the quotation above to "gteatly favored" ln.
stitutions is based partly upon the following statistical analysis:
recent, recipients of favor from, and
consultants to, the Behaaioral Sciences Division of The Ford
Foundation indicates a definite concentration among favored

A glance at ihe list of

institutions or their faculties. Ot the committees which
formulated policies for this Fund, including a total of 88
penons with university connections, to seem to have been
from Harvard; 8 from Chicago; I from Yale; b from California; b from Stanford; and 5 from Columbia. A total of
Ig o[ these men (out of 88) represented rP institutions.
There is additional significance in the fact that some of
these recipients and consulhnts were on a multiplicity of
committees. For example, Professor Lazarsfeld of Columbia'
was on six; Professors Canoll of North Carolina, Merton o[
Columbia, and Tyler of Chicago on five; Professors Lasswcll of Yale, Simon of Carnegie Tech., and Stouller of
Harvard, on four, etc. Counting the number of times each
person with a university connedion appears on committees
of the Fund, we reach this representation:
University of Chicago
Harvard
Columbia

2E

Yale

lE

r8

r6

North Carolina
California

I

Stanford

7

7

f, etc,
Note also that associates ot, The Rand Corporation arc
represented r r times, This interlock with The Rand, Corporation is highly interesting.
Cornell

determlnlng what human belngs should do, should be permitted to do,
or chould be restrained from dolng. I shall give an example of !h13, Presently'
ln diccurslng lhe notoriour Behavloral SclenceS Divislon-ffnanced Jury'taP.
plng lncldent,

ln
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We must add the intriguing facr that the Behauioral Sciances Fund, provided a grant-in-aid program under which
each of fifty penons was ro receive $5,ooo to be spent at
their own discretion for the purpose of enriching their own
work. The associates and consultants disributed. this larges,
and included a goodly number of themselves in their fisc.
Note also that The Social Science Research Councilr took
part in the policy making of the Fund and that considerable
funds were made available to it and through it.

In

o[ rg5o, $3oo,ooo was given to each of seven
to The Social Science Research Council
(beyond other large grants to the SSRC). Why this money
was conc€ntrated on this Iimited gFoup of institutions, we
donotknow.f
the Summer

universities and

The explanation, namely, that what seems to be favoritism is
really the selection of the best men in the respective fields of re.
rearch, is not persuasive. An analysis would show that the men
chosen, directly or through the use of selected universities, are
overwhelmingly, if not wholly, o[ one school-that which the Behavioral Sciences Divisiorr of The Ford Ioundation seeks to promote. There is no objectivity in these selections. Men and institutions are carefully chosen to follow the theories of social*cience
research to which those who operate the Division adhere.
FORD EAVESDROPS ON JURIES

Were the trustees of The Ford Foundation to confine themselves
to direct, undesigned grants to operaring institutions, they would
be held exonerated if anything unfortunate were done with a
grant. Where, however, the foundation has planned or designed
the grant, or played any parr in determining or approving is detailed subject matter, its objectives, or its method of operation, it is

'

.

i

Sce Chapter E to orlent The Soclal Science Roearch
Roece CoInmitt€e RrPorr, p.81.
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dilficult for the trustees to escape responsibility for what happens.
The incident of jury eavesdropping is illustrative.
It is also an example, an excellent one, of the fraudulent nature
of much of the "science" to which the Behavioral Sciences Division had been addicted.
The Eastland Cornmittee of the Scnate rccently investigated the
installation of microphones in jury room$ to record the convena-

tions of juries in sesion, These installations were made under a
Ford Foundation grant through its Behavioral Sciences Division
to the University of Chicago Law School. The project was supervised by Dean Edward H. Levi of the Chicago University Law
School and was under the direction of Professor Harrl' Kalven, Jr.
These were scarcely objective selections to control an investigation with political overtones or connotations. Dean Levi signed a
letter to the Chicago Daily News in rg48 denouncing the House
Committee on Un-American Activities as a "spy-hunting" group,
Professor Kalven's similar political disposition is indicated by his
letter to President Truman in lg5z asking clemency for the convicted Rosenberg spies and by his lvork at "Rosenberg rallies."

Both these men belong to the group rvhich J. Edgar Hoover has
characterized as "fictitious liberals." They are entitled to their opinions. But their opinions would seem to show such a lack of objectivity that one would hardly choose them to study a political in-

stitution such as the jury $ystem.
Dean Levi testifred that The Ford Foundation originally clid
not know that juries rvere to be "tapped" in the investigation
which he supewised. On the other hand, it appeared that the original Ford grant had been for $4oo,ooo, but, so the dean testified,
it had been increased by an additional $r,ooo,ooo after The Ford
Foundation had been informed of the eavesdropping procedure.
This was "behavioral science,"
This was paid for by The Ford Foundation with money dedicated to the public.
Millions of Americans were shocked at the disclosure of this
project. As the Boston Posl put itr "The jury sy$tem is far from per-
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fect, but it is not going to be improved by secret eavesdropping in
jury rooms. That kind of police-state research can only tear down
the confidence of the people in the jury sy$tem, and, by the same
methdd, destroy the courts."
The project was designed to be "scientific" and to be under.
taken'under the auspices of "dlite" personnel who presume to
know far better than the citizen what is good for him. The people
saw the incident clearly, however, as a shocking violation of the
right bf privacy without which the jury system would be useless as

one

of the fundamental, Constitution-guaranteed protections of

the citizen.r

In a commercial corporation, a fiasco such as the jury-tapping
incident would mean that executive heads would fall. In The
Ford Foundation this does not seem to be the case. Bernard
Berelson, an old friend of Dr. Flutchin$, was the oPerating head
of the Behavioral Sciences Division and seems to have been the

contact man for the project which'eavesdropped on juries. As I
write; Mr. Berelron is still head of this $eat Behavioral Sciences

fund.
Gollege presidents and academicians who so urgently (but
mostly in private) plead for direct and unrestricted grants to
academic institutions freely admit that these institutions them.
selves can err. It is quite possible that the Chicago Law School,
under Dean Levi's deanship, would have itself selected the American jriry as a subject of inquiry and conducted it with as little re.
gard to propriety. But there is normally far greater safety to the

in transferring research decisions to recognized educa.
tional institutions than in bestowing them on professional founda'
tion managers.
There is the point, morcover, that such a grant could have been
made to some other law school presided over by a dean more
likely to direct a proper inquiry.
Among the countless condemnatory commen6 in the press
public

. I do not happcn to lnow

what other Procedur€s of Investlgatlon the jury
has aaoi:ted. Itu! rerearcherr who would slooP to the outrageour a4d
lruitlers proccdure of "bugging" Jurler ln eeslon nay well have uscd othcr
end worsc mcthodr in Shcir "ccicntlfic" tcrarch.

projct
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which greeted the disclosure of.the study of the "bchaviotism" of
juries by "bugging" their deliberations, was an editorial in The
WaIl Street tournal of October l?, lg5b, reading in part as fol'
lows:

When the experimcntcr$ usc the wrong methods to ascertain
truth, are the researchers alone responsible? Or are the
foundations, which are tax-free, accountable to the public
for the transgressions?

+ * r

Certainly the general public will hold foundations resPon'
sible for grants used in irresponsible ways. And unless the
foundations themselves assume a responsibility for seeing
that their grants are not misused, the unfortunate result
doubtless will be that the government will assume it for
them,

For a foundation can no more disclaim responsibility where
legal research funds are used for tampering with the jury.
system than it. could if some irresponsible people used itr
funds for tesearch into structural engineering by blorving
up some public bridges.
THE (FORD) FUND FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF EDUCATION
It took courage for academicians to testify before the Reece Committee, To ofier any ct'iticism of the major fottndadons and those

organizations with which they interlock is equivalent to writing
yourself off their books. They know how to dcal with those who
dare to disagree. As Professor Charles W. Briggs, prolessor emer'
itus of Columbia University, tcstified, they have terrified many

who would be critical. He said:

It is ragic in a high degtee that men who have tvon con'
fidcnce and position in the education world should be
intimidated from expressing cricicism of a foundation rvhose
administrators and policiet they do not respect.*
I

Reece Committee ftePotl, P, 38,
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He added these remarks concerning the power of the founda'
tions to punish criticism or to suppress it by the inducements of
their patronage:

It

has been stated that, unlike colleges and univeisities,
foundations have no alnmni to defend them. But they do
have influential peop)e as members of their boards, and
these members have porverful friends, some o[ whom are
more inclined to be partisanly defensive than objectively
critical. Moreover, there are also thousands who, hopeful
of becoming beneficiaries of future grants, either conceal
their criticisms or else give expression to a defense that may
not be rvholly sincere.*

Dr, Briggs was one of the courageous few who were willing to
criticize when he thought cricicism was due. His standing as one
of our leading educators was recognized by the Ford Foundationcreated Fund for the Advancement of Education, which had ap-

ie advisory committee.
reference to The Fund for the Advancement of
Education, that heavily endorved child of The Ford Foundation,
that Professor Briggs principally testified. He had resigned from
ir advisory committee in disgust. Reading from his orvn carefully
prepared statement, he said that all the officers o[ The (Ford)
Fund for the Advancement of Education had been appointed ditectly or indirectly by one influential executive of the parent
(Ford) foundation and (it is worth repeating) that these officen
presented to the board of their organization and to the public "a
program so general as to get approval and yet so indefinite as to
permit activiti€s which in the judgment of competent critics are
either wasteful or harmful to the education program rvhich has
pointed him to

It was with

been approved by the pnblic."
The Fund program was described

in the statement of The Ford

Foundation, filed with the committee, as follorvs:

The Fund for the Advancement of Education concentrates
upon five major educational objectives, These
. Loc. cll,

are-
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Clari$ing the function of the various parts o[ the educational system so that they can work together more e[.
fectively;
Improving the preparation of teachers at all levels of
the education system;
Improving curricula;
Developing increased financial support for educational
institutions; and
Equalizing educational opportunity,*

The same statement records that, up to the end of rg53, the
Fund had received from The Ford Foundation a total of $go,85o,58q of which it had disbuned $e2,14r,508. By the end of
1954, it had received $57,ooo,ooo from its parent. Who allocated
these vast funds? Professor Briggs tells us:

Not a single member of thc staff, from the prcsident down
to the lorvliest employee, has had any experience, certainly
none in recent years, that would give understanding of the
problems that are met daily by the teachers and adminrstrators o[ our schools.
Nor did they listen to competent advice:
As a former member of a so.called Advisory Committee I
testify that at no time did the adininistration of the fund
seek from it any advice on principles of operation nor did

it

hospitably receive or act
volunteered.f

in

accordance

with such advice

as was

Profesbor Briggs attacked the theory that foundation leaders
w€re entitled to force upon the public things which it does not
want, He said:

The principle that the public should decide what it wants
in order to promote its own welfare and happiness is unquestionably sound. An assumption that the public does not
r

f

Rcece Committee llaarings, p, rol8.
Reece Cornnrittee Report,p, z!.
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know what is for its own good is simply contrary
fundamental principles of democracy.r

to

the

Among his charges, supported in detail in his carefully prepared statement,f Professor Briggs said that The (Ford) Fund for
the Advancement of Education "is improperly manned" with an
incxperienced staft "out of sympathy with the democratic ideal of
givingan appropriate education to all the children of all the people"; that it has propagandized against programs approved by the
public; that has ignored professional teachers' organizations;
that it has becn extremely wasteful of public trust funds; that it has
"given no evidence of its realization of its obligations as a public
trust to promote the general good of the entire nation; and that it
either "has no balanced program of correlated constructive policies, or else it has failed to make them public."
Having severely criticized the propaganda of The Ford Foundation against current theories of education, he accused the Fund's
officen of an "arrog"tion" of "an assumption of omniscience" and
said:

it

All this being undentood,

rve can assert withottt fear of
that any attempt by outside agencies, however hcavily they may be financed and however
supported by eminent individuals, to influence school administrators and teachers to seek other objectives than those
which have public approval or to use methods and materials
not directed by responsible management is an impudence
not to be tolerated. Though cloaked rvith declared benevolence, it cannot hide the anogance underneath.f
guccessful contradiction

There is no doubt that Professot Briggs was referring to Dr.
Robert M. Hutchins when he said that one man was responsible
for the staffing of The Fund for the Advancement of Education.
The Fund was his creature and his design. It is yell known that
Dr. Hutchins's ideas on education and the responsibility of teach'
t lbiil, p. et.
f
I

Rcece CommitJee Hca'ings,p, g+ ca tcg,
Reece Comnitace Rcporl,p, r0l,
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ers runs severely counter to accepted theory; and I believe it safe
to say thar The Fund for the Advancement of Education has used

its millions in great measure to propagate Dr. Hutchins's ideas.
I have no doubt that some of Dr. Hutchins's theories are merito.
rious and even, in some r€spects, far superior to prevailing theories
of education. Indeed, he has lined himself up with those who
have revolted against the scicntific humanist theory of progtess.
his Freed,om, Education ond The Fund,* he says (p. gZ);

In

According to the dogmas of scientism, skepticism, and sec.
ularism there is.no * | r truth. If there is truth at all, it
is truth discoverable in the laboratory, by what it called
the scientific method,

Further (p. rz6):
Underneath the writings of almost all rvriters on education
lies the doctrine of social reform. They cannot look at the
society around them and like it, How is the society to be
changed? There are only two ways: revolution and educa.

tion,

And (p. rz8):

I believe it is dangerous as well as futile to regard
the cducational system as a mcans of getting a program of
social retorm adopted. If one admiu the possibility of obtaining through the schools social reforms that one likes,
one must also adrnit the possibility of obtaining social reforms that one dislikes. What happens will depend on the
popularity of various reformers, the plausibility of their
causes, and the pressure they are able to exert on the edBut

ucational system.

It

is "unwise and dangerous," he continues, to look at the educational system "as an engine of social reform."
However commendable some of Dr, Hutchinst ideas on edu-

cation may be, the fact remains that a system which enable$ any
.

A Meridian paperback book,

1956.
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one employee to use the terrific power of a vast public trust fund
to propagandize his own educational ideas is not to be tolerated,
as Professor Briggs rightly maintained.
Other data asembled by the Reece Committee bear out Professor Briggs's disgust with The Fund fot the Advancement of Edu'
cation. An illustration is the $565,ooo, threelear gtant by the
Fund to The Institute of Philosophical Research in San Francisco
which, accordingto the Ford tggr annualrePort, is to concentrate
on a "clarification of educational philosophy." An objective study
of "educational philosophy" could be higlrly desirable. The committee wondered, however, whether The Ford Foundation had se'
lected Dr. Mortimer Adler to head this study in order to make
sure that it would be objective.
Dr. Adler, another old friend of Dr. Hutchins, has made his
sympathy with collectivism entitely clear. In an article in t949 in
Common Catue, he said that we are in "a quiet but none the less
eftective revolution." He did not disapProve of this revolution. Its
direction was leftist, and he liked it.

He wrote:
By choice the American people are never going to fall back
to the right again. * r r ffixg deserves to be called a
revolution accomplished. Either the Democratic Party will
move further to the left or a new political party will form
to the left of the Democrats.r

Dr. Adler has also expressed himself forcefully to the effect that
world peace "requires the total relinquishment and abolishment of
the external sovereignty of the United States. . . ." t
This is the man chosen by The Ford Foundation to direct "a
dialectical examination of western thought" and "to clarify educa'
tional philosophy." Starting in rg5r with his budget of $565,ooo,
Dr. Adler has produced nothing very substantial to date except a
report called Resaarch on Freedom: Report ol Dialectical Discov'
eries anil C onstruclions,
. fDid., p. 16r.
t Ibld., p.2tI.
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There are indications that the Ford trustees are not wholly satis.
fied with the results of their gigantic expendirures through their
Fund for the Advancement of Education. Dwighr Macdonald, in
discussing the jargon used by foundation executivies, said this:

Thus, Prcsident Gaithcr, a haster of foundationese, writes
in his rg54 Annual Report, apropos of the trustees' decision
to cut the annual rate of support for the Fund for the
Advancement of Education from $ro,ooo,ooo to $g,ooo,ooo,
"In adopting this course, the Trustees acknowledged the
encouraging results of the Fund's efiorts in a relatively
short period and reaffirmed their belief that the Fund's
assistance to education shorved exceptional promise for
the future. fTranslation: The trustees are cooling off toward
the Fund and have decided to spend most o[ iheir educational money themselves in the future.l"*
IHE

(FORD) FUND FOR ADUTT EDUCATION

When The Ford Foundation decides ro enter some field of operation, it does not do so in modest fashion, Through rab6, its grants

to its own Fund for Adult trducation totaled $47,4oo,ooo. This
illustrates clearly enough the dangers inherent in foundation size.
Adult education is a worthy area of foundation activity when such
educacion is objectively directed. But $47,4oo,ooo is a tidy sum to
hand over to those who may be inclined ro use it for social and

political propaganda.
Onc of the projects richly supported by the Furrd for Adult
Education rvas the Great Books Discussion Groups, operated by
The American Library Association through its American Heritage
Project. "Adult education" was to be based on group discussions
of the "Great, Books" and educational films. Adults were to be
brought together in public libraries to discuss the great American
documents and "American political freedoms."
The use of the term "American political freedoms" might have
given the Ford uustees pause, The rvord "freedom$" used in this
.

Thc Foril Foundatiottrp, ro2.
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connection has a special sernantic significance. Radicais, domestic
and foreign, have been trying for years to reconstluct our basic
charter of liberties, our "inalienable rights" by strperimposing or
substituting for some of them new concepts of "freedom from"
various social ills. Much of the thinking behind these new "freedoms" has come out of the United Nations, where Marxists have
had their say in limiting the righa to which we adhere and in adding concepts which are foreign to us.
The Reece Committee, unable to do complete research on the
work of these Discussion Groups, did find some highly interesting
items among the prescribed materials employed. The Committee
found that the Great Books project was closely allied, through its
directorate, to The Encyclopedio Britannica, which issued r6mm.
documentary films sometimes used by the discussion groups. The
materials which the Committee collected "leaned heavily to civil
liberties, political and social action, and international world politics." Many of the authors whose works were studied were extreme
leftists. But it was selection of fihns used by the discussion groups
which most induced the Committee to doubt "the objectivity and
good faith of those responsible for the selection of individuals and
discus3ion materials." The following is the Committee's descrip
tion of some o[ the films:
Due Process ol Law Denicd

This film, somervhat uniquely paired with "The Advenof Huckleberry Finn" deals with excerpts from "The
Ox Bow Incidenc," a brutal story of mob "justice." Described in the material furnished to the discussion groups
as "forceful re-enacting of a lynching," a more accurate
statement is that it is inflammatory and designed to convey
the impression that throughout the United Smtes there is
widespread disregard for law and order,
tures

The Cummington Story
By Waldo Salt, who on April 15, rg5r, refused to answer,
claiming the privilege of the Fifth Amendment when ques.

.
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tioncd by the House Un-American Activities Committee regarding his Gommunist affiliations.
The House

I

Liue

In

By Albert Maltz rcferred to earlier, who refused to an
lwer questions regatding his Communist Party record, and
was cited for contempt,

Ql Human

Righu

Prepared by the United Nations Film Department, it is
witli the United Natione Declaration on Human
Rights, and is described as follows:
"An incident involving economic and racial prejudice

used

among children is used to dramatize the importance of
bringing to the attention of the peoples of the world theit
tights as human beings as set forth in the Universal Declaration of Fluman Righa proclaimed by the UNP General As.
sembly

in December

1948." [Emphasis supplied.]

The United

States government by rejecting this Universal
Declaration has gone on record as stating this country does

not consider that document-prepared in collaboration with
the Communists-as a statement of our "rights as human
being:s." The rights of citizcns of the United States are set
forth in the Declaration of Independence, in the Gonstitu.

tion and its Amendments,
Brotlrcrhood of Man
Also suggested for use on the program "Human Rights,"
this film produced by United Productions of America for
the Utrited Automobile Workers of the CIO is distributed
by Brandon Films. The Washington representative of Bran
don Films testified before the Jenner Committee in May
rgsr that Brandon Films advertised in the Daily Worker
but took lefuge behind the Fifth Amendment against selfincrimination when questioned as to his own Communist
Parry membenhip.
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The film itself is based on tlre pamphlet "Races of Mankind" written by Ruth Benedict and Gene Weltfish, whose
records are included in the Appendix. Following complaints
as to its nature and accuracy the pamphlet was witltdrawn
from the Armed Forces Education Program-but w recently
as September of this year lhe fiIm was in use at the Filrn
Cenler at Fort Monmouth, To this Committee the use of
such a film cannot be justified, and it condemns the subterfuge by rvhich a document bmnded as inaccurate is withdrawn as it were by one hand and surrepticiously reinstated
with the other.

With These Hands
Produced by the International Ladies Garment Workers'
Union, this film is a highly colored portrayal of violence on
the picket lines, featuring the horrors of the Triangle Fire
in New York City almost fifty years ago, giving a completely
unrcalistic picture of present day rvorking conditions.

Thc Challenge
This is another film on the theme that the guarantee
of "life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness" is denied to
Negroes and other minority group members in the United
States; it is unrealistic, distorted and deceptive.
Such presentations a$ the$e cannot be called educational
in the opinion of this Committee; they deliberately seek to
gtress "what's wrong" in present and past group relations
rath€r than provide facts for objective discussion of such relations, and ignore the fact that here in the United States
can be found the outstanding example of liberty in action
in the world today.
The Fund For Adult Education along with the coth Cen
tury Fund, and the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, is closely associated with the Film Council of America. Evans Clark is listed as a member and William F. Kruse
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(at one time connected with Bell and Howell) is in

a

policy-making position on the Film Council. Mr. Kruse's
background is particularly intcresting to this Committee
since he carries great weight rvith the Council--qnd the
Council's films find their way into the discussion groups
sponsored by the American Library Association with Ford
money.

Mr Kruse is reliably reported to have been a Communist
as recently as 1943, and there are witnesses who state he
still was after that date. As late as r94g he was listed as
sponsoring the Chicago Council of Arnerican,Soviet FriendshiP.
Another individual indirectly associated with the Film
Council is John Grierson, who produced "Round Trip,"
for a world trade campaign in rhis country starring Paul Hoffman. Grierson resigned as head o[ the Na-

spearhead

tional Film Board of Canada at the time of the Canadian
atomic spy ring revelations. Denied a visa to this country
he came in through Unesco and thereafter headed the film
section of that organization. Unesco and UNO films are
Iikewise used in the fGreat] Books discussion groups.
The r6mm. film is being increasingly recommended for
use

in all levels of education-including so.called adult

ed-

ucation. This Committce would strongly urge rhat the whole
matter of the type of films as well as the subject matter
and the individuals and organizations who produce these
films, be carefully studied. There is no greater media today
through which to propagandize and it is no exaggerarion

to say that such things as ostensibly "educational"

fihns

can well prove to be the Trojan horse of those ideologies
which seek to scuttle American principles and ideals,r

The Fund for Adult Education seems also to have been a Hoftman-Hutchins product. The President of the Fund is C, Scott
Fletcher, who has been closely associated rvith both. He was
. Reece Committee Report, pp, 164.166,
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president of the Encyclopedia Britannica Films, which was once
owned by the University o[ Chicago when Dr. Hutchins was
president of that institution. In some way not disclosed to the pub.
Iic, Britannica pased into private hands, among them those of
Mr. Benton, with whom Dr. Hutchins has also been closely associated. And Mr. Fletcher had been sales manager of the Studebaker Corporation while Mr. Hoffman was its President.
FORD'EDUCATES" IABOR

The Fund for Adult Education does not confine iaelf to the edu'
cation of the general adult public. It also devotes huge sums ot
money to the "education" of labor as a special class in our society.
This "education" i$ of a special kind. Iu nature may be gath'
ered from the heavy support given by The Fund for Adult Education to The American Labor Education Service, which is devoted to educating labor in how to "Advance Labor's Economic
and Political Objectives."f
The American Labor Education Service distributes political
pamphlea. Many of these are produced by that other radical or'
ganization, The League for Industrial Denocraey, As an indication
of how uninformed the trustees of The Ford Foundation must be
regarding the detail of their foundation's operations, one of the
pamphlets widely distributed by the Ford-supported American
Labor Education Service is entitled "Fordism." It is hardly com'
plimentary to the Ford Motor Company or to the memory of the
rnan who made the Ford Foundation billions available.
That The Ford Foundation might consider establishing general
and special courses of instruction for "labor" can be understood;
such educational eftorts directed especially at factory worker$
could be highly desirable. There cannot be any possible justifica3ion, however, for the use of public trust funds to suPPort organi'
zations devoted to "educating" labor to the leftist ends of such as

The American Labor Education Service and The League for In'
dustrial Democracy. It is difficult to believe that the Ford trustees
would countenance such appropriations were they aware of their
I

IDid., p. ro6,
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nature. The answer is that these trustees are quite out of touch
with much of the work of the great foundation which they, in the.
ory, administcr.

It

is difficrrlt to believe that the Ford trustees have any under-

of the nature of the Inter-University Labor Education
to which The Fund for Adult Education granted
from
$384,ooo
January l, lgb2, to June Bo, lgb3. The Reece
standing

Committee

Committee found an undated publication of this Education Committee enticled Labor's Stake in World Aftairs. It was marked "Pre.
liminary Dralt for Limited Distribution and Comment."
This publication characterized the conflict between Russia and
the United States as a f'strrrggle for world power." Labor must
fight communism, it indicated, but the impression was given to the
"labor" which The Ford Foundation rvas thus helping to "edu.
cate" that the Soviet Union wants peace, is against imperialism
and intervention, and wishes to cooperate with the.United States.

This public:tion equates the Berlin airlift with the Russian blockade<ne was no wor$e than the other-indeed, what could the
Russians do,

it

said, when the Western Powers restored industrial-

ization to Western Germany instead of persisting in agrarianization?-the Russian blockade was a just retaliation,
The question is askcd, should we (labor) fight i[ Russia at
tacks? The answer given is "yes." Then thc question is asked,
But what if ue start the war? No answer is suggested.
These are illustrations of the tenor of this Ford-financed work of
"gducation" of "labor." r
FORD AND INIERNATIONATISM

On October b, 1955, a luncheon took place on the premises of
The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, at which Mr.
Chester Bowles delivered an address in which he explained the
usefulness of private agencies working abroad. He said:

The voluntary agencies have more force than representa.
tivcs of the government. They do not sufter from the reI IDid" pp.

16r-163.
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rtraints imposed on official emissaries. They are free peo'
Ple.'
The same issue of the Times which reported this speech also re'
ported one by Mr. Paul Hoffman, former chairman of The Ford
Foundation and later chairman of its Fund for the Republic. Mr.
Hoftman, like Mr. Bowles, praised "voluntary welfare agencies"'
Mr. Hoffman was speaking at a dinner o[ the newly created Fund
for Asia.
It is obvious enough that "voluntary agencies" are, in general,
most highly desirable when engaged in philantlrropic work. When
such agencies, however, operate in the international area, considerable risk may be involved. Dealing with the treacherous in'
ternational situation might better be left to government agencies,
whatever their limitations.

The Fund for Asia may be a wholly commendable enterprise.
But it would be well to undenund whose agency it is to be; what
Asians it is to be "for"; who is to distribute its largess; and for what
purposes. "Agencies" often have an angelic aPPearance but turn
out to be unfortunate media as distributors of public trust fnnds.
The Reece Gommittee found an example of this in the case of
The American Friends Service Committee, to which The Ford
Foundation made very heavy gtants. The Service Committee is an
active lobbying organization whose policies have included an acquiescence, at least, in the Communist penetration of China. A re'
port of The American Friends Service Committee contained this
astounding statement:

Our own independence was achieved through a revolution,
and we have traditionally sympathized with the determined
attempts of other peoples to win national independence and
higher standards of living. The current revolution in Asia
is a similar movement, whatever its present association with
Soviet Communism.f

.

The Neu Yorh Times, Oct' 6, t955.

f

Rcece Committcc

Jtt?orl, P. rE6,
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One cannot get enthusiastic over the use by The Ford Founda.
tion of this agency for distributing its funds-an organization
which does not seem to see any material difference between the
American Revolurion and the Communist movement in China.
Yet Ford granted the Service Committee $r,rg4,ooo. Its expressed
iustifrcation for the size of this grant was that the officers of The
American Friends Service Committee had demonstrated their capacity "to deal effectively with" conditions which "lead to interna.

tional tensions."

But was ever''one in The Ford Foundation, for example, igno.
rant of the fact that, in lgbo, The American Friends Service Com.
mittee had written to President Truman:
Further intervention rvill result in the hardening of Chinese
resentment against America and the strengthening of Sino.
Russian ties. By treating Communist China as an enemy
and by refusing to recognize her, we are not isolating
China, we are isolating ourselves.+

The American Friends Service Committee was itselt a tax.
exempt organization. The propriety of such an organization at
tcmpting to influence the foreign policy of the United States cannot be defended. Moreover, its public pronouncements had shown
that funds distributed by ir might rvell be used for objectives suiting its own tlreories of foreign relations, regardlcss o[ the extent to
which these might conflict with those of our govemment.
One of the grandiose schemes of The Ford Foundation (in its
selccted area of "The Establishment of Peace") was the creation
of Intercultural Publications, Inc,, to "increase understanding
among peoples." What kind of an "understanding" of the people
of the United States has this creature of The Ford Foundation
given to other nations? The Reece Committee found among rhe
members of the advisory board of Intercultural Publications, fnc.
(and among those who contributed articles to its periodical or
whose books rvere reviewed in it) a Iarge number of persons with
o

IDid., p. r87,
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extensive Communist-front associations or o[ extreme leftist tendencies.

Whatever mistakes ollr own government may have made, and
may be making, in portraying the American people and their political and social ideas to others, it would seem far safer for us to
rely upon government than upon a creature of The Ford Founda.
tion to do our international "public relations" job for us.
The Ford Foundation has apparently spent some $go,ooo,ooo
in aid of foreign countries. There is considerable doubt whether
the American people have received their money's worth for the
many billions spent by our government on foreign aid. But at Ieast
tbis has been official spending, autholized by our elected reprcsentatives. The millions spent abroad by Thc Ford Foundation consti.
tute public trust funds, spent by private individuals rvithout the
people's cons€nt, knowledge, or understanding.
Time was when foundations confined themselves, in foreign
grants, to religious objectives (such as the establishing of missions);

educational purposes (such as the creation and support of
schools); and public health. Not so today. Some of them, Ford
and Rockefeller particularly, have launched themselves widely
into foreign projects which might be clasred as international "dogooding," along program lines of their own design. In the case of
The Ford Foundation, responsibility can probably be attributed
to Mr. Paul Hoffman, who became so accustomed to paying out
gigantic sums for foreign aid when he was an administrator of our
government's aid program that he could not curtail the habit.
To what extent have these foreign grants of The Ford Fottnda.
tion interfered or worked at cross-purposes with our State De-

partment? To what extent have they supported ideologies to
which Mr. Hoffman and his associates have been attached, though
they contravened what is acceptable to the American people? To
what extent have these private administrators of public trust funds
wasted millions and nnillions of dollars? I cite one example of
waste mentioned by Mr. Macdonald-the grant by Ford to The
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace of $roo,ooo to assist
in undenaking "a two year program of studies of nadonal policiec
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and attitudes toward thc Unitcd Nations." Mr. Macdonald characterized thil projcct as "like making a map of a cloud hovering
over a

fog."i

Apparently The Ford Fonndar.ion, under Mr. Hoffman's guid.
ance, concluded that our relations with some ,'undeveloped" na.
tions could be improved by rhe expenditure of great sums in those
countries. Our own government had had a similar theory. How.
€ver, as I have said, it would seem safer to let our governmcnt take
whatever risks are involved than to permit private agencies to al.
locate public trust monies for such ends. The millions, for exam.
ple, which Ford has poured into India-have they been well spent?
This enormou$ nation now shows an increasing dista$te for the
United Staces and a rapidly inceasing affection for the Soviet

goyernment. Should it not occur to the ftustees of The Ford
Foundation thar they have no business using public trust funds
to further a Ford Foundation Foreign Policy?
A startling example of Ford Foundation Foreign policy is iU
recent grant of $5oo,ooo to allow Polish rocial scientists, archi.
tects, engineers and writers to study in the United States and
Western Europe, and for a few American and European scholar$,
to study in Poland. The Rockefeller Foundation has joined thit
nev/ procession and has announced a $47g,ooo grant to poland
"for scientific research in agriculture and medicine,', f It does not
appeal to my sense of logic rhat we should be assisting the Com.
munist Empire. But, if contrary opinion is valid and the Commu.
nists of the Iron Curtain countries should be assisted, should not
that decision be made by our President and Congres rather than
by the Ford or Rockefeller foundations? After all, The Tord Foun.
dation and The Rockefeller Foundation are dispensing public
trust funds. I cannot imagine any stretch of logic or interpretation
'of propriery which would entitle foundation trusree$ to apply
American, public trust funds to the use of Communists.
One of rhe most fantastically futile and wasteful projects de,
signed by Mr. Hoffman for The Ford Fsundation was a study of
) The Ford Founilotlon,p,

t

ro4,
Ncw Yorh Hetald TribunerMay t7, tg57,
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It was Mr. Hoffman's nalve belief
that the expenditure of enough money on "studies" could find the
answers which The Carnegie Endowmetrt for International Peace
had not been able to discover in all its long history. Apparently'
it was Mr. Hoftman's theory, rvhich he convinced the truste€s to
adopt, that there was.no basic problem of Soviet intransigence or
of Russian determination to destroy the capitalist world. All that
was needed was for a group of scholars to sit down and figure out
what we had to do, and rvhat the Russians had to do, so that peace
could reign. Something like $roo,ooo of the }oundation's public
trust funds went down this drain.
Nor has the Foundation given up hope that better international
relations can be developed if only the American people become
more "internacional-minded." This thesis has governed a large
part of the work of The Carnegie Endowment. But the Endow'
ment cannot plunge the way The Ford Foundation can. The latter allotted $6,goo, ooo to six law schools "to develop a program oE
international studies." And the Program for "intercultutal rela'
tions," started by Mr. Hoffman, is beingcontinued with a probable
aggregate expenditure of $375,ooo. Mr, Macdonald has said, "The

how we could achieve Peace.

budget reads like an academic W.P.A."I
Indeed, with so much money to spend, The Ford Foundation
obviously must scramble around actively to find ways in which to
use is vast funds. Quite a large percentage of its grants might be
clased with the "boondoggling" of the 3o's. Far more serious
than such waste of public trust money, however, are the instancec
of affirrnatively harmful projects. Of these, one of the worst is The

Fund for the Republic
THE (FORD) FUND FOR, IHE R,EPUBI.IC

The Fund for the Republic is the finest flower of what might be
called the "philandering school of philanthropy.'? It was the brain
child of Mr.Paul Hofiman, probably midwifed by Dr. Hutchins. It
was born simultaneously with Mr. Hoffman's release as chairman
of The Ford Foundation, and it is not unreasonable to suppose
. IDrd" pp. 164-165.
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that there ry:$ a connection between the two events. It is sus.
pected that Mr. Hofrman was given charge of the gr5,ooo,ooo
capital of The Fund for the Republic, ro qse for the promorion of
some of his favorite ideas, as a sop to his feelings.r

It was not long before The Ford Foundation trustees decided
that they could nor stand Dr. Hutchins eirher, and relieved him
of his duties as a principal director, rvhereupon Mr. Hoffman installed him as president o[The Fund for the Republic to the chairmannhip of which Mr. Hoffman had been dernoted, Messrs. Hoftman and Hutchins were thus together again. Inasmuch as TIte
Fund for the Republic rvas given independence by The Ford
Foundation, these two were to have their heyday.
The Fund for the Republic holds itself our to be educational in
purpose. Its handsome and expensively printed report of May gr,
rg55,f includes this statcment, writtcn by Dr. Hutchins:
The object of the Fund is to advance an understanding of
civil liberties. The Board of Directors believes thar the
rights o[ Americans should not be compromised or lost
through neglect or confusion. It believes that the citizen
should know what his rights are and what is happening to
them.
These noble purposes w€re put to the test when a proposal was
made to The Fund for the Republic that it cause a study to be
made of the rights reserved ro the people by the Ninth and Tenth
Amendments to the Constitution, No grant rvas requested-the suggestion was merely that the Fund, itselt or through others, undeitake such a study. It seemed logical enough. The Fund claimed to
be interested in "civil liberties" and the proposal was to let the
people know what their "liberties" are.

I There lr cven another Hoftman In the plcture. Mr, Hatloct Hotfman, son
of I\{r. Paul Hollman, is Ilsted as..Assistanato rhe presldent,,, Nepotism?
fThe Fund ha! ncver denled ltsetf, In the firrt rrvo yearc bf operatlon,
It consumed f4ro,ooo to make granrs of $B43,ooo. Irs ollicei, both ln iasadena

and New Yqrk, have been luxurioug. Expcnse has seemed no serious concern.
Salaries have
Fgn bt no means nlggaidly. I\(r. Hutchins gets along on a
$jo,mo salary; hlr assistant on one, I believc, of $g5,ooo; ana counscllr sim.
llarly corupenuted.
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Certain rights and "liberties" were expressly reserved to the people in the Constitution and its Amendments. The Ninth and
TentliAmendments provided, further, that any rights which the
people might have which were not expressly enumerated were also
reserved to thern. The point is, nobody seems to have any very
clear idea what these unenumerated, reserved righu may be.
Surely, if The Fund for the Republic is dedicated to the PurPose
(to use. Dr. Hutchins's actual words) that "the rights of Americans
should not be compromised or lost through neglect or confusion,"
one might think it a necessary and basic use of some of its money
to have a study made to determine what our rights are. Surely,
if Dr. H.utchins meant what he said, that he wanted the citizen to
"know what his rights are and what is happening to them," the
proposed study was a "must."
The proposal was rejected in writing by The Fund for the Re'
public on the ground that it did not fit into its program.
This reaction might have been expected. The documents attend'
ing the creation of The Fund for the Republic convinced the
Reece Committee that one o[ the Fund's Purposes had been to in'
vestigate Congtessional investigations. ft has turned out, in oPera'
tion, even more dangerous than the Committee anticipated, White
the Reece Gommittee investigation was under way, The Fund
kept its skirts moderately clean. Since the filing of the Committee
report, however, it has shown is true colors as a propaganda
agency for the leftist political ideas of its directing officers, Messrs,
Hoftman and Hutchins, and similarly disposed, carefully coL
lected associates.

Thd Fund for the Republic now has to its credit many monu-

mental achievements in propaganda:
r. A $roo,ooo study of the Federal loyalty.security program, in.
tended to bring out criticism of the methods used to clear Commu'
nists and Communist syrnpathizers out of government employ.
Mr. Walter Millis, a consultant to the Fund, is associated rvith this
project. Mr. Millis, in a recent radio debate with Judge Robert
Morris, said: "What I object to is not the procedure in the [oy.
alty-securicy] program, but the very fact that the system is there,"
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r. The subsidization of the Edward R. Munow project to
circulate among schools and elsewhere his extendcd T.V. interview with Robert Oppenheimer. This project was intended to
glamorize Dr. Oppenheimer after he had been stripped of his se.

curity clearance-an obvious attempt to discredit the security

sys.

tem,

g, The $rgo,ooo survey of high-school and college teachers to
ascertain the degree to which they have "feared" to teach controversial subjects in the classrooms, The intention of this project was
to propagandize the false claim that the loyalty-security pro$am
and "hysteria" on the part of the anti-Communists has terrorized
innocent teachers,
' 4, $8oo,ooo study of the influence of communism in contemporary American lite. This project has distinguished itself by hiring
Earl Browdc& former head of the Communist Party in the United
States and still an ardent Communist. It has also assigned a sub'
project to one Theodore Draper, who was once a reporter fot The
'Daily Worher and graduated from that to The New Mwsel
. 5, The $r85,goo study of "American attitudes, toward communism and civil liberties." The purpose of this, obviously enough, is
to promote the Hofiman-Hutchins theory that our security meas-

ures violate "civil rights" and that the protection of these rights
may be more important than protecting ourselves against communism.

6. The $64,5oo study of the "Communist record," including
bibliographies. This project lps produccd A Bibliography on the
Communist Problem in the UnitedStntes. It has been blasted by a
great number of informed critics, Professor Philip Taft o[ Brown
University, a leading authority on communism in trade unions,
has siid that The Fund for the Republic deserves a "vote of
thanks from the Communist Party." James T. Farrell, chairman of

the American Committee for Cultural Freedom, called

it

"inex.

cusable sloppiness." Dr, John A. Sessions, assistant,director of the

International Ladies Garment Workers Training Institute, has
been scorching in his criticism. He said the Bibliography "con
sistently omitted the more important works of many of the very
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writerc who have done most to illuminate the Communist problem." "If," wrote Dr. Sessions in The New Leader, "the Fund seriously wishes to defend itself against such attacks as have been
leveled against it by Fulton Lewis and the American Legion, it
must do something to make amends for this bibliography,"r
7, The $4o,ooo production of Freedom to Read, a film calculated to attack the banning of pro-Communist books from U. S.
Information Service propaganda libraries,
8. The purchase and circulation o[ a propaganda booklet written by Dean Griswold of the Harvard Law School, entitled ?ftd
Fif th Amendment Tod,ay, a brief for the Fifth Amendment pleaders. Against the mass of material issued to the public of an antianti-Communist nature, the Fund, as far as I have been able to
learn, hag distributed only one piece of contrary literature. This is
an article written by C. Dickerman Williams, which deva.states the
booklet, The Filth Amendment Today, written by Dean Griswold.
But g5,ooo copies of the Griswold book were distributed. And
only r,ooo of the Williams replyl Regarding Dean Griswold's
position, Mr. Williams had this to say in the Nallbrol Review,
December

sr,

rgSb:

* * t it is unfortunate, if not tragic, that the Harvard
Law School-with its energy, intelligence and prestige, and
its miliuant stand on the side of disclosure during the investigations of monopoly in the r8go's and rgoo's, of corruption in the rgeo's and of questionable business practices
in the rg3o's-should be identified with the cause of concealment today, rvhen the country is contronted with the far
more serious danger of Soviet penetmtion. The "methods"
and personalities of congressional investigators, whatever
they may be, hardly rvarrant such a reversal of position,
As far as f knor% the Fund For The Republic has not distributed any copies of Common Sense And The Filth Amendment,

t

Sec

Expcrls

Hil Fotrl Fund Rcil Guldc, New Yorh llorld-Tclcgran,
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by Professor Sidney Hook of New York Universiry (Criterion
Books, tgbT), which leaves Dean Griswold's book in shreds.
g. The circulation of a large number of other leftish books,
among them

Banned Boolu, by Anne Lyon Haighu

our Schook, by Lawrence Martin;
Fteedom Auard Speeches, by Fr-eedom House;
The Pseudo-Conseruative Reuolt, by Richard Hofstadter;
Grand, Inquest, by Telford Taylor;
Government by Intestigation, by Alan Barth;
Faceless Informers and,

Conlormity and Ciuil Liberties, by Samuel A. Stouffer;
The Kept Wilness, by Richard H. Rovere;
To Insure the Dnd of Our llysteria, by Paul Hoffman;
Who "Collaborated" with Russia, by Paul Willen
delivered to legislators, lawyers, judges, college presidents and
others who might create opinion or influence legislation.
to. The purchase and wide distribution of a propaganda isue
otThe Journal of the Atomic Scientists, intended as an attack on
our security system.
r r. The $roo,ooo i'blacklisting" study: the circularion o[ a questionnaire to firms using radio and television to discover what anti-

Communists are doing.

r.

An appropriation of gzoo,ooo (later revoked under sufficient
ridicule and, perhaps, fear of losing tax exemption) to put Herb
Block on television. Herb Block is a carroonist for the Washington
Post-Times. The r954 reporc of The Fund for rhe Republic lists
this project under "Popular Education." David Lawrence described Mr. Block as "a cartoonist rvho regularly ridicules the se.
curity program and is noted for his 'Left Wing' cartoons."*
r g. The gift of $b,ooo to a
Quaker school board for irs "courageous and eftective dcfense of democratic principles" in having
voted to retain a Mrs. Knowles as a librarian, Mr. Herbert Phil.
brick, an F,B.I. undercover agent, had testified under oath that
Mrs. Knoryles had been a member of the very Communist cell
l

.

N,Y.

Hcnld T/Dune,

Sept. 16, 1955.
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which he had joined in his F.B,I. work-and Mrs. Knowles had in.
terposed the Fifth Amendment when asked under oath whether
she had ever been a Communist.

r4. The employment on its staE of one Amos Landman, three
weeks after he had been named under oath as having been a Com.
munist and had himself pleaded the Fifth Amendment when
asked whether he had ever been one. His employment by The
Fund for the Republic was as a "publicity tnan!" Dr. Hutchins
had recently gone so far (it took him quite a while to get there) as
to admit that communism wa$ a danger to the United States.
Nevertheless, he has stated that he would hire a Communist if he
were "qualified" for the job at hand, rcgardlers of the man's previous record.
r5. The $r5,ooo "study" at Stanford University of the testi.
mony of witnesses in proceedings relating to communism. This

study was accepted by the dean of the Stanford Law School
without the approval of the tfustees. The dean is the director of
Far Eastern Affairs for The Ford Foundation. The study is to be
conducted under one Herbert Packer, a forrner employee of The
Fund for the Republic, The result will no doubt be a deprecation
of the testimony of reforned Communists, such as Elizabeth Bent
ley and Louis Budenz, whose disclosures of Cornmunists have
been so important to the security of the United States,
16. The grant of $g95,ooo to The Southern Regional Council.
The New Yorh Journal-American reported on November ?, 1955,
that 'the board of directon of this organization "includes 8t
members with past proCommunist affiliations,f'
David Lawrence, in his column of August 18, 1955, relerring
to The Fund for the Republic, called attention to the "current
wave of appeasement" which is deo$oying our national ideals, and
continued:

There is, for example, a deliberate attemPt to pooh'pooh
Gommunist infiltration in the United States. Scarcely a day
passes that some blow isn't struck at those who are fighting
Communist oubveroion. Thus, in the last few days a docq'
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ment has been published o[ a study financed by the Ford
Foundation. It selects pieces of testimony and tries to make
the security proceedings of the United States look capricious
and ludicrous. Nowhere is the full trairscript of any hearings
given so thac bpth sides of the cross-examination and the
reasons

for it can be undentood.

When Sen, McCarthy stood up in the Senate and gave selected itcms about individuals suspected of Communist associations, he was pilloried for giving only one side. But
when the Ford Foundation study gives only piecemeal items
without all the background, no criticism is voiced from
"Left Wing" quarters. Recently there has been a hue and
cry about anonymous informants but the Ford Foundation
study now being publicized is anonymous so far as giving
the facts or the story of both cides or the sources of the
study,

Nor is any information being given to the public as to rvhy
somi of the questions asked in hearings could be pertinent
to a security investigation. * I t It is only common sense
not to let anybody occupy a government position or be given
a post in the armed services if he could Iater be the victim
of attempted blackmail,
The American Legion has several times, at its national convention, adopted resolutions urging Conges to make a further and
complete study of tax-exempt foundations. National Commander
Seaborn P. Collins of the.American Legion, according to a Nera
York Herald Tribune teport of September rr, rg5f, called on
Legion members to "have no truck" with The Fund for the Republic. He said:

I am isuing this alert to our membership because it appears
that the Fund for the Republic, headed by Dr. Robert
Maynard Hutchins, is threatening and may succeed in crippling the national security.
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He accused the Fund of "constant, loaded criticism of Congressional and Administration efforts to resist Communist infiltration." He said:

One apparent line of attack is the attempt to persuade
Americans that communism is not, and never has been, a
serious threat to the United Sntes.

This propaganda is considered by the American Legion
to be as dangerous as it is uncrue, but we recognize that
even such propaganda as that being disseminated by the
Fund for the Republic can be sold to many Americans rvhen
millions of dollars are behind the sales eflort.

After the American Legion had become critical of his work, Dr.
Hutchins took a paid full-page ad in the American Legion Magazine ao defend The Fund for the Republic. Tbe Legion Magazine,
in commenting on this advertisement, said:
Incidentally, rve are holding in escrol the money paid for
the advertisement on the preceding page. There is a difference of opinion as to whether an eleemosynary organization may properly spend money in this way, and we are
holding it till such time as this point is adjudicated.

It should concern the Internal Revenue Service whether a foundation is expending its funds for purposes entitling it to tax exemption rvhen

it

buys advertising space

in

magazines and rvhen

it

"pttblic relations counselors."
ihe Fund for the Republic is not rvithout defenders. The Neu
Yorh, Times of $eptember 2b, rgbb, reported that Dr. Nathan M.
Pusey, president of Harvard University, had said, in an address of
the day before, that the attack on The Fund by Mr. Collins of the
Legion was "an incredibly misguided action." The Tirnes reported
further;

engages

Noting that seaeral lrustees ol lhe Fund lor the Republic
were presenf, Dr. Pusey said that the record would show

"to any fair-minded observer" that the Fund had

hewed
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to its basic aims in two years of operation. (Emphasis sup.
plied.)

Dr. Pusey was entirely correct-that. is, if the aims of The Fund
for the Republic were, a$ the Reece Committee suspected, to prop
agandize for certain extreme "liberal" political views.
In December rg55 Mr. George Meany, president of the
merged A,F.L. and C.LO., delivered a fiery address inveighing
against the quiescent attitude o[ "libcrals" toward communism. He
said:

Communism is the very opposite of liberalism. Communism
is the deadli€st enemy of liberalism. Liberals should be the
most consistent and energetic fighters against communi$m.
Liberals musi also be on guard against developing a certain
type of McCarthyism of their own. They must shun like a
plague the role of being anti-anti-Communist.
Thc Fund for the Republic has not shunned this role. It has become the leader of the anti-anti-Communist movemcnt in the

United States.
Not only have Mr. Hofiman and Dr. Hutchins given an anti.antiCommunist leadership to The Fund for the Republic, but it has
been a very fuzzy one, indeed. This was brought out in an edito.
rial in the Los Angeles Thnes of August e8, 1955, which dis.
cussed the current Fund report. The editorial said that there was a
question whether The Ford Foundation had "got its money's
worth out of the Fund's $e,5r4,798 expenditures to date." The
editorial reviewed the basic Iaws which protect our "civil rights"
and then said:

One is tempted to believe that these basic laws have not
been carefully read by Dr. Hutchins. For in his report
he says:
"The treatmen! accorded suspectcd persons in Congres.
sional hearings has not alrvays been that contemplated by the
Sixth Amendment:
Here is the Sixth Amendment:

"In all ctiminal prosecutions,

the accused shall enjoy the
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tight to a speeily and public trial, by an impartial iury ot
the State anil, district wherein the crime shall haae been
committeil, which d'istrict shall haae been previously ascer'
toined, by law, and to be inf ormed of the nature and causc ol
the accusation; to be conlronted with the witnesses against
him; to haue ccmpukory process lor obtaining witnesses in
his favor, and to have the assistance ol counsel for his de'
lense,"

Neither Congtessional investigations or administrative
hearings are mentioned in the amendment. For neither ot
these is a "criminal prosecution." If there is reasonable evi'
dence of criminality, the normal processes of trial then take
place wherein the individuals concerned have the complete
protection of the Constitution.
These are samples of the hazy thinking about civil righu
in the Hutchins report and a continuation of the bizarre
points of view he has had in these matters. I t t

I

must record one more example of Fund For The Republic
absurdity. While the manuscript of this book was in final Proces$
of preparation, the New York Herald Tribune (July z, tg5?) te.
ported an announcement by the Fund For The Republic of the
appointment of a committee of "consultants" who are to under.
take an inquiry into "the impact on individual freedom and civil
liberty of two large modern institutions-the industrial corpora.

tion and the labor union." The "consultants" are: Adolph A.
Berlg Henry R. Luce, Scott Buchanan, Eugene Burdick, Eric

Goldman, Clark Kerr, the Rev. John Courtney Murray, Isador I.
Rabi, Robert Redfrcld and Reinhold Niebuhr, While this committee is obviously well*tacked with "liberals"--some extremely
to the lefc-it has one further interesting characteristic. In his syndicated column of August r, rg5?, Raymond Moley pointed out
that the list reveals "an astonishing absence of people who have
cver had any experience with either corporations or unions. All
except one are professors or college administrators." The one exception (Mr. Luce), said Moley, has had no experience "in the
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industrial climate which conditions the problems wirh which this
study purports to deal."
Moley concludes: "The exclusion of people experiehced in run.
ning corporations and labor unions makes certain that the personal
views of Hutchins will have no opposition." The panel of "con.
sultants" is a carefully hand-picked one. An objective report from
this group is too much to hope for.

I

wonder whether the new

management of The Ford Foundation is pleased with this project
generated by iu offspring, The Fund.
THE RESPONSIBIIITY OF THE FORD TRUSIEES
The Fund for the Republic raises, in a harrowing way, the prob.
lem of trustees' responsibility. Some of the sutements filed with

the Reece Committee by foundations proclaimed the urterly
sound principle that a foundation should nor exercise censorship
in the execution of a grant. Bur they used this sound principle to
excuse. themselves from responsibility for damage which could
have been anticipated, There is a great deal of difference bctween

insisting on controlling the research engaged in by Professor
Jones to whom a grant has been made, and making sure that the
professor to be selected for the grant is not one given to radicalism
and strong bias in his work. There is a world of dilterence between requiring contormity of a researcher and insiseing on objectivity in selecting him; the former is reprehensible; the latt€r is a
public duty.
Yes, there might be one exception to this conclusion. A grant
might properly be made to a person of knorvn bias, if this were
part o[ a'program or plan in which the contrary poinc of view
would also be adequately and fairly presented to the public.
According to newspaper reports, Mr. Henry Ford II finally got
around to disavowingThe Fund for the Republic. He did this in a
series of letters to correspondents who asked him why he remained silenr in view of. the apparent record of the Ford Foun.
dation-created Fund. Mr, Ford said that some of the actions of
The Fund for the Republic "have been dubious in character and
inevitably have led to charges of poor judgment." This was rather
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Mr. Ford must know that some of the activities
of the Fund have been more than "dubious" and that far more
than mere poverty of "judgrnent" was involved. Mr. Ford main'
tained, in any event, that The Ford Foundation was not responsi'
ble in any way, because it had created the Fund as an independent
unit, to be managed by its own board.* This position cannot be
a weak disavowal.

accepted by the public.

As The WalI Street Journal of December g, 1955, Put
editorial commenting on Mr. Ford's position:

ii in an

So here are a group of men who have been handed $r5
million to spend in the Ford name for political and educa'
tional purposes withouc being accountable to anyone. They
are not subject to recall or referendum. They appoint their

'

own successon. They could i[ they chose, adopt projects to
"educate" for communism, fascism or rvhatever fancy struck
their heads, And no one could say tltem nay.

Can Mr. Ford and the other Ford Foundation truste€s dodge
responsibility by saying that they created,an independent and self'
governing unit? Can one, fairly and ethically, just pour fifteen mil'
Iion dollars into anyone's lap and say: "Do with this what you
will; I wash my hands of what you do"? Yes, perhaps that might
be done in making a grant to a university, a church, a hospital, or
some other responsible, existing institution with recognizable and
acceptable traditions and standards. Otherwise, the maxim dele'
gatus non potest delegare applies-that no trustee can delegate his
trust function.f
No, tlre money being so wrongfully used by The Fund for the
Republic is Ford Foundation money, and the public, which was
required to be made the beneficiary of The Ford Foundation in
twecn The Fortl Foundatlon and The Fund
cevcred. It war Provided that, if the Fund
lost its tax axemptlon, its remaining money leould revert to the Parent.

the unblllcal cord

be

'Actually.
for the i.epubllc wa: not wholly

f This maxim war quoted ac the cox committee hearings by Dr. Henty
Allen Moe of Thc lohn Simon Cuggenhcint Memotial Foundation, Thlt
foundation, ltself, made many r€Sreltable grants, some of them to Commu'
nists; bu! at least Dr. Moe did not try to dodge the rcsponslbillty of ttusteeg
for the application of the funds they adminlster.
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order for the Ford family to rcap the tax advantages which went

with its creation, is entitled to rrace that money and to judge its
application.

The grant to The Fund for the Republic lvas not made unrvib
tingly, The truste€s selected Mr. Paul Hofiman to run it. They
must have known Mr. Hoffman's opinions and proclivities and understood that its offshoot, placed in his control, would likely follow
his bent-just, indeed, as they must have knorvn, rvhen placing Dr.
Hutchins in cbarge of The Fund for the Advancement o[ Educa.
tion, that the result would be a llutchins product.
The Ford trustees rnight have acquired some insight into the
rvay The Fund for the Republic would be managed when its
chairman, Mr. Hoffman, initially announccd that it proposed "to
help restore respectability to individual freedom"*a statement
which the.Reece Committee report characterized as "obviously a
product of the 'red herring' and 'witch hunt' school of political
philosophy" and as "airogant, presumptuous and insulting."*
The Ford trustces should also have knorvn that there rvere inherent dangers in the detailed prograrn rvhich Mr. Hoffman pre.
sented to them for The Fund for the Republic. This touched delicate political areas. A foundation should not necessarily slry from
delicate areas. If it wishes to enrer them, horvever, it is ethically
obliged to exercise the greatest circumspeition. Every reasonable
effort should bc rnade to assure that subjects which contain political dynarnite rvill be handled rvirh the carc they require-rvith full
objectivity and fairness. In permitting their creature, The Fund
for the Republic, to becorne a propaganda machine for the advancement of leftist political ideas, the Ford trustees abandoned
their drtty to the public to rvhose service tliey were dedicated by
accepting appointment, By suffering The Fund for the Republic to
fall into the hands of persons who might have been expected to
use it for propaganda, these Ford trustees, by negligence at least,
became party to actions against the public rvelfarc.
The statement filed by The Ford Foundation with the Reece
Committee said:
.

Reece C,ommi(ee Report,

p, rt4,
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The trustees of the Ford Foundation are proud of their act
in creating the Fund for the Republic.f
Since then we have had Mr. Henry Ford II's qualified and gentle disapproval of some of the actions of The Fund for the Repub'
lic. But his was an expression of personal opinion. There has been
no.official Ford Foundation repudiation of The Fund for the Republic. As far as the public knows, excePt for Mr. Ford's modemte
criticism of The Fund for the Republic, the trustees are wholly sat'
isfied with all the Ford Foundation's works.

}IAS IHE FORD FOUNDAIION CHANGED ITS SPOTS?
Nothing would be more conducive to better foundation public re'
lations than for these trustees to come forward with frank self'
criticism, disclosing to the public (whose interests they represent)
exactly how dissatisfied they have been with their performance to
date. I.am sure they cannot be entirely huppy, and an honest selfcritical report could consticute a most valuable catharsis.
When the major grants of the Ford Foundation in tg55 were
announced, many saw hope thau its trustees had come to under'

stand the error of their ways and were ready to abandon the dis'
aipation of their funds in scientism and worse, Such hopes may
have leen illusions, as the facts narrated in the following syndi'
cated article by Raymond Moley of February zg, 1956, may indicate:

.

BEHAVIORISM AT HARVARD
The Influence of The Ford Foundation in The
Harvard Graduate School of Businest
Administration.
The final report of Donald K. David, signalizing his retirement as dean of the Graduate School of Busines Ad.
ministration at Harvard, provides a vivid example of the
immense power

that the Ford Foundation is exercising
of even the highest rank, And

over academic institutions

'

Rccce Conrmittee llearings, p, to53.
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that influence, it seems, will be directed toward the adop.
tion by such institutions of a very special type of research
which seems to have possesed the Foundation since the
beginning of its cateer under Paul Hoftman and Robert
Hutchins,

It seems that during the past year rhe Ford Foundation
bestowed upon the school a grant of $l,ooo,ooo for re.
search, with a srrong hint that ir be used in Iarge part to
"further the increased use of the behavioral sciences, es.
pecially sociology, psychology and anthropologT, in research
in and teaching of business administration." When three
billion dollars gives a hint, of course, it is a command.
It is interesting that Dean David is also a director of the
Ford Foundation, which raises rhe point of not a conflict,
but what might be called a comrnuniry of interests. It is
more blessed to give than to receive, But when you can give
and receive at the $ame time, you mal' consider yourself

twice

It

blessed,

is also interesting to note that the dean's report was
g&duates of the'school with a covering letter from
to
sent
Thomas H. Carroll, who is not only president of the alumni
a$ociation but Vice President of the Ford Foundation.
The direbtive that the funds be used on dre "behavioral"
6ciences follows almost the exact language of the original
purposes of the Ford Foundation.
The dean's report poinrc out that research undertaken
in the school "must represent the specific interests o[ the
individual members of the Faculty," Apparently the 'tpe.
cific interests'l of the present members of the faculty do not
provide the preoccupation witlr "behaviorism" so deaf to
the Ford people. Accordingly, new talent is to be sum.
moned in the pe$on o[ Professor Samuel A. Stouffer of the
Department of $ocial Relations across. the Charles River.
' Dr, Stouffer is well fitted to lead the business school into
the mysterious "scientism" desired by the Ford Foundation,
He has been a member of no less than four Ford advisory
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During the rvar he served in the so'called
Information and Educacion Division o[ the War Department. Mainly, according to ex-service men, that operation
was intent upon petforming as many curious behavioristic
experiments as possible while the human guinea pigs were
under what social scientists call "control." He is co-autlror of
"The American Soldier," a rvork which will be bitterly
remembered by many responsible army officers. At the Uni'
venity of Chicago and later at Harvard he was able to
conduct his "controlled" probings on sophomores. At the
business school, Dr. Stouffer will wolk with a team of the
faculty leading torvard a "new long-range program of re'
search in the area of consumer behavior." One graduate of
the school said, after reading of the expected visitation of
Dr. Stoufier, that apparently "controlled experiments"
which have hitherto been possible only on (a) soldien,
(b) sophomores, (c) guests in state institutions, will now be
performed upon (d) customer$ for the benefit of prospective
marketing experts,
So the old rule that the customer is a supreme being rvho
is always right will no longer have that distinction. He is
to become a guinea pig along with many other formerly

committees.

free citizens.
Larvyers well remember the invasion by the behaviorists
of the law schools and the strange sociological judicial opin'
ions we have geen in recent years. Norv business manage'
ment is to have its turn.

In

any event, this whole matter illustrates the creeping
control by the bureaucracy of the Ford Foundation over
higher education. It can happen even in a school like
this rvhich has rvon a fine distinction by keeping fairly
close to ia major interest which, according to its catalogue,
is "to provide opportunity for men to develop themselves
for positions of responsibility in private business or in the
busines of government," fn short, bttsiness was its busi'
ness.

l.
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There

is other evidence that the Ford uustees either have not yet

full control of the foundation enterprise or else have not
yet decided to change the foundation's coloration. In an article in
the Nalional Relieu of April rt, 1956, Mr. William Herrry
Chamberlin dcplores the support by The Ford Foundation o[
The Foreign Policy Association, which apparently expecr$ to r€ceive a further trvelve and a lralf million dollars from the foundation. Mr. Chamberlin points out that the "general influence" of
The Foreign Policy Association "on American public opinion has
been in the direction of anti-anti-Communism." This he lays
chiefly at the door of the guiding genius of the Association, Vera
Micheles Dean, now its president. This publication, he says, lras
borne "over a period of a decade and more, the unmistakable
stamp of anti-antiCommunism." The support o[ this leftwardtending organization has not come from the sevcred Fund for the
Republic but from The Ford Foundation itself. And it is apparassumed

ently continuing.
There are, as I have pointed out carlier, indications that Thc
Ford Foundation has not changed its spots. But there are signs, on
the other hand, rvhich give hope that it may eventually come to
measure up to its grave responsibility. One can only hope for the
best. As an instrument for good, this fantastically large foundation could be o[ vast benefit to our people. As one managed rvithout absolute regard to objectivity, it can represent a horrible dan.
ger to our society.r
.Slnce the preparation of the manuscript of thls book, and cven after lt was
ret In type, variour announcements hayc been made by The Ford Foundatlon
of new STants and new progrems, Sorne of these lnnouncemerits are v€ry €n.
couraging. While many of the Foundarion's wheeb seem to be running in the
rame old groovcs, tlrcre are lome sharp innovatlonr. Partlcularly encouraging
are the Indications that lhe original emphasis on the "culrural tag" fheory,
whlch largely underlay the Foundarion! ctaremenr of purposes adopred in
rg4g, ls being loned down considerably. Many reccnt granrs s€em to show
ahat the Foundatlon no longer lntends to be confined try the rg4g corser and
that ia. is becoming willlng to branch out into dcviations lrom its former
orthodoxy, I hope I anr right in attriburing rlrls change to a tealization by
the Trustees that the pasr performancc of the Foundation left much to be
desired. I hope also that this has been due, partly at least, to the influeirce oI
Dr. Heald.

9
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of the report of the Reece Committee,
there has been more public criticism of foundations than in all the
previous history of foundations. Many writem, commentabrs, and
other publicists were shocked at what the Reece Committee found.
A hard core remains, consisting of those "liberals" who cannot see
anything wrong in the use of public trust funds to accomplish
"liberal" political ends, There is a third groupr inclined at fint to
take the revelations of the Reece Committee with a grain of salt,
which has had its eyes opened by the blunders of the Ford FounSrr.rcr

puBLrcATroN

dation's fatuous child, The Fund for the Republic. This should

gratity Congressman Reece, the David who had the courage to
face the foundation Goliaths and their serried ranks of defenders.
Large foundations such as Rockefeller and Carnegie have con.

tributed greatly (and often spectacularly) to the public welfare
through their work in medicine, public health, and other useful
fields; a list of their magnifrcent accomplishmerits, such as the e$.
tablishment of the Carnegie libraries and the virtual wiping out oC
several virulent diseases through Rockefeller-supported research,
would be very long indeed. But the wide and rightful publicity
given to these great public benefits have tended to dull public
gensitivenes to other developments in the foundation world rvhich
have not been benign. These unpleasant developments could not
easily have been exposed without such an inquiry as rhe Reece
Gommittee conducted.
288
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Only a small part o[ the foundation story has been told. The
Reece Committee strongly urged a continuance, or a resumption,

of its inquiry. It advocated "the most complete possible airing ot
criticism and the most thorough possible assembling of facts." Ic
concluded that in no other way could "foundation trustees come
to realize the full degree of their responsibility, nor the extent of
the dangers which thcy must avoid to prevent foundation d€struc.
tion."r
A continued Congressional investigation has been urged by resolutions of the D.A,R,, the Amcrican Legion, and other patriotic or.
ganizations, Such a continued investigation is bitterly opposed by
most foundation profesionals. They consider such organizations
as the American Legion "anti-intellectual," Its resolutions only
prove to the "liberal dlite" of the foundation world that they must
increase their efiorts to lead the American people into a better way
of life.
The Rockefeller Foundation, for one, apparently intends to do
just that, if statements by its president, Mr. Dean Rusk, are any in.
dication. In an address at New York University, the president of
The Rockefeller Foundation appears to have made his position
c\ear. The New Yorh Times of May 22, rg6i, commented editorially on this address as followsl

It

is teheshing to be told that,

in spite of

Representative

B. Carroll Reece's jitten about such matters, American foundations are going to deal increasingly with "controversial"

isues+specially when this opinion is expressed by those
who know most about foundation activities. Both Dean
Rusk, President of the Rockefeller Foundation, and F, Emerson Andrews, author of authoritative studies in this field,t
said as much at the conference on the problems.of the charitable foundations held at Nerv York University last week.

You have to understand the jargon of major foundation profes$ionals like Mr. Rusk to know what they are talking about. The

I
f

See the Committce'r recomm6ndationr, Appendix A of this book.
Mr. Andrewr ls an executiye of the Ruesell Sage Foundacion,
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terrn "controyersial," a3 I have earlier indicated, does not imply
the fair presentation of two sides of an issue. What is meant is the
presentation of one side of a controversy, and one side only-the
t'liberal"
side. As The New Yorh Heratd'Tribune reported another
speech by Mr. Rusk (this time in Pasadena, in June rg55), he
said that The Rockefeller Foundation rvould conlhtue "to support
vigorously a program of free and responsible scholarships." This
promise would have been encouraging if the word "continue" had
not appeared in this news report, The Rockefeller Foundation,
when operating in the social sciences, in education, and in foreign
aftairs, has not always shown a disposition to promote either
"free" or "responsible" scholarship. Its support of The Institute o[
Pacific Relations and some of the wont characters in ia dramalis
personae is but one case in point; as is its support of the "historical
blackout."
Tlre same editorial in The New York Thnes which lauded Mr.

Rusk and Mr. Andrews for stating that foundations would increase their support of "controversial issues" gave a clue to what
foundation executives meant by this term. It praised The Fund for
the Republic, which it selected for mention as an example of how

right Mesrs. Rusk and Andrews were in predicting a general inin foundation support of "controversial issues." If the Fund
for the Republic typifies what we are to be in for, then action by
the Congress to protect the people against the misuse of foundation funds is sorely needed.
Happily, the work of the Congressional investigations has not
failed to influence foundations. There are indications that some of
them have begun to practice greater caution in their operarions.
The gigantic gifa of The Ford Foundation to colleges and other
institutions in rgg5, 1956, and rg57 evidenced a new policy of direct support of education with no stringr attached. The support of
the Kinsey studies by The Rockefeller Foundation ended after the
Reece Committee had illuminated the public regarding the origin
of the funds used for this project. The Social Science Research
Council has corne outr in a recent report, for greater support of the
unattached, lone researcher. The Rockefeller Foundation has

crease
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somewhat reorganized its adminisratiye structurc; and substantial changes of personncl have taken place in The Ford Founda.
tion. Signs such as these are encouraging.

A PIEA TO IHE TRUSTEES
In my initial report on proposed

procedure to the Reece Comexpressed the opinion that no Congressional action
should be taken of a legislative natule unless ir were unavoidable.
The Committee report concurred. I have not changed my position.
Much is tragically wrong rvith the tvay some of the foundations
have operated, much that has heavily damaged our society and
can continue to injure us. But there is hope that reform can come
about from within the ening foundations. I shall not, therefore,
conclude with any discussion of what legislative measures might
be considered in order to prevent further injury to our society, but
rather with what measures might be taken by trustees of foundations in order to correct the unhappy situation from within and
thus forestall the otherwise inevitable, restrictive legislation.
r. It seems to me clear that no one should permit himself to be
a mere figurehead trustee of a great foundation. How much time
or application may be necessary for the proper clischarge of a trus.
tee's duty to the public depends on thc size of the organization
and the complexity o[ its structure and of its'program, Wratcver
the ansryer is, it should be faced squarely.
r. The alternative to resignation, if the trustees find themselves
unable to contribute the rime and attention rvhich duty ro rhe public requires, is to simplify the program of the foundation to the
point thac tntstees can adequately discharge their dury directly
and without delegating their most essential functions to subordi.
.nates or to other distributing organizations.
g. Unless the trustee is certain that he reasonably understands
the ramifications, intricacies, and implications of a proposed, de.
signed grant, it would seem improper for him to acquiesce in it.
The preferable alternative would be to make a grant direct to an
existing operating institution of recognized character, of the type

mittee*
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of a college, university, hospital, or church, leaving the focusing
and designing o[ the project to it.
4. Trustees of foundations should avoid any situations involv.
ing a conflict of interesl They should not serve on granting and
receiving boards of tax-exempt organizations simultaneou$ly,
They should also insist on their employed executives exercising
similar cautions.

5. The avoidance of multiple trusteeships seems highly desir+
ble, to eliminate a concentration of power through interlocks.
6. The practice of so unrea$onably favoring a few of the large
universities with research grants should be abandoned, The justi.
fication given for this favoritism, that the best men and the best
equipment are to be found at these institutions, is not wholly true.
Much research requires no equipment whatsoever; and all the best
brains in academic life are not to be found in the great universities. Moreover, more widespread research grants, in themselver,
would tend to widen the intellectual field, enable smaller institutions (and men in them) to attain greater stature and reputation
and contribute more heavily to the development of our intellec.
tual and practical life.
?. Trustees of those foundations like The Ford Foundation
which have excluded themselves substantially from the natural
sciences might reconsider whether this decision has been wise. At
the r956 annual dinner of The Research Corporation, a foundation devoted to the development of natural science, an addrcss
was made by Professor Robert Burns Woodward, an eminent sci.
cntist of Harvard to whom the foundation's annual award had
been presented. Dr. Joseph W. Barket the president of the foun'
dation, had previously made a plea for greater support of scientific
studies and for the crying need to develop science teachers in order to produce more scientists, so badly needed. This plea war
echoed and amplified by Professor Woodrvard.
Whenever foundation apologists seek to defend the foundations against criticism, they point invariably to the great things
which foundations have done for our country, These $eat thingg
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have indeed been done, and the foundations responsible for
them (some large, like the Rockefeller and Carnegie foundations,
and some smaller, Iike The Research Corporation and many oth.
ers) are almost invariably in the fields of natural science, medi.
cine, and prtblic health, and some in the humanities. When major
foundation accomplishments are listed, how many fall within the
so-called "social sciences"? Very few, indeedl Is the theory
sound, then, that, because enough is being done in true science
fields, foundations should "risk" their capital and income pre,
dominantly in "social" directions? Ask Professor Woodward, who
has synthesized cortisone, quinine, and cholesterol, Ask him what
he could do with the millions wasted by The Ford Foundation
and others on useless compilations of statictical material and on
the drafting and publication of masses of reports on "$ocial" $ub,
jeca which will lie buried forever, useful to no one.
In exposing the crying need for further support of pure science,
Professor Woodward attacl<ed the "culture-lag" theory, which is
at the bottom of the policy of some o[ the major foundations of
spending so much on organized social-science research. The Ford
Foundation has been the greatest sinner in this direction. Its initial
ttustees succumbed to pressure by social.science advocates of the
cultural-lag theory-that we have developed science so rapidly
that we have not caught up socially. Out of this theory comes the
idea that organized projects should be financed to make patholog.

ical studies of our society and of our behavior in order to find
ways of enabling society to catch up with science.
This, in a vtay, is fiddling while Rome burns. I quote from the
concluding paragraphs of an address made by Admiral Strauss at
the Sixth Thomas Alva Edison Foundation Institute on "The
Grorving Shortage of $cientiss and Engineers" on November el
and rs, lgiS;
The extent to which science has become a major factor in
our living, our environment and our fate, is something now
apparcnt to all who will examine the facts, Our position of
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eminence and influence in the world has been due to the
prudent and vigorous applications of technology to the development of our resources.and our potential.

If we value these possesslr.*n1.n have made for our eminence and influence, we must be prepared to defend them.
Our greatest possession-freedom-is itself partly the product of science, since it rvas tecltnology rvhich made slavery unprofitable, and under freedom and only under freedom all
our other treasures flourish,
It is a paradox that we should find ourselves at this point
in history suddenly poorer in the very means by which our
greatness was achieved
This is the cold rvar of the classrooms..

In five yea$ our lead in the training of scientists and engineen may be wiped out, and in ten years we could be hopelessly outstripped. Unless immediate steps are taken to correct it, a situation, already dangerous, within less than a
decade could become disastrous.

It

may well turn out that The Ford Foundation and the other
foundation follorvers of the cultural.lag theory ltave made an irretrievable error in not recognizing that what we face is not a cul'
tural but a scientific lag.
TURTHER RECO'iNMENDATIONS

I

do not propose that fotrndations shotrld not support any socialscience research. I do propose that they should abandon almost
all of the vastly expensive, directed groupresearch procedures
which have been so characteristic of recent foundation operations
and have been so ridiculed by even warm friends of the founda.
tions. The individual social-science researcher should receive sup.
port for his own selected project. No groupresearch project would
have produced an Einstein. No group social-science research has
yet produced anything of monumental significance; but individ-
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ual social scientists have produced, and ever will produce' much
of great value to our society if perrnitted to go their own selected
way.

The saving in abandoning those group-research projects which
have been so dear to the hearts of the executives of the foundation
combine would make available tens or hundreds of millions which
could be used to advance us in pure and applied science, in medicine, and in public health, with ever greater speed. Nor do I mean
that the humanities should be neglected. Actention to the humanities ofters far more hope of preventing or curing any "cultural lag"
than any combination of group-research ptojects in the social sciences.

Some of the largest foundations have virtually abandoned the
supporl of existing educational and other types of operating institutions on the theory that the government is now spending so
much money on direct srrpport that private funds can be better
used elsewhere. This is a most regrectable position for foundation
trustees to take. It may well have behind it the conviction o[ some
of the most leftward-thinking foundation professionals that such
institutions should be supported, and therefore controlled, by the
$tate-an aspec! of the paternal theory of government. It seems essential to our social system, however, that there be private institutions which can remain rvholly outside any government control.
The fact is that private educational institutions have been desperately in need of funds, Hospitals and other social institutions so
necessary to human comfort necd money badly. The partial
change of plan in The Ford Foundation which resulted in heavy
grante to,such institutions in 1955, 1956, and 1957 deserves the

highest praise, and ofiers an example which other foundations
might well emulate.
One of the admirable characteristics of The Rosenwald Fund
was that it was to be expended and not carried on in perpetuity.
Perhaps perpetuity should be proscribed by law except in certain
specific instances. At any rate, where trustees have the power to
expend their capital, should they not consider carefully whether
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it might not be better to allocate it gradually to institutions such as
universities, which can so well employ it, rather than to cany on
forever and spend only the income?

What is most important for the trustees of most of the major
foundations to understand is that they have lent themselves to the
virtual suppression of freedom of inquiry and freedom of expres-

in the social.science areas. There is no blinking the facts.
The "liberal" academician has a relatively easy time, and the con.
servative a very difficult one, Betting a grant from one of these or.
ganizations. True, a conservative academician may still write ag
he pleases and speak as he pleases, but research costs money; the
preparation and publication of written works costs money; and
profesors usually are poor men. If "liberals" are heavily subsidized, and subsidization is denied their opposite numberu, a
form of suppresion occurs which no one can justity in a public
sion

trust.
Were this situation reversed, were the foundations in question
to favor conseryatives and to exclude "liberals," the Americans for
Demomatic Action, the American Civil Liberties Union, the prop.
aganda agencies of organized labor, the "liberal" press,.the "Iiberal" publishing industry in general would speak up in no uncer.
tain terms. These are silent now.
As I have said earlier, this book is no plea to convert the "liberal"
preponderance within major foundations and their associated organizations into a "conservative" preponrlerance.
is a plea to
foundation trustees to make certain that the organizations they
manage operate with complete political disinterest. The privilege
of tai exemption is justified whenever a foundation confines itself
to truly educational, scientific, or orher nonpolitical activities.
When it reaches clearly into politics, the tax exemption is not

ft

justified. There is a borderlirre, very difficuk to delineate, o[
course, in which there is uncertainty. This uncertainty does not
necessarily mean that inquiries and action even in these border
fields are inadvisable. But it suggests greater caution. It calls for
wisdom. It calls for the perspicacity and willingness to avoid a
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hortatory and partisan advocacy of political goals and to srick to
an objective presentation of facts, figures and ideas.
If the foundation i$ merely a gmnting foundation, confining itself to institutional gmntees and making no attempt to say what
the donee institutions are to use the grants for, it would make lit
tle difterence what the political complexion of its executives might
be, Or if the foundation confines itself to areas of acrivity in which
political connotations are absent, it would be of little consequence
whether its executives were predominantly conservatives or radi.
cals, Where, however, the foundarion determines the lines of inquiry to which its funds are to be applied and thece touch social
areas in which political predilection could play a part, then it be
comes of the greatest importance for the trustee8 to assure them.
ielves that the executives they employ act without political bias.
This requires extraordinary alertness. It also require.s a careful
scrutiny of the foundation's employees to make sure that there is at
Ieast a balance of political predilection, set up in such a way as to
create an effective objectivity of result. This is not merely a matter
of balance in numbers, One or two Comrnunists in strategic posts
in a cabinet have been able to pave the way for the absorption of

a nation into communism. One or two political-minded founda.

tion executives, placed in strategic posts wirhin the organization,
can turn it to active and eEective political use.
ln his Philanthropic Found,ationsr* Mr, E. Emenon Andrews
suggesw that foundations should

(r) before voting a granc, make certain of the integrity and
compecence of the persons involved, the responsibility of the

organization, and rhe worth o[ the project; (e) afrer voting
the grant, make no attempt to influence appointmentr or in
ternal policy of the organization, avoid membership on its
board, and give counsel only if asked; (g) when requesting
financial and progres report, avoid any suspicion of control
over the nature of findings or their distribution.
r

P.
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He adds:

In the unlikely case of complete misapplication of funds or
other malfeasa-nce, discontinuance of further payments or action for recovery is warranted.
With all this I agree, but it does not finish the story of the duty
of trustees in connection with grants. I believe it to be the duty of
trustees to examine the product to determine whether it has (a)
been produced rvith bias, and (b) has materially affected our
cociety, or could so aftect it. The purpose would be to decide
whether corrective action is indicated. Such action might take the
forrn of a public repudiation of the product in some instances-a
broadcasc notice to the public that the foundation which made it
possible does not support what its money misproduced, In most
instances corrective relief would call for the financing of a counterproject to create at least a balance.
Had The Camegie Corporation, for instance, adopted such a
procedure in the case of the report of the Commission on Social
Studies of The American Historical Association, much damage to
our educational system could have been avoided. These comments apply, clearly enough, wherever the subject matter touches
"controversy."
Mr. Andrews repeab his position regarding responsibility in an
introduction to The Public Accountability ol Foundations and
Charitable Trusts+ by Eleanor Taylor. He speaks of the inade.
quacies of much foundation reporting, expresses concern over the
posibility of resmictive legislation which might harm all foundations, and affirms that it is 'wholly proper that the foundation or
trust should be held accountable for ie stewardship." However,
along with the author of the book, he used the term "accountability" strictly in a financial sense, He says: "Society should have the
means of protecting itself against the theft, squandering, or unr€?.
sonable withholding of the promised" benefits intended for the
general rvelfare. He says: "The operations of the exempt organizations should be fully and regularly reported with adequate provir

Ru*ll
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sion for review by a public authority possessing power to correct
abuses. This constitutes accou ntability."
But Mr. Andrews does not support any form of "control" other
than financial auditing. He demands "real freedom" for the giverr
of funds and the administrators who manage them. He deems
this especially important in the field of the social sciences. He is
all for the "venture-capital" theory, and he wants no "contrql'i
over the freedom o[ ventur€s. What Mr, Andrervs, and those who
think like him, do not see is the logical weakness of their proposed
distinction between "accountability" (as they define it, limiting ir
virtually to a statement of what they have paid to whom and for
what projects) and "control."

The true measure of "accountability" is not merely proof ot
what they have done with the money entrusted to them. Those to
whom they have the duty to account surely must, have the right to
know not only how the money wa$ spent, and whether or not some
of it was dissipated, but also tvhat the theory, objectives, and results of the expenditures have been, "Control" could take the form
of the right of censorship or penalty or remedial relief after thc
act, exercised by governinental authority, of course. But that is not
parr of the concept of "accountability" rvhich I maintain should be
applied. "Accountability" in its true sense should be to the public,
the beneliciary of the trust which a foundation admittedly reprcsents; and the public has the right to know how the managers and
operator$ of a foundation have intcrprcted their trust duty.

Accountability for financial propriety alone is no[ enough to
protect the public against abnses of substantive power. There is
need for a form of accountability which rvill protect the people in
the areas of intellectual concern; to insure that nothing has been
done to curb true academic freedom; to make certain that the free
competition of ideas has not been impaired; to see that the rights
of tire nonconformist have been protected,
The foundation needs to look closely at lvhat its financing has
produced. It needs to explain or expose publicly rvhat motivated
its selectione and to explain also horv, in so selecting, it was alert to
the necessity of preventing bias and of promoting objectivity. It
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further, to renounce publicly that which has turned out
misbegotten and to announce and take such steps as might rea.
sonably be necessary, and are feasible, to correct any damage
which has been done. If this process, which begins to effect true
public "accountability," is generally adopted by foundations, no
movement for government intervention would collect any substan.
tial support, The very process o[ self-audit, combined with the
resultant public accounting should quickly enough correct errorc
needs,

of managemenL
The foundations which are bent on a public mission should be
grateful for any public scrutiny of their deeds and of the signifi.
cance of their actions. In the absence of controlling authority,
public scutiny alone can supply them with sound yardsticks of
performance. It is my hope that, in the constant adjustment of so.
cial institutions, to which foundations are as subject as other
bodies of men, the stimulus of outside criticism will, in the end,
prove to be a moSt constructive contribution to their work,

APPENDIX A

FINDINGS AND CONCLUDING
OB5ERVATIONS OF THE
REECE COMMITTEE

THE IINDINGS

THE COMMITTEE T'INDS AS FOLLOWS:
r. The country is faced with a rapidly increasing binh.rate of foun.
dations. The compelling motivation behind this rapid increase in
numbers is tax planning rather than "charity." The possibility exists
that a large part of American industry may eventually come into the
hands o[ foundations. Thir may perpetuate control of individual enterpriser in a way not contemplated by existing legislation, in the
hands of closed groupr, perhaps controlled in turn by families. Because of the tax exemption granted them, and because they must be
dedicated to public purpose$, the foundations are public trusb, adminietering fundr of which the public ls the equitable owner. How.
ever, under the present law there ir little implementation of this rerponaibility to the general welfare; the foundations administer their
capital and income with the widect freedom, bordering at times on
irresponsibility. Wide freedom is highly desirable, as long as the pub-

lic dedication is faithfully followed. But, as will be observed later, the
Pr€sent laws do not compel such performance.
The increasing number of foundatiom presenG another problem.
The Internal Revenue Service is not staffed to adequately smutinize
the propriety and legality of the work o[ this ever<nlarging multitude

of foundations.

*. Foundatione are clearly desirable when operating in the natural
gciences

and when making direct donations to religious, educational,
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scientific, and other institutional donees. However, when their activities spread into the field of the so.called "social sciences" or into other
areas in which our basic moral, social, economic, and governmental
principles can be vitally aftected, the public should be alerted to these
activities and be made aware of the impact of foundation influence on
our accepted way of life.
g. The power of the individual large foundation is enormous. It
can exercise various forms of patronage which carry with them ele.
ments of thought control. It can exert immense influence on edttcational institutions, upon the educational processes, and upon educator$. It is capable of invisible coercion through the power o[ its purse.
It can materially predetermine the development of social and political
concepr and courses of accion through the process of granting and
withholding foundation awards upon a selective basis, and by designing and promulgating projects which propel researchers in selected
directions. It can play a powerlul part in the determination of aca.
demic opinion, and, through this thought leadership, materially influence public opinion.
4. This power to influence national policy is amplified tremendously when foundations act in concert. There is such a concentration
of foundation power in the United States, operating in the social sciences and educ4tion. It consists basically of a gloup of major founda'
tionc, representing a gigantic aggregate of capital and income. There
is no conclusive evidence that this interlock, this concentration of
power, having some of the characteristics of an intellectual cartel,
came into being as the result of an over-all, conscious plan. Never.
theless, it exists. It operates in part through certain intermediary organizations supported by the foundations. It has ramifrcations in
almost every phase of research and education, in communications and
even in government. Such a concentration of power is highly undesirable, whether the net result o[ its operations is benign or not.
5. Because loundation funds are public firnds, the trust€es o[ these
organizations must conscientiously exercise the highest degree of fidu'
ciary responsibility. Under the Eystem of opemtion common to most
Iarge foundations this fiduciary rerponsibility has been largely abdi.
cat€d, and in two ways. First, in fact if not in theory, the trustees
have all too frequently passed solely upon general plans and left the
detailed adminisnation of donations (and the consequent selection
of projects and grances) o professional employees. Second, these trus-
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all too often delegated much of their authority and function
to intermediary organizations.
6, A professional class of administrators of loundation funds has
emerged, intent upon creating and maintaining personal pr€stige and
independence of action, and upon preserving its position and emoluments. This informal "guild" has alreacly fallen into many of the vices
of a bureaucratic system, involving vast opportunities for sel€ctive
patronage, preference and privilege. It has already come to exercise a
very extensive, practical control over most research in the social sciences, much of our educational process, and a good part of govern.
tees have

ment administration in these and related fields. The ag$egate
thought<ontrol power of this foundation and foundation-supported
bureaucracy can hardly be exaggerated. A system has thus arisen

(without its significance being realized by foundadon trustees) which
gives enorrnous power to a relatively small group of individuals, having at their virtual command, huge sums in public trust funds. It is a
system which is antithetical to American principles.
7. The far-reaching power of the large foundations and of the inter.
lock, has so inRuenced the press, the radio, and even the government
that it has become extremely difficult for objective criticism of founda:
tion practices to get into news channele without having first been distorted, slanted, discredited, and at rimes ridiculed. Nothing short of an
unhampered Congrcssional investigation could hope to bring out the
vital facts; and the pressure against Congressional investigation has
been almost incredible. As indicated by their arogance in dealing
with this Committee, the major foundations and their associated inter.
mediary organizations have intrenched themselves behind a totality of
power which presumes to place them beyond serious criticism and attack.

8. Research in the social sciences plays a key part in the evolution
of our society. Such research is now almost wholly in the control of the
prolessional employees of the laqge foundations and their obedient
satcllites, Even the great sums allotted by the lederal government for
social science research have come into the virtual control of this pro.
fessional group.
g, This power team has promoted a great excess of empirical re
search, as conFasted with theoretical research, lt has promoted what
has been called an irresponsible "fact finding mania." It is true that a
balanced empirical approach is essential to sound investigation, But
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t}rat if It Is not sufficlently balanced and guided by
the theorctical approach, it leads all too frequently to what has been
termed 'tcientism" or fake 6cience, seriously endangering our society
upon subsequent general acceptance as "scientifiC' fact. It is not the
part of Congress to dictate methods of research, but an alertnes by
foundation trustees to the dangers of supporting unbalanced and un

It is equally nue

ocientific research is clearly indicated.
ro. Asociated with dre cxcessive support of the empirical method,
the concentration of power has tended to Eupport the dangerous "cul.

tural lag" theory and to promote "moral relativity," to the detriment
basic moral, religious, and governmental principle,s. It has
tended to support the concept of "social engineering"-that "social
gcientists" and they alone are capable of guiding us into better ways
of living and improved or substituted fundamental principles of ac.

o[ our

tlon,

rr. Accompanying these directions in research grants, the concen
tration has shown a distinct tendency to favor political opinions to the
teft. These foundations and their intermediaries engage extensively in
political activity, not in the fonn of direct support of political candidatt* or political parties, but in the conscious promotion of carefully
calnrlated political conc€ptr. The qualitative and quantitative testrictions of the Federal law are yholly inadequate to prevent dric mis.us€
of public trust funds.

rr. The impact of foundation

money upon education has been very
in approadr and method,
tending to induce the educator to become an agent for social change
and a propagandist for the development of our society in the direction
of some form of collectivism. Foundations have supported text books
heavy, largely tending to promote uniformity

(and books intended for inclusion in collateral reading lisu) which
are deshuctive o[ our basic governmental and social principle-r and
highly citical of some of our cherished institutions.
rg. In the international field, foundations, and an interlock among
some of them and certain intermediary organizations, have exercised a
strong effect upon our foreign policy and upon public education in
thingp international. This has been accomplished by vast propaganda,
by rupplying executives and advisers to government and by controlling mudr research in thic area through the power of the pune. The net
rcsult of there conbined efforts has been to promote "international.
ism" in a particular Eense-a form directed toward "world govern.
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ment" and a derogation of Amerlcan ,hationallsm.,, Eoundatlonc
have supportcd a conscious distortion of history propagandized
blindly for the United Nations as the hope of the woild, eupported
that organization's agenci* to an extent beyond general public ao
ceptance, and leaned toward a generally "leftist" approadr to interna.
tional problemr.

r4. With several tragically outstanding exceptionl, such as Tle fz.

slitute of Pacilic Relation$, foundations have not directly supported
organizations which, in turn, operated to support Communism. How'
ever, some of the larger foundations have directly cupported "sub.
ver6ion" in the true meaning of that term, namely, the process of un.
dermining some of our vitally prorective concepb and principles,
They have actively supported attacks upon our social and. govern
mental system and financed the promotion of socialism and collectivist
ideas.

CONCI.UDINC OESERVATIONS-SOME SUPPTEMENTAI. COMI,IENI'

THE PROBLEM OF FOUNDATION SURYIYAL
A number of foundations have cornplained bitterly about a ,'seconil,
investigation, bemoaning the inconvenience o[ repeated inquirier.
Whatever the lnconvenience, this Committee urgently recommends a
continued inquiry. The fullest possible study ls necessary adequately
to expose certain weaknesses and errors of operation, the failure to
recognize which might, some day, result ln a growing movement to
destroy the foundation as an insritution by wholly denying it tax ex.
emption.
There are many today who believe that foundations ohould not be
permitted. Among them are one group of advocates of 'btate plan
ning," who take the position that all the functions now performed by
foundations should be in government control; that foundatione pre.
vent the over.all coordinated planning in Washington which, they say,
shouid be our goal. Others feel that the privilege of giving away the
publiCr money (tax*xempt money) should nor be subject to the idio.
sy.ncrasy of the donor or the disposition of a self.perpetuating group of
foundation managers, There are othen who resent, on a simple moti.
vation of human envy, the pfe$ence of great sums of money segregated
to the directed desires of some penon of great wealth.
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None ol these points ol aieu are teceived' sympathetically by this
Committcc.
There ig another group, however, which says that nothing would be
lost by abolishing foundations, except factors which are undesirable
or unpleasant. That is, they ray, a donor could still make all the
charitable donations he wished, by conferring his benefactioDs on cx'
lsting institutions such as colleges and universities, hospitals, chnrches,
etc, He could still get the 6ame tax benefit for himself and for his es'
tate, and Eave the equity control of a business for his family through
such transfers. He could give himsell the same egotistical satisfaction,
if that is important to him, by attaching hjs name to a fund. He
could even designate a purpose for which a recipient college, for ex'
ample, must use his grant. He could even attach reasonable condi'
tions and restrictions to his gifts.
Atl that would thus be lost by abolishing foundations, say these
oitics, would be (r) the inability to use a foundation itself as a vehi'

cle for maintaining control or partial control oI a business and (r)
the inability to insist upon the management of the fund through fam'
ily members or oth€r self-perpetuating, designated persons, We would
thus still have the equivalent of foundations, but they would be ad'
ministered by universities and other responsible institutions instead of
by those appointed by a miscellaneously selected board of private
trustees and by "clearing houses."
This argument cannot be lightly dismissed. Nor can it be defeated
by the insistence that foundation fundc are most valuable as "risk
capital." If the risk capital theory is 6ound, would it not be a safer
"risk" to society to have such funds administered by responsible uni'
versity trustees? The delineation of scope of purpose in a deed of gift
could very easily warrant the taking of reasonable 'tisks'f'
Whilc ue rccognize the ueight of these lrgumeflts' ue do not sup'
port the proposal that loundations be abolished ot refused Fedetal
tax exemption. One rearon is that foundations are generally creatureg
o[ rtate law and it does not seem to us that the Federal government
should, through the power of iu taxing arm, virtually prevent the
states from retaining the foundation a! a permissible institution i[
they wish to.
Another reason is that some foundatlons have accomplished so much
that is good. Institulions which are capable of doing for the American
people the magnificent things which foundations have been responsi'
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ble for, in medicine, public health and elsewherg indicate that they
ghould be saved if drey can be, But the foundations cannot rest on

their benelicial accomplishments alone. Not only must their balance
a preponderarrcc of good-that preponderance must be
truly overwhelming, That they have improved the public health, for

sheets show

examplc, cannot offset that they have permitted themselves to be used
to undermine our society and some of our most Precioug basic con.
cepts and principles,
If they are to be permitted to continue and to wield the tremendous
power which they now exercise, it must be upon the basis of complete

public acceptance-because they will have committed mere venial
sins and not mortal ones. For this reason we so strongly advocate the
most complete possible airing of criticism and the most thorough pos.
sible assembling of facu. In no other way can foundation tru$tee$
come to realize the full degree of their responsibility, nor the extenl
of the dangers which they must avoid to prevent foundation destruc-

tion.

THE PROPOSED CONTINUED INQUIRY
Various $ugg€stions have been made as to the proper or mo$t advisable vehicle for a continued inquiry. One ic that a permanent sub
committee of Ways and Means be crcated to complete the investigation and to act as a permanent "watch-dog." Another is that the
whole problenr be turned over to the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation, A third is that something in the nature of a British "royal commission" be created. Whatever the means used, we urge
that the investigation be retained under the control of the legislative
branch of the government, where it belongs,
How should tllat continued inquiry be conducted? We have pointed
out that such an inquiry is primarily a matter of laborioug research.
Facts are best secured by this method, rather than through the examination and cross-examination of a parade of witnesses.
Some foundation spokesmen have alluded to "Committee witnesses"
and "foundation witnesses" in connection with ihe current investiga.
tion. There has been no such division of witnesses. All who came, or
were to come, before u3 $ere. or were to be, "Committee witnesses."
What these foundation spokesmen have attempted to do is give thir
proceeding the character of a trial, rather than an investigation, It har
been no

uial, and could not

be.
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There has been a growing insistcnce on the part of some groupc of
extreme "liberals" that Congressional investigations be changed in
character to approach very closely to trial practice, Such suggestions
fly in the very face of the nature of Congressional investigations and
seek to undermine the independence of the legislative arrn of the gov.
Grnment by depriving it of the right to unhampered inquiry.
The use of a trial method, with complaint, answer, repln rebuttal,
surrebuttal, etc., as to each issue, would mean utter confusion and
make of each investigation an endless "circus."
This Committee has been much maligned, in part by the press and
by foundation spokesmen, because it fint placed critical witnesses on
the stand. This was done, with the unaninrous approval oI the full
Committee, in order to be utterly fair to the foundations by letdng
them know, in advance of their own expected appearances, the main
lines of inquiry which were to be followed. This was explained re.
peatedly by the Chairman and by Counsel, and appears in the record
again and again. In the face of these statemene foundation spokes.
men, €choed by parts of the press inimical to this investigation for
whatever reasons of their own, have.cried "unfairl"
The insistence on something close to rial practice is illustrated by a
telegram from The Rocheleller Foundation to the Committee which
says:

"We must assume that the Committee's decision [to discontinue the
hearingp] means that it will not submit a report to the Congress cor.
taining any material adverse to our foundation on which we are not
fully heard." (Hearings, p. ro6a.)

This statement is made as though this condition were advanced as a
matter of right. We reject it emphatically. We are not "!rying" the
foundations; we are investigating them. To require us, in advance of a
report, to submit to a foundation every piece of evidence or comment
which our staft may have collected would be an absurdity, hampering
a committee such as this to the point of destroying its eftectiveness.
The Rochelellct Founilation statement goes even further than de.
manding to see every piece of material which might be used in criti.
cism of it. It saysr "We suggest that the Committee insure this [refrain.
ing frcim unfairly injuring the foundations] by affording the founda.
tions an opportunity to be heard on the draft of any report which the
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Committee proposcs to submit." That is both intolerable arrogance
and an absurdity. Perhaps this will be added to the list of things
which the advanced "liberals" are asking of Congressional procedure
no Congressional comntittee be permitted to fiIe any report
-that
until all penon$ intereited have had an opportunity to see it in draft
and comment upon it to the committeet
Such procedure, aside from its interference with the independence
of Congress, would involve the endless protraction of investigatione,

In our case, for examplg tlere are some seven thousand foundations,
Doel Mr. Rusk, who signed the Rockefeller Btatement, believe that
only The Rocheleller Founilatiotn should have rhe right of examina.
tion? Or does he believe all foundations should have that right? Doer
he suggest they be called in one by one, or all in a goup?,The impos.
tibility of his suggestion is obvious enough. And how about the cost?

We have heard no foundation voice raised to assisr this Committee in
securing adequate fi nancing.

THE ATTITTIDE OF THE FOTINDATIONS
United States Ncws anil,World Report of October

tt,

tgb4, page

ro4, containt excerpts from an article in Horpef s Magazine for Febru.
ary, 1996, concernlng Congresional investigations, written by Su.
preme Court Justice Hugo L. Black, Justice Black describee how
pre"ssure against an Investigation commences before the irrvestigation
even begin5.

At

the firct rugfestion of an inve.stigation the ever.busy, cease.

lesly vigilant Washington,lobby eounds the alarm,"
The instant a'tesolution is ofiered, or even rumored, the call to arms
is sounded by the interest to be investigated,"

"{igh-priced political

lawyenr 6warm

into

rhe Capitol. Lobby.

lats descend upon members. Telegrams of protest come from
zeno back hone protesting against the suggested infamy."

citl.

Cermin newspaperu can generally be depended upon to raise a cry
against the proposed investigation, The opposition does not end when
a resolution passes; the next $tep is to try to influence appointmentc
to the Committee. Finally, pressure is put upon. the controlling legis.
lative Committee to restrict the activities of the investigating commit
tee by limiting its funds,
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Justice Black'c article is worth reading, It goes on to describe the
difficulties which confront Congressional investigations when they do
get under way.
Unfortunately thic Committee concludes that some of the founda'
tions have follorved the raditional course which Justice Black de.
scribed as taken by "the interest to be investigated." Nor have we been
impresed with the general willingness of foundations to submit their
performance to public scrutiny.
This Committee can judge the attitude only of those foundations
with which it has had intimate contact. These, as well as the "clearing

house" organizationc, have been fully cooperative in supplying information. Both groups, however, have demonsfiated an intolerance
toward criticism..This unrvillingness even to consider thal they might,
in any respect, be guilty of serious error, we find distressing and dis.
couraging. We can only conclude that it emanates from a sense of
power and security, even vis-ri-ais the Congress. Some of the founda'
tions have gone so far as to imply that it is an injustice for Congres to
investigate any complaint against them.
They have filled their statements with clichC material regarding the
desirability of "free speech," and "freedom of thought," and "aca'
demic freedom" as though they had a monopoly on the defense of free.
dom and there were serious danger that Congress might unfairly cur'
tail it. A form of arrogance and a pretension to superiority leads them
to believe that critics must, par se, be wrong. Foundationc are sacred
cows. The men who run them are above being questioned. This
Committee, continues their general attitude, is bent upon the destruc'
tion of the sacred right of foundations to do as they please; it is full
o[ malice; its staft ir manned with incompetents who have called in
incompetents as witnesses; no one who criticizes a foundation could be
comPetent.
One gathers the impression from some of the filed statement$ that
the foundation omcers who have signed them believe that they have a
vested and inalienable right to do as they please, and that it is an
ourage that a Congressional Committee should dare to que$tion any
of their actions. The fact is that they have a limited privileg+limited
by what the public may determine is for lts own good; and the public,
in this sense, is represented by the Gonges.

Thir Committee has even been attacked by foundations which it
in any detail, Several such attacks, for example,

has not investigated
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have been launched by the Anti-Defamation League

one appearing

in its Ocrober, ry94, Bulletin,

3II

of B,nai B'rirh,

which begins by

pouncing-before the completion of our investigation, that

it

anhas

failed. The lengthy article refers to rhe Committee members and staft
as "actor$" in a "charade," and refers to the witngsses called by the
Committee as "a strange gtoup." It is replete with vituperation and
prejudges in vicious manner before the publishing of a report upon
which alone any final judgment of thic Committee's worli could be
made. The concluding sentence of the article isl

"fts failure

as a Congressional investigation is a great victory

for the American p.opil."
There can be no possible justification for such an attack by a tax exempt organization in the course of a Congressional investigation.
This Cornmittee ir quite conscious of the possibiliry that it may itself
have erred in some facts or in some judgmena, Unlike some of the
foundation.supported social scientis$ and some of the foundation ex€cutives (to judge them from their own statements) we do ngt con.
sider ourselver Olympian. It is partly for this reason that we strongly
recornmend a completion of the project of an investigation of founda.
tions-so that all possible factr in the criticized areas may be adduced
which might be favorable to them. Based on an incomplete inquiry, all
final conclusions are subject to posible revision.
. On the other hand, we are quite shocked that some of the foundations have presumed to imply malice and an intention by thir Com.
mittee to do a biased and prejudiced job, We should like,to print in
full the initial report prepared by Counsel to the Committec under
date of October 23, rg5g, outlining his proposalr for the conduct of
the work, It is a measured, objective and thoroughly unprejudiced
document running to tr pages, the result of extremely careful
thought; it formed the basis upon which the Committee builr iu opera.
tions, We rhall quote merely part of it to indicate the attitude which
this Committee has had in its work.r

"Control as a Basic Problem, This brings u$ to the basic con.
trol problem. We would assume that the Committee would be
disposed to a minimum of Federal control. The rights, duties
and responsibilities of foundations are, in our opinion, primarily
r

See

Appendlx

G.
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matten of state law with which the Federal governm€nt shoultl
not interfere unless grounds of national welfare, rtrong enough to
induce an application of a broad Federal constitutional theory,
rhould appear. For the moment, then, the only available mech.
anism of control available to the Congress i$ the tax law. Con.
gres has the clear right to place reasonable conditions upon the
privilege of tax exemption. It has done so, as to income tax, gift
tax and estate ta)G'If amendmentt to these tax laws come to
appeer desirable it Is the province of the Committee on Wayc
and Means, ar we unde$tand it, to consider such amendments.

We conceive our function in part to be to produce. the

facts

upon which that Committee may, if it chooses, act further. We
deem it within our province to state the facts which have ap.
peared, collate them, and sugg€st areas of consideration for Wayr
and Means if the Committee finds this dcsirable.
"If acute or chronic foundation ailmene should appear, the
remedies may not, in every cale, be through legislation. A dis.
closure of the ailmentr may' to some extent; induce reform
within the ailing foundation itrelf. And the very rtatement of
the facts may lnduce the public to take an interest of a nature
to bring about refonrr through the force of public opinion,"

This measured language does not indicate an Intention to "rail.
toad" the foundations or !o impose reotrictions on them which might,
iN $ome of the foundations purport to fear, destroy their usefulness.
To guote once more from thig initial and guiding report of Counsel:

"starting with the premise that foundation! are basically de.
cirable, excesive regulation, which would deprive them virtually
of all freedom, might well destroy their draracter, their useful.
and their desirability. Therefore, regulatory measures should
be approaclred with great €ution. We are not prepared at this
time even to cuggest that further regulation is needed. It seems
essendal to us that as scientifrc a collection and integration of
.facB ar possible be accomplished before anyone, whether in thir
C;om"'ittee or outside, arriyes at any precise conclusions,"
ness

This is the spirit in uhich this Committee saarteit its worh anil in
uhich it hw con,inucd through lhe Peparation ol lhit tcpott,
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SPECIAI. RECOMI\AENDATIONS NOT
IN.THE PREVIOUS TEXT
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3lg

COVERED

We ehall not burden this already lengthy report wirh a repetition of
all the variout obseryations, conclusions and recommenclations stated
in its coune. Because of the incompleteness of the inquiry, we have
been disinclined to arrive at many final and fixed recommendations,
We shall, howev€r, discuss briefly some features o[ foundation opera-

tionwhichEeemtorequireadditionalor[reshcomment.

THE IURISDTCTTON OF WAYS AND MEANS
Wherever suggestions are made herein for possible changes in the
tax laws, we are mindful of the superior jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways and Means and respectfully ofter such suggestions to that
Committee for ie consideration.

REFORM FROM WITHIN THE FOUNDATIONS

This Committee has never swerved from the concept laid out in
the initial report of Counsel to it that whatever refornof loundation
procedure is necessary should, it possible, come from within the
foundations themselves. We are not overly encouraged, from the content and import of rhe statements filed by some of the foundations,
and their general atritude, that much willingness exists among execu.
tives of the foundations and of the associated organizations to institute
any reform whatsoever, A prerequisite to such reform from the inside
would lie in a recognition that it is needed. If these foundations and
organizations persist in their attitude that they are sacrosanct, that
they have not committed and cannot commit any serious errors, and
that they, therefore, need no relorm whatsoever, then Congressional action in varioug directions seems inevitably necessary, even to the pos.
eiblc extent of a complete denial of tax exemption.
LIMITATIONS O]V OPERATING

COSTS

Suggestions have been made that the operating cost of foundations
is sometimes excessive, resulting in a waste of public funds. There is
much to this allegation, particularly in the case of heavily staffed foun.

dations with complex machinery of operation, and those which dou.
ble overhead by using intermediary organizations to distribute some
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of their fundr, There seems to be no reasonable way, however, to co[.
trol such waste through any form of regulation, It is our opinion
that thir is one of the areas in which reform from the inside is the
only kind possible. We urge foundation trust€es to consider it care'
fully.
,CO LLECTI N

g'

FO UN DAflONS

Special attention might be given to abuses by foundations used for
the purpose of collecting money from the public. These have been ex'
tensively investigated in the State of New York and elsewhere, and or'
ganizationr like the National Better Business Bureau can supply

much data concerning them. The chief complaint against many of
these organizations is that their costs of operation often far exceed the
net arnount available for distribution to "charities," I*gislation to
protect the public against abuses of foundations of this type is possi'
'ble, perhaps in the lorm of a limitation on a percentage of petmitted
overhead. This Committee has not had time, however, to study this
rpecific problem nor did it feel it advisable to duplicate any of the
work done, for example, by the investigation in the State of New
York.

WASTE

IN GENERAL

The evidence indicates that there is a good deal of waste in the selec'
tion of projects, particularly mas research prdects in which large sums
are expended, and the seruices of a substantial number o[ researchen
employed, when the end to be achieved does not measure favorably
against the aggregate expenditure of valuable manPower and of
money. This error seemi to us often to relate to an exctssive interest
in empirical research. The services of ten or more tesearchers might
be used to assemble "facts" on some narrow subject when the same
money spent on this piece of mas-fact production could support those
ten or more men, each in valuable, independent research' It would
not be difficult, for example, to find a better use for $zbqooo than the
mass research on the Taiping Rebellion concerning which Professor
Rowe testified. We urge foundation trustees' who alone can Prevent
Euch waste, to sctutinize carefully,the proposed end.objective of any
ruggested tesearch project involving possible waste of manpower and
public funds. We suggest to them, further, that foundation money is
precious; that the capacity to distribute it is not a right but a privi'
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lcge, a privilege granted by the people-rhat, therefore, waste should
be avoided even more srrictly than in the use of one's pcrsonal funds.

DEFININC FOUNDATIONS

In order that statistical matcrial of greflt value may be produced by
the Bureau of Internal Revenue, and so tlrat special rules might be
applied to foundations (and "clearing house" organizations) as dis.
tinguished from the miscellany of organizations irrcluclcd witlrin the
scope of Section ror (6) (now 5or [c] [lD of the Code, we suggest
that the Committee on Weys and Means consider a division o[ that
section into two parts.
INTERNAL REVENUE SERYICE MANPOWER

It is ttre opinion of this Committee that, although complete observa.
tion of foundation acriviry by the Internal Revenue Service is impossi.
ble, the subject is o[ sulfrcient social importance to warrant an in.
crease in the manpower of the pertinenc department o[ the Bureau tg
enable

it

more closely to watch foundation activity.

FULL PaBLIC ACCESS TO FORM 99oA
We consider it an absurdity that the public does nor have open ac.
cess to the full reports filed by the foundations and known a$ form
9goA. Why any parr o[ the activity or operarion o[ a foundation, a
public body, should not be open to the public eye, we cannot under.

stand.

A'RU LE AGAINST

PENPETT] ITIES"

Many have urged that a "rule against perpetuities', be applied to
foundations in the form of an aggregate limit on life of, say, from ten
to twenty-five years, We strongly supporr this proposal. It should be
appliecl primarily to foundarions and other non.institutional organiza.
tions whose sole or chief function is distributing grants, Some operar.
ing research organizations might, possibly, be exenrpted from the rule
and classed with institutional organizations such as colleges, universi.
ties, hospitab, churches, etc. And careful study may disclose other
types of foundations which might be excluded lrom the proposed limitation on length of existence, It would nor be ea$y to define these
classes or to draw dre lines of demarcation; but the difficulty of delin.
eation should not prevent the undertaking,
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Measures to foregtall evasion would have to be considered. For er.
ample, a foundation, rhortly before is durationexpiration, might pass
its assets to another foundation created for the purpose or having similar objectives and management. There are other problems requiring
difficult study. But it seems wise to proscribe perpetual foundations of
the general class. This would minimize the use of the mechanism to
enable a family to continue control of enterprises ad infinitum; *oid.
the calcification which sometimes sets in on foundations; and, among
other desirable objectives, minimize the seriousness of the danger that
a foundation might, in some future period, pass into the control of
persons whose objectives differed materially from those which the
crcator o[ the foundation intended,

ACCUMULA?ION.S
Foundations may not accumulate income "unreasonably." The per.
tinent provision of the tax law is analogous to Section ror applying
to ordinary corporations, and has a sound principle behind it. Yet it
leems to us to sometimes work out unhappily, Foundations should not
be overly-presed to distribute their income, lesc they do so casually or
recklully. We ruggut, therefore, that this rule be dranged so that:

l. a foundation be given a period of two or three years within
which to distribute each year'r income, but that
l. within that period, aft of that year'r income be paid out.
If a 'tule

against perpetuitier" were applied, our suggestion might be
that a foundation be given an even longer period of income accumu'

lation.

CAPITAL

G

TVS

With the objective of preventing any accumulations (beyond the
limits discussed above), we suggest that capital gains be treated as in.
That is, all capial gains realized should be subjected to the
lame rule a! to accumulationr, as though they were ordinary income.
Whether or not capital loses should be allowed at an offset for the
purpose of reating accumulationo ie debatable'

come,
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RESTNICflON,S ON CORPORATION.CREATED FOUNDA.
?/oN$
We have suggested that such foundations require the thorough
study which we have not been able to give them. We are not in a posi.
tion to make final recommendations. We do suggest that, while such
foundations seem entirely desirable, they should be subjected to some
resuictions which would prevent them from aggregating enormous cap.

ital fundr with which they could (r) exercise powerful control of
enterpris$ ttrrough investment and (r) come to have a very strong
impact upon our society. One method might be to treat all donationg
to such foundations as income for the purpose of compelling distribu.
tions and proscribing accumulations, That is, whatever rule is applied,
directed at the improper accumulation of income, should be applied
to a corporationt annual donations as though these were income lo
the foundation.

NATION AL INC O NPO RATION

It

har been suggested that foundations be either compelled or pen

mitted to incorporate under Federal law. We adopt neither

sugges.

tion. This Committee does not advocate any unneceseary extension of
Federal jurisdiction. Federal incorporation would have the advantage
of permitting regulations to be enacted on a broader base than the
tax law, But we feel that the further centralization of government
function would be an unhappy invasion of states'righ$.

NETROACTIYE LOSS OF EXEMPTIONE
Thls Committee has pointed out that, upon violation by a tex.ex.
empt organization of the rules of the tax law relating to subversion
and political activity, the only penalty is the future los of income tax
exemption (and the corresponding right of future donors to take tax
deductions for giftl or begueso). We urgently recornmend that means
be studied by which the initial gift tax and/or estate tax exemptlon,
granted upon the creation of the organization, may be withdrawn and
the tax due collected to the extent of the remaining assets of the or.
ganization. It impresses us as absurd that, having been guilty, for ex.
amplg of subversive acdvity, a foundation whose funds were per.
mitted to be set aside because of tax exemption, can go right gn e&
pending its capital for [urther subversion,
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REMOVAL OF TRUSTEES

A sensible alternative to the imPosition of the retroactive penalty
described above, would be the immediate removal of the trustees or
directors. This is primarily a matter of state law, and the Federal government could not force such removal. It could, however, we believe,
provide that the retroactive penalty be assessed unless all the trustees
or directors forthwith resign and arrangements are made for the elec.
tion of directors appointed by a court or an agency of the state of in.
corporation or of the situs of the trust.
PUBLIC DIRECTORS

The suggestion has been made that each foundation should be re'
quired to have, upon its board, or as one of its trustees, a member
selected by a government agency, perhaps the state government. The
purpose of the suggestion is that the public would thus have a direct
representative who could watch the operations of the foundation
and take whatever action he might deem necessary if he found a viola'
tion of good practice or of law. The suggestion may have merit; it
may be well worth the consideration of the Committee on Ways and
Means.

REY OLVIN G DIRECTORAT ES

Directed against the calcification which may set in upon a founda'
tion, the suggestion has been made that a director or trustee be per'
mitted to sit upon a board for only a reasonably limited number of
years, after which he would be ineligible for reelection. This sugges'
tion also seems to have considerable merit, and may be worth the at'

tention of Ways and Means.
SELEATION OF WORKING TRUSTEES
We urge most strongly upon those who conrol the great founda'
tions, in particular, ttrat they fiIl their boards with men who are will'
ing to take the time to do a full job of trust administration. This is
meant as no personal criticism of those many estimable men who sit
upon foundations boards. We have gone into this matter elsewhere
in this report. The president of a great corporation cannot possibly
give to the management of a foundation the time which should be re
guired. Many of the weaknesses of foundation management might be
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avoided if the trustees wefe selected from among men able and will.
ing to give a large amount of time to their work.

RELIEF FOR THE ALERT CITIZEN
As it is obvious that the Internal Revenue Servico cannot, except at
prohibitive cost, follow the activities of the individual foundarions to
ascertain whether violations o[ Iaw exist, this Committee believes that
some additional method should be established to protect rhe people
against a misuse of the public funds which foundation money repregents. An interesting $uggestion has becn made, which deseryes care.
ful study, that legal procedure should be available in the Federal
courts under which a citizen could bring a proceeding to compel the

Attorney General to take action against a foundation upon a showing,
to the satisfaction of a Federal judge, that a prima facie or probable
cause exists.

PROHIBITED ABUSES
The Internal Revenue Code rpeciatly taxes "unrelated income"
and proscribes certain transactions and uses of foundations. Among
them are the unreasonable accumulation of income and certain pro.
hibited transactions between the foundation and its creator or other
closely associated persons and corporarions. Within the limitations ot
time and funds faced by this Committee it did not leel warranted ro
enter this area o[ research which is, in any event, peculiarly the
province of the Committee on Ways and Means. Doubtless certein
defectr in the existing law covering these areas need attention, but
these must be left to consideration by the controlling Committee.

FOUNDATIONS USED TO CONTROL ENTERPRISES
One subject which does need careful considerarion by the Congess
is the use now ro frequently made of foundations to control businesses.
In an early section of this report we alluded to the exrent to wlrich
foundations are being currently created in order to solve estate and
business planning problems. We mentioned also the po5sibility thaf
so Sreat a percentage of enterprises may, someday, come into the
hands of foundations that thig very factor in itself may oblige legisla.
tive relief, We believe the Congress and the public should be sharply
aware o[ this factor of ent€rprise control through foundations; it har
already had some effect on our economy.
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There is nothing now in the law prohibiting guch control. A donor
or testator can transfer the controlling stock of an enterprise to a
foundation and it may hold it in perpetuity, its self'perpetuating directors or trustees voting the $tock as they please. It is conceivable
that certain situations of a special character might be attacked by tlte
Internal Revenue Service. For example, if the continued holding of
one stock by a foundation seemed to Prevent it from using ia funds
to the bect ad.vantage in relation to is dedicated purposes, it is posi'
ble that a court might cut ofi its tax exemPtion, But such instanceg
would have to be exteme and inefutably clear to promise relief' In
the ordinary case, nothing will interfert with the continued holding.
By the same token, foundations holding only a minority percentage of
the voting stock of a corporation can act in consort with other stock'
holders, perhaps of one family, to become part of a controlling groupi
therc is nothing in the law to prevent this either.
To prevent a foundation from receiving any substantial part of the
securities of arr industrial enterprise would extremely limit the use of
the foundation mechanism for the solution of the problem of how to
meet the heavy death charges in estates whose asgets consist chiefly of
securities in a closely held enterptise. On the other hand, the reten'
tion of a rubstantial holding in any enterprise may, in the long run,
operate against the general public interest. We are not absolute in
our conclusion, but suggest to the Committee on Ways and Means
that it consider the advisability of denying the tax exemption to any
foundation which holds more than five or ten Per cent of its capital in
the securities of one enterprire-and, in the case of an initial receipt
of such securities, it might be well to give the foundation a period of
two to five yearr within which to bring its holdinp down to the pre
scribed maximum level.

AREA EXCLUSIONS IIVD RESTN/CTIONS
We quatiftedly support the theory of the foundations that their capi'
tal and income is often wiSely used in "experimenting" in areas which
the government or other private philanthropic organizations do not
enter-we suPport this theory, howeYer, only as to such areas where
there is no gfirve risk to our body politic and to onr form of society.
With this limitation, the theory of "risk capital" seems sound and its
observation accounts for many of the grcat boons tb society for which
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foundationg have been responsible, particularly
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in medicine and pub.

lic health.
The question comes+hould foundationr be excluded from any spe.
cial ficlds, sudr as the social sciences? Some ask that they be resrricted
to certain limited fields, such as religion, medicine, public health and
the physical sciences. We do not support this theory. We believe they
should be prohibitcd from using their funds for "subversive" pur.
poses and from all political use, and we shall discuss this further. Be.
yond thag we believe that foundations should have full freedom of
selecdon of areas of operation.
In giving them this freedom, there is a great risk of waste. This risk
must be takcn at the alternative cost of such hampering of operarionr
through controls as to make foundation independence a virtual fiction, But we urge again that foundation trustees exercise great care in
avoiding waste.
TYPE EXCLUSIONS
Suggestions have also been made that foundatlong be restricted

various ways as
sort8, some

to type of operation. These

suggestions are

in

of all

of them conflicting:

That they should not be perrnitted to act as operating units;
That they should only bc permitted to operate, and chould not
be permitted merely to make grants;

That they should not be permitted to qeate subsidiaries,
affiliates or progeny foundations or operating units;
That they be permitted to make granr$ only to existing operat
ing unitr of certain types, sudl ar colleger, universities, hospitals,
Churches, etc.;
That they be denled the right, in the social tciences, to artach
any condition to a grant, as lo detail of operation, peruonnel,
etc'i

That they be excluded from grants to other foundations, in.
cluding "intermediary" grganizationrl
and many otheru.

If any of the-se and similar suggestionr are to be considered, we rec.
ommend that thir be done only after a truly complete investigation
hac been had; and then only after the most careful study. It il the gen
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eral position of this Gommittee that no restraints should be put upon
the operation of foundations which do not seem inevitably necessary
for the protection of our society.

PROdECTION AGAINST INTERLOCK
IUany detailed ouggestions have been made to prevent the growth
and even the continuance of the concentration of power to which we
have given considerable attention. These suggestions, for the most
1>art, rhould also await the completed study and should be ap.
proached with great care. Some of the intermediary organizations
should perhaps be continued, to go on with whatever valuable and
safe activities they now pursue; but eftorts should be made to induce
or prevent them from acting in any coercive role, whether by inten-

tion or by the very nature of the structure of the foundation world.
. Some few suggestions are, however, worthy of immediate considera.

tion. One is that no trustee, director or officer of any foundation or
interrnediary organization be permitted to act as a trustee, director

or officer of another, except where members of constituent
may be associat€d with a parent body.

societies

Another is that the fullest democracy be imposed on the election of
members of such asociations of societies and similar organizations to
prevent the eelfperpetuance which exists, for example, in the Soctal
Scicnce Rcsearch Council.
For the moment, we believe that the problem of "power" urgently
demandc the attention of foundation trustees. In order to escape an
eventual substantial curtailment of foundation independence, trustees
will have to understand how powerful their organizationc are and how
much care must be exercised so that no abuse of this power occurs.
They must also undentand the terrific eocial impact which a concentration of foundation power entails and avoid, like the plague, operationr or associations which tend to coerce, or even carry the propensity
for coercing or in any way efiecting, social controls, compulsions torvard uniformity or any form of pressure on society or on those who
are or are to become its intellectual leaders,

GREATEN USE OF COLLEGES AND ANIVERSI?IES
Among other approaches to the solution of the problems raised by a
concentration of power, this Committee urge8 trustees of foundations
more frequently to use cglleges and universities as media for research
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operations, ruggcsting furthcr that grants to cuch institutions be made
as free ar

THE

posible of conditions and limitations,

EXCESS OF EMPIRICISM

This Committee is entirely convinced by the evidence that the foundations have been "sold" by come social scientists and employee€xecutiyes on the proposition that empirical and mass research in the
social sciencts is far more important than theoretical and individual
tesearch, and should be supported with overwhelming preponderance.
We are conscious of the fact that Congress should nor attempt to ex€rt
any control over the selectjon of methods of research or the relative
distribution of foundation funds over various types. Nevertheless, this
Committee suggests that foundation trustees consider carefully and,
objectively our conclusion, from the evidence, that an overindulgence
in empiricism has had results deleterious to our society, particularly in

subordinating basic and fundamental principles, religious, ethical,
moral and legal. In such consideration, we also suggest, as we have
previously in this report, that they consult not alone with their professional employees who are the advocates of overwhelming empiri.
cism but also with those scholars and students who are critical of the
preponderance,

POLITICAL USE AND PROPAGANDA

It is the opinion of this Committee that the wording of the tax law
regarding the prohibition of political activity of foundations should
be carefully re-examined, We recognize that it is extremely difficult to
draw the line between what should be permisible and what should
not. Nevertheless, the pre$ent rule, as interpreted by the courts, per.
mits far too much license, While further study may be indicated, we
are inclined to support the suggestion that the limiting conditions of
the present ctatute be dropped-those which restrict to the prohibition
of political activity "to influcnce legislalion" and those which con
demn only if. a "substanlial" part of the foundation's funds are so
used. These restrictions make the entire prohibition meaningles. We
advocate the complete exclusion of political activity, leaving it to the
courts to apply the maxim oE de minimis non curat lex. Carefully de
vised exceptions to this general prohibition against political activity
might be made in the case of certain special types of organizations,
such as bar asociations,
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Whatever the difficultier which foundations may face in determinlng
when a proposed activity may have political implications, we cannot
see any reason why public funds should be used when any political im.
pact Inay rerult

LOBBYING

An astonishing number of tax+xempt foundations are r€gistered. ai
lobbyists In Washington, Under the present law, it seems clear that
Iobbying in itselt il not held to be political activity of a type whiclr
might deprive a foundation of iu tax exemption. Moreover, registra.
lion may, in many instances, take place to protect the foundation
against a tedrnical violation of the law requiring registration, when
the only acdvity approaching true lobbying may consist of merely
keeping an eye on developing legislation in some special frelcl of inter.
e"lt. Nevertheles, there is evidence to indicate that much true lobbying
goes on. The whole ar€a needs investigation. Whether tax-exempt. or.

ganizations chould have the privilege of lobbying is at least extremely

doubtful.
$UB'IERSION

The prohibition against the use of foundation fundr to support
rubvenion also needs whole-rale revision. As the law stands it is only
the rupport of Communism and Fascism which is prohibited.

It

may be

that the adequate revision of the law regarding political use would
rufrce, but it ir clear to us that all support of socialism, collectivism
or any other form of eocicty or government which is at yariance widr
the basic principles of ours should be prosoibed. This eubject, too,
tcquires considerable study. We well understand that some research
clearly not intended to have any political implication may, neverthe.
less, incidentally impinge on the political. We also understand that the
eftect may relate to what ir merely one facet of an aggregate of collea
tivlst thought. Yet we feel that the whole field of the social sciences ig
of such a nature that "risx"' ls not desirable. As mudr as we $upport
taking "risks" in the physical sciences, in medicine and public health
and other areas, it is clear to uc that risks taken widr our governmen.
tat, juridical or social syetem are undesirable, If there ir a burden
placed on the foundationr through the difficulty of drawlng a line befiveen what is in the broad sense "$ubversivc" ot "political" and what
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ic not,

it

is better that the foundations sufter this burden than that

they take risks with our happiness and safety.

FOREIGN USE OF FOUNDATION FUNDS

In

thig area this Committee has not been able to do sulficient study

to come to a final evaluation. However, we offer thir suggestion t€nta.
tively and subject to further investigation of the extent and signifi.
cance of foreign grants and grants for foreign use-that such grants
be limited to ten per cent of the annual income of the foundation or,
if it is disbursing principal, ten per cent, in the aggregate, of its prin.
cipal fund. An exception should be made in the case of religious organizations, such as foreign missions, and perhaps in some other in
Etance$ of peculiar and historic nature.

FURTHER AREAS OF INYESTIGATION
We have limited ourselves in the scope of our inquiry, in order not
to 8catter over the entire, gigantic field. We urge, however, that the
proposed continued lnguiry cover those sections which we have per.
force omitted. Among them is that of organizations which have religious names, or some connection with religion or a religious groupr
which have engaged in political activity. There is evidence that $uch
groups exist in all three major sects. The right of a ministen priest or
rabbi to engage in political activity is clear enough. When such ac.
tivity takes place, however, under the shelter of a tax-exempt organiza.
tion which is not in itself a church, we guestion its permissibility.
There are some special types of tax-exempt organizations which
teem to us seriously to need investigation. Among them are the co.
operative organizations, some of which seem to engage in political
activity and even to promote a form o[ collectivism, Some labor and
union orgahizations also might be studied to see if they have not
crossed the border lrom privilege to license in matterg political.
Among unions, for example, there is the basic question whether dues
payable by the memberg should be used for political purposes which
the members have not authorized.
There are some special foundations or similar organizations to
which we have been able to give insufficient attention in some cases
and none in others. These should all be studied, Among those which
we have not heretofore mentioned (or mentioned only briefly) are
these:
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The Public A dministration Clearing House;
The Nalional Citizens Commission for Public Schools;
T he A dvertisin g Counci I;
The Grcat Boohs Foundation;

The American Heritage Council;

The American Hcritage Program

ol the Americtrn Libmry

As-

sociationl
The American Foundalion for Political Education;
The American Ftienik Service Committee;
Thc Institutc ol Internalional Educalion,

Another special group requiring study is the so.called "accrediting"
organizations. These (apparently tax-exempt) organizations are extra-governmental, yet they act, in effect, as comptrollers of education
to a considerable degree, For various reasons colleges, universities
and specialized schools and departments today require "acceditation,"
that is, approval of one or more oI these organizations which presume
lo set standards. Some of these accrcditing organizations are supported
by foundations; through such support, they may well control them.
An incidental factor involved in this accrediting system imposed on
American education is its often substantial expense to the institutions
themselves. The Committee is informed that some cglleges are obliged,
through this system, to pay as muclt as $to,ooo per year to enable
them to stay in business. The stnndards set may perhaps in every instance be beyond criticism, yet the system in itself is subject to question in so far as it imposes on institutions Etandard$ set by private
organizationr not responsible to the people or to government.
As we have been able to devote intensive study only to some of the
major foundations, we suggest that a selected number of the more
important foundations o[ what might be called the second rank in
size should be examined carefully. A study of these may produce type
or sampling material of great value in considering the over-all founda-

tion problems.
We have been unable to do much concerning small foundations
and their ptoblems and difficulties. Some of these involve matters
which should be primarily the concern of the Internal Revenue Service, but we have pointed out that its capacity for watching over the

foundation field to discover breaches of law and offensive practicee
is very limited. A thorough study should, therefore, perhaps solicit
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from rhe public complaints against smaller foundations, as well

in order that studies may disclose what
operation of these smallcr organizations.
large,

weaknesses

exist

in

as

the

|**
While this Committee has spent Iittle time in investigating the
activities of loundations in the natural sciences on the gound that
their per{ormance in this area has been subjected to very little criticism, a continued inquiry might well give attention to this field in
relation to the problem o[ subversion. There is evidence that some
foundations and foundation-support€d scientific enterpri$e$ have been
used by Communists, through a special form of infiltration which has

escaped the notice of those in control. Several important scientific
projects $eem to have been so employed for Communist purposes.
They have become clearing centers for building up the reputation of
persons of hidden Comrnunist persuasion and subsequently placing
these pseudo.scientists in situations where they are able to engage in
espionage. The proces includes using the assistance of scientists who

are fellow-travellers or outright Communists to provide the material
which is then uscd by the infiltrate to establish his scientific reputation.
This is all done so adroitly that the foundations which eupport such
projects know nothing of it.
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THE STORY OF THE
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PRELUDE: THE CREATION OF THE

cox

G0MMITTEE
On August r, rgdl, in the 8rnd Congr,ess, Congressman E. E. Cox
of Georgia, a Democrat, introduced a resolution in the House of Rep
resenhtiver to direct a thorough investigation of foundations, In an
accompanying'txtension of remarks"r he applauded foundationc for
lhe work they had done in various areas oI activity but aserted that,

o[

those whidr

had operated in the field of social reform and international re
lations, many have brought down on ahemselves hanh and jult
condemnation.'

He cited foundation support of such men as Lang$ton Hughes,
Hans Eisler, Louic Adamic, and Owen Lattimore, He named The
Rockefeller Foundation,
whose funds have been used to finance individuals and organizations whose business it has been to get communism into the
private and public cchools of the country, to talk down Arnerica

and to play up Russia

.j ,

.

He cited the Guggenheim foundation, whose money
was used to $pread radicalism throughout the country to an ex.
tent not excelled by any other foundation.

He listed The Carnegie Corporation, The Rosenwald Fund, and
other foundations among thore badly needing scrutiny. And he said:
. Congrctslonal Rccoril, Agril l, rggr, p. A.5o4d.
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There are dlsquieting evidencer that at.least a few of the foun.
dations have permitted themselves to be inlilrrated by men and
women who are disloyal to our American way of life. They
should be investigated and exposed to the pitiless light ot public.
ity, and appropriate legislation should be framcd to correct the
present situation..

There had been much bitter criticism of foundation activity for
many yearu, and a Democratic Congressman had finally shown the
courage to bring the subject to Congressional attention.
His resolution was referred to the Rules Committee, on which he
was the ranking Democratic member, and was reported out by itt on
August r5, tg5r, and referred to the House Calendar, but Mn Cox
must have run jnto difficulties, for he never called it up for action by
the House.

The following year, Congressman Cox tried again, On March ro,
tg5r, he introduced an rdentical resolutionf which was reported out
by the Rules Committee on March r8th.$ On April 4, it was called up
by Congtessman Smith (Demorat) of Virginia, and a highly inrerest
ing debate ensued on dre floor.ft Mr. Cox had miticized foundatlon
support of Langston Hughes, a Communist who achieved notoriety,
among other things, for hic poem Good.bye Christ. Because Hughec
is a Negto, Mr. Cox wac accused of racial prejudice, Because he had
criticized The Rosenwald Fund for having made grants to Commw
nistr, he was accused of anti.Semitism.
At the conclusion of the debate, however, the resolution pasled.

The vote

was:

Yeas rg4

Democrats roo
Republicans 94

Nays r58

Democrats 88

Republicans 69
Independent r

Not voting 78
. C_ongreuionol Rccoril,
H. R6,88t.
i H, ner, g6r.
$ H. Res. r55t,

f

l!

Avgugt

t,

r95r, p. A 6o40.

Congrcsionol Recod, Aprll 4, rg5r, pp, t5t?,

lltg

et scg,
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with a majority of both Democrats and

Republicans.

In

this Democrat-controlled Congtess, 100 Democrae had voted

for a resolution presented by a Democrat, and 88 Democrats had
voted against it. When it'came to appointing the four Democratic
members of the Committee, however' two were selected who had voted

against the resolution:
Yea
Yea

E. E. Cox of Georgia
Brooks Hays of Arkansas

Nay
Nay

Donald L. O'Toole of New York
Aime J. Forand of Rhode Island

The three Republican appointees had all voted for the resolution or
been "paired" for itl
B. Carroll Reece of Tennessee
Richard M. Simpson of Pennsylvania
Angier L. Goodwin of Massachusetts

Congresman Wayne Hays of Ohio, who was tater to become the
major obstacle preyenting orderly completion of the asignment of the
Reece Committee, voted against the Cox resolution.
On May 8 an allowance of $roo,ooo was requested, but the Horrse
Committee on Administration cut this request to $75,ooo and this
Eum wa$ appropriated on July r. The vote on the appropriation
was:

Year

r47
'

Democrats rlr
Republicano r35
Independent r

Naye

gg

Democrats 6r

Republicans

37

Among those who voted against this appropriation was Mr. Wayne
Hays of Ohio.

THE WORK OF THE COX COMMITTEE
Though the Cox Committee came in like a lion, it went out like a
lamb.
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Most of the testimony taken by this Committee was by officers and
of large foundations and by persons associatcd with them, It

trustees

consisted largely of adulatory starements praising the work of the
major foundations. Fourreen representatives of foundationc were
heard, of whom The Rockefeller Foundation provided three; The
Ford Foundation, five; and the Carnegie foundations, six, A number
of academicians appeared, all of whom praised the foundations and

had no serious criticism to offer.
No critics of founclation activity were heard except Altred Kohl.
berg, who had bcen responsible for unearthing the malfeasances of
The Institute of Pacific Relations, and four witnesses called to prove
that there had been conscious Comrnunist penehation ol foundations.
None of the foundation representatives was put under oath. In contrast.
witnesses who testilied to Communist penetration were sworn in.
The final report of some fiftecn pagcs was unanimous, except for
the appended statement by Mr. Reece, to which I shall later ref€r. The
report held ro be unwarranted almost all the criticisms which had
been made o[ foundation activity.
The Cox Committee did fnd that there hail been a Communist,
Moscou-direcleil plot to ittfiltrate American loundations and to use
their lunds lor Communist purposes, The frnal reportt of January

r,

r953, said:

There can be no reasonable doubt concerning the eftorts of the
Communist Party both to infiltrate the foundations and to make
use, so

far

as

it

was possible, oI loundation grants to finance Com.

munist causes and Communist sympathizers, The committee ir
satisfied that as long as to years ago Moscow decided upon a
program of infiltrating cultural and edrrcational groups and organizationr in this country, including the foundations. The Amer-

lcan Communist Party, following the program laid down in
Moscow, went so far a$ to create a subcommision of the Agit.

Prop (AgitatioruPropaganda) or Cultural Commission which
to capture
the foundations where possible, and where this proved impos.
sible, to infiltrate them for the purposes (r) of diverting rheir
funds directly into Communist hands, and (r) procuring finan.
gave specific attention to foundations, The aims were

cial assistance for projecu and individuals favorable to commu.
'No.

r514,8rnd Cong, rnd rcsslon.
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nism while diverting acsistance from projects and individuals
unfavorable to communism. A few small foundations became
thi captives of the Communist Party' Here and there a founda'
tion board included a Communist or a Communist sympathizer.
Occasionally a Communist managed to Eecure a position on the
staff of a foundation or a staft member was drawn into the Com'
munist orbit,
The Cox Committee r€ferred to the "unhappy instances where the
conrnrittee is convinced infittration occurred. There remains," il said,
"the ugly unalterable fact that Alger Hiss became the president of
The Carnegie Endowment for fnternational Peace. And this despite
the fact that his nomination and election came about through the

efforts.of men o[ proven loyatty and broad experience

in

public

aftairs."

The report said that the Committee was "hurried by lack of time"
(which was ccrtainly true) and could not do much research in this
area. It went so far as to san however, regarding foundation granto
to Communists and for Communist use:

In the aggregate, the number of

such grants and the amounB

involved are alarming.

The report hastened to add:
Proportionately, when viewed in the light
made, they are surprisingly small.

of the total granh

The use of the word "surprising" r surprising. It would indeed
have been "surprising" if a large Percentage of foundation $an$ had
gone to Communist use.
The Cox Committee reporc did mention the support given by The
Rockefeller Foundation, The Carnegie Corporation and The Carne'
gie Endowment for International Peace to The Institute of Pacific
Relations, to the extent of millions of dollars. But the rePort dis.
charged the tagic IPR incident with tltis statementi
The whole unhappy rtory of the IPR, which was largely sup'
ported by foundation funds, has been so fully revealed by the
investigation of the McCarran committee that there is no need
to make further reference to

it

here.
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There was, indeed, good reason for discussing the IPR story in de.

tail. The McCarran Committee had investigated oubversion, The Gox
Committee investigated foundations, The grave misuse of foundation
funds, involved in the IPR lncideng with catasrophic cfiect upon our
foreign policy, deserved more analysis by the Cox Committee than
the brief, quoted reference. There were lessons to be learned from
the support by the Rockefeller and Carnegie foundatione of The In.
stituce

of

Pacific Relations. The Internal Security Cornmittee had

determined

r

o

r

ft39 the IPR has been in general, neither objective nor
t r t that the net effect o[ IPR activities on
United States public opinion has been pro-Cornmunist and pro'
non'partisan;

Soviet, and has frequently and repeatedly been such as to serve
the international Communist, and Soviet interesF, and to sub-

vert the ht,ercsts of the United.ttates.r

While the Cox Committee report recognized Communist penetra.
tion of the foundation world, it said
that very few actual Communists or Communist

sympathizero

in the foundations.
of the isue of Communist infiltration in

obrained positions of influence

Having softly disposed

foundations, the report treated €ven more gently the frequent criti.
cism that oome foundations had "supported persons, organizationo,
and projects which, if not subversive in the extreme sense of the word,
tend to.weaken or discredit the capitalist system aE it exists in the
United States and to favor Marxist socialism," (It took the position
that the support foundations had given to socialism was "educational"
only.)
This quotation from the Cox report recognizes the use of the term
"subver$ion" in itr rue, primary meaning of an undermining. Yet
when the Reece Committee later termed broad foundation support
of socialism to be "subversive," it was bitterly criticized for using the
dictionary meanlng of 'tubversion" instead of limiting ib use strictly

to Communist-socialist penetration.
Many of leftward persuasion protested against the investigation by
the Reece Gommittee on the gound that it was unnec€$ary because
the work had already been done by the Cox Committee. But the Cox
r Intcrnal $ecurlty

C,ommlttee R€forr, p.84. Empharir supplied.
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ln no uncertain terrns that the Committee had
had insufficient time to do its job.
Here is but one of such admissions, relating to an area of investiga.
tion the omission of which, alone, was sufficient ground for a renewed
investigation. The Cox Gommittee report propounded thic (7th) criti.

report itself stat€d

cal question:

Through their power to grant dnd uithholil. lunds haae founilations tended lo shilt the center ol gravity ol colleges snil other
institulions to

It

a

point outside the inttitutianr

themselaes?

commented upon this criticism as followsi

This question arises from a miticism uhich hw come to the iommittee lrom pcrsons well informeil generally and siluateil in
positions from tuhich a strategic tieu ol the situation can be
had, THE COMMITTEB DOTS NOT CONSIDER ITSELF

SUFFICIENTLY WELL ADVISED ON THIS POINT TO
HAZARD A VIEW. fEmphasis and capitalization in this para.
graph suppliedl

This line of criticism, that foundations had exerted great and excessive influence over educational institutions, was levied, as the re.
is one of the gavert chargeg
Ix)rt says, by persons of authority.
entered against foundation activity in the United States. If the founda.'
tions have exercised a powerful influence on our schools and colleges,

It

tending to control them from outside their academic walls, the Con.
gres and the people of the United Stateg were €ntitled to know about
it. That the Cox Committee had been unable to expend the tirtre to
study it, called for a renewed Congresional investigation; lt would
be only throrrgh a committee of C-ongress that all the relative factg
could be brought to light.
The Cox Committee had also received much criticlsm concerning
the alleged favoritism of some foundations for "internationalism."
This criticism, the rcport held to be unsound, The Cox Committee
had no adequate basis for coming to this conclusion. It had not collected or studied the face. It would have been better to say, as it did
in the case of foundation influence on educational institutions, that
it did not have adequate time to investigate-instead of aniving at a
categorical conclusion based on obviously insufficient data.
The Cox Committee report enoneously concluded that, although
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of foundations,
fittle ones which had been guilty and not the great anil

there might have been some derelictions on the part

it

was the

powerlul foundations; these were beyond criticism,
Its conclusions were considerably weakened by its admission that it
had inadequate time to do the job assigned to it, Moreover, rhe suo
ceeding Reece Committee found in rhe Cox Committee files a con.
siderable amouht of material critical of foundation operations which
had not been used by the latter.
Upon examining the Cox Committee files, which it received soon
after going into action, the staff of the Reece Committee immediately
reported to the Clerk of the Flouse that many important documents
and memoranda were missing.f As an example, a file nrarked "Rob.
ert Hutchinr" was found to be cornpletely empty. Whether such data
were desroyed by the Cox Committee staft or were purloined by
others, wa$ never ascertained.
Congtessmen are extremely busy men. The members of the Gox
Cornmittee were confronted with a gigantic research job, the satis.
factory conclucion of which would have requircd far, far more time
than they were allotted. Moreover, as is inevitably the case, they must
have left the burden of organization and direction almost entirely to
their chairman, Congressman Cox. It may well be that, even with the
handicap of lack of time, the Cox Committee would have been more
productive had Mr. Cox not been stricken down. He fell gravely ill
while the investigation was under way and died before thc rcport was
filed.

BIRTH OF THE REECE COMMITTEE
At the end of the Cox Committee report appcarcd this endorsement
by Congresman Reece:

Ac pointed out and stresed in this report, the select committee
has had insufficient time for the magnitude of its task. Although
I wag unable to attend the full hearing, I feel compelled to
observe that, if a more comprehensive study is desired, the in

quiry might be continued by the Eighty-third Congress with
profit in view of the importance of the subject, the fact that
tax{xempt funds in very large amounts are spent without public
accountability or official supervision of any sort, and that, ad.
r

Reece C.omm

It

tee H

e

arin gs, pp,

6

-7,
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mittedly, conslderable quertionable expenditur€s have been
made.

In the Eighty+hird Congrtss, Mr. Reece introduced a rtsolution
for a new investigation, accompanying it wirh a speech.. He referred
3o the work of the Cox Committee as "unfinished bu$iness." He stated
that, while this Committee had disclosed serious malfeasance by some
foundationr, its work had been far too limited to warrant legislative
proposals being based upon it He cited, ir1 particular:
That the Cox Committee had been given inadequate time;
That foundation officro and Fustees had not been gworn'ag
witnesses;

That these persons had been permitted to excule the im.
proper grants made by their foundations as "unwitting" or aE
made through "ignorance";
That these witnesses w€re not asked why they were continuing
to make grants "to organizations, projects and persons which are

promoting special interests or ideologies," and cven 'butright
political objectives"; and
That the Cox Committee had failed to use much of the critical
documentary cvidence in its possession, relating to "subversive
and un-American propagpnda activitie"r which attempted to in
fluence legislation."

Such a resolution passe.r into the hands of the Rules Committee,
and here this one stayed a long while. But the Rules Committee finally
voted the rtsolution to the floor of the House, where it was pre"sented,

toward the end of the session, on July ??, 1953.
Mr. Reece accompanied the calling up of the resolution with a
rpeech which pleaded for further investigation of tax+xempt founda.
tions by referring at Breat length to ruspicions of substantial founda.
tion delinquencies.f Thir speec-h wru no llprejudging" of the founda.
tions, as some of the opponenr of the investigation have .claimed,
but wa$ intended to bring forcetully to the attention of the House of
Representatives the seriousness of the complaine which had been
made of certain acts of certain foundations.

The resolution

passed,

by a substantial majority:

o Congr2slonal Recotd, Aprllzg, t953, p. g??0.
tCongrcsslonal Rccord,lnly 17, rg5t, p, ror80 ct. legr included

Committec Hcorings,p.76 ql scg.
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Republicans r4o
Democrats 69

Nap

169

Republicans 49
Democrats r rg
Independent r

The Committee authorized by the Reece resolution was directed to

report belore January 5, t955, which gave it, approximately a year
and a half of life. Tltis was almost a year longer than the life of the
Cox Gommittee, and it seemed ai though a reasonably thorough in.
quiry might be had.

The first st€p was to appoint a Committee. Three Republicans
were appointed and two Democrars, Of the appoinleil Commiltee ol
five, three had voted agairct the rcsolution-Republican Congress.
man Goodwin (who had been a member of the Cox Committee),
Democratic Congressman Wayne Hays of Ohio, and Democratic Congtes$woman Gracie Pfost of Idaho. The other two Republicans (and
the only members who had voted for the resolution) were Congres.
men Carroll Reece of Tennessee and Jesse Wolcott of Michigan. The
majority (Republican) members were appointed by Representative
Martin, Spcaker of the Honse; the minority (Democrat) members by
Rayburn, the minoriry leader.

MANDATE TO THE COMMITTEE
The enabling resolution read in part as follows (I have italicized
several parts to emphasize

'

iu

essential character):

The committee is authorized and directed, to conduct a full and
complete investigation and study o[ educational and philanthro
pic foundations and other comparable organizations which are ex.
empt from Federal income taxation to d,etermine il any foundo.
liolns and organizalions are uing their resourccs for purposes
other than the purposes lor which they were establisheil, and,
especially to determine which such foundations and organiza.
tions are using their resources lor un-American and subversive
actiailieE; lor political purqoses; propagando, or a,uempts to iw
fluence legislation,

Thus the Committee was not directed to judge how beneficent
foundations had been, but to determine whether any had been guilty
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of undesirable conduct, Yet abuse has been heaped upon the Com.
mittee majority because its investigation war critical. The term "unfair" has been hurled at it because it dared to research the serious
criticisms which had been leveled at some of the foundations, not by
"crack-potl" but, as cven the report of the Cox Committee admitted,
by well-informed citizens.
These attacks came, in part, from the very same professional managers of some of the foundations whose acts rvere'subjected to criticiem. They came also in large part from persons whose political
and social ideologies made them sympathetic to the questioned acts
which had been brought to light. After all, it is a matter of whose foot
the shoe pinches. An investigation of "the stock market" or of the
"munitionc interests" or the "power monopoly" or $ome other critical

invertigation of an activity associated with free enterprise capitalism
would be supported enthusiastically by those same personr to whom
an exposure of the collectivist activities of foundations would seem
an outrage.

PREPARATION FOR

THE

HEARINGS

Just how should a committee of this kind go about its work? Should
It start hearings immediately, put foundation representatives on the
Etand, and ask them to state whether they thought any criticisms of
foundation activitier were justificd? That was largely the procedure
of the Cox Committee, and it pardy explains the failure of that Com.
mittee adequately to discharge its mandate, Obviously, it would be

futile to rely upon witnesses for the foundations to disclose their own
delinquencies. They could hardly be expected to beat their breasts
and cry mea culpa,
Some committees, operating in disimilar areas, could rely wholly
on the power of subpoena, and bring in witnesses from whose lips the
full facts could be forced. Such procedure would have brought the
Reece Committee nowhere. The activities of the foundations are reflected in a mass of printed matter. As the majority report stated:

The materials of most value are to be found in voluminous
literature, reporb and records. Deciding among points of view
becomes chiefly a matter of processing the mass of research ma.
terial which is available, and determining, not on the basis of
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witnesses' opinions but on a
evidence, which are corrcct.r

judicial weighing of the factual

The Committee drew an analogy with the work of the Temporary
National Economic Conrrnittee (TNEC), which "condrrcted hearings
but leaned heavily on staft r€ports published in over fifty volurnes."

THE COAIMITTEE MEMBERS

Mr. Reece automatically became Chairman because he had presented the resolution.
,I had not met him before I rook the'assignment a$ General Counsel,
I had had some correspondence with hinr, sonre years before, upon
the occasion of an adrnirable speech which he had made on foreign
policy, from which I later quoted in a book.f In my first meering
with him, I quickly concluded that we could have a lrappy relarion.
ship. He is charming, courteous and understanding. IVIy long asocia.
tion with him has resulred in mounting respect for his intelligence,
sincerity, and integrity.

The violence of some of the attacks on Carroll Reece as a result of
this investigation were amazing. He has been accused of plotting
against the foundations, of conspiring to delame and damage them
for some mysterious reason o[ his own relating to personal political
ambition, I have never found the slightest evidence of personal, politi-

in Mr. Reece.
At no time did Mr. Reece ever dictate procedure to me; at no time
did he ever seek to in{luence my mind; ar no time did he ever give
cal ambition

me a thesis to prove. Mr. Reece had no motive whatsoever other than
to ascertain whether the severe criticisms of foundations which had
come to his attention were correct. What he was after, and he so in.
structed rne, wa$ to find out what the facts truly were,
Mr. Reece has been called an "anti-intellectual" by his derractors.
This is an absurdity. After graduating from a southern college, Mr.
Rcece took graduate work at New York University and at the Uni.
versity of London. He became an instructor in economics at New york

University, and assistant secretary of that University. He later became
director of its School of Comrnerce, Accounts and Finance. He has two
honorary doctorates,

.

Reece Commltaee Reporl,

I

The Myth ol thc Good and Bod Ndtions, Regnery, p. 40.

p, ri,
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He is a member of the Tennessee and D.C. ba;s; president of sev.
eral banks, and the publisher of a newspaper. Hio has been one of the
longe"rt records of serrice as a Congressman, He was formerly Chair.
man of the National Republican Committee.
Mr. Wolcott, the only other member of the Committee who [ad
voted for the resolution, wa! one of the busiest, ablest, and most respected men in the House, He was Chairman of the Banking and
Currency Committee. Thir Committeo engaged in constant and im.
portant work, took go much of his time that he was able to attend
hearingp of the Committee on Foundations only at rare intervats. It
wal easier to get his attendance at meeting$ of the Committee itself,
which could be arranged to the convenience o[ all members. Here
his wisdom, cguability, and ruength o[ character were of gr€at 6erv.
ice.

The Reece Gommittee Jorely mi$sed Mr. Wolcott when he could
not attend. His conFibution ryas, nevertheles, very substantial, and
I am deeply grateful to him for his constant courtesy, his willingness
to be consulted even in a press of work, and his warm and earnest
ruPPorL

The third Republican rnember was Mr. Goodwin of Massachusetts.
He remains an enigma. I have rarely met a man more kindly, gentle,
and thoughtful,'But he did vote against the resolution and, unless the
ranking minority member of the Committee, Mr. Hays, lied from the
rostrum, Mr. Goodwin had stated privately to Mr. Hays that he was
"on his side,' It is difficult to believe that Mr. Goodwin had made up
hir mind in advance to oppose findingrs of the Committee which might
be critical of foundationr, but that is what Mr. Hays implied in thil
viciour thru$t at Mr. Goodwin:

I heard you ray you are getting tired. Do you know what I am
getdng tired of? I am tired of you taking one position in public
with pious speeches and then running to me in secret and saying,
"You know whose side my Eympathi€s arq sn," Why don't you
act like a man?r

The strange leparate opinion rvhich Mr. Goodwin filed, after voting

for the report with the right to file a reserving gtatement,
some conllict witlin himse[.
t

Recte GommitJ* Hcaringt,vol. r, p, E63,

€xpresseo
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Mrs. Pfost, one of the Democratic member$, was uniformly pleasant.
She was somewhat overshadowcd by her vociferous fellow Democrat
and inclined to follow where he led. I say this not unkindly, however,
for found Mn; Pfost willing to observe congressional protocol, and
a woman of poise and charm.
The belligerent member of the Committee was Mr. Wayne Hays,

I

the ranking DemocraL He was frank enough to tell us that he had
been put on the Committee by Mr. Rayburn, the Democratic Leader
in the House, as the equivalent of a watchdog, Just what he was to
"watch" was not made clear until it became apparent that Mr. Hays
was making it his busines to frustrate the investigation to che greatest
extent possible.

My professional relations with him were complicated by a succession

I was anxious to work
with all the Committee members as closely as circumstances would
permit. Mr. Norman Dodd, the Director of Research, and I made
of his intemperate outbursh. From the start,

every efiort to convince Mr. Hays that we wished to work closely with
him, Mr, Dodd, in particular, had many conversations with Mr, Hays;
he outlined to him the nature and theory of the most grave,criticisms
which had been made of foundations and which we intended to inves.
tigate. Nothing was withheld from him. We w€re utterly sincere in our
offers to work intimately with him and to keep him ac much abreast
of our r€search as he might wish. But wc were met with suspicion and
disrust and 3, qugsgssion of scenes which were quite unpleasanc to
live through,
It was difficult enough to work with Mr. Hays'in the initial stager
of the investigation, When it came to the hearings, he conducted him.
self with qui<e fantastic belligcrcnce.

APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL AND STAFF
I was officially designated as general counsel at a meeting of the
Committee attended on September rb, 1953, by Messrs. Reece, Good.
win, and Hays, My law partner, Arnold T. Kodr, was appointed
associate couruel. I had suggested him because he is a trial lawyer of
the fint rank, a mirn of great wisdom and balanced judgment. His
contributiong to the guccess of the Committee's work were mosi important.
The major problem in collecting a staft was to find a research
director qualified by experience and interest. After many interviews,
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Mr. Norman Dodd was selected. He had spent many years, and much
of his own money, on research of a nature which intimately touch€d
the foundation world.
Mr. Thomas lvlcNiece was selected as assistant research director. He
had wide experience and was a researcher o[ exceptional ability and
statistical experience.
Two of the staft were personal selections of my own. One was Dr.
Karl Ettinger, the story of whose release before he had completed his
work, I shall tell later, Dr. Ettinger's contributions, while he was with
lus, r{'ere vitally imporhnt. A deep student, incisive in his thinking,
enclclopedic in his learning, both a theorist of the fint quality and a
researcher of unusual rapidity and thoroughn€ss, he pursued many
avenues of inquiry which would have been closed to a less qualilied
and searching mind. He advocat€d the use of scientific research
methods in the Committee inquiry. Much of the rich material collected
by the investigation was assembled by him for the purpose of objec.
tive, quantitative and qualitative analysis.
My other selection was Miss l(athryn Casey, a member of the Washington bar. She became a "legal analyst," and was an indefatigable
and sound investigator. In later stages o[ the investigation, when our
financial situation reduced the staff to a skeleton, she filled many
ceparate functions with terrific energy and was priceless.
Mr. Hays had asked to havc the right to designate one staft member,
and the Commirtee had readily assented, His first selection was unacceptable, as he himself later agreed. His second, Miss Lucy Lonergan, daughter of the late Senator Lonergan, was wltolly acceptable and
she.was appointed a research assistant.

RESEARCH STARTS

It was well into the fall of rg53 before intensive research could
begin. Meanwhile, I had spent considerable time analyzing the general problem of how the investigation might be conducted. The Reece
Committee has been accused by the "liberal" press of having prejudged the foundations; The facc is that I accepted my assignment
only on the condition that I could direct an objective inquiry. My
own ideas of how the work should be conducted are to be found in
an initial report of Coungel on procedure made to the Committee
under date of October 23, 1953. It follows as Appendix C. Tlris report war acquiesced in and became the basis for the staft's work.
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LIMITATIO,IVS ON THE STUDY

The work of the staff was concentrated on a comparatively small
number of foundations, and necesarily so. To review even a sub
stantial numbcr oI the existing organizations in sullicienc detail to
make any sense would have been impossible. Moreover, the complaints registered with the Committee and the critical material which
it encountered centered principally in some oI the largest of the
forrndations and certain intennediary and satellite organizations
which they chiefly supported. It was felt better to do as thorough a
job on this limited ferv as we could, than to Ecatter our work among

It

is also obvious enough that, if unhappy practices exist in the
it would be of more service to the country to disclose those rvhich were backed by great wealth than to spend precious
time on the questionable practices of comparatively inconsequential

many.

foundation world,

fouu.iations.

The Recce Committee interested itsel[ atmost solely in the so-called
"social sciences," education, and international affairs. Little criticism
has ever been made of the work oI foundations in other areas, such as
pure science, medicine, public health, and the direct support o[ exist'
ing institutions of the character of hospitals, schools, qpd churches,

IIIONEY TROUBLES

Mr. Reece had initially applied lor an appropriation of $rr5,ooo.
Appropriations are referred to the Committee on Administration,
which is the financial watchdog of the House of Representatives. This
Committee wa$, ac the time, Republican controlled. Its Chairman
A member of the Reece Committee was also on the Administration Committee-unfort,unately,
this was Mr. Hays, who had consistently voted against investigating
was Congressman Le Compte of Iowa.

foundations.

The Administration Cornmittee met and recommended a reduced
appropriation o[ $5o,ooo instead of rhe $rr5,ooo which Mr. Reece
had requested, No one in his right mind expected that this would
carry the Committee throrrgh its year and a half of life, for dre Cox
Committee had spent $So,ooo in about six months. So the Reece Com.
mittee was given $5o,ooo with the expectation that it would apply at
the end of the calendar year (rg5g) for an additional appropriadon
to carry it tllrough a lull remaining year of wot*.
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Shortly after the beginning of the following year (1954) Mr. Reece
made his expected application for additional fundg. The staft had
estimated that $r2o,ooo would be our minimttm requirement. After
ltudying a tentative budget carefully, Mr. Reece agreed that this
figure was reasonable, and applied for it,
It was expected that our application worrld be acted on promptly.
But nothing happened for a long while, and we began to worry. We
had expected to schcdule hearings in February, or in lvfarch at the
latest, but it was impossible to do any precise planning until we were
sure o[ the appropriation, which now seemed doubtful indeed, During
this period o[ uncertainty, when we did not know whether we were
to be permitted to carry on or not, Mr. Reece did everything he could
to hast€n the consideration oI our appropriation, but Mr. Le Compte
would not budge.
Finally a break came. Mr. Hays, who had been "bumped oft" the
Administration Committee on some seniority basis, now war suddenly
rrstored to that Committee, and immediately threrv himself into the
appropriation isue.
This is how he operated. He came to Mr. Reece and made certain
demands, If these were accepted, he would vote for our appropria'
tion. If they wcre not accepted, he would vote against it. Control of
the Administration Committee was Republican and Mr. Reece was a
Republican, but the ways of politics are often mysterious, Mr. Hays
had told us that his Party had given him complete discretion tegard'
ing the Committee on Foundatiorrs-that it had been left to him to
decide whether to try to kill it or Iet it continue. What power did he
really have? Who knowsl Issues frequently cross party lines, and'those
faced by the Reece Committee certainly did. All Democrats were not
against us, All Republicans were not for us. If Mr. Hays, therefore,
had delegated power to turn the entire Democratic membership of
the Administration Committee against us, and if one or two Re'
publicans were against us also, we were out of busines. So Mr. Reece
deemed it best to listen to Mr. Hays.
These, then, were Mr. Hays's proposals. The Committ€e was to drop
two members of its staff, Dr. Ettinger and Mt. George DeHuszar; and
Mr. Hayr war to be given a member of the staft to help him write a
minority report if he decided to. This last, condition was easy enough
to comply with. He had already appointed a mcmber of the staff, Miss
Lonergan, and it was no burden to agree to let her stay on until the
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reports were In. But to be obliged to give up the expert oervices of
two productive staff member$ was a difterent matter.
Nevertheless, Mr. Reece felt compelled to accede in order not to
take any chance that the investigation might be starved out of exist
ence. Shortly after that, the application for an appropriation was acted
upon. A sub-committee of the Administration Committee met and
recommended groo,ooo. Although thir was less than we believed we
needed, we breathed a sigh of relief to have been awarded even that
But our pleasure was short lived. The whole Administration Commit
tee later met and cut ut down to g65,ooo a sum palpably inadeguate.

OF ETTIryGER AND DeHUSZAR,
Mr. Hays knew what he was doing when he coerced the release of
Dr. Ettinger and Mr. DeHugzar from our staff. He was in freguent
consultation with representatives of some of the more lmportant
LOSS

foundations and their allies.

Mr. DeHuszar had already shown his capacity on the staff of the
Cox Committee, to which he had contributed a mas$ of critical material which was not used. In his work for the Reece Committee he had
begun to assemble significant data on particularly unpleacant examples of the practiccs of major foundations. Wren he was released,
thig research came to an end.
In the case of Dr. Ettinger the loss to the inquiry was tragic. Many
of our most valuable lines of inquiry were dcvised or initiated by
him. He had insisted on the tabulation of questionnaire returns and
a systematic collection of complete sets of data. He had, in the short
period of his services to the Committee, asembled substantial data on
foundation activide$ in education and research. Some of these he was
able to bring to sufficient completion to enable us to use much of his
material. Many of his projects, including some of primary significance,
came to an end when he was released. It was impossible for the busy,
curtailed staft to take up where he had left oft. In this way, some of
our potentially most important material was lost to the Committee.f
rAmong thele unconpleted rtudies ol Dr. Ettlnger rv€re a survcy ol founda.
tlon support to colleges, to discover patterns of glvlng, and preferences fot
ceraain type! of irutltutlons In soclal.science supporg a rurvcy and study ot
the learned Journals, so often an instrument of power ln the hands of rmall
profe-sslonal cliques, with a resultant effec! upon the volume and rluallty
of profesional papgr!; a study of the relationship of foundations and intcr.
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To make certaln that Mr. Hays's appoinree, Miss Lonergan, worrld
in the heart of things, we had assigned her to assist Dr. Ettinger.
She was thus familiar with all his importanr work. While Mr. Hays
be

did not succeed, by any of his tactics, in destroying the investigation,
it an extrcmely serious wound in forcing the release of
this brilliant investigator. Had he remained on the staff, a much
greater volume of material would have been available ro judge ob.
jectively the social implications inherent in the operations of some of
thc major foundations and their satellites.
Mr. Hays's expresed reason for demanding Dr. Ettinger's release
was 3hat he was a Socialist. This is rarher amuting, since Dr. Ettinger'r
work consisted in substantial part of unearthing examples of founda.
tion support of socialism. At least since r9z5 Ettinger had been active in publicly opposing Socialist programs, and in consequence for
more than thirry years he had been identified by his writings and
activitier as an advocate of the free-enterprise system.
he did deal

TROUBLE FOR COUNSEL

On February r5, 1954, but as of January I, t954, Congressman
Compte, the chairman of the Administration Committee, which ic
the housekeeping committee of the House of Representatives, re.

k

moved both Mr. Koch and me from the payroll through an order sent
to the Clerk of the House. This wac done without previous discussion
with lvfr. Reecein fact, while Mr. Reece was out of Washington; Mr.
Le Compte merely directed the Clerk of the House to wipe our name$
from the payroll of the Commirree, and norified Mr. Reece by letter
that he had done so. Mr. Le Compte's action was taken on a wholly
fictitious set of facts indicating that Mr, Koch and I had violated the
Federal statute proscribing a conflict of inrerest,

Mr. Koch and

I

had retained our professional relationship with

our law firm in New York. Mr. Le Compte aEsumed that our firm
was engaged in "tax practice," with the implication that we were
cutrently rying tax cases against the government, An obvious conflict
nediary organlzarions to therc journals; speclal studies on the lnterlockr exl6t.
lng between foundations, professlonal groups, ccrtain governm€nt advisory
and research institutionr, and a few leading univcrsitier; an inquiry into col.
Icge.accrediting organizatlons; and rcvcraI more ltudler of importance relating
to thc actlviries of loundatlons and their asociated organizatlons ln cduca.
tion and the soclal sclences. Hh Intercst was In a wholly objectlvc analysil
and n'eighing of thc acrivlties of foundatlonr

in the roclal.lclence world.

MR. HAYS AND 'THE WHITE HOUSE" 347

if Mr. Lc Compte's asumcd
would have had no right to remain
in the employ of the goyernment if, at the $ame time, we ryere litigat
of interert would have been present
facts were correct. Mr, Koch and

I

ing against it.
The facts were that our firm was not in ,'tax practice,' in the sense

specialists engagcd in litigation against the government. I had
never tried a tax ca$e in my life. Mr. Koch, while an eminent trial
lawyer, had never tried a tax case while associated with our firm,
Moreover, Mr. Koch and I had directed our firm to withdraw from
even such routine tax matters a$ the settlement of an eitate.tax return
or an income-tax return at any point where direct. controversy with
the Government resulted,
Mr. Le Compte made no attempr to get the true facts belore taking
aclion, The facts were communicated to Mr. Le Compte promptly
but without result. All our efforrs to see and talk to Mr. Le Compte
were met with rebuff. Mr, Le Conpte would. not see us and cxamine
us as to the fack, Nothing was accomplished until I wrore to Speaker
Martin on March r7 explaining our situation, which Mr. Koch and I
found intolerable, and urgently requesting his immediate intercesion.
This letter was handed to Mr. Martin by Mr. Reece. Not long
thereafter, Mr. Koch and I were restored to the payroll, with retro

of

acdvc pay,

MR. HAYS AND "TIIE WIIITE HOI]SEPresident Eisenhower is very conscious of the separate prerogatives
of the Congrcss and would not knowingly countenance any inter.
ference by the executive with the functions of the legislature, But it
is utterly clear, unless Mr, Hays has sorely prevaricated, that someone
in "the White House" was actively opposed ro the investigation of
foundations.

,

Mr. Hays reported to us on two

separate occasions

that "the

White House" had been in touch with hirn regarding our investiga.

tion.
One of these occasions had to do with our request for an executive
order to examine a lorm known as 9goA. This is an information form
required to be filed with the Internal Revenue Service by foundations.
Most of it is open to public inspection; one parr is nor and can be
seen only through an executive order. Why any part should be secret
I do not know. Foundations are, necessarily and admittedly, public
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rusts, and information concerning them should be open to the public,
which is their beneficiary.
As the ggoA forms contained information of great value to the
investigation, Mr. Reece applied for the nec€ssary executive order ag
early as Novcmber 16, 1953. Nothing happened for rnonths.
Our fint news regarding the application came when Mr. Hays informed us that he had been telephoned by "the White House" and
asked whether he objected to our having access to the ggoA forms. He
had replied, he said, that he did object, and on the ground that they
were "confidential tax returns." I explained to him that they were not
"tax" leturns but "information'' returns and that, as far as we were
concerned, they were not confrdential as we had the right to extract
the full information from the individual foundations by subpoena.
Some time later, on February r, rgb4, an executive order was issued
giving us acce$ to the forms. (Note that we applied on Novembet
16, 1953.)
Did we get the forrns immediately? We had indicated which founda'
tlon foms we wene mort inter€sted in, but apparently no eftorts had
been rnade to call these in from the regional offices. Finall/' on April
8, rg54 (I emphasize that we applied on November 16, tg53), we
were informed that we could now examine the ggoAs. Even then,
however, all the forms we had requested had not been called in; we
were forbidden to take any forms from the olfice of the Internal
Revenue Service; we were not permitted to photostat anyi and'we
were permitted to examine such forms as were ready for us only in
a designated room in the presence of a rCpresentative of the Service'
After rhe order had been granted, I visited an a$sistant commis.
3ioner, accompanied by Miss Caren to arange for an examination
of the ggoAs. The assistant coinmissioner told us that certain docu.
ments had to be preparcd, and gave Miss Casey the necessary in'
rtructional forms. These were complied with, and the forms were
typed and signed at once; but the Service required four successive
revisionr belore we were told that the documentation was ratisfactory'
When we finally got access to the forms, the hearings were so im'
minent that no efiective use of the paterialg ta be extracted from
the ggoAo could be made,
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COINCIDENCES?

The reader may have noted certain coinciderrces.
After fantastically long delays in each instance, the final granting
of our (tragically reduced) appropriation, the final restoration of
Mr, Koch and myself to the payroll, and the final granting o[ access to
the ggoA forms, were just about simultaneous,
Coincidence?

MR, HAYS AND "THE WHITE HOT]SE' AGAIN
White House" and Mr. Hays
Mr. Hays is no Senator George. He is not
one likely to be called into conference on policy as a rePresentative
of the Democratic Party. He is a relatively unimPortant member of
The

second incident involving "the

$fas even more remarkable.

the House, who has attained no eminence and acquired only notoriety
by his conduct on the Reece Committee.
Yet Mt. Hays told w one doy that "the While House" had' becn
in touch uith him and askcd hhn il he woulil coopcrate to hill the
CornmI,tee. His reply, he said, was that he would let the Republicanr
fight their own battlce.
We could not believe, of course, that the incident had any official
significance. We concluded that the call from "the White Flouse" must
have been the act of an individual, without sanction of the President,
and without his knowledge. But it was uncomfortable to be led to
believe that someone close to the President, perhaps one of his ad'
visers or someone charged with delegated executive power, could have
been guilty of such conduct. It was additional indication that the Iong
armc o[ the foundations extended even into high placet.

MR, HAYS AND THE STAFF
Congressman Reece has been citicized for not having taken a mote
aggressive attitude as Committee chairman, opposing Mr. Haysk con'
gtant harassment. Mr. Reece is a brave man who has given evidence,
both in his astounding and much'decorated military career and in his
political life, that he can fight. But Mr. Reece understood, soon after

our investigation started,

if

not before, that we would be met with

every obstacle which could be put in our way. He was det€rmined to

firtish the job which he had undertaken and not to be diverted into
personal conuoversy. His attitude reminded me of the Chirtese prov'
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erb: "The wise man is like water, the softest thing which yet breaks
the hardest thing."
Sometimes a Congresional committee starts with a honeymoon,
lat€r to be disrupted by quarrels. There was no honeymoon for the
Reece Committee, From the very start Mr. Hayr began to harass the
staff and to complain and obsruct.
He complained frequently that he did not know what the staft was
doing. The fact is, he knew more about what was going on than any
other member of the Committee, not €xcePting the chairman. Once
my original report to the Committee had been approved, Mr. Reece
permitted us to go ahead without re$traint, rtnderstanding that our
job was fact finding and that time would be wasted by detailed rePorts
until we had virtually completed the study period of the investigation.
As suggestions, inquiries, and data came to Mr. Reece, he would
transmit them to us for attention. Beyond this, he. left us free to test
whether complaints regarding foundation activitics were justified'
Mr. Hays, on the other hand, had a personal reporter on the staff.
Nothing was withheld from Miss Lonergan, Mr' Ilays's personal ap'
pointee. All records were open to her inspection. Our instructions
to her were clear-she was to report to him whatever she. chose to re'
port and whatever he might be interested in. This she did, and with
frequency.
Mr. Hays accused us of engaging in research not authorized by the
Committee. This accusation was an absurdity. The general line of our
research carefully followed the authority given to the Committee by
the resolution which created it. This in turn was not materially differ.
ent from that which created the previous Cox Committee. Mr. I'Iays's
position seemed to be that every detail of proposed research had to
have express approval of the Committee before we could spend any
time on it. This IvIr. Reece told us was not so-that, as long as we
etayed within the four corners of the authorizing resoltttion' we were
free to research what we thought advisable, exc€Pt insofar as the Committee instructed us to abstain.
Despite all his earlier complaints, Mr. Hays well knel that he had
teceived every posible cooperation from the staff, aE he acknowledged
during the hearings as follows:

Mr. Chairman, let me say that I may be seeming to ask some
critical guestions, but I do not want to imply that there has been
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any trouble betweerr myself and the staff. It may be that I do not
see eye to eye on a good many things, but the stafi has been very
responsive any time I have asked them a question to come up

it, or to make the files available, or anything like
that. There has been no difliculty whalsoever on that gcore..

and explain

MR, HAYS AND DR..I(TNSEY
Several lines of inquiry enraged Mr. Hays particularly. One, which
o[ inquiry, was a proposed
study of the Kinsey reporrs. Ir was undoubtedly reported to him by
I{iss Lonergan that Dr. Ettinger had dug up some significant material
about foundarion support of the Kinsey projects. This brought Mr.
Hays to a steaming rage, and he asked to see our entire Kinsey file. It
was produced for him, and he angrily declared to Mr. Dodd that we
were to go no further with this particular investigation, contending
that every member of Congress would be against our doing so. Neither
Mr. Dodd nor I could see any reason why Dr, Kinsey's foundationsupported projeca should not bear as much scrutiny at any other
foundation operation. But Mr. Hays then introduced anorher element
disclosed his reluctance to permit freedom

into the situation. Our appropriation for rg54 had, at the time, not
yet been approved, and Mr, Hays stated emphatically to Mr. Dodd
that lrc would oppose any further appropriation to out Committee
unless the Kiwey inaestigation were droppeil His unreasoning op.
position to any srudy of these projectr was so grear that he threatened
to fight against the appropriation on the floor of the House
As we were already fearfut that an appropriation might not come

through, and our work would be frustrated, Mr, Dodd concluded
that Mr. Hayr must be appeased. He suggestcd, rherefore, that Mr.
Hays take the entire Kinsey file and lock it in his personal sate so
that he would know the material could not be used without the ex.
press consent of the Commitree. This Mr. Hays did: the file remained
in his safe throughout the hearings. For all I know, he may still have

it.
The Kinsey reports did, in the course of the open hearings, become
part of the Committee evidence through the testimony of Prolessor
Hobbs, who used them as apt examples of 'tcientism," but the valu.
able matedal in our Kinsey fiIe never raw the light of day.
r
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IND TACTS FORUM

On a number of occasions, I urged Mr. Hays to give ut any com'
plaints against foundations of which he became aware, so that we
could run drese down. I told him particularly that almost all the
complaints with political connotations which we had received con.
crrned left-wing activity, and that I had made every elfort to dig out
complaints against foundations whidr might be engaged in activity
at the other end of the political spectrum. None of sufrcient im'
portancr to warrant further inquiry had come to my attention. I made
clear that I was interested in investiSating extremism at either end.
His only major contribution in response was repeatedly to insist
that we investigate Fack Forum. We complied with all his specific
tequests. We collected for him voluminous detailed data on Facls
Forum. He uantcd conlrol ol these dato himse$. They were all
handcd to him-whatever he asked for was procur€d and delivered.
Thic material was never used by Mr. Hays, except to Prepare a
personal, private brief of his own against Facts Forum, which he
caused to be publiihed in the Congrcssional Record. None of his rnaterial was oftered to the Committee of which he was a member. None
of it became part of the Committee'$ record, from whidr he withheld

iu
. Mr. Hays thus failed to use the forum presented by &e Committee
of which he was a mernber but chose, instead, to attack this particular
foundation in a forum where it could not possibly defend iuelf or
cvcn file a protest-the floor of the House of Representatives'

MN. HAYS AND THE COMMITTEE PROCEDURE
In his minority report, Mr. Hays indulged in gros mistatementE
concerning my recommendations regarding procedure. He said:

In

the early meetingp of the committee the general oounsel,
Mr. Wormser, advanced the proposal that the inquiry te made
without public hearingp and without seeking the testimony of
interested persons, suggesting instead that the stafi be directed to
devote ie time to independent study and inguiry, the resultr of

which would be brought to the committee when concluded. It
apparently never occurred to Mr. Wormser, a member of the bar,
that sudr a proceeding, in a matter 60 $ensitive, inevitably con'
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flicted with constitutional guarantees of free speech and violated
every American principle that individuals and groups, subjected
to accusations in the course o[an inquiry, be perrnitted to defend
thcmsclvcs.r

On reading the minority report, I wrote at once to Mr. Hays calling
his attention to a misstatement regarding the identity of Mr. Koch
and myself and also to this absolutely false description of my pro
posals for procedure. Regarding the latter, I wrote as follows:
You state that

I

suggested closed hearings rvithout the presence

This is not the fact. I did euggest thar we might
consider having closed hearings, but only in order to avoid the

of

witnesses.

publicity which you younelf had objected to and for the purpose
of preventing any injury to the reputations of individuals who
would be called as witnesses, You, later on, yourself urged the
Committee to hear some of the testimony in private, a procedure
which l had thought from the start might be advisable for the
same reasons you came to understand were persuasive. I never
suggested to you or anyone else that we dispense with calling
witneses.

Mr. Hays replied immediately and apologized for his misstatements,
but they remain in the printed minority report.
Fortunately, Mr. Reece thoroughly understood that detailed re.

to satisfy our mandate, There was never any
question of avoiding hearings, but hearings without research would
have been futile.
As the time for hearingr approached, lawyers for a number of foun.
dations asked me how we expected to proceed. I informed thern that
it was planned firgt to put a series of critical witnesses on the stand,
to introduce enough substantive evidence to support whatever criticisms the staft had found prima lacie to be justified. In this way, the
foundations themselves would know to what to reply. Foundation
representatives had then asked whether they could not be presented
with a "bill of particulars." f was very sympathetic to this suggestion
and assured them that we had no intention of surprising them with
critical material, that every effort would be madc to let them have it
in advance of foundation appearance$ on the $tand.
search wag ersential
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The canard has been .opread widely that the Reece Committee
"prejudged" the foundations. It was the Committee's own fairness of
approach which was used as a basis for this slander. At a meeting of
the Committee, about a week before the day set for the opening hear.
I proposed that we give the foundations the "bill o[ particulars"
which they had requested. This recommendation was approved unan.
lmously and, in the case of Mr. Hayr, with enthusiasm. Yet he him-

ing,

self later accused us of having "prejudged" by presenting this very
"bill of particulars."

THE ''DODD REPORT''
In the presence of the Committee, and with its approval, I requerted Mr. Dodd, the director of research, to prepare this "bill of
particulars." He did this in the form of a report which.he read at the
first hearing, disclosing to the foundations the main lines of criticism
of foundation practices which he had found sufficiently rupported by
evidence to warrant th€ attention of the Committee.
For the "Dodd report" to have been dirtorted into a report of the
Committee itself, constituting a final verdict against the foundations,
was a palpable absurdity; yet this became the cry of the pack which
yelped at our heels during the entire investigation, That report watt
in no sense a report of the Reece Committee. No member ol the Commil,teernol caen thc chairman, hneu whst uas in it belorc it uas tead,
It was a personal repoil of the director ol research to lhe Committee.
It reviewed the methods he and his assistants had used. It stated the
Iincs of inquiry which he suggested. It listed the criticisms of foundation activity which he, personally, had concluded were justified, based
on the research which had been condtrcted. It was intended to be, and
was, the very "bill of particulars" which the foundations themselyet
had requested.
Mr. Dodd was careful to state that the conclusions contained in his
report were meant to be only tentative-he was, after all, merely
presenting material for inquiry. Both the chairman and I made it
explicitly clear, at the first and second hearings, May ro and rr, that
the purpose of the Dodd report was "to give the foundations an
opportunity to know what most important matters we want to go into
in relation to them."
During the investigation I was to learn that faith in the reasonabte
accuracy of news reporting was naive, Many of the reporters who
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attended the hearings dozed or chatted while vitally importatrt, testi.
mony was being taken; but awoke to sribble notes whenever Mr.
Hays staged one of his antics. Few newspapers gave the public even
a rcasonable summary of what was taking place, A wisecrack by
Mr. Hays would make headlines while the story of a tragically serious
foundation error would go unreport€d. On some papers, notab|y The
New Yorh Thnes, The New Yorh Herald, Tribune and The Washington Post-Times, the editors were apparently determined, whatever
might transpire at the hearings, to persuade the public that the Com.
mittee majority members were persecutors and that Mr. Hays was a

knight in shining armor, protecting the virtue of the immaculate
foundations. I do not remember one instance in which any of the
three newspapers I have named commented critically on Mr. Haysb

amazing behavior.
These papers knew that the duty of the Cornmittee was to investi.
gate criticism, yet they castigated it for presenting critical material.
They knew that the Dodd report was merely a personal report by the
research director, yet they deliberately misconstrued it into an official
and final report of the Committee itself. They knew that its purpose
(repeated again and again throughout the hearings) was to inform
the foundations and to forestall surprise; yet they beat Mr. Reece
about the ears incessantly for having dared to permit the issues to be
named wltich the staff thought worth investigatingMr. Koch and I had not had an opportunity to see the Iast draft of
Mr. Dodd's report until the evening before the first hearing, at which
it was to be presented. While it was to be his personal report, it was
appropriate for counsel to examine it to see whether any constructive
sugge$tions could be made. Accordingly, althorrgh it had already
been mimeographed because time was so short, we did make suggestions for chango chiefly of a literary and emphasis character, With all
possible speed, a final draft was prepared and mimeographed and
presented to the Committee the following day, but after the first hear.
ing (a morning hearing only) had closed. This gave rise to an in
volvement with Mr. Hays which exposed his plan to throw all possible
confusion into the hearings.
In some not too my$terious fashion, he had gotten possession of the
earlier draft of the Dodd Report, though this had been distributed
to no one. Immediately, he invented a plot, He accused Mr. Dodd of
having produced two report$, one "doctored" to fool the Committee,
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or the foundations, or the publio or perhaps just Mr. Hays. This
required Miss Gasey to take the stand to explain that the draft was
only a working draft, not issued to anyone, and that there had been
no "doctoring."

In questioning Mr. Dodd concerning this incident, Mr. I{ays te.
minded him that he was under oath. It was a rather sorry procedure
on Mr. Hays's part-an attempt to make it look reprehensible that a
draft of a report had been revised before it was submitted.
I asked Mr. Hays to delete his use of the word "doctored'1 from the
record, and he refused to. To the end, he tried to leave the impression
that there had been two reports and that, for sorne felonious purpose, the stafi had "doctored" one of them. It was typical of the Hays
campaign to discredic the staff; and this obvious red herring was
exploited gleefully by some newspapers, happy to try to disparage the
investigation.

THE WITNESSES
Pursuant to the agreed procedure, the report of Mn Dodd was
followed by a succession of witneses, intended to present material
rubstantiating the criticisms which had been leveled at foundations.
With our budget for the year cut almost in half by the Committee on
Administration, we had to plan for enough sessions to bring in
r€presentatives of those foundations against whom the principal criticisms had been made. Our decision was to call a minimum of car&
fully selected critical witnesses of demonstrable credibility and to
supplement their testimony with detailed staff reports, preliminary to
hearing the foundation representatives themselves.
The witnesses not representing foundations called by the Committee can be put into three groups. The first consisted of stalf
members (Mr. Dodd, the research director; the assistant research
director, Mr. McNiece; and the legal analyst, Miss Gasey) who pr+
Eented prepared reports. The second group consisted o[ four academicians: Dr. Thomas H. Briggs, professor emeritus in education
at Columbiat Dr. A. H. Hobbs, an assistant professor in oociology at
the University of Pennsylvania; Dr. David N. Rowe, a professor of
international afiairs at Yale; and Dr. Kenneth Colegrove, a former
professor of politics at Northwestern. The third goup consisted of
, persons who produced special tesdmony. This included Mr. T. Col*
man Andrews, the Collector of Internal Revenue, and Mr, Sugan
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mar! then one of hic a$sistantr; Mr. Ken EarI, an attorney from the
State of Washington who had been on the staffs of the fnternal Security
Subcornmittee and of the Immigration $ubcommittee of the Senatei
and Mr. Aaron Sargent, an attorney of San Francisco.
Mr. Hays and his friends have referred to rhese witnesses by a
variety of deprecatory and insulting terms. Mr, Hays himself several
times called them "crackpots" and added that the chairman had
"dredged them up" and "drcdged deep." Dr. Hutchins has called
theq "witnesses of dubious standing." Mr. Henry Edward Schultz,
national chairman of The AntiDefamation League, has referred to
the inve.stigation as a 'tharade" in which part of the cast was "a
strange group of witneses."
Typical is the case of the late Mr. Bernard DeVoto who, in an
atticle in Harpefs, almost exhausted. the thesaurus in selecting words
of insult. He said of rhe report: "This mass of innuendo, insinuation,

allegation, and mistatement Is too insubstantial to be dealt with
critically." Unable to deny the facts, Mr. DeVoto sought to blast the
individuals who were connected with the report. He called the staft
"paranoiac$" and by other choice epithets. He suggested that some. o[
the witnesses before the Committee were psychiatric cases. He opined
tlrat the staff must have been either insane or dishonest-adding that
insanity was not likely to be the answer,
Of similar nature was a recent attack on the Reece Committee by
Mr. Dwight Macdonald, in his series o[ "Profiles" on The Ford
Foundation in The Neu Yorhen. Although Mr. Macdonald himsell
provided column after column of severe criticism of foundation
,operation, much of it echoing specific criricisms levied by the Recce
Cornmittee report, he had rhis to say about the Committee:

r o I pg16 largely devoted to the animad,versions
of obscure crackpots and the scarcely more lucid testimony o[ the

The hearings

Reece Committee's staff.

Among these witnesses labeled al obscure 'trackpots" were profer.
of Columbia, Assistant Professor Hobbs of penn
oylvania, Profesor Rowe of Yale, and Profesor Golegrove of North.
Eor Emeritue Briggs

western,

The Committee report, said Mr. Macdonald, was "a patchwork of
data botdred together." He called the report "a lengthy exercise-four

i

$ince published in book form.
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hundred and sixt€en pages-in irrelevance, insinuation, and long.
range deduction." He did not deal with the factr which the Committee
disclosed-Mr. Macdonald did not deign to discuss them. The way to
get at the Reece Committee was to call its personnel namesl This
was the "smearing" proccdure of critics of the type of Messrs. DeVoto
and Macdonald.
A lar6e part of the daily press was egually prejudiced against the
Committee and avoided an objective Presentation or appraisal of its
findings and activities.

I can well realize how difficult it was for the rnan in the street to
understand that organizations which had done so much good in some
areac could also have behaved so badly in others.
MN, HAYS BROWBEATING A WITNESS
It was during the testimony of Mr. Aaron Sargent that Mr. Hays
conducted himself in a manner without any precedent. In order to
prevent testimony unfavorable to certain foundations and tax'er'
empt organizations, he treated this witness, and the Committee itself,
contemptuously and offensively. His intention to prevent an orderly
hearing became soon apparent.
Mn $argent was so well informed regarding foundation opera'
tions in education that he had been approached by Congressman Cox,
chairman of the Cox Committee, to act a! counsel to that Committee.
As the Cox Committee had been created by a Democratic'controlled
Congress, this made it difficult for Mr. Hayr to attack the witness'
credibility directly, but he found a way to do it by accusing him of
perjury.
Mr. Hays asked Mr. Sargent on the stand whether he had been of'
fered the position of counsel to the Cox Committee. The latter re'
plied that he had, but had declined for personal reasons. Acttrally, no
official offer had been made, Congtessman Cox had asked him if he
would consider taking the position, and the Committee itself had au'
thorized Chairman Cox to do this. But Mr. Hays made a great to'do

about the fact that Mr. Sargent had answered "yel" when he was
asked if he had been "oftered" the job, This, said Mr. Hays, was "per-

jrryl"
Mr. Sargent began to testify at ro o'clock A.M. on MaY 24 but was
unable to give uninterrupted t€stimony for more than a few mo'
nentE at a time; Mr. Hays heckled him all day. He was not satasned
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to wait,for any substantial testimony to be given and then to cros!.
cxamine; he cluttered the record with irrelevancics and tried his best
to upset the witness. Here is an example of Mr. Hays's questioning:
Mn, Heys. Do you believe in astrology?
Mn, SenceNT. No, sir; not I.

Hrxs. Could you give me any reason why there are so
many peculiar people drawn to southern California?
Mn.

Mn. S,rncnxr. I don't live in southern Galifornia, and I
wouldn't know.
Mn, Hlvs. You know, it is a funny thing, but every time we
g€t an extremist letter in my office-and it is either on the left
or the right-you don t haye to look at the postmark. It either
comes from southern California or Houston, Texas. I just won.
der

if there is sorne reason for it.

There were endless interruptions of this illuminating kindl Mr.
Hays's hisuionicr for the benefit of the gallery o[ nervsmen were at
the same dme calculated to confuse the witness, an objective in
which he failed utterly, But he resorred to far nastier tactics alsor
hoping to irritate the witness into an indiscretion; in this he failed as
miserably. But he did succeed, through rheatrical touches and
"colorful" antic$, to intrigue a newspaper claque,
It would take too much space to quote all his breaches o[ dccencl
during Mr. Sargent's testimony. But one remark was typical, He eaid,

"I will

tell you if we bring any more down here like some we have now
favor of the committee hiring a stafi psychiauist," r Thig
could only have referred to the witnesses who had testified up to that
tjme. These were three members of the staff and Professor Briggs,
Professor Hobbs, and the witness before him, Mr, Sargent. But later,
Mr. Hays explained, "I did not mean to cast any reftection on the
other I witnesses as much as I did on rhe one here, to be frank about

I

in

am

it,"

t

Mr. Hays sought to induce the Committee to stop Mr, Sargent's
testimony in open hearingp and to resume it in secrel session. When
the chairman refused to accede, Mr. Hays "took a walk" accornpanied
by his cohort, Mrs. Pfost, Ieaving the hearing room. As only three
members of the Committee were present at the time, this left the chair.
Reece C.ommltaee
' IDid.,
p. rgo,

f
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utan alone and he was forcrd to close the hearings (or want of a
quorum. That was at t:8o p.M., very little having been accomplished

ln the taking of testimony, for the whole day virtually was consumed
by Mr. Hays'r antic*
The Commlttee met again at about ro:3o the next morning, at
which time the full membership was present. Proceedings were opened
with a gtatement from the Chairman, in part as follows:

. t . As a convenience to the foundations, an initial report
was submitted outlining the maln lines of major criticisms of
foundations which a preliminary study by the smff had shown
were rirfficiently supported by evidence to warrant considering
carefully.
We are now in the firrt stage of assessing these criticisms by hear'
lng some of the rupporting evidence. We shaU later hear evi'
dence supplied by tlre foundations themselves, defending againrt
these criticisms. We shall not Prejudge. We shall not try to Prove
a case. We are here to learn what the truth may be'
Needles to say, criticism cannot be expected to come from the

It

if at all, chiefly from pen
matterc. We shall
foundation
lonr not directly connected with
give foundation rePresentatives respectful attention. Wo do not
foundations thcmselves.

must come,

iee why persons who have criticism to offer are no! entitled to the
same courteous treatmenL Failure to give them rudr courtesy
and inclination to condemn thcm for daring to citicize frankly
and even severely would seem to me to deny oudr witnesses the
privileges of citizens and to fail to give them the consideration
io which we believe they are entitled from members of the com'

mittee.

Mr. Hays then raired the point of order that the witnes Sargent had
not prepared a written statement for submission to the committee un'
der the House rules which provided that luctl statements should be re
quired "so far as practicable." The point of order was overruled on
the ground that ii was impracticable in Mr. Sargent's case. The fol'
lowing colloguy then took place:

Hrvs. The Chair would not uphold any point of order
that he did not agree with, no matter what the rule said. That
has become pretty obvious in these hearingl.

Mn.
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TneCHrrRIreN. NowMn. Hevs. Don't start interrupting me, or you better bring in
3he sergeant at arms, because I am going to be heard just the
same as you are, You may be afraid of Fabian socialism, but I
am afraid of Republican dictatorship, Let us get it out in the
open. You brought in the shock troops here, fo let u$ fight it
out.
Mn. GooowrH.

I understood we were going to hear the witnes.
We are going to have more points of order.
The second point of order is that the committee is in violation
of the rules of the House and the Reorganization Act, inasmuch
as the minority of the committee has been deprived of one single
gtaft member.
Tnr Csrtnuaw. The Chair overrules the point of order.
Mn. H,rvs. I wiII say the Chair did not keep his word. When I
helped the Chair get his g65,ooo, so you would not look stupid
when they were going to'shut you off, you promised me a staft
memben Did you or did you not?
Mn.

Hays.

Tnr

CnernunN. No one has individually a menrber of

the

staff.
Mn. Heys, You havc the whole staft.
THs CrrarRrrrlr{. There is a member

ploycd on the recommendation
Mn.

I{ays.

of the staff that was em.
of the gentleman from Ohio.

As a stenographer.

Tne CHnrnuex, No; not as a stenographer.
Mn. Heys. That is what ohe does.
Tut Csernrvrrrt. As an analyst or researcher, I am not $ure
what her title is. That is what our understanding is,
Mn. Heys. I have a motion to make, I move that we hear this
witness in executive session in order to prevent fnrther name
dropping and any further hurting of people who have no place
ln this hearing,
Mns, Prosn. I second it,
Mx. Worcorr. As a substitute for that, Mr, Chairman, I mov€
that the witness be allowed to proceed with his statement without

interruption.
Mn.

Hnvs, You

can pass

all

those motions you want,

but

I will

interrupt whenever I feel like it, How do you like that? $o you
might as well save your breath, Jesse.
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Mn.

Wolcorr. I should like to.
Hrys, You run the Banking and

Gurrency Committee
without proxies, but in this committee you tun it with proxies.
You make the rules ae you go along for the majority, and I will
make the rules for myself as I go along, and if this fellow does
not want to bring in a statement, I will interrupt him whenever
I feel like it. He better get a bigger mouth than that,
Mn. Worcotr. As I understand it, this committee made the
fules, and we are proceeding under the rules adopted by this

Mn.

committee.

Mn. Hevs. You know there is no such rule on this committee.
When did we make this rule?
Mn, Wor.ccrrr. I understand we can vote by proxy, If we do not,
I shall make a motion that vle do vote by proxy, I understood
that I have given the chairman a proxy and there had been no
objection to it.
Mn. Hlvs, I just want the record to Ehow that you rule one
way in the committee of which you are chairman and another
way here,

Worrotr. You can make that record if you want to. The
Banking and Currency Committee of rg members have asserted
themselves on a good many occasions, and we get along very
nicely in that committee and with the rules of the House. Until
the Banking and Currency Committee changes the nrles, we will
abide by the rules which have been adopted, if any have been
adopted. I do not remember that any have been adopted. We
operate under the rules of the House.
Does anybody want to support a substitute motion? I move a
substitute motion to the motion made by the gentleman from
Ohio that the witnesr be allowed to proceed with his stat€ment
without interruption, and at the conclusion of his statement
that he subject himself to questioning,
Mn. Gooowrn. Second.
Mn. H,rys. I have something to say on that motion. It might
take quite a little while. In the first place, what this motion entails is that this fellow can come in here and do what he did
Mn.

yesterday.

Mn. Gooowru. Who is "the fellow," rnay I inquire?
Mn. Hevs. Right down here.

MR. HAYS BROWSEATING

A WITNESS

Mn, Gooowrx. You mean the witness?
Mn. Hays, I will call him anything I like. We understand

'other.

Mn. Goonwtu. Mr. Chairman,
sides-

I
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each

have something else to do be-

Hlys, Go ahead. Whenever you go, the minority will go,
and that will be the end of the hearing.. If you can just stay here
and be patient, I have a righr to be heard on the substitute and I
am going to be heard on the substitute.
Mn.

TseCnarnuan, Reasonably.
Mn. Heys, I will decide whac is reasonable. In other words,
you know the tlouble around here-and this is pertinent, toothat there have been too many comrnittees in which the minority has allorved itself to be gaffied into cubmission and silence.
I am going to be tlre kind of minority that does not go so easy
for that gaffie stuff,
Mx. Worcorr. You have been in the minority for zo years.
Mn, Havs. You know the funny part of it is that most o[ you
fellows are still in the minority, because you don't seem to have
the responsibility to run rhis Congress, That is why the great
crusacle is in reverse,
Mn. Worcorr, If the minority will allow us to assume our
responsibility, we will get along.
Mn, Hlys, The minority on this committee is not going to sit
here silent and have peoples' characters assassinateil at will by
dropping their names in as Senator Douglas' name was dropped
in yesterday, deliberately, because it was one of only tri,o names
the witness mentioned out of a whole series of names. He had
his name underscored in rhe parnphlet that he was reading
from. He had the name "Paul Douglas" underscored.
Trrr CHernuer. But the otherr were being put in the record.
Mn. Heys. At my insistence, Iet the record show.
TtlE Cuernrrllt. No, they were being put in the record.
Mn. Heys. No, they lvere not being put in the record. The
only thing that was going into rhe record was what this gentle.
man was going to say. I said if you are going to read-rhe record
is here, and if you want to start reading from the record, I will
read from the record,

I A threat to do another

"walkout."

3U
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for the question.

Hevs. I am still talking.
Mn Wor,csrr. I ask for the quetion.
Mn. Hevs. Go ahead and ask. I say the gentleman ir coming in
Mn.

a shotgun and ohooting in all directions, and the committee
does not want to give protection to the people whose charactero
he ie going to assassinate. That is what the substitute motion doeo.
I thtnk it ig bad and in violation of the rules of the House. It ls

with

in violation of the rules of orderly committee procedure which
you seem to be so concerned with. I just want the record to show
that if the majority wanc to let people like this come in and do
rhat, that is up to them.

Txe Clrernlnn. All in favor say "Aye."
Mn-Wor.csrr. Aye.
Mn. Gooowru. Aye.

Tne Csernurrrn.

Opposed,

"no,"

H,rvs. No.
Mns. Proyr. No.r
Mn.

After this and another exchange among the Comqrittee members,
Mr, Sargent's t€$timony wag resumed, only to be broken into constantly by Mr. Hays. When Mr. Wolcott reminded Mr. Hays that a
motion had been passed thac the witness be permitted to conclude
a statement before being questioned, Mr. Ilays threatened to leave
the hearing again and stop it for lack of a quorum. He also accused
Mr. Wolcott of trying to "gag the minority," and continued his con.
atant interruption.

There persistent intenuptions, violating the perfectly proper rule
made by the Committee (after unconscionably numerour interrup.
tions by Mr. Hays made it necessary) that the witness was to be questioned only after he had completed his testimony, ultimately resulted
in a conference among the Cornmittee members, in which Mr. Hrys
finally agreed that the witness be permitted to complete his testimony
without interruption and be available for full questioning thereafter

at any length. After the announcement of this agr€ement had

been

made, Mr. Sargent proceeded with his testimony but was immediately
interrupted by Mr. Hays, in violation of his agreement, and the in
temrptions continued at Mr. Hays's normal pace, which meant that
. Jtrd., pp. ry-r4o.
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the witness could hardly 6nish a sentence before Mr. Hayr tried to
divert him,

MR, HAYS D/STINGUI.'I{ES HIMSELF
At one point, Mr, Sargent had cited Fabianism in Grea, Britain,

an

authoritative work on English socialism written by Si$ter Mary Mar.
garet McCarran, a daughter of the late Senator McCarran.
After Mr. Sargent's testimony was later resumed, the following di*

cusion took place:

f'f

Another thing you did, you brought in the
name o[ Sister Mary Margaret, and then you pause for emphaslr
and put in the name of McCarran.
I submit to you that ordinarily people in the orders do not use thc
last name and I wonder if it is in the flyleaf of the book.
Mn Sencrnr, Ir is. I gave you the information about the au.
thor and the book.
Previously you had been questioning authority for the statementS
I was making. I want to make clear that I was relying on a high.
type of research book in the statement that I made.
Mn. Hlys. Maybe we ought to subpoena the officialc of the
Catholic University and find out how high type this is.
I happen to know something about the background of the author

Mr. Hevs.

it took her to get a degtee, and so
forth, and even that there was a little pressure used orshe would
of that book, and lrow long
not have it yet,e

The rector of Catholic University wrote to Mr. Reecet stating that
Mr. Hays's allegations were "completely falce." The publisher of Sis.
ter Mary Margaret'r book had this to say{:

The attack upon the character of Sister Mary Margaret Patricia
as a nun, devoted to a life of teaching, with a vow of poverty and
complete worldly abandonment, is one of the most irresponsible,
thoughtles, and uncharitable acts that has ever come to my at
tention,
I do not believe that in the records of the House of Representa.

.

Ibld,, p.

z'r,

I lbid., p. 945.
I lbid.,p, g4a,
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tives there could be found a more striking example of an irre.
sponsible statement by a Member of that body.

Mr. Hays may well have created a record for intemperate and un'
parliamentary behavior while a member of the Reece Committee.
His interruptions of the testimony must have established a uorld's
record-the count was 146 interruptions during r8b minutes of Mr.
Sargent's testimony.

It seemed most incredible that none of the newspapers which attacked the proceedings with such vigor ever thought anything Mr.
Hays did was aubject to any criticism. The New York Times, The
New Yorh Herald Tribune, The Washittgton Post'Timdr-none of
these ever saw anything reprehensible in Mr. Hays's conduct.
MR. HERRING TAKES THE STAND
I had preparcd a tentative schedule of intended foundation witnesses who were to follow the initial, critical witnesses. This schedule
included reprerentatives of the following foundations and tax.exempt
organizations:
Rockefeller Foundation
Carnegie Corporation
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

Ford Foundation
Fund for the Republic
Social Science Research Council
American Council of Learned Societies

American Council on Education
National Education Association
American Historical Association
League for Industrial Democracy
American Labor Education Service

No foundation wiiness was to be compelled to appear, but such at
themselves aggrieved or as wished to be heard were to be given
the opportunity. Those listed above had indicated that they wished to
appear. I kept in touch with most of these organizations and tried to
inform them, as closely as I could, when they might be called upon
to appear if they wished to. And I made clear that they could appear

felt
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by representatives of their own choosing, as we did not want any
criticism based on a contention that they had been unable to present
their own "case'f in their own way.
We also anticipated calling Facts Forum, which had beeh subjected
to. reiterated attack by Mr. Hays during the hearingp and had asked
to appear, In addition, it was expected that we would give an opportunity to some individuals who had been mentioned in the tesdmony
advcrsely, to present their "defenses."
The first foundation witnes called was Mr. Pendleton Herring,
president of The Social Science Researclr Council-on June 16, rg54.
fle was selected because his organization was one of those most directly concerned in the inquiry and because he, himself, was one o[
the ablest publicists for the foundations. During his testimony other

to testify. One, in
Dr. futhur S. Adams, president of The American Council on
Education, the expected second foundation witness, even handed in
his prepared statement, anticipating that he would be called imme.
diately on the conclusion of Dr. Herrings testimony. But Dr, Adams
was never called to the stand. The hcarings ended during Mr, Her,
foundation representativeE were pnesent, ready

facc,

ring's testimony.
Mr. Herring was fieated with every possible courresy. He was per.
mitted to testify at great length, reading in detail from prepared
Etatement$ without any interruptions except those of which he himself
approved, introducing whatever material he cared to. He testifted, in
his own way, for one entire afternoon. Hig testimony continu€d
through part of the next morning.
After the witness had exhausted his own material, Arnold Koch,
the associate counsel, began to quesrion him on behalf of the Com.
mittee, Mr, Koch's questions vrere gently put. No pressure was exerted. It wa$ not cross.examinarion, in the true sense. There wa$ no
insistence on a direct answer. If Mr, Herring, as he sometimes did,
chose not to respond directly to.a question, as he would have been required to in a court of law, the guestion was dropped and Mr, Koch
pased on to another.
Dut all this did not last long. Mr. Hays did not int€nd to permit
any foundation witness to be subjected to orderly questioning. At the
beginning of Mr. Herring's testimony, the chairman had suggested
again that the witness be permitted to make his statement and rhen be
questioned. In contrast to his earlier conduct, Mr. Hays observed thit
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admonition and, while Dr. Herring was making his own statement,
questioned him rarely and only with dre Sreatest politeness. His man'

ner changed, however, when Mr. Koch began his examination on be'

half of the Committeei then Mr. Hays Proce€d€d to inject frtquentlyr
this time intent not on interrupting the witness but on interrupting
the questioning by counsel.
Tliis unpleaiant situation came to a head'when someone from the
audience pased a paper to Mr. Hays, after which he quoted a_verse
from the Bible: "should a wise man utter vain knowledge, and fill his
belly with the east wind?" This was a direct insult launched at Mr.
Koch.

There resulted a colloquy among Mr. Hays, the chaitman, and Mr.
Goodwin, in which Mr. Hays, in violent temPer, his voice loud and
strained, committed insolence after insolence. He accused'the chair'
man of not being interested in getting at the facts. He referred to the
previous witneses as "crackpots." IIe asserted that Mr. Herring was
ine nnt witness "who has dealt with factual matters." He referred to
other witnesses as "people that you have gone out and dragged up
and dredged up." IIe continued:

And, Mr. Reece, you must have had to dredge to finil Mr. Sar'
I could mention one or two more. You really had to
dredge, You went way down with your dredge to 8et them.-Th€y
are not reliable, responsive. phe chairman used the gavel'] Go
ahead and hammer. I will keep right on talking when you get

gent, and

through,

This followed:

Mn GooowtH, Now, Mr. Chairman; if

the gentleman from Ohio
going
the gavel, as he just in'
to
resPect
not
indicates that he is
dicated, I am going to bring up here the question of whether or
not these hearings are being conducted according to the rules of
the House of Representatives, which are the rules of this com'

mittee.

Mn. H,rvs. Well,

I

have brought that question up before and

been overruled.

Mn Gooowrn. I am rather tired of this, We have an eminent
I suspect, or he may in his innermost con'

witness, who must,
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to the realization that he spoke a little too
early in his praise of Gongres, iI this is an example of the way
congtessional hearings are conducted.
Mn. Hays. I heard you $ay you are getting tired. Do you know
what I am getting tiria on i im tired of yo-u trking oni position
in public with pious speeches and then running to me in secret
and saying, "You know whose ride my sympathies arc on." Why
don't you act like a man?
Mn- GooowtN, Mr. Chairmen, I am going to ask for the rules of
the House, and I am going to say that the gentleman from Ohio
is out of orden He is impugning the motives of the chairman and
Sciousness, be coming

the members of this committee.
Mn Havs. You wouldn't say I am not telling the truth, would
you?

Tns CHetRMau. The gentleman Is out of order. He has impugned the integrity of every man about whono he has talked.r

Alter a lew more exchanges of this nature, and one or two questions
put to tlte witness, the hearing was adjourned to the afternoon.
The drairman had employed unlimited paticnce throughout the
hearings, in the face of constant insolence and personal attack by Mr.
Hays. Mr. Reece had been dctermined not to let anything break up
the investigation. But there was a limit to what anyone could stand,
The explosion which I have just reported reached that limit in the
case of Mr, Reece and the other two majority members of the Com.
mittee. The cold record of the hearing:s cannot bring the incident, or

Mr. Hays's many previous disturbances, into proper light. It would
take a tape recording to add Mr. Hays's arrogant voice, and a film to

record his aggreslive and ollcnsive manner.
I think Mr. Reece would have swallowed his pride and gone on
with the hearinp, regardless of how much insolence he would have
had to continue to face, had it not been that Mr. Hays had now made
cfear that he was not satisfied merely to have harassed the first gtoup
of witneses, He had shown his intention to block an orderly examina.
tion of foundation spokesmen,
In a conversation with ne immediately following the Commit
tee adjournment, Mr. Reece expre.ssed concern about how to find the
best way to discharge our duty to the Congress and the people, He
t Ibld,,pp, EOr-E04.
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wanted time to think. Accordingly, when the afternoon sesion was
called to order, Mr. Reece made this statement: _

The drairman feels very deeply the responsibility which he

has

to protect the witnessec who appear bcfore the committee, the
employees of the committ€e, and the members of the committee,
and to maintain the dignity of the commlttee, the dignity of the
Hou$e, and to uphold the rules of procedure of the House and
of the committeec which operate under the procedures of the
House. In view of the very unfortunate incident that happened
this morning, following similar incidents, coupted with the fact
that Mr. Goodwin cannot be here at this time due to anoth€r
very important engagement which has developed, and also to
give time to reflect upon thb very seriouc situation that con'
fronts the committee, the committee will stand in recess until

ro o'clock Tuesday morning.
After this Etatement, Mr. Hays contributed a lame and only partial
apology for hir distressing conduct of the morning, which was not €n.
tered in the record and was hardly adequate to obliterate the unhappy
incident which he had precipitated.
The hearing was then recessed until Tuesday, June rc. This hearing was postponed until June 14, because of the chairman's absence
frorn Washington, and that, in turn, was postponed subject to later
call when Mr, Hays left Washington on June 14 to attend a funeral

in Harvaii.

In the meantime, on June rr, Mr.

Goodwin had written

to

the

chairrnan ar followsr

cannot be at the meeting on foundations tomortow and in the
meantime want you to know I think there should be an immediate cancellation of all public hearings.

I

THE DECISION IS MADE
On July ?, after Mr. Hays had returned from Hawaii, the Gommittee met in executive session and the follorving resolution war
passed:

Now be it renlueil that in lieu ol further public hearhtgs and
in ordcr to cxpedite the investigotion and to ileaelop the lacts in
an ordetly and impartial manner, those lounilations onil olherc
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whose testimony the commitlec hacl expected to hear orally be
tcgucsteil to submit lo the committee through its counsel uithin
t5 doys sworn written staaemcnls of peilinence anil rcaonable
length for introduclion into the record-such statcments to be
mad,e available to the press-and that the commiatec proceed
uith the collection ol lurther eaiilence and inlormation through
means other than public hearings,
The basis of this decision, concurred in by the chairman, by Mr. Good.
win and by Mr. Wolcott, was that, in view of Mr. Hays's conduct, it
was impossible to continue hearings with propriety. The following
separate statement by Mr. Reece, attached to the majority report of
the Committee, reviews the facts leading to this decisionl

STATEMENT OF B. CARROLL REICE SUPPLEMENTAL
TO THE MAJORITY REPORT
fn view of the decision of the ranking minority member of the
Committee to file a minoricy r€port, copies of whictr will not be
made available to the other members of the Committee unril reIeased to the press, I feel it is desirable to include a brief summa.
tion of the attempts to frustrate the work of the Committee lor
which the ranking minority member has been responsible.
It was made clear at tlre outset that the inquiry was to be an
objective study. In line with this purpose and after consulration
by Counsel with attorneys for some of the foundalions, the Com.
mittee decided to inform the foundations in advance of the
main lines of citicism into which inquiry would be made, giving sufficient supporting evidence so that they would know whae
to reply to in their own testimony. This decision was unanimous.
It seemed the most fair approach for the foundations.
In accordance with the unanimously agteed procedure, and also
by unanimous a$sent, Mr. Dodd, the Dir€ctor of Research, prepared an initial report to the Committee which war read into
the record at the first two hearings. This report, representing
his tentative personal observations after initial studies had been
made, was intended to indicate the main liner of inquiry. His re.
port stated:
"As this report will hereafter contain many statements
which appear to be conclusive, I emphasize here that each
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one of &em must be understood to have r$ulted from stud.
ies which were e$entially exploratory. In no sense should
they be considered proved. I mention this in order to avoid
the necessity of qualifying each as made,"
This statement could not be clearer. On the first day both the
Chairman and Counsel made the purpose of the report utterly
clear-it rvar "to give the foundations an opportunity to know
what most important matte$ we want to go into in relation to
tlrem." During the hearings this identification of Mr. Dodd's reF)rt wa! repeated both by the Chairman and Counsel. Yet the
ranking minority member repeatedly asserted that the majority
had arrived at pre-judged decisions. Newspapers reported him
a.r having said that this was an "Alice-in-Wonderland' investiga.
tion in which a decision had been made in advance of the trial of
I case. The majority submiB that in taking this attitude the rank

ing minority member intended to discredit and haras the investigation, and to impugn the good faith of the majority and of
the staff.

From the start, Mr. Hays has assumed an attitude of aggressive
auspicion and insulting disuust of the majority membem and the
ataff. He has said frequently that he has known in advance what
the najority was going to decide, The shoe is, in fact, on the
other foot. Mr. Hayr could not havc made clearer, from the be.
ginning of our work, that he intended to ftuotrate the investig+
tion to the limit of his abilities. and to attcmpt wholly to "white
wash" the foundations.
The lines have not been drawn in this Committee on a political
party basis. The opinionr of the majority :ue not party-line opinionl. They are not "Republican" opinions, any nore than the
opinions of the minority are "Democratic" opinions. Many Demo
crats voted for the establishment of this Committee, and many
Republicans voted against it, There is no party significance what
0oever in this Committee'g work, which crosser party lines, and I
am confidenr rhar our findingr will 6nd both supporters and op.
ponents

in both parties.

Sixteen public hearings w€re held, in the course of which the
patient attempt wac nade by the Chairman to follow the pro.
cedure unanimourly agreed upon in advance: that the main lines
of criticism to be lnvestigatqd were fint to be aired, rith sufficient
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evidence to show the reasonablenes of investigating them, after
which the foundations rflere to be brought into the hearings to
state their positions.
Thc last public hearing was held on June r7th, Further public
hearings were discontinued by a resolution passed by the rnajority atan executive meetingonJuly r, r954,
The reason for the cessation of hearings was that the attitude
and conduct of the ranking minority member had made it im.
possible to conduct orderly hearings. Among the obstructive

and harasing actr of Mr. Hays-all of them during the public
ressions-were theser
He interrupted witnesses beyond all reason, attempting to

frighten witnesses and to disorganiee both the initial presenta.
tions and orderly interrogation by others. In one session of r8b
minutes he interrupted 146 times.

When, after harrowingly frequent interruptions by Mr. Hays,
great numbers of which were on extraneou$ mattem, a rule was
passed by a majority that a witness war to be permitted to finish
his presentation before being questioned, Mr. Hays angrily re.
rnarked that he would pay no attention to any such rule and
would interrupt whenever he pleased; and this he continued to
do.

His interruptions were very frequently intemperate, both in
tone and substance, and in purposeful disregard of parliamentary
procedure and the rules of the House.
He repeatedly, and from the rostrum, vilifred the stafi and ac.
cused it of having prejudged the complaints against the founda.
tions,
He repeatedly, from the rostrum, vilifred other members of

the Committee and queotioncd their good faith, He publicly
of lying and being a coward; and ac-

accused the Chairman

cused Mr. Goodwin of duplicity and of cowardice. The following
excerpt from the record of the hearings which I, as Chairman,
had deleted from the printed record in an effort to achieve harmony and to maintain the dignity of the Committee and the
House, is illustrative of the violent and abusive remarks of Mr.

Hays:

THr CnarRr"rex. Now, the gentleman from Ohio, I am sure,
is not going to get anybody worked up or irritated here, If he
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has that in mind he might just as well subside, because the
Chairman for one has made up his mind that he is not going to
let any byplay get him out of temper. That would impair the
usefulness of this committee.

Mn. Hevs. Let me say to the Chaitman that I took his rvord
and he asured me his word was good, and if the time arose wlten
I felt that we needed somebody on the minority side that the
Chairman would put somebody on.

,

Tut

CseIRueu. The conversation was that

if the gen'

tleman from Ohio and his colleague should finally decide to
write a minority report, that a member of the staff would be
made available to cooperate with them on that.
Mn Hevs, No, that was not the agreement, because I don't
want any member of this staft writing a minorily rePort for me.
TnB Gn,uRuan. I said cooperate.
Mn, H.rYs. Or to cooperate either.
THe Cnetnu,tn. And asist. That was the conversation, I
do not know what the gentleman had in mind.
Mn. Hevs. I will say this to the gentleman, that out where
I come from we have a saying that if a man doublecrosses you
once, that ic his fault; if he doublecrosses you twice, that i$ your
fault. I just want you to know you won't get the second oPPortu'
nitY.

Tne Cmnu,ru. Even that statement is not going to Pro'

voke the Chairman, but there is no living man can justifiably say

that this Chariman-that this man who happens to be Chairman at this time-has ever doublecrossed anybody or he had
failed to keep his word,
Mn, H.tvs. I am saying both'

TnB Cnernrrrlx. That is all right.
Mn H,tvs. Is that clear enough? There

is no inference

there, is there?

THe Csernv,rN. That does not disturb me a Particle'
Mn Hevs, I know. You are pretty hard to disturb. I thought
they had more gutr in Tennesee.r

) Authot's

foolnolc: In World War I. Congresman Reece war decoratcd with
the DS,C,, thc DS.M,, thc Purple Heart, and lhe Croix de Guerre with palm.
He war cltcd for bravery by Generals Edwardr, Halc, and l*wls and by
Marrhal Pdtah,
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TrrE, CHlrRMrx. You arc not going to provoke me. you
nccd not worry, I have already made up my mind on that,

fn an eftort to discrcdit a staff witness, he employed quotations
from papal encyclicals, bringing in by inference a reiigious
sue where

it had no

is.

bearing.

He cast aspersions on the character and record of a Catholic
nun, the daughter of Scnator McCanan.
He repeated vilified and openly insulted wirnesses appearing
before the Committee, In a letter dated May go, 1954, piofessoi
Kenneth Colegtove noted that Mr. Hays had insulted, vilified
and browbeaten a witnes "in the most brutal fashion." ,,On
thirty or more occasioflJr" wrote Prof. Colegrove, ,'Congressmafr
Hays deliberately ituulted, the uihtess, atd on num€lout occd.
sions, he inlereil that he was
Qongressman Hays ww allowed,

a liar, Throughout thrcc d,ays,

to interrupt the testimony with
itrelevant quettions and lo mahe ilistracting and intolcnt remarks, On the second, d.a.y, even after Congressman Hoys promised to relrain from intenuptions fsee page 6fi1, hc coniinued
to intetrupt and insult the witness uithout rebuhe lrom the
Chairnan. fNote that the record will show rhat the Chairman

used unlimited patience to try to induce a reasonable attitude on

the part of Mr. Hays without converting the hearings into an
open_brawl.] I doubt whether the entire hklory of Congressional investigatiotts will show more unfair or couardly ailach
upon a witness than the lrcatmcnt accorded to Mr, Sargent. Ob.
viotwly no self.respecting scholar uill care to tettily bclore such
a Commiltee under such cond,itions.,,
Mr. Hays referred in scurrilous terms to witnesses who had
been heard, using such expressions as suggesting that the Com.
mittee should have a psycliatrist present; referring to witnesser
as "crackpor$"; aiserting that rhey had been ,.dredged up', by
the majority or the $taff; asserting rhat nor one single taci naa
been adduced by the testimony; etc. Among these wiinesses were
professors of repute and eminence. In a letter to the Chairnan
dated June pr, rg54, Professor Hobbs referre<l to the conduct
of Mr. Hays and said that an atmorphere was created ,,ol fear
among comperen, persons who might othenoise gueslion the
omniscience of lhe directors ol thorc founrlotions, Wilwsses are
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lhctcby warneil that no malter how objective their lestimony,
no maatet how legitimate their questions, their character will
be smearcil anil their testimony ridiculeil. Such lhreats adil substoncc to an existing auarcrrcsl that any pointed qucstioning of
anli-intellectul or urccientific actiaities of these foundations
will scriously handicap ot permanentl! d,cstrcy an acad,emic
cofecr."

The fint witnes who might be called a spokesman for the foundatloru was Mr. Pendleton Hening, President of the Social
Science Researdr Council. After Mr. Hening had stated what
he wished, and at great length, the Committee's Associate Counrel bqgan crosscxamination, whereupon the ranking minority
member of the Committee immediately made plain that he would
not permit sequ€ntial, orderly examinations. Starting with an
iruult to the Asociate Counsel, he indicated by his conduct
that he intended to frustrate dre crosr-examination of foundation
reprcsentatives by counsel and to prevent the eliciting of any
material unfavorable to the foundation$. The record of that
Iast hearing on June rTth will show that a final incident of inter.
ference by Mr. Hays with orderly procedure justified the majon
Ity in concluding that no further hope existed of conducting
public hearings properly in view of Mr. Haysr intransigence and
refusal to obey rules of dectncy and propriety
Among the other difficulties for which the ranking minority member war rcsponsible war the loss, in the middle of iB work, of
two of iB ablest investigators, released at the insistence of the
ranking minority member who indicated that he would otherwise
oppose any additional appropriation for the Committee. It was
felt advisable to comply with this demand rather than to risk the
abandonment of the investigation for lack of funds. The loss
of the two investigaton was a severe one. Several exnemely valuable projects which had been started by the released investigaton
were left unfrnished, and the remaindcr of the staff could not add
lhe completion of these studies to their own heavy schedules, It
is the belief of the undenigned that the demand for the release
of dre two investigatorE was prompted by their very evident
ability and information.
One more comment upon the termination of the hearings. Some
of the foundation statements filed with the Committee have
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been more than lntemperate ln castigating thls eommittee for
ending &e hearings. The Ford Foundation, for example, raidl
"We therefore regard the decision of the Committel to dis.
continue public hearings and to limit the foundations defense
to written ltatemenB or closed sesions as a puzzling and un
expected act of injustice."

The Carnegie Endowment for International peace wiur even mor€
belligerent. It commenced ie shtement with an inuoducrory
paragraph which is an affront to a committee of the Congress of

the United States. Orher {oundations approadred thir insolence

in their

statemenB.

What impresses this Committee, in relation to these unwananted
and intemperate remarks, is the facl that none of there founda.
tions interposed any objecdons to the harassmen* to whictr this
Committee was subjected in the course of ic work. Indeed, some
foundations very obviously worked closely with the ranking ml.
nority member of the Gommittee in his attempts to ftustrate
the investigation.
B. CAXROLL NEECS

So the end came,

Ir had

been bad enough to have to sit *rrough Mr.
witnesses. When he made

Haysl indecent treatment of the previous

clear that he would not permit the orderly examination of witnessec
for the foundations by Comrnittee counsel, the majority of the Com.
mittee, after thinking the problem throrrgh very carefully, decided
that hcarings must close, The time which would have been consumed
in listening to Mr. Hays and getting nothing out o[ the foundation
witnesses except what their written $tatemenb contirined, could be
better used in sober analysis of the testimony to date, the collateral
written mat€rial$, and statemens which the foundations might wish to
submit,
Some critics of the investigarion have implied that the hearings were
closed as part of a preconceived plan to prev€nt the foundations
from defending themselves. This ie a prepo$rerous falsehood,

THE FOUNDATION,STATEMENTS
The problem remained of giving the critiqized foundationo a fair
opportunity to put into the record, for the Gommitteet coffideration,
whatever material they deemed of consequence,
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The canard has been spread that the foundations were not given
a chance to pres€nt their "case." An example of the spread of thir
falsehood ir to be found in a booklet of which 35,ooo copies have
been purchased and circulated free by that creature of The Ford
Foundation, The Fund for the Republic. This propaganda booklet ir
entitled The Fifth Amendment To-Day, and was witten by Dean
Griswold of the Harvard Law School, who is himself a trustee of The
Fund for the Republic
In hil booklet, Dean Griswold, referring to the Reece Gommittee,
had this to ray:
case against the foundations, this committee
closed is hearing without giving the foundations a chance to
pr€sent their defense. Such conduct is hardly calculated to foster
confidencg in the fairnes of committee investigationr.

After developing the

Such writing as this is t'hardly calculated to foster confidence in the
fairness o[" an edu.cator. Dean Griswold knew that many foundations
filcd full statements with the Committeg including The Fund for the
Republic, of which he is a trustee, and its Parent, The Ford Founda'
tion, which in its statement exhibited pride in the work of its progeny.
He must have known also that tltese statements were immediately re'
leased to the pres upon receipt by the Committee and were printed
in full in the record of its proceedings.
Foes of the Committee have quite consciously misrepresented the
fact! to the pubtic in failing to state fairly the reasonE for the ma'
jority decirion to terminate the public hearings-and in falsely imply'
ing, instead, that the purpose wa$ to forestall the foundations' de'
fending themselves. The fact is that the foundations were given the
fullest opportunity to present their positions, of which they took full'
est advantage.

They followed the hearingr closely. Most had rePresentatives Pres'
ent, eminent counsel ag well, and cven "public relations counselors"l
They received daily transcripn of the testimony. They knew exactly
what criticisms had been made of them. They had plenty o[ time, per'
sonnel, and money to answer in full, and they were given the oPportu'
nity to do so. They did, in fact, present long statements. The printed

full testimony of Mr.
Herring, president of The Social Science Research Council and a ma'
record contairu about 7o pages devoted to the
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spokesman of the foundation complex. In addition, the printei
record contains statements of other foundations ar follows:
over
over

Carnegie Corporation
Leagrre for Industrial Democracy
American Council of Learned Societies

American Council on Education
Ford Foundation
Fund for the Republic
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
Rockefeller l'oundation and General Education
Boaril
National Education Association
Foreign Policy Asociation

Pages

22"
lr t)

7"

over g6 "
ovet I "
ro t'

ror^L over

In

15

85' "

8"
6',

il--

addition, the following statements were included which had

been submitted by individuals asociated with foundations:
13 pages
Bernard L. Gladieux, of Thc Ford Foundation
Willitr, of The Rockefeller Foundation b "
Walter Gellhorn, of Columbia University over 4 "
Mortimer Graves, of The American Council of
Learned Societies, in the form of an answer to
Joseph H.

guestions of Committee

Counsel

g "
ro"ar, [7

Thus, the total extent o[ the printed record devoted to material sup-

plied by foundation representativcs and asociates, including the testimony of Mr. Herring, aggregated gr3 pages.'
The statemenr filed by foundations were printed in full, without
deletion or alteration in any respect, just as they had been filed. They

in their mass, extremely disappointing. They were characterized
by an evasion of the specific issues raised in the testimony and a failure to face the detailed evidence. They were glib, self-adulatory, given
to glittering generality, frequently abusive; in general, they main-

were,

.

Pager

ol about 65o wordr each, ln the

car€

oI (hc statemcnt&
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tained that the respective foundations \,vere beyond and above any
6erious criticism.

By filing statements without bcing subjected to questioning on
the gtand, the foundations could, and certainly did, make many state'
menc which would not have stood up under questioninS. They

avoided the danger of being confronted, in open hearing, with the
necessity of attempting to explain acts and procedures which were ex.
tremely difficult to justity.
Nor did they lose the opportunity to have their case get to public
notice. Their statements received the widest newspaPer treatment, in
many instances being printed in full in some of the press, particu'
larly in The Neu Yorh Times, which gave publicity to these state'
ments far wider than would normally have been the case in the event
of a mere reporting of testimony. The filing of the uncensored pre'
pared statements, promptly delivered under authority of the Com'
mittee to individual newspapers and to the press services, gave the
complaining foundations the widest possible publicity for their "case."

TIIE

NEPORT
When the hearingp closed, early in July, at least four or five more

THE PREPARATION OF

months of intensive research should have been possible, and an ade'
quate staff to assist in asembling, digesting and organizing the ma'
terials. But ia frnancial condition forced the Committee to release the
entire staft by August t, excePt for a skeleton crew necesary to do
what was referred to as "house-cleaning." The associate counsel (Mr.

Koch), the director of research (Mr. Dodd), his assistant (Mr. Mc'
Niece), and almost all the rest o[ the group left on August r. The
only rnajor staff member remaining was Miss Casey. Mis Lonergan
was still on the payroll but, once the hearings had started, she had

ceased to be of any service in research or in other ways to the Com.
mittee in general-she spcnt all her time assisting Mr. Hays.
Miss Casey took the burden of the extensive executive work which
remained, while I worked on the draft of the report, clearing fre.
quently with Mr. Reece. In some miraculous way' perhaps by working
twenty-six hours a day, Miss Casey managed to complete some addi'
tional and very valuable researclt,
After *re Committee members had had time to study the draft of
the report, a meeting was called at which all were present excePt
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Mrs. Pfost, who was represented by Mr. Hays as proxy. Mis Caeey
and I were also presenL In the discussions whidr en$ued, it was un
derstood that certain matcrial was to be added to the draft which had
not been induded but wa.l carefully described, including its Appen.
dix, which I did not prepare.
I had expected "fireworkC' at this meeting from Mr. Hays, To my
amazement, he was calmness itself, He voted, on behalf of himself
and Mrs. Pfost, againsc the report But his only concern seemed to be
that he be given an opportunity ro present a minority report. Messrs,
Wolcott and Reece approved of the majoriry report in ic entirety
and voted for it. Mr, Goodwin voted for it but stated that he ob
jected to parts of it and asked the right to file a separate etatement
with tfre report, dissentin6 in part.
This was all ananged amicably. A date was set for the public re.
Iease of the majority reporr, and it was ageed that a minority report
might be filed and released simultaneously, even though the majority
would not have had an opportunity to read it bcfore its release. It
wag also agteed that any Committee member might file a separat€l
personal statement at the same time,
The minority rcport was filed in accordance wirh this agreed proce.
dure, and the majority did not see it until it rvas released to the press.
Mr. Goodwin mised the deadline ancl did not get his separate stare.
ment in until after the full documenr had gone to pres{r, was finally
printed, and war released. His separate statement was, however, sepa.
rately mimeographcd and releascd promptly to the press after rcceipt.
The lhort minority report set the theme for the subsequent criricisrn
of the Committee by ic foes. It ignored rhe mass of convincing evi.
dence upon which the majority's findings were based, and resorted to
considerable misstatement and to vituperative attacks on the majority,
counsel, and stafi.

THE'STNAW MEN"
I bave referred to the practice of the critio of the Reece Committee
of setting up $traw men to have the pleasure of knocking them down.
I shall identify sorne of these crratures which rhey have rried to foist
upon the Committee,
u The allegation that the Committee d.isapproveil ol foundations,
(fhe Qommittee expressly held that foundarions are very de^rirable.)
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z. The allegation that the Committee uas nitical of all foundatiols. (The Committee criticized only a small number of the great
multitude of foundations.)
g. The allcgalion that the Committee divegardcd lhe wonderlul
uork which some ol the ctiticized lounilations have accomplished lot
socicty, (The Committee expressly applauded the many wonderful
works of some of the foundations which it oiticized most heavily for
works which were not so wonderful. Its position, however, was that
many good works do not excuse those which are bad. The analogy
may not be expresly apt but it is illustrativFthat a man cannot be
excused for an arson because he has been kind to the poor.)
4, The allegation that the Committee held that thc adaocaey of certain social and philosophical concepts,Iargely idenlifieil uith socialism, should be represseil (The position of the Committee was that an
wa$ entitled to advocate radicalism of any color ac much ag

individual

he pleased, but that it is a far different matter when we are dealing
with foundations. These are public trusts dedicated to the public and.
operating with tax-exempt funds; it is to be expected of them, therc.
[ore, that they refrain from advocacy in the area of politics if they
claim contimred tax exemption,)
g. Thc allegation that the Committee opposeil"empirical" rcsearch.
(The Committee recognized not only the value but the necesity of

empirical research. It commented only on the excessivg unbalanced
favor for projects and personr identified with a faction among social
ccientiga dedicated to a pragmatic philosophy, to materialistic concepts of history, and to Socialist goals. It considered the conformism
resulting from such favoritism as a danger for research, ocholarship,
and education and as a political force ultimately controlling our government and affecting public welfare. Empirical research therefore
rras not criticized in the intention to resrain scholarly pursuits or

for the purpose of pointing to dan.
gers for our public life from the support by foundations of one
ideological and theoretical faction at the expense of all others, The
Committee wanted to attract attention to dangers of conformism and
the resulting fads and foibles in the social sciences.)
academic freedom, but reviewed

6, The allegalion that the Commiltee was trying to exercise
"tlrought conltol" and adaocated unilormity and conformit2. $he
Comruittee could not have felt more strongly that lt is esential to
our society that the freedom of research, freedom of inquiry, freedom
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of opinion and freedom in general be maintained and protected. In.
deed, what disturbcd it most was the mass of evidence leading to the
conclusion that some of the foundations and their coopcrating, inter.
mediary organizations have tended to exercise or create a form of
"thought control" in the social sciences and education through an
imposition of conformity and uniformity by various means of intel.
lectual coercion. It was critical of the extcnt to which social scientists
have been tempted to conform to the favorite ideas, attitudes, and research methods of the advisers and managers of grantdispensing organizations. The observant scholar in search of support lor a research
project soon learns to design his application for a grant so as to conform with the known preferences o[ the decision-making executives.
Because these executives of the major foundations and intermediary
organizationr cooperate, the result is uniformity of thought, oI goals,
and of methode)

APPENDIX C

REPORT OF COUNSEL TO THE
COMMITTEE ON THE
PROPOSED OBJECTIVES
AND METHODS OF INVESTIGATION
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON

TAX

EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS
October rB, rg5E.

This memorandum, prepared by Counsel in collaboration with the
Director of Research, is the result of intensive application to the very
difficult task of planning the work o[ the stalt it must, necessarily,
be incomplete and tentative. The work itself, as it progresses, will do
termine in great rneasure more precise directions. This is, mor€oyer,
merely our own (tentative) conception of how our service to the
Committee should be rendered, We shall proceed upon it as a base,
except in eo far ar the Committce may direct us otherwise. We solicit
directionr from the Committee and individual ru6gestion from aU its
memberc
We ask that this memorandum be kept confidential to avoid acci.
dental or prematune publicity, or the transmission to others of planr
which are only tentative.
The intended lines of inquiry for this Committee ate set forth in detail in ccrtain projects later herein desuibed. Those questions whidt

have been rnost often raised and diecused (and they are rpecially
covered by House Resolution sr7) arei

The extent to which foundtion funds have been uged for un
American and subversive purposes; and
The extent to which foundation funds have been used for political purposes, propaganda or attempts to influence lcgielation,
384
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Before settlng forth the proposed projects and all o[ the areas of
Eome rcllection$ in the way of background material,

inquiry, we ofier

tit
GENERAL BACKGROUND

Tax exempt foundations have already played an extremely important pa.rt in our society, and are likely to become increasingly important. We do not agr€e with the opinion voiced by seyeral witnesses
before the Cox Committee that the birth rate o[ large foundations will
decline in the future because of the impact of the tax laws. The tax
laws themselyes tend to stimulate the use of foundations to solve the
problems (r) of paying the death taxes without sacrificing an enter-

prise, and (r) of management continuance. It is safe to say that the
use of foundations for basically tax purposes is on a rising curve.
Great numbcrs of foundations with but small capital today are essentially vehicles to receive huge grants upon the death of their respective creators. We are personally aware of pro$pective foundation
funds aggregating many hundreds of millions of dollars which will
come into use upon the death of various individuals. It is our beliel
that the next two or three decades should amplify the total capital of
the foundations by some billions of dollars.
Accordingly, the eventual, ag$egate financial power of the founda.
tions will be immense. This power, intended to be benign' may not
always be so. The very financial power, carrying with it the ownership
of a considerable section oI American industry, could wield a strong
influence upon our economic, political, and social life' In an addres
at the University of Chicago last winter, on the subject of Family En.
terprises, General Counsel to this Committee predicted that, after a
period o[ ycars, a large part of American industry would come into
the handg of certain special ownenhip groups, such as pension tusts,
foundations, Iabor unions, and insurance companies. He pointed out
that sudr a development might, some day, necessitate the enactment
of laws similar to the Stcruaes of Mortmain in England which con.
fiscated lands of the Church because it had acquired so great a section

of the British landecape. While such extreme relief may never come to
be necessary, there is no denying that the aggrcgate power of founda.
lions may become formidable.

To

the extent that this power is granted freedom,

it can act for good
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but also for evil. Further and closer regulation is posible; but it is
posible, also, that regulation would not prevent abuses of this ag.
gregate polvcr, or oI sections of it, unless it proceeded $o far as to
wholly deprive foundations of independence. Starting with the premise that foundations are basically desirable, excesive regulation, which

would deprive them vittually of all freedom, might well destroy their
character, their usefulnesr and their desirability. Therefore, regulatory
measur€s should be approached with grave caution. We are not prepared at this time even to suggest that further regulation is needed. It
seemJ e$rcntial to us that as scientific a collection and integration of
factr as possible be accomplished before anyone, whether in this Com.
mittee or outside, arrives at any precise conclusions,
We believe, however, that, as the work of the Committee proceeds, it
choutd be aware of the several basic philosophical and legal ptoblems
involved and of such new one$ as may appear from the work. Though
all decisiong ghould be postponed and the investigation approached
with ar little bias as ic humanly possible, an understanding of $ome of
the basic philosophic qu$tions which have been directed against foun.
dations, can act as a stimulus to a more intensive, intelligent and
comprehensive investigation, and a more desirable result in the Pro'
duction of data of value.
A. Is thc loundation socially desirable? A minority of Americans
answers this in the negative; some on the "$tatist" basis that the Gov.
ernment should take over all "charitable" functions and that Private
giving thus conflicts with thig function; others on the gtound that foun'
dations have or may acquire too gr€at economic or extra'governm€l'
tal power; gtill othen on the gtound that individuals should not be
given the privilege of giving public money (to the extent that founda'
tlon funds arg in part, tax-free fundr and, therefore, the equivalent of
a public grant) as they, idiosyncratically, please; and there are other
objections to the foundation as an institution. But the unquestiona'
ble majority of Americans believes in piivate "charitable" giYing,

in the foundation

as

a proper medium for such giving, and in the

right of the individual, within wide limits, to be idiosyncratic

:f

he

choosec.

If

lounilations are desirable, should limitations be put upon lheit
this area there are all soru of proposals, The tax law has al'
ready created somi limitationr of which you are, no doubt, aware,

B.

rua?

In
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Under Section gSrg of the Internal Revenue Code, cerhin transactions are prohibited-in general, transactions tending to benelit the
donor of the foundation, or his family, or controlled trusts or corpo.
rations. "Unrelated income" is made taxable, as well as "Supplement
U lrrcome"-the objective bcing to prevent the use of foundationg for

indirect business or personal purpose$. Unreasonable accumulationr
o[ income are prohibited. And foundations may not engage in certain
activities, of which subversion and political activity are the most im.
Portant.

It

is possible that extensions of these restrictions may become adIt is also possible that no further restriitions are needed. The
disclosed facts should detennine. Proposals range all the way from (a)
restricting loundation purposes and donations to certain direct
fields, such as religion, medicine, health and education, to (b) restrict
ing them to either direct donations without constricted or directed
purpose or to what might be called operating, as against donating,
foundations, "Proposal (b)" ir sometimes based on a dislike of the
theory that because Government is more and more taking over the
functions of security for the individual, foundation funds should be
applied as "risk capital" to social experimentation,
Another type of restriction which is sometimes suggested is that the
individual (or the individual foundation) chould have considerable
fteedom, considerable discretion, but that there should be limitations
or supervision to prevent the waste of money which is admittedty (all
the major foundations seem to admit it) a public trust, through application to objectives which are deerned unsocial, undesirable or
visable.

capricious,

Many more suggestiol'ls for restriction have been made' Another is
that the rule against perpetuities, or some other limitfltion on the life
of a purely donative foundation, should be applied to prev€nt a peF
petuation of the fund. Still another is that a violation of any of the
resEictions of the tax law should not result merely in a loss of the in.
come tax exemption (the present limit of punishment) but, retroaG
tively, a loss of the initial gift tax or e$tate tax exemption. We cannot
Ilst all of the suggestions which have been made, but merely wish here
to indicate how varied the critical suggestions for reform have been.
We repeat our opinion that a full discusion of any proposals for
rcform should await the facts we disclose; any predisposition to a
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remedy may risk rerious error. We wish to emphasize our staff theory
that ,t any remedies are to 3uggest themselves, it should be becaure
intelligently and fairly assembled facts prompt them.
C, Conlrol as a basic problem. This bringp us to the basic control
problem. We would assume that the Committee would be disposed to
a minimurn of Federal control. The rights, dutiec and responsibilitier

of foundation$ arer in our opinion, primarily matters of state Iaw
with which the Federal governm€nt should not interfere unless
grounds of national welfare, strong euough to induce an application
of a broad Federal constitutional theoryi should appear. For the moment, then, the only mechanism of control available to the Congres is
the tax law. Congress has the clear right to place reasonable conditions
upon the privilege of tax exemption. It hag done so, as to income tax,
gift tax and estate tax. I[ amendments to these tax laws come to ap.
fear desirable, it is the province of the Committee on Ways and
Means, as we understand it, to consider such amendm€nts. We conceive our function in part to be to produce the facts upon which
ihat Committ€e may, if it chooses, act further. We deem it within our
province to state the facts which have appeared, collate them, and suggest areas of consideration for Ways and Means if the Committee finds
this desirable.
If acute or chronic foundation ailments ehould appear, the remedies
uray not, in every care, be through legislation. A disclosure of the
ailmentr may, to some extent, induce reform within the ailing foundation itself. And the very statement of the facts may induce the public
to take an interest of a nature to bring about reform through the
forcr of public opinion,
D. Should further loundations be encouraged? This question is put
in the light of the present tax laws which are an invitation to create
foundations. Foundationc were formerly almost always created from
an entirely charitable impulse. They are now most frequentty created
for reasonr basically involving the tax laws, even though the charita.
ble purposes are sincere. Do we want to continue this encouragement,
or go back to perruitting foundations as a simple privilege? The an.
twer to this question is again one for Ways and Means, which should
perhaps consider, in the light of our disclosed facts, whether reforms in
the tax law might not be desirable, directed at reducing the presrure
to create foundations. For example, making easier the problem of
liquidating frozen estates (closely held gtock cases) to pay death taxes,
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might wcll reduce the number of foundations caeated ln the future.
On the other hand, the answer might be that the tax pre$sure operat€o
benignly and should not be reduced.
E. Do foundations influence public opinion ond is this influence desirable? This basic and vital question could be broken down into
ruch categorics as these:
Education.

Public affairc,
Politics and the theory of government,
Economics.

International affairs,
Labor relations.
Etc.

Recognizing the unquestionably magnificent contributions which
the foundations have rnade to society in certain areas, we are inclined
to exclude from our studies the application of funds to certain ol
these specific areas, notably religion, medicine and health, except
where exceptional reason for a ctudy may exist. An example of an
exception might be a religious organization engaged in anti-Catho.

Iic or anti-Semitic activity, or a foundation expending great sums in.
ternationally on medicine or health-this last in connection with the
general question o[ the extent to which foundations to use, and may be

justified in using, tax free American money abroad,
llr

The following are speciftc projects which we have outlined to guide
the staff work, Some overlap, of course, on othert.

.

PROJECT I,

THE COLLECTION OF ACCESSORY MATERIAL
I.IND MAKING AVAILABLE COLLATENAL
GOYERNMENTAL AND PRIVATE SERYICES,
r, Coordination with Fcderal committees on subversion for

the

purpose of checking existing material on foundations,
a, Secure copies of records and reports of other commit'
tees to establish collateral library.
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b. Arrange lor

access

to other materials of such commit

tees,,

r.

c. Requert such committees for foundation leads.
Coordination with similar State committees.
a. California Un-American Activities Committee has a
mass of material, including much on foundations and
their penetration of educational institutions.
b. The California Senate Committee on Education (Mr.
Dilworth, Chairman) may have still better material.
c. Contact similar other state committ€es.

d. Assemble library of repotts, etc,
g. Coordination with Attorney General.
a. Get his list of subversive organizations for check purposes and keep

up to date.

b. Get leads.
4. Coordination with Internal Revenue.
a. Get ir list of foundations.

b. Arrange
c, Get

d.

Ge

it up to date.
to their statistical material.
to their foundation annual reports.

to keep

access

t access

their ctlteria for judging illegal activities
which would deprive a foundation of tax exemption
example, definition of political use and ProPa.

e. Procure

-for
ganda.
f.

We are not necessarily bound by such delini.
tions but might start with them.
Get leads.

g. Coordination with FBI.
a, Probably very doubtful, but we may g€3 substantial
asistance in checking subverslves.
6. Miscellaneous library material.
a. There are organizations which collect dara oq foundationr. We should asemble as much as posible. Exarnple, Rusell Sage Foundation material. We might so.

licit the foundations to give us whatever'material they
may have in the way of studies of foundation work
and their place in society, as well as any plans they
may have for future studiec.
Asistance
from individuals.
7.
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a. Make check list of individuals who may have material
resulting from their own studies of foundations.

b. Make contact with each to secure leads and

I.

coop€ra-

tion.
As soon as posible, build up a quick reference file or card file
to save time in cross-checking, Designing a filing system which
could be used in relerence work is an allied project.
PROJECT

II,

CENERAL DATA.

It is proposed to assemble, clasify and sum up facts concerning
the tax-exempt Foundations in the United States since rgr8 in
such a manncr as will enable the Committee most rapidly and
conveniently to determine, among other things:
a, The extent and nature of thcir tesources.
b. The purpose$ to which these resources have been devoted,
c The qualifications of those charged with the responsi-

bility of directirrg their resources toward dre achieve
ment o[ these purposes.

d, The size, composition and organization

of the staft

maintained to supervise their operationr.
e. Operating costs and the relation which they bear to
their total r€sourc€s.
f, The number and nature of grants made.
g. The number and nature of grants refused.

h. The degree of control which they exercise over the
recipients of such grantr,

i. The directional policies

and practices relicd upon to
insure the effectiveness of these control$.
Broadly speaking, these facts are essential to any cftort to pass
judgment upon or appraise the value of an enterprise or a segment of American wealth. In addition, it i$ intended that these
facts shall be classified according to Foundations which are dis.
tinguishable from each othcr bccause of:
a, Purpose.
b. Size of either endowment or quantity of annual con.
tributions,

3vt
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c. Nature of investments.
d. Type o[ organization (i.e,, corporate or fiduciary).
e. Methods of operation.
it is contemplated that, to facilitate the interpretation
of these "findings," the staft will presenr to the Committee its
own objective summation o[ the trends which have characterized
such essential aspects of life in the United States gince rgrS as
education, politics and finance-drawing for this Purpose uPon
resourcer which, in its opinion, can be qualifled as authoritative,

Finally,

objective and unprej udiced.

PROJECT

III.

ANALYYS OF FORMER HEARINGS.

This should be done. by the Research Director himself, or a
top assistant, to determine what material should be amplified
and what subjects rhould be carried further or integrated with
other projects.

PROJECT IY.

TREATMENT OF QU EST/ONNITRES.

r.

Analysis of existing questionnaires.
a. Selecdon of cases for study.
b, Identification of reasons for study.

c; Determine whether followup questionnaire should be
sent; should such be uniform or designed to fit each
case?

d. Follow-through, in some

cases,

on operation of proj'

ects started by foundations last year.

r. Additional mass questionnaires?
a. Should any be rent?

b. To

large, middle or small groups?

c, Should we, by this method or any other, try to show
evidence that a great number of now small founda'
tions are actually vehicles to receive larger funds at

'

death of donor?
3. Quesdonnaires to selected

'

list of

donees

to

$ee

what other

foundation grants they have received. Also, to check what
work they have done.
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P&oIECT

Y,

DEFINITIONS,

r. In the work of identification of individuals, projects, pun
poses and operations, we must check against standards, We
shall have to take the risk of determining these standards;
thcy should bc defined as closely in relation to legal precept$
as we can. We can start with Internal Revenue, F.B.I. and
other Committee definitions. It might be wisg in connection
with hearingp, to prepare a list of definitions for submission

to prospecdve witnesses to avoid semantic bog$.
8. Among them are:

a. propaganda.

b, political purposeo or

uses.

c. socialism.

d. communism.
e. fascisrn.

f. subvenion.
g. slanting.

'

h. antisocial activity.

i.

radicalism.

J. leftism.
k rightism.
l. lobbying.

m, un-American activiry,
€tc., etc,, e tc. phere may be many more)
PROTECT VI.

ADMINISTRATIVE CHECK.UP WHERE THERE

HAYE BEEN DISCLOSED REGRETTABLE AWARDS,
r. To cover cases as to wlrich there has already been testimony,
or as to which we may have new material, and where:

l. A

a. There have been subversive grants;
b. There has been political use; or
c, There has been gravely slanted use,
factual presentation in this area would be of great value

exposing:
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a. The dangers whidr deserve the administrative attention of good foundations;

b. Areas in which remedial legislation by the states might
be desirable;

and

c. Areas of consideration for Congtes.
g. Except where wicked intention is clear, we take goodwill for
granted and asiume that no impropriecy was intended.
4. Then-How did it happen? Who was responsible? Why? What
caused such unintended results?
g. This can, in part, be reduced, perhaps, to a somewhat statistical result. That ir, we can list instances in which an improper
award was made for such reasons as:
a. Lack of sufficient investigation or check of the project.
b. Lack ofsupervision orcontrol in operation.
c, Calculated design at the source of the appointment
(prompting of the appointment, perhaps, by a sub.
versive or extremist on the staff).
check.
e, Inattention by trustees.
Etc,, etc., etc.

d. Lack of security

6. In cases where an admittedly unfortunate donation was made
and the foundacion has expressed regret and asserted that it
would no! willingly or knowingly make such an award, should
we not run down the extent to which the foundation has tried
to ascertain whether an error in procedure existed and take
srcps to try to prevent a rccurrence?

PROIECT YII,

POLITICAL USE,
r. A list should be prepared of foundationr whlch have regio.

tcred as lobbyists. In each ca$e, the nature of the lobbying
must be investigated carefully. Some of rhese cases will be
innocent. Others will be pet se violations of the tax exemption
rule.

cases will appear in which the literature produced is
of a political character or has been used politically.
g. There will be other case$ in which though no political literature is used, the foundation har engaged in politia.

c. Other
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4. There is a very difficult area, where the foundation ha$ not
engaged directly in politics but has produccd what mighr be
called "politically slanted" material.

PROIECT VIIL
ROUTINE PROCEDURE WITH FOUNDATIONS WIIICH
ANE SUSPECTED OF IDEOLOGICAL "SLAN'TINC,i'

r. List o[ trustees.
z. List o[ officers,
g. List of adminigtrative oflicials,
4, Is there an extraordinary preponderance o[ ideological pre
ponents, or an eftective direction by ideological proponenh?
5. Then see if there is a reflection of this preponderance in the
operation:
a. By identity of awards.
b. By dollar value of awardr.

c, By identityof

donees.

d. By identity o[ administrators of awards.
e, In each case (a.b.c.d.) collateral material may

be
needed for the characterization,
By this means we might show that, when extremist$ predomi.
nate in control of a foundarion, the result is at least a slant to its
operation, with political implications-whether sufficient to re.

sult in cxemption loss or not.

Note: There are some instances in which, although there witl be
no numerical predominance, it can be shown that the non.
cxtremists were inactive and that the extremisrs directed
the show.

No!e.' Where the correlation between control and result can be
proved and there was a partial use of funds for subversive
purposes, or an adminisrration or use of Iunds by a sub"
versive, a further tie-in may be possible.
Notc.' We cannot expect uniformity or srand-patishness. We
shall have to define the term "ideological," but we mean
it roughly to cover communism, socialism, fascism, and
other ideologies which tend to change radically our form

of economy or society.
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PRoIECT IX.
INTERNATIONALISM,
r, The delicate area i6 religion. To even guestion the right to

use foundation money for foreign religiouo misions, etc., il
dangerour.
1. fn many other instances, the wide use of tax free money
abroad is subject to guestion:

a. On the ground that it ls uansporting the tupayet'r
money without his consenl
b. On the ground that it has an effect on foreign policl
independent of and sometimes contmry to the official
policy of governmenL In some cases, it is "meddling."
3. Thc problem here ir simply to Present factual and statistical
information and, upon it, to base the guestion; Are such
grants justifiable or desirable?

4"

A

mass quertionnaire

on ihls tubject by irelf might be ad.

visable.

PROIECT X.
INTERLOCKS AN D FAY ORITISMT.

t.

Extent to which foundations give money to each other,

& Extent to which this r€ruls ln a shifting or ducking
of responsibility.

'

t.

b. Extent to which this indicates an interlock.

g

Extent to which this indicates an informal control of
foundation operations in general.
d. Extent to which a rend of political or social character
can be traced to this interlock.
Dxtent of interlocking trusteeshiPs.
a. Interlocks within the boards.

b. fnterlocks with

the universitie"r,

c. Certain favored universities,

'
t.

d. Obvious

exclusions through such interlockr,

€. Some statistical study of this resulL
Extent of interlock in foundation officem and administrative
officials.

a.

Same breakdown as above (a.b.c,d.e.)
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b. Probable that most of the mischief

takes place

at thir

level.
4. Markedly favored individual donees.
5. Markedly favored projectr,
6. Markedly favored institutional donees.
f, Tracing ideological patt€rn$?

PROIEAT XL
CONTROL OF EDUCATION,
t. This subject should be integrated with or partly based on
Project X.

t. Favoring of certain universities and institutions.
t. Interlocks and thcir part in controlling education and the de.

of educational theories through association with
favored colleges and favored professon.
4. Describe the pattern of control. (It has been suggested that
therc is a sort of inner gtoup and associates who acc as a sel[velopment

perpetuating controlling board-not [ormally, but by mutual
support.)

5. Difficulty of getting allotmene for individuals and organizations not within the inner group or on its periphery.
6, Extent to which goyernment funds find their way into the
same control (National Science Foundation?).
?. Trace the,charge that there was a pattern or plan of Communist and Socialist inftltration into foundations to affect
education, etc.

PROJECT

XII.

TAX AND AUSINESS ABUSES.
r. A discussion of the tax uses oI foundations

is important as a

background to current and future <ievelopments. Abuses come
into play through brrsiness use when foundations are created
for tax purposes primarily, These deserve mention, at least,
though they are for the eye of Internal Revenue.
4. Some analysis might be made of foundation portfoliot and
of the holdingp of donors and their families to see whether

control of enterprises takes place indirectly,
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g. A general study of the financial import of foundation management might also be undertaken.

**t
FOLLOW.UP ON COX COMMITTEE'S WORK.
In the report of the Cox Committee, a list of criticisms of
foundation operation was given in the form of questions, and
3he report gave answers to some o[ these questions. We understand it to be the position of this Committee that the Cox Com.
mittee had inade{uarc time to consider these posed qrresrions

with

thoroughness, We propose, therefore, to reconsider these
qu€stions and attempt to produce more elaborate material upon
which answers to them can be based, though the Committee may
not choose to give precise answefs.
The questions asked by the Cox Committee nrere th€se:
r, Have foundation funds been diverted from the purposes €stablished by the founders?
B. 1fo what extent have foundations been infiltrated by Cornmunists and Communist sympathizers?

E. Have foundation funds been channeled into the hands of
subversive individuals and organizations, and, if so, to what
extent?

4. Have foundations supported or asisted persons, organizalions, and projects which, if not subversive in the extreme
sense of that word, tend to weaken or discredit the capitalis.
tic system as it exists in the United States and to favor Marx.

irt

socialism?

g. Are trust€es of foundations absentee landlords who have
delegated their duties and responsibilities to paid employees
of the foundations?
6. Do foundations tend to be controlled by interlocking directorates composed primarily of individuals residing in the
North and Middle.Atlantic States?

7. Through their power to grant and withhold funds, have
foundations tended to shift the center of gravity of colleges
and other institutions to a point outside the institutions
themselves?

8. Have foundations favored internationalism?
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g. To what extent are foundations spending American money
in foreign countries?
ro. Do loundations recognize that they are in the natute of pub'

lic trusts and are, therefore, accountable to the public, or do
they clothe their activities in secrecy and resent and repulse
eftorts to learn about them and their activities?
as a device by which the control
of great corporations are kept within the family of the foun'
dation's founder or creator?
lr. To what extent are foundations being used as a device for
avoidance and lax evasion?
Ivlost of the questions are covered irr the projects outlined above.

rt,

Are foundations being used

rt*
IVIETHODS,

We intend to produce a record at hearings. Whether these hearings
are to be public or private is the Committee's decision. Some docu'
mentary evidence will be accumulated and introduced; other evidence
will come out of the mouths of witnesses under oath. We hope that
early hearings will not be required. We feel that a great amount o[
preliminary research should be finished before, and in PreParation
for, hearings.. Some of this involves independent study by the staffi
some necessitates conferences with foundation executives; and some
will come to us in the form o[ material solicited by mail from the

foundations.

I r t

This report to the Committee is, as we have said, intended to be
tentative. We reserve the privilege of amplifying or varying it within
its general import, We fully understand, however, that we are the
selvants of the Committee itself and subject entirely to its direction.
Moreover, we welcome whatever cooperation or direction the Com'
mittee members can take the time and trouble to give us.
Ren€ A. Wormser
General Counsel

Arnold T. Koch
Associate Counsel

Norman Dodd
Director ol Research
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FOUNDATION$: THEIR POWER
AND I]{FIUENGE
By Ren6 A. Wormser
This is a searching analysis of some of America's most powerful tax-exempt
foundations, their actions as opposed to their stated purpose's, the
interlocking groups of men who run them, their influence on the country at
largc.

The author, as counsel to fre Reece Committee which investigated
foundations for ttre last Rcpublican Congress, gained a unique insight into the
inner workings ofthe various Rockefeller, Carnegie and Ford-created giants.
He also witncssed the inteirse and powerfrrl opposition to any investigation of
these multi-billiondollar public trusB. The Reece investigation was virtually
hamstrung from the start to its early demise- which was aided and abetted by
l€adlnS newspaper ofthe country.
is difficult for ttre public !o understan( "writes Mr. Wormser, "that some
of the grat foundations which have done so much for us in some fields have
acted tragically ngainst the public interest in others, but the facts are there for
the unprejudiced to recognize.
"The power of the individual foundation giant is ononnous. When there is
like,mindedness among a group of these giants, which apparently is due to the
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existence ofa closely knit group ofprofessional administrators in the social
science fiel4 the power is magnifred hugely. When such foundations do
goo4 flrey justi$ the ta:r-exempt status which the people grant them.-When
they do harm, it can be immense harm - there is virtually no counterforce to
oppose them."
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